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Abstract 
Mid-air interaction has been investigated for many years, and with the launch of affordable 

sensors, this type of interaction has become more popular. However, the cursor-based approach, 

where the hand replicates the movement of the cursor, has influenced the design of mid-air 

graphical interfaces (GUI) in an attempt to copy the WIMP-based interaction model used in 

desktop computers. Another paradigm used in mid-air interaction refers to the development of 

gesture-libraries, where different gestures are assigned to the functionalities of a system (e.g. 

thumbs up to confirm an action). Nevertheless, in this approach the user must memorise the 

gestures to be used, potentially generating cognitive overload due to the need for recall over 

recognition.  

Since both approaches present several shortcomings and usability issues – through the adoption 

of a Research through Design framework, this thesis proposes an alternative approach for mid-

air interaction entitled gestures-only, based on a combination of different strategies: (i) the use 

of mainly swipe gestures performed in the vertical and horizontal axis and reducing the need for 

memorisation; (ii) application of distal interaction and relative position to the gestures 

performed, not requiring precision to be performed; (iii) a navigational structure that allows 

hierarchical navigation in “n” levels, all mediated by a (iv) graphical interface (GUI) based on 

manipulation, cursorless, using visual affordances to reveal the gestures to be performed, along 

with 11 interaction principles defined to support the approach comprehension. 

In order to demonstrate and validate the gestures-only approach, six Design Patterns were 

developed as a tool to generate and transfer knowledge in design, evaluated through two 

empirical studies. The first one identifies if gestures suggested by participants matched with the 

ones originally designed, along with the validation of strategies defined to communicate mid-air 

gestures through the GUI. The second study presents a comparative analysis of performance 

and satisfaction between cursor-based and gestures-only, consolidating the proposed approach 

as the preferred one, identified in the overall user experience. Both studies revealed design 

recommendations for mid-air gesture-driven interfaces. 

Resultant contributions to the field of user experience design include: (i) a novel approach for 

mid-air interaction based on manipulation and cursorless named gestures-only; (ii) a set of 

strategies to design mid-air graphical interfaces for the proposed approach (iii) six Design 

Patterns used to mediate informational content;  (iv) a detailed analysis comparing the 

performance and satisfaction of cursor-based interfaces against the proposed approach and (v) 

empirically validated design recommendations that inform designers, developers and future 

research concerning the design of mid-air applications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This thesis explores a new way to interact with digital information via in-air gestures, known 

as mid-air interaction. The launch of affordable devices, along with improvements in gesture 

recognition, have recently made mid-air interaction more feasible and available, 

contributing to an increasing interest in the use of gestures for human-computer interaction 

(HCI). This chapter provides an overview of the context of the thesis (Sections 1.1 to 1.2), 

describing the two dominant mid-air approaches available - cursor-based and gestures-

library mid-air approaches - along with shortcomings and usability issues identified on them, 

leading to an alternative approach based on manipulation introduced in this thesis – named 

as gestures-only (Section 1.3), suggested to be used in a delimitated scenario (Section 1.4). 

The chapter follows presenting the aims and objectives of the research (Section 1.5) 

followed by an outline of the contributions (Section 1.6), thesis structure (Section 1.7) and 

terminology used in the research (Section 1.8). 

 

1.1 Mid-air interaction 
“Everything is best for something and worst for something else.  

The trick is knowing what is what, for what, when, for whom, where,  
and most importantly, why.” 

(Bill Buxton, 2007)  
 

Research about mid-air interaction has been carried out in the HCI community over the past 

few decades. Previous work such as the Put-that-there (Bolt, 1980), combining voice and 

gestures or the Charade (Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993), using interactive gloves, 

represent early gesture systems. After three decades, in 2010 Microsoft introduced Kinect, 

the first commercially successful mid-air device (Freeman, 2016), followed by Leap Motion 

(Leap Motion, Inc.) and Myo Armband (Thalmic Labs Inc.), launched in 2014. These mid-air 

devices have contributed to an early adoption of these technologies (Roupé, Bosch-

Sijtsema, & Johansson, 2014), linked to the expectation that as technology becomes more 

ubiquitous, interactive systems may require new forms of interaction (Wigdor & Wixon, 

2011).  

 

Nevertheless, despite the use of mid-air interaction in the entertainment market (e.g. 

games), this paradigm is still in the process of maturing its way for interaction, partially due 

to several usability issues (Freeman, 2016; Malizia & Bellucci, 2012; Norman, 2010); therefore, 
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 this thesis targets a different user experience through the proposition of an innovative 

approach for mid-air interaction. Considering the mid-air interaction scenario of 

applications, Carter et al. (2016) pointed out that two approaches have been dominant in 

hand-based mid-air interaction: cursor-based and gesture-library, both presenting potential 

issues and shortcomings regarding the user experience, as presented: 

 

The cursor-based interaction is characterised by the movement of the user's hand similar to 

the use of the mouse in computers, associated with the act of dwelling to perform the 

actions in the interface, similar to the mouse metaphor. For instance, Figure 1 demonstrates 

the interaction between two screens using the cursor-based approach. The user moves his 

hand, pointing to an X,Y coordinate in the interface – a button – and dwells for some 

seconds over this interactive area to activate it, while a circular loader shows the feedback 

of the dwelling time. When the dwelling time finishes, it activates the button and the 

application navigates to the next page. To go back to the previous page, the "Back" button 

showed in Figure 1 (Right) should be activated in the same way. This technique is known as 

Point-and-dwell (Hespanhol, Tomitsch, Grace, Collins, & Kay, 2012), or hover-to-select, while 

a variation of this technique called Press-to-select has also been used (Carter et al., 2016). 

 

 
Figure 1: Cursor-based interaction, following the same metaphor of the mouse interaction 

 

Concerning the cursor-based approach, this paradigm presents several shortcomings: 
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Interacting with a dwell-and-point (cursor-based) interface is slow, tiring and 

cumbersome. This is because it demands focused hand-eye coordination for careful 

placement of the cursor, with the arm in a static mid-air hold, waiting for the interface 

element to activate. (Ackad et al. 2015) 

 

The use of cursor-based interactions can generate fatigue problems such as 'gorilla-arm' 

(Garzotto & Valoriani, 2013; Hincapié-ramos, 2014), represented by an intense muscle 

tension caused by the need to perform a high precision movement over a period of time 

using the technique. Moreover, because of the nature of the approach and the limitations of 

technology, cursor-based also presents constraints related to accuracy (Sambrooks & 

Wilkinson, 2013). Another issue in this approach is linked to the graphical interfaces (GUI) 

used in these systems since they are generally grounded in interaction models employed in 

traditional desktop computers (Morris et al., 2014). This issue, known as legacy bias, refers 

to the difficulty of understanding fundamental capabilities of novel sensing technologies 

(Morris, Wobbrock, & Wilson, 2010), inheriting the legacy and interaction model of WIMP 

interfaces (Windows, Icons, Menus, and Pointing) due to the use of a cursor in the GUI. 

 

The gesture-library mid-air approach consists in the development of gesture sets (a group 

of commands in the interface mediated through gestures), involving the detection of static 

gestures or the movement of hands and arms to be used as a command for applications. For 

instance, in Figure 2 the user uses a gesture that mimics a scissor to perform a command to 

navigate to the next screen (Figure 2, left) and to go back to the previous screen (Figure 2, 

right), a ‘thumbs up' gesture has been used. In this approach, in general, the graphical 

interface (GUI) does not offer any visual clue (Mary Lou Maher & Lee, 2017), and the user 

has to remember all gestures to be performed – in some studies ranging from 12 to 22 

gestures (Morris, 2012; Nacenta, Kamber, Qiang, & Kristensson, 2013; Vatavu, 2012). 
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Figure 2: Gesture-library approach, using a variety of gestures for commands in an application 

 

Different strategies have been used for the definition of gesture sets in the gesture-library 

approach, focusing on imitating real-world actions such as a knife to cut an object (Grandhi, 

Joue, & Mittelberg, 2011), use of iconic gestures (e.g. simulate a circle with hands), and 

symbolic gestures (e.g. thumbs up), where the gesture is linked to conventions, meaning or 

properties of the task performed, in an attempt to create a universal gesture-based 

language. Due to the variability of gestures in this approach, systems based on gesture-

libraries tend to have an “extremely low level of discoverability” (Carter et al., 2016), not 

taking into consideration cognitive issues, affordances and learnability (Mary Lou Maher & 

Lee, 2017). The use of gestures without the support of the graphical interface requires them 

to "be known and recalled to users before interactions, often resulting in high false-positive 

recall" (Carter et al., 2016). In what concerns the GUI, gesture-library applications are also 

based on the WIMP standard, e.g. control of a music player with gestures using the same 

interface of a desktop interaction, without any instruction about the gestures to be 

performed (Wittorf & Jakobsen, 2016). In addition, these gestures may possess a strong 

cultural dependence (Mauney, Howarth, Wirtanen, & Capra, 2010), where users from a 

specific culture may not understand the meaning associated with them. From the 

technological perspective, the gesture-library may also present some limitations, since the 

variation in the gestures (e.g. complex gestures that combine different fingers, dynamic 

poses) could result in unfeasible gesture recognition. 
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These considerations demonstrated the usability issues identified in cursor-based and 

gesture-library mid-air approaches, revealing that a different and alternative strategy was 

necessary. Amongst the shortcomings identified in both approaches, common issues linked 

to the use of a graphical interface (GUI) following the WIMP standard were identified, 

suggesting that this interaction model for interface development was not suitable for mid-

air interaction. Maher & Lee (2017) corroborated these issues, suggesting that a research 

challenge in mid-air interaction is the design of gestures with effective visual feedback, 

while Norman (2010) identified that issues such as the struggle to remember gestures and 

the lack of visual feedback are main concerns in gestural interaction. 

 

Therefore, this thesis focuses in the design of an alternative approach to cursor-based and 

gesture-library techniques called gestures-only, suggesting the use of a graphical interface 

that provides effective visual feedback, in order to improve the user experience in mid-air 

interaction. The proposed approach is based on gestures, but it is not constituted by a 

library of gestures; instead, it uses gestures linked to the same movements that we perform 

in our “daily lives, reusing existing skills”, also pointed out by Maher & Lee (2017) as a 

challenge for gestures design. The approach presented in this thesis is based on the use of 

manipulative gestures and manipulation of visual components in the graphical interface, as 

presented in the following section. 

 

1.2 Gestural approach based on manipulation 
 

Introducing large numbers of symbolic gestures instead of focusing on manipulations is 

similar to expecting users to learn a great number of keyboard shortcuts or command 

line expressions or an entirely new language. (H. Jetter, Gerken, & Reiterer, 2010) 

 

An alternative to cursor-based and gesture-library interaction is the use of manipulation, 

through manipulative gestures. This category of gestures has its origin in the concept of 

direct manipulation (Shneiderman, 1983), where an object of interest is visible on the 

interface and the interaction occurs when this object is manipulated. The ‘pinch-to-zoom’ or 

‘two-finger-rotate’ gestures (Figure 3) are examples of these gestures being used on 

touchscreen interfaces. 
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Figure 3: Examples of manipulations to (a) zoom or (b) rotate an object. Source: Ardito et al. 

(2014). 

 

Manipulative gestures are directly related to the graphical interface (GUI). Some studies 

have investigated the combination of graphical interface and gestural interaction. Ardito et 

al. (2014) highlighted the importance of using gestures that people can visualise and 

understand. Therefore, instead of searching for a universal gesture-based language or 

replicating the cursor interaction in mid-air (as discussed previously in the current mid-air 

approaches), this research proposed a mid-air approach that used the manipulation of 

visual components in the graphical interface through gestures, since "manipulations are a 

part of a physical and spatial mother tongue that we all share” (Ardito et al., 2014).  

 

This thesis introduces the gestures-only approach, aiming to combine the manipulation of 

interface components in the GUI and, using visual clues (e.g. animations), elicit the use of 

directional swipe gestures, being identified in this scenario as manipulative gestures. For 

instance, in Figure 4 the user sees an animation from bottom to top in the GUI, suggesting 

that the content can be moved, therefore manipulated. When the animation stops (Figure 4, 

centre) a visual clue indicates that there is more content at the bottom of the page – a 

gradient indicates that the content is partially revealed. This visual clue suggests the use of 

a swipe gesture from bottom to top, to manipulate the content and navigate to the 

following screen. The gesture performed in the opposite direction allows the user to return 

to the previous screen (Figure 4, right). This example partially demonstrates the structure of 

gestures-only, the gestural approach based on manipulation proposed in this research. 
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Figure 4: Gestures-only approach, combining the use of visual manipulation, manipulative 

gestures along with other strategies. 

 

The use of swipe gestures, in the example of Figure 4 performed in the vertical axis does 

not require a precision position on the GUI using an X,Y coordinate (as seen in cursor-

based), neither demands the user to learn arbitrary iconic or symbolic gestures not linked to 

the GUI. The directional swipe gestures (left to right, bottom to top) acts physically over the 

GUI, moving pages and interface components as manipulative gestures, in remembrance of 

direct manipulation (since the approach uses a concept identified as manipulation based, 

described in detail in Section 4.2.2.1). These are linked to the way that we experience 

artefacts in the world, directly interacting with it (Dourish, 2004), based on physical 

exploration. In addition, the approach is based on the use of swipe gestures performed only 

in the 2 axis (vertical/horizontal), eliminating the recognition of complex gestures and 

reducing the gesture set for an application, consequently reducing the “high false-positive 

recall” (Carter et al., 2016) identified in the gesture-library approach. 

 

In addition, the use of swipe gestures in both axis implicated in a navigation structure where 

one axis can be used for hierarchical navigation, while the other axis can be used for the 

content navigation on each screen, all mediated by a graphical interface that attempts to 

provide visual clues before the interaction (identified as feedforward) and after the 

interaction (feedback), providing information to the user about to which direction the swipe 

should be performed to navigate on the interface. Since manipulations are based on the 

visual representation of graphic components, the interface plays a major role in this 

proposed approach; therefore, visual cues and feedback are essential components to be 

investigated (Wachs, Kölsch, Stern, & Edan, 2011), reinforced by the challenge that “little 
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 research to date has focused on standards for interaction feedback” in mid-air (Mary Lou 

Maher & Lee, 2017). Still concerning the GUI, since gestures-only approach did not use a 

cursor, the interface should not present an interaction through buttons, but a gesture-driven 

interface. 

 

This overview of a gestural approach based on manipulation showed that the definition of 

the proposed gestures-only approach is related to different concepts and strategies that, 

together, compound an alternative to cursor-based and gesture-library mid-air paradigms. 

The definition and explanation of the approach are further discussed in Chapter 4. In order 

to validate this proposal, research artefacts (Zimmerman, Forlizzi, & Evenson, 2007) were 

developed as a tool to generate and transfer knowledge in design, and are briefly 

introduced in the following section. 

 

1.3 Design Patterns as a tool for generating knowledge in 

design 
 

In the context of graphical interfaces, Design Patterns (also known as UI Patterns) represent 

a "common visual structure (e.g. list layout, image gallery) without being too concrete on 

the details, which gives the flexibility to be creative" (Tidwell 2005, p.2). Design Patterns 

represent common solutions for design problems and are usually used to organise 

information for specific functionality. As a strategy to design and evaluate the gestural 

approach described in the previous section, Design Patterns were developed in this thesis as 

research artefacts, being used as a tool to generate knowledge in design. The Design 

Patterns were developed in this research through the implementation of prototypes with 

medium and high-fidelity, further discussed in Chapter 2 and Section 4.3. Besides this 

function in the research, the demonstration of the gestures-only approach through Design 

Patterns may support researchers and practitioners with future investigations concerning 

the proposed approach, since they presented common interactions that may be used in 

other projects. 

 

In addition, several Design Patterns have been developed for desktop and lately for 

touchscreen interaction. However, there is a lack of research on Design Patterns applied to 

mid-air interaction. 
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In contrast to other long-lived interaction styles, there is not an established corpus of 

mid-air interaction techniques concerning 2D UI Patterns like galleries, menus, content 

lists, maps, etc. […] the question arises of whether some gestures are more appropriate 

than others to perform […] these interaction patterns. (Koutsabasis & Domouzis, 2016) 

 

Along with the choice and rationale for Design Patterns as research artefacts, Wigdor & 

Wixon (2011) emphasised the importance of comprehension of the niche where mid-air 

interaction can be inserted. According to Chattopadhyay & Bolchini (2015), mid-air 

interaction is typically used for exploratory tasks rather than fine-grained, repetitious tasks, 

along with “short-duration, casual tasks” (Morris, 2012). These characteristics were also 

identified in previous work about public information displays (Ackad, Clayphan, Tomitsch, & 

Kay, 2015; Alt, Memarovic, Greis, & Henze, 2014) mediated by mid-air interaction. 

 

Based on these considerations, the research artefacts developed in this thesis were focused 

on the niche of informational interfaces, since the browsing of informational content (e.g. 

text, images and video) seemed suitable for mid-air interaction through Design Patterns 

(e.g. video player, image gallery), according to the requirements previously presented. 

Another argument for this rationale is linked to the context of use of the proposed Design 

Patterns, which is explained in the subsequent section.  

 

1.4 Delimitation of the application scenario 
Research on mid-air interfaces has been applied to different application scenarios. Ni et al. 

(2011) highlighted the potential for using this type of interaction in desktop interactions, 

games, virtual and augmented reality, public ambient displays and large displays. Within 

this spectrum, the use of larger displays stands out as one of the most appropriate supports 

for mid-air interaction (Carter et al., 2016). This format allows remote interaction1, involving 

one or multiple users, and it is used in public, semi-public or private context (Kratky, 2011). 

 

Kratky (2011) defined the semi-public context as a space that presents restrictions of use 

and access and does not offer a shared interaction. Based on the characteristics of 

informational interfaces defined in the previous section, it seemed reasonable that an 

individual interaction would be more appropriate, performed in a private or semi-public 

                                                   
1 Performed by the user without any contact with the display (Ardito, Buono, Costabile, & Desolda, 2015). 
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 context. The notion of proxemic interactions, where the distance between the user and the 

system is measured (Greenberg, Marquardt, Ballendat, Diaz-Marino, & Wang, 2011) is used to 

support the delimitation of the scenario, according to the five dimensions presented in 

Figure 5: 

 

 
Figure 5: Dimensions of proxemics interaction. Source: (Greenberg et al., 2011). 

 

- Distance: can be defined as a continuous measure or being discrete (interaction 

zones). For the research scenario, the distance is limited by the optimal range of the 

mid-air device - ≅1.5-2.5m – though it could be extended to 4 metres. 

- Orientation: is defined as discrete, which means that the user can interact with the 

system when he is facing the display. 

- Movement: user referent movement variation to the display (being closer-away) 

does not have an influence over the interfaces designed.  

- Identity: the interfaces designed are activated based on the first user that enters 

into the range of detection of the sensor; in case of 2 or more people, the system 

works only in an individual mode. 

- Location: for a semi-public context of use, the mid-air applications considered the 

scenario of a living room, bedroom, or a room where the interaction would be 

observed by friends or relatives, not including strangers or a public context. 

Therefore, instead of using the semi-public terminology, the research considers a 

semi-private context of use would be more adequate. 

 

In addition, the social acceptability of the gestures performed in the proposed approach is 

analysed considering this application scenario, since it constitutes an important part of 

designing mid-air interfaces (Mary Lou Maher & Lee, 2017; Rico & Brewster, 2010). 
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1.5 Aim, research questions and objectives 
In Section 1.1, issues with the cursor-based and gesture-library approaches were identified, 

suggesting that the current techniques used in mid-air interaction present usability 

problems. Therefore, in Section 1.2 the use of manipulation and manipulative gestures was 

presented as an alternative, despite the challenges and considerations presented (e.g. 

effective visual feedback). In order to develop and evaluate a proposal approach, 

Informational Design Patterns were defined as a tool to generate knowledge in design 

(Section 1.3), considering a semi-private context of use and big displays as the application 

scenario (Section 1.4). Based on these considerations, this research aims to: 

 

Define a gestural approach based on manipulation applied to mid-air interaction. 

 

To achieve this research goal, the following research questions delineate this investigation: 

 

RQ1: What are the characteristics of a gestural approach based on manipulation and 

cursorless applied to the design of graphical interfaces in mid-air interaction? 

 

RQ2: How to design graphical interfaces for a cursorless gestural approach based on 

manipulation? 

 

In order to evaluate the proposed approach, identified as gestures-only, the development of 

research artefacts (Design Patterns) was based on an iterative process. Therefore, a 

comparative analysis was defined as a strategy to assess the proposed approach compared 

to the cursor-based, considered the standard technique on mid-air interaction. This plan 

leads to the following research question: 

 

RQ3: What are the differences in performance and satisfaction of mid-air applications 

mediated by cursor-based and gestures-only approach? Which approach presents a 

better user experience? 

 

Specific research objectives linked to the aim and research questions are: 

 

- RO1. Identify the design space and strategies that can be used in a mid-air gestural 

approach through the review of relevant research (Related to RQ1, RQ2, RQ3); 
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 - RO2. Define and evaluate interactive principles for a gestural approach based on 

manipulation (Related to RQ1, RQ2, RQ3); 

- RO3. Iteratively develop prototypes for the proposed approach based on existing 

design knowledge (2D Design Patterns) applied to informational interfaces (Related 

to RQ2, RQ3); 

- RO4. Empirically evaluate users’ gestures preferences applied to mid-air 

informational interfaces (Related to RQ1, RQ3); 

- RO5. Conduct a comparative evaluation of cursor-based and gestural mid-air 

interactions (Related to RQ3) 

- RO6. Synthesise findings from the research activities providing design 

recommendations for the design of mid-air applications based on a gestural 

approach (Related to RQ1). 

 

1.6 Contributions 
This thesis makes the following contributions: 

- The design and evaluation of the gestures-only approach as an innovative and 

disruptive paradigm for mid-air interaction. The approach was based on the use of 

manipulation in a cursorless GUI designed to elicit mainly manipulative directional 

swipe gestures, through the use of visual clues (feedforward and feedback). In 

addition, the use of distal interaction and relative position was linked to the swipe 

gestures performed, removing the need for an absolute position of the hand, and an 

optimised performance through a small and memorable gesture set defined by 

gestures performed only in 2 axes (vertical/horizontal), being also quicker and easier 

to execute. This characteristic was also related to a structure of hierarchical 

navigation that supports "n" levels, among 11 interaction principles. The proposed 

approach was acknowledged as sufficiently robust, natural, efficient, intuitive, 

innovative, being considered an alternative for Post-WIMP mid-air interfaces and 

proposing a new mental model for mid-air interaction. Considering previous work, 

gestures-only allowed the manipulation of more elements in the interface compared 

to ZOIL interfaces (König, Gerken, Reiterer, & Keywords, 2008), it supported a 

navigation with “n” levels when compared to the 2 levels found in (Ackad et al., 

2015), it supported distal interaction and relative position in an innovative way in 

relation to Carter et al., (2016), it offered a set of strategies to reveal manipulative 

gestures through a multi-cue way using static and animated affordances not 
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 identified on previous works about mid-air interaction, suggesting a different mental 

model due to the GUI developed without buttons. While previous research used 

manipulative gestures combined with symbolic gestures or even the use of cursor 

(Ackad, Wasinger, Gluga, Kay, & Tomitsch, 2013; S.-S. Lee, Chae, Kim, Lim, & Lee, 

2013), the gestures-only approach used exclusively manipulative gestures, linked to 

a GUI designed to be suitable to those gestures. As an overall user perception about 

the approach, gestures-only, was acknowledged as sufficiently robust, natural, 

efficient, intuitive, innovative, being considered an alternative for Post-WIMP mid-air 

interfaces. 

- A set of strategies to communicate/reveal manipulative gestures on the GUI, 

demonstrating how to design mid-air interactions with effective visual feedback for 

a cursorless gestural approach based on manipulation. These strategies, presented 

as design recommendations, were designed aligned with the navigation structure 

proposed by the gestures-only approach and combined the use of multiple visual 

cues – static and animated – to provide feedforward and feedback on the GUI. 

- Six Informational Design Patterns (also used as research artefacts, as previously 

described). The interfaces developed provided common structures for the browsing 

of text, images and videos, providing mid-air applications suitable for a semi-private 

context of use. Concerning the research about informational interfaces, the Design 

Patterns mediated through the gestures-only approach offered more features than 

previous work on Public Information Displays (G. A. Lee et al., 2015; Mäkelä, 

Heimonen, Luhtala, & Turunen, 2014; Makela, James, Keskinen, Hakulinen, & Turunen, 

2017; Yoo, Parker, Kay, & Tomitsch, 2015). The Design Patterns designed on this 

research can be exploited in future applications, from an academic or commercial 

perspective. 

- Detailed comparative analysis of cursor-based and the proposed gestural approach 

based on manipulation (gestures-only), revealing users’ preference and the overall 

user experience through an empirical evaluation. The analysis showed that gestures-

only was significantly faster, equivalent in completion rate, more efficient and 

comparable in intuitiveness with the cursor-based approach. Concerning the 

satisfaction, based on user perception, gestures-only was considered significantly 

faster and fun and required less effort, while the cursor-based was significantly 

easier to learn and perform, partially due to the familiar mental model of WIMP 

interfaces. Gestures-only was mostly preferred when compared to the cursor-based 
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 approach, supported by multiple sources of evidence, also presenting higher scores 

of hedonic quality and attractiveness. 

- Empirically validated design recommendations for the design of mid-air applications 

using the proposed approach based on manipulation, divided in recommendations 

for the design of mid-air interfaces and for gestures recognition. The 

recommendations can inform future research and development of mid-air 

applications. 

 

1.7 Outline of the thesis 
The structure of this thesis contains eight chapters, including this introductory chapter, as 

follows: 

- Chapter 1 – introduces the context of this research, along with the definitions of 

research questions and objectives. 

- Chapter 2 – discusses the research design, based on a framework of Research 

through Design (Plomp & Nieveen, 2007), along with an overview of the structure 

and methods used in the design and evaluation of research artefacts and 

considerations about participants and ethical constraints. 

- Chapter 3 – identifies, through a review of relevant research, the design space of a 

gestural approach based on manipulation of previous work about challenges, 

characteristics of gesture interaction and principles for a mid-air interface based on 

manipulation. 

- Chapter 4 – presents the proposed approach of this thesis – named gestures-only – 

along with 13 interaction principles that emerged from a review of relevant research. 

In addition, a preliminary study identifies users’ preference regarding the 

technological approach for mid-air interaction. The results of this activity inform the 

development of six Informational Design Patterns, used as research artefacts to 

demonstrate the proposed approach. 

- Chapter 5 – describes initially a gesture elicitation study used as a formative 

evaluation for the Design Patterns developed to analyse whether users’ gesture 

suggestions match the gestures designed in the interfaces. With the results gathered 

in this activity, the Design Patterns are refined in order to develop high-fidelity 

prototypes. 

- Chapter 6 – presents a comparative analysis between the cursor-based (Point-and-

dwell) and the proposed approach through a controlled experiment, in order to 
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 identify statistical differences in performance and satisfaction and measure users’ 

overall preference and experience. 

- Chapter 7 – underlines the main results of the evaluation and design process, 

presenting initially an evaluation and a discussion of the user experience identified in 

the proposed approach, followed by a set of design recommendations based on 

implications identified in the research activities. 

- Chapter 8 – presents conclusions, reviewing the research questions and research 

objectives, summarizing the contributions of the study and describing directions for 

future work. 

1.8 Terminology 
This section introduces some key terms used throughout this research, with the sole intent 

of clarifying and delineating some concepts used in this thesis: 

 

- GUI (Graphical User Interface) – type of user interface linked to the use of visual 

components (e.g. icons, animated graphics) used to provide guidance through an 

interaction, introduced as a reaction to command-line interfaces (CLI) (Shneiderman 

& Plaisant, 2010). In general terms, every interface that uses a display to mediate the 

interaction presents a GUI, remaining the most common interface today (Kortum, 

Whitton, & Razzaque, 2008). 

- Usability – Defined by the ISO 9241-210 as the extent to which a system, product or 

service can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, 

efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use (ISO 9241-210, 2010). 

- User experience - Defined by the ISO 9241-210 as a person's perceptions and 

responses resulting from the use and/or anticipated use of a product, system or 

service (ISO 9241-210, 2010). This concept has received more importance over the 

last decade in the HCI community, since along with traditional quality models (e.g. 

usability) the user experience plays an “important role in the acceptance and 

appealingness of the product” (Hassenzahl 2008). 

- User-centred design: Defined by the ISO 9241-210 as an approach to systems design 

and development, it aims to make interactive systems more usable by focusing on 

their use and applying human factors/ergonomics and usability knowledge and 

techniques (ISO 9241-210, 2010). The ISO 9241-210 suggests the use of the term 

“human-centred design” instead of “user-centred design”, due to the involvement of 

users and stakeholders in the design process. However, in this research, user-centred 
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 design is used as a synonym to the human-centred concept, since the recurrence of 

the term in the HCI literature.  

- WIMP (windows, icons, mouse, pointers) – this interaction was developed at Xerox 

PARC (Xerox Alto, developed in 1973), popularised with Apple’s introduction of the 

Macintosh in 1984 and present in computers till late. In this thesis, the concept of 

WIMP is linked to a target-based interaction, established through the use of a cursor 

(pointer) and buttons to mediate the interaction, rather than the presentation of 

windows and icons (as part of the original concept). 
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2 RESEARCH STRATEGY 

2.1 Introduction 
 

In this chapter, the research methods and structure of the thesis are introduced. The 

previous chapter revealed that the current approaches available in mid-air interaction – 

cursor-based and gesture-libraries – present several usability issues. In order to propose an 

alternative approach - gestures-only, this thesis employs a Research through Design (RtD) 

framework, which involves the iterative development and evaluation of research artefacts. 

In section 2.2 a discussion about the research strategy used in this thesis is presented, 

followed by an overview of the research process, presented in section 2.3. In this section, an 

explanation concerning each phase of the RtD process is detailed in order to validate the 

proposed approach. Section 2.4 presents an outline of the methods used in the research, 

followed by considerations linked to the participants involved in the research (section 2.5), 

added by ethical constraints (section 2.6).  

 

2.2 Research Strategy 

 

Design is the process of going from an existing condition to a preferred one. 

 (Milton Glaser, 2010) 

 

The research strategy in this thesis can be summarised by this sentence handed down by 

Milton Glaser2 in a talk at the Guggenheim Museum in 2010. As discussed in the introduction 

of this thesis, this research aims to provide an alternative to the current scenario of mid-air 

interfaces, which is currently grounded in the use of cursor-based, gesture-library or mixed 

approaches. Therefore, proposing the use of manipulation associated with gestures that 

combine the use of motion (e.g. swipe) represents an attempt to introduce gesture-driven 

interfaces as an innovative way to interact in mid-air.  

 

Considering the use of design to guide this thesis, Findeli (2005) initially separated design 

research in three forms:  

                                                   
2 Available at http://www.writingfordesigners.com/?p=19486 
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- Research for design: aims at helping, guiding and developing design practice; 

- Research into design: it is in general linked to the documentation of objects, 

phenomena and history of design; 

- Research through design: it is the closest to the actual design practice, where the 

process of developing/designing a new artefact is documented, becoming a new 

contribution to the knowledge. 

 

Considering the research problem stated previously, the first form described by Findeli 

(2005) is focused on the improvement of the praxis, not the user perception about 

navigation and experience in mid-air interfaces, therefore not being suitable for this 

research. In some aspects, this form can be related to the concept of action research, which 

involves active participation in the improvement of a specific situation involving a team or 

organisation while conducting research (McNiff & Whitehead, 2010). The second form, 

research into design is linked to established academic disciplines and documentation of 

disciplines, related to projects and methodologies already available and also not appropriate 

for this research. The third form, Research through Design can be defined as a strategy to 

create “artefacts intended to transform the world from the current state to a preferred 

state” (Zimmerman et al., 2007). This form seemed suitable for this research since this 

strategy allows the development of prototypes and, through an iterative process of 

development, gathers knowledge to improve the current paradigm of an interaction, which 

is the case of this thesis considering the current scenario of mid-air interfaces. 

 

An alternative to the forms of design research proposed by Findeli (2005) could be an 

experimental design, where instead of creating different solutions (design process) to 

improve mid-air interaction, a rigorous evaluation of different mid-air applications available 

by the industry/academia could be performed, in order to identify potential preferences of 

users regarding the interaction and verify positive/negative aspects that could lead to 

suggestions for an alternative mid-air paradigm. However, this strategy would generate an 

analysis of cursor-based or gestures-library applications, which already presents several 

issues and shortcomings documented in the literature (e.g. legacy bias). Therefore, the 

decision to use a Research through Design strategy seemed more appropriate for this 

research, due to the possibility of developing an innovative solution for mid-air interaction 

and through this process generate a contribution to the knowledge in the HCI field. The 

proposal for an alternative paradigm for mid-air interaction was named as gestures-only 

approach throughout this thesis. 
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The main focus of Research through Design (RtD) is on the improvement of system design 

and products (Fallman, 2008), and it uses a flexible approach to data analysis (qualitative), 

which can be combined with a fixed strategy (quantitative) at some stages of the research, 

resulting in a hybrid flexible strategy (Robson, 2002). Bryman (2008) pointed out that 

research which uses a hybrid flexible design are known to use mixed methods to collect and 

analyse the data. Qualitative research is more appropriate to analyse the behaviour, 

opinions and expectations of the population, while quantitative research helps to 

understand the frequency and intensity of the behaviour of individuals in a numerical way. 

This approach of mixed strategies reflects part of the essence of the human-computer 

interaction, which aims to understand how people use systems and digital devices, and how 

these systems can be made more usable (Carroll, 2003), reinforcing the connection with the 

Research through Design as the strategy used in this research. 

 

2.2.1 Research through Design (RtD)  

Research through Design is linked with the generation of knowledge based on the process 

where users are involved in the creation of research artefacts, "the term [RtD] implies an 

inquiry focused on producing a contribution of knowledge" (Zimmerman et al., 2007). RtD 

aims to create and modify interactive systems in order to propose a new approach to the 

problem observed, extending the knowledge generated to similar projects (Fallman, 2003). 

This setting is used by several authors in the context of educational research (Nieveen et al., 

2006; Plomp & Nieveen, 2007; Collins et al., 2004) and also on HCI (Zimmerman et al., 

2007; Fallman, 2003; Stolterman, 2008; Gaver, 2012). In general, most authors agree that 

RtD is an approach where the process itself becomes a way of acquiring new knowledge. 

 

Based on this view, Plomp & Nieveen (2007), Nieveen et al. (2006), and Reeves & Amiel 

(2008) may vary in some details of the features of RtD, but in general terms they divided it 

into four phases, as described by Plomp & Nieveen (2007) in Figure 6: 

 

 
Figure 6: Phases of Research Through Design. Source: Plomp & Nieveen (2007) 
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- Preliminary research: a review of the literature, similar products and approaches 

that are already in the market, development of a conceptual or theoretical 

framework; 

- Prototyping phase: design phase consisting of iterations, involving different 

evaluation activities (formative evaluation), with the intention to improve the 

system, generating a progressive refinement. Formative evaluation “can take place 

at any point during development and it is used to help designers refine their 

designs” (Ritter, Baxter, & Churchill, 2014); 

- Assessment phase: going through the process of a summative evaluation in order to 

investigate if the product or system reaches problems specifications. This stage also 

may result in recommendations for the artefacts and design process improvements. 

Summative evaluation is concerned with “assessing the success of the system, 

summarizing the overall impact and effectiveness” (Ritter et al., 2014); 

- Systematic reflection and documentation: the results of the process (collected at 

each stage) will result in the development of the design principles and the 

articulation of their links to the conceptual framework based on a systematic study. 

 

2.2.1.1 Considerations regarding RtD and Design Practice 

In the RtD, it is important to understand the difference between "research artefacts" and 

"design practice artefacts" defined by Zimmerman et al. (2007). According to the authors, 

research artefacts are associated with the development of products that do not necessarily 

have a commitment to be commercially viable, and as such, are not limited by variables 

such as the distribution process and manufacturing techniques. However, these artefacts 

serve to generate knowledge from the design process, linked to the research objectives. 

Therefore, they must report "novel integrations of theory, technology, user need, and 

context" (Zimmerman et al., 2007). On the other hand, “design practice artefacts” are 

focused on “making commercially successful things" (Zimmerman et al., 2007). 

 

Zimmerman et al. (2007) understand interaction design as a process of inquiry and action. 

Thus, instead of focusing solely on problem solving, they suggest that designers work to 

"frame problems in terms of intentional actions that lead to a desirable and appropriate 

state of reality" (Zimmerman et al., 2007). Hence, different methods and strategies can be 

used depending on the context, product and variables of a project. With that said, research 

is an inherent element of the nature of the practice in design; Stolterman (2008) called this 
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process design complexity. This complexity is not only associated with the most concrete 

aspects of a project, which are usually related to research in HCI (e.g. efficiency, 

effectiveness, time to complete a task), but with a more holistic view of variables, 

sometimes subjective, which constitute the user experience.  

 

2.2.1.2 Validity of Research through Design 

Because it focuses on the process, the validity of RtD cannot be estimated from the 

reproducibility of the results due to the fact "that two designers given the same problem, or 

even given the same problem framing, will not produce identical or even similar artefacts" 

(Zimmerman et al., 2007). This concept follows recoverability criterion used in action 

research3, where the research should be structured so that "the process is recoverable by 

anyone interested in subjecting the research to critical scrutiny" (McNiff & Whitehead, 

2010). This is caused by the fact that a design project is generative, that is, rather than 

making statements about what something is, design is concerned with creating what it 

might be (Gaver, 2012). This diversity of ways makes each project a single project, unable to 

be replicated, and reflects the essence of the practice in design. On the other hand, it is 

important to incorporate rigorous standards and apply the guiding principles for scientific 

research. Zimmerman et al. (2007) defined four criteria related to the evaluation of RtD:  

i) Process: in documenting their contributions, interaction design researchers must 

provide enough detail so the process they employed can be reproduced; 

ii) Invention: the design research contribution must constitute a significant invention; 

iii) Relevance: the work performed should be framed within the real world and 

articulate the preferred state that the research attempts to achieve; 

iv) Extensibility: is defined as the ability to build on the resulting outcomes of the 

interaction design research. 

 

Concerning the validity, Alt et al. (2012) indicated based on an extensive review that studies 

can be “criticised as not exercising sufficient control over confounding variables (internal 

validity), not generalizing to other settings and situations (external validity), or not testing a 

realistic situation (ecological validity)”, also suggesting that each study should prioritise 

which “kind of validity is in focus and which validity is partially sacrificed” (Alt et al., 2012). 

 

                                                   
3 Action research aims at the "improvement of the practice, improvement of the understanding of the practice 

and the improvement of the situation in which the practice takes place" (Robson, 2002) 
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In the process of RtD, the emphasis of the four criteria defined by Zimmerman et al. (2007) 

were taken into account, along with discussions regarding the validity and limitations in 

each research activity performed.  

 

2.3 Overview of research process 
This research is structured following the four phases defined by Plomp & Nieveen (2007), 

which are linked to the RtD framework.  The overview of the research process is presented 

in Figure 7, organised through different phases and design activities. In order to solve the 

research problem stated on the introduction, the first phase Preliminary Research consisted 

in the review of relevant research in order to identify potential strategies/methods that 

could contribute to the generation of the design space of a gestural approach based on 

manipulation, followed by the definition of the Gestures-only mid-air approach, also 

identified as a research output (see the legend on Figure 7). The second phase, identified as 

Prototyping Phase, presented the development and evaluation of prototypes used to 

demonstrate and validate the approach and consisted of Medium-fidelity prototypes, a 

formative evaluation of these prototypes - gesture elicitation study - that informed 

improvements in the development of high-fidelity prototypes.  

 

The third phase, called Assessment Phase had a summative evaluation as a design activity, 

using a comparative analysis between the high-fidelity prototypes developed in the earlier 

phase using the gestures-only approach with prototypes with the same content but 

performed through cursor-based interaction. This activity aimed to validate the gestures-

only approach, not only evaluating the prototypes but also comparing them with the 

standard way of mid-air interaction (using the hand as a cursor). The three earlier phases 

informed the four phase, Reflection and Documentation, generating three research outputs: 

the evaluation of the gestures-only approach, the perception of user experience while 

interacting with the proposed approach and design recommendations informing the 

development of future applications using the gestures-only mid-air approach. 
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Figure 7: Overview of research process. Each part of the research is presented with the number 

of the respective section. 
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2.3.1 Preliminary research 

As mentioned earlier, this research proposes the investigation of an alternative approach for 

mid-air interactions, identified as gestures-only approach. Therefore, this phase focused on 

the identification of potential requirements for the approach in order to develop a 

conceptual framework, as suggested by Plomp & Nieveen (2007). 

 

A key objective was to identify the design space of a mid-air gestural approach based on 

manipulation, informed by relevant research presented in Chapter 3. This review was based 

mainly on 3 pillars: a theoretical discussion about the state of the art of mid-air interaction, 

characteristics of the gestures and devices linked to mid-air interaction and the 

identification of potential strategies for the use of manipulation in graphical interfaces.  

 

The identification of the design space provided information to another key objective, the 

definition of the structure and interaction principles for the gestures-only approach (Section 

4.2). These principles represented the core of this thesis and were based on a set of 

requirements identified through the review of relevant research, along with strategies 

defined as part of the proposal for the gestures-only approach. The next phases describe 

the design and evaluation of research artefacts used to demonstrate and validate the 

proposed mid-air approach. 

2.3.2 Prototyping phase 

This phase consisted of the "development of prototypes that will be tried out and revised on 

the basis of formative evaluations" (Plomp & Nieveen, 2007). Therefore, six Design Patterns 

were designed and used as research artefacts (prototypes) to demonstrate and validate the 

gestures-only approach, being a tool to generate knowledge in design focused on 

informational interfaces (browsing of text, image and video) in a semi-private context of 

use. The aim of this phase was to systematically explore and materialise the structure and 

interaction principles of gestures-only (Section 4.4), identifying potential contributions to 

the knowledge reported through implications for the design. 

 

A preliminary research activity was performed to identify user’s preferences concerning the 

use of mid-air devices based on an appearance (camera) or sensor approaches, through a 

usability test reported in Section 4.4.1. This research activity informed the technology to be 

used in the subsequent activity, the design of medium-fidelity prototypes. 
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Each iteration in the development of Design Patterns led to improvements in the research 

artefacts and generated design knowledge based on users’ feedback. The prototypes were 

initially developed from low-fidelity (e.g. wireframes) to medium fidelity prototypes 

(Section 4.3.2), in order to be suitable for a formative evaluation. The rationale for the 

design of six prototypes was linked with an attempt to increase the external validity of the 

study. Instead of applying the proposed approach in one prototype/interaction, several 

interactions were developed through six prototypes to demonstrate and evaluate the 

gestures-only approach under different contexts of use. 

 

Following the design process, a formative evaluation (Section 5.2) was used to empirically 

analyse users’ gesture preferences for the interactions designed in the prototypes, 

evaluating if the gestures matched with the ones originally expected (manipulative 

gestures) through a gesture elicitation study (Wobbrock, Morris, & Wilson, 2009). The 

results of this evaluation led to another iteration culminating in the development of high-

fidelity prototypes (Section 5.3), and consequently identification of additional implications 

for the design of gestures-only interfaces.  

2.3.3 Assessment phase 

The aim of this phase was to evaluate the gestures-only approach using fully functional 

prototypes through a summative evaluation and compare it with cursor-based mid-air 

prototypes. This comparative analysis (Section 6.2) was introduced as a strategy to increase 

the validity and relevance (Zimmerman et al., 2007) of the gestures-only approach since 

cursor-based interactions represented the standard way to interact in mid-air. This analysis 

used an experimental design, as Cairns & Cox (2008) suggested that the controlled 

experiments are widely used in HCI to "evaluate interfaces and styles of interaction". 

 

On this phase, a key objective was the analysis of performance and satisfaction in both 

approaches in order to verify if the intervention (gestures-only) promoted an efficient, 

effective and satisfactory user experience. This user-based evaluation acted as a validation 

of the approach, where several design implications related to the design of mid-air 

interfaces, gesture recognition and the design process itself were gathered, generating 

design knowledge. 
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2.3.4 Reflection and documentation 

The last phase of RtD carried out "a reflection to produce design principles and enhance 

solution implementation (Reeves & Amiel, 2008)”. This phase assessed the previous phases 

of the research (see previous Figure 7) and aimed at the generation of a contribution to the 

knowledge.  

 

A key objective in this phase was the evaluation of the gestures-only approach (Section 7.2) 

and the respective interaction principles along with an analysis of the user experience 

(Section 7.3) based on the feedback and design knowledge identified in the previous 

phases, resulting in the validation and consolidation of the gestures-only approach. 

 

This phase also presented a synthesis of the implications identified in the research activities, 

formulated as design recommendations for the design of interfaces for the gestures-only 

approach (Section 7.4), providing evidence and examples of several interactions developed 

throughout the prototypes and demonstrating the extensibility (Zimmerman et al., 2007) of 

the proposed mid-air approach. To provide a better comprehension of the potential 

contributions to the knowledge, Table 1 presents the potential outputs of this design 

research according to definitions of Vaishnavi et al. (2004): 

 

Table 1: Overview of potential outcomes of the design research 

Output Description Research Outcome References 
Constructs  The conceptual 

vocabulary of a 
domain 

Delimitation of the Design 
Space of a gestural approach 
based on manipulation 

Section 3.5 

Models Sets of propositions or 
statements expressing 
relationships between 
constructs. 

Definition of the gestures-only 
approach 

Section 4.2 

Design 
Principles 

Principles and 
concepts to guide the 
design 

Interaction principles for the 
gestures-only approach 

Section 4.2.2 

Methods Sets of steps used to 
perform tasks 

Strategies defined to 
communicate/reveal 
manipulative gestures 

Section 7.4.2 

Instantiations Operationalisation of 
constructs, models and 
methods. 

Implementation of six Design 
Patterns linked to 
informational content 

Section 5.3 

Design 
Theories 

A prescriptive set of 
statements grounded 
in the design process 

Design recommendations 
based on the implications 
identified in the research 
activities 

Section 7.4 
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This chapter precedes the review of relevant research, in order to provide an overview of 

the research and a more fluid reading of the following chapters 3 and 4. 

 

2.4 Overview of methods 
As pointed out in Section 2.2 (Research Strategy), the RtD commonly uses a hybrid flexible 

strategy (Robson, 2002), where mixed methods are used to identify quantitative and 

qualitative data gathered through the design activities. In this section, an overview of the 

methods used in the research is presented in Table 2, following a similar approach of Winter 

(2016). Alt et al. (2012) identified interviews, questionnaires, focus groups, observations, and 

logging as classical methods for data collection, based on an extensive review of previous 

work with big displays. In addition, further methodological considerations linked to the 

rationale for the method, metrics, number of participants and statistical approaches were 

presented in detail in each section of the respective design activity. 

 

Table 2: Overview of methods used in the research 

Research activity Methods Reference 
Technological selection 
concerning appearance or 
sensor based approaches  

Usability test (Tullis & Albert, 2008), Self-
constructed questionnaire, Video 
observation 

Section 4.3 

Initial prototype design to 
explore the interaction design  

Design process (M. Nielsen, Störring, 
Moeslund, & Granum, 2004; Wigdor & 
Wixon, 2011) 

Section 4.4 

Gesture elicitation study, used 
as a formative evaluation 

Agreement and coagreement rates 
(Vatavu & Wobbrock, 2015; Wobbrock et 
al., 2009), Wizard of Oz (van de Camp, 
Schick, & Stiefelhagen, 2013), Post-test 
questionnaire, Video observation 

Section 5.2 

High-fidelity prototypes, 
combining hardware 
(Microsoft Kinect V2), code 
and GUI 

Improvements identified on the formative 
evaluation, strategies for the codification 
of the prototypes 

Section 5.3 

Comparative analysis, used as 
an empirical summative 
evaluation and in the validation 
of gestures-only 

Controlled experiment (Cairns & Cox, 
2008), Usability test (Tullis & Albert, 
2008), User preference Questionnaire, 
AttrakkDiff Questionnaire (Hassenzahl, 
Burmester, & Koller, 2003), Structured 
Interview, Analysis of distance in swipe 
gestures (logging), video observation. 

Section 5.2 
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Concerning the evaluation activities and previous considerations about the external validity, 

Sun et al. (2013) recommended performing experiments in the laboratory when the focus is 

on the user interface and device-oriented usability issues. This lab-based approach was used 

as an attempt to increase the internal validity along with a within-subject design which 

removes a "major source of variation between sets of data" and usually requires fewer 

participants (Sauro & Lewis, 2012). In addition, the interfaces (independent variables) were 

presented in a random order, using counterbalancing to minimise carryover effects (Cairns 

& Cox, 2008). Therefore, the evaluations presented a low ecological validity, since the 

experiments were not performed “in the wild”. On the other hand, the user performing a 

mid-air interaction in front of the researcher satisfies the semi-private context of use 

defined for the gestures-only interaction (Section 1.4), since it is still a lab-based 

environment. 

 

2.5 Participants 
The research involved users through the evaluations and also in the choice of the 

technological approach. Since the domain of the interfaces designed was informational 

interfaces (a broad and general domain, e.g. news), there was no restriction concerning a 

specific background, culture or previous experience with technology (e.g. computers, mid-

air devices) in the research activities that involved participants. However, older adults 

(above 65 years old) were not included in the population since research demonstrates that 

less fine control and decreased range of motion could affect the results on this age group 

(Carreira, Ting, Csobanka, & Gonçalves, 2016) due to a natural age-related sensory and 

motor decline (Wigdor & Wixon, 2011). 

 

The effect of age on performance in the gestures-only approach is briefly analysed in 

Section 6.2.6.9, while open issues that may lead to future research concerning this age 

group is presented in Section 8.3. Information regarding methods used in the recruitment 

process was defined for each study separately. 

 

2.6 Ethical considerations  
The research was approved by the Ethics Committee of the School of Computing, 

Engineering and Mathematics at the University of Brighton. The involvement of participants 

in the research activities was based on principles defined by the ACM Code of ethics and 
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professional conduct (Brinkman et al., 2017). The code establishes some ethical constraints 

that were followed in this study: 

 

- Avoid harm: participants were not involved in any situation of physical harm. They 

were not pressured to participate in the study, being reminded of their right to 

withdraw at any time; 

- Be honest and trustworthy: the purpose and potential outcomes of the research 

were explained to participants. They were also given space to ask questions about 

the study. 

- Honour confidentiality: participants were made aware of the data protection, 

reinforcing that any personal data would be safe through the use of encrypted 

storage; 

- Respect privacy: the anonymity of the data was preserved. Participants were 

represented by codes instead of their names. Participants were made aware that the 

results of the study would preserve users’ anonymity; 

- Obtain Consent and Permission: all constraints were explained to the participants 

along with methods used for data collection (e.g. video recording). Based on this 

information, participants were asked to sign a consent form for each study, giving 

permission to the use of the data under the ethical constraints previously mentioned.  

 

In the evaluation results, presented in chapters 5 and 6, some images of the participants 

interacting with the prototypes were used to demonstrate users’ behaviour. In these cases, 

their faces were blurred, in order to respect their privacy. Besides the ACM code of ethics, 

this research followed the University of Brighton’s Research Ethics Policy (University of 

Brighton 2016), linked to the participation of volunteers in research. 
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3 RELEVANT RESEARCH  

3.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the gestures-only approach is partially based on 

concepts identified in different studies, and this chapter present and discusses them 

providing an overview of the potential design space where this proposed approach is 

situated. This review of relevant research reinforces the usability issues identified on cursor-

based and gesture-library approaches, while identifies strategies, insights and methods on 

previous work that combined support the development of the gestures-only approach. 

Therefore, this chapter aims to accomplish the research objective 1: identify the design 

space and strategies that can be used in a mid-air gestural approach based on manipulation 

and is divided in three main sections: Foundation, Gestures and Mid-air Graphical Interfaces.  

 

The first main section, Foundations (Section 3.2), presents an overview of the current 

understanding of mid-air interaction (Section 3.2.1) and a contextualisation of the evolution 

of graphical interfaces in desktop, touchscreen and mid-air paradigms, revealing that the 

GUI based in the use of cursor may not be suitable for mid-air navigation, and the 

touchscreen paradigm may offer some insights since both – mid-air and touchscreen – are 

considered gestural (Section 3.2.2). A similar issue is discussed concerning gestures, where 

studies about the perception of the naturalness of gestures (Section 3.2.3) suggests that the 

use of manipulation may be associated to the way that we perform gestures in our everyday 

activities. These two sections reiterate that a mid-air approach should present alternatives 

for the GUI combined with the use of gestures, and not perceive this both areas as separate 

entities. This is used to provide context for the following section, which advocates that a 

new approach should look for the development of a represented model (Section 3.2.4) 

represented by the perception of the user while using a GUI based in manipulation (user’s 

mental model) and the technological perspective linked to the use of mainly swipe 

directional gestures. In summary, this main section Foundation reveals that a 

comprehension of theoretical bases concerning the appliance of interaction design to the 

mid-air paradigm should be considered in the proposition of a new approach and why the 

use of manipulation is an alternative to the current mid-air scenario. 
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The following main section, Gestures (Section 3.3), identifies issues with some types of 

gestures, technological aspects of gesture recognition and the rationale why manipulative 

gestures (e.g. swipe) may offer advantages over symbolic/iconic gestures, or the replication 

of hand as a cursor. An overview about the gesture structure and recommendations to 

consider when combining gestures and the GUI are introduced (Section 3.3.1) followed by a 

contextualisation of the current mid-air platforms, with advantages/disadvantages of 

different devices (Section 3.3.2). Considerations regarding different gesture taxonomies and 

why the use of swipe gestures is more appropriated to the sensorimotor level along with the 

easiness to be executed when linked to manipulation are discussed (Section 3.3.3), in 

addition by a review of studies that use the gesture elicitation method to define gesture sets 

(Section 3.3.4). This approach has been extensively used in the gestures-library approach, 

showing that when the GUI is not combined to the choice of gestures, the number of 

gestures selected for each application tend to be higher than what most parts of users are 

able to remember. This main section closes with potential insights to be applied and also 

avoided in performance of the proposed approach, with a review of topics such as cursor-

based interaction (issues and positive aspects), distal interaction, hierarchical navigation, 

hand preference and a discussion of the social acceptability of different types of gestures 

(Section 3.3.5). 

 

The third main section, Mid-air graphical interfaces (Section 3.4), presents initially a review 

of studies considering different GUI’s: interfaces that follow the WIMP paradigm and cursor-

based approach, the gestures-library approach but no visual clues about the gestures 

performed, and some other studies that present a combination of cursor and gesture 

approaches. Part of this review also introduces some previous work that reveals some 

approximations with the gestures-only, with a GUI mediated with few gestures and clear 

indications about how to perform them (section 3.4.1), but not applying the use of 

manipulation. Therefore, a review about the current use of manipulation in mid-air interfaces 

is presented (Section 3.4.2) revealing that unless the use of manipulation in virtual objects, a 

GUI mediated through manipulation has only being investigated in few studies, also 

presenting some limitations. This chapter then looks at the use of affordances to 

communicate and reveal gestures through the GUI considering visual static cues, transitions 

and animations (Section 3.4.3) demonstrating that the use of visual cues had been 

prominent in the touchscreen paradigm, which may provide insights for the mid-air 

interaction. This mains section closes with a review of user interface design principles, 

applied and contextualised to mid-air interfaces (Section 3.4.4).  
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3.2 Foundations 
In this section theoretical concepts concerning mid-air interaction are introduced. Initially, 

mid-air interfaces are delimited by the definition of a gestural interaction design (3.2.1 

Interaction design and mid-air applications), followed by an overview of user interfaces 

(3.2.2 Contextualisation of user interfaces). The concept of naturalness and the relationship 

with gesture selection is introduced (3.2.3 Naturalness of gestures), influencing the 

comprehension of represented models (3.2.4 Represented models for mid-air interaction) 

applied to mid-air applications. At the end of the section (3.2.5 ), a summary of this 

theoretical foundation is outlined. 

3.2.1 Interaction design and mid-air applications 

Language is a fundamental tool for human communication. Language may be spoken, 

written, and should follow a standard structure and convention (Eifring & Theil, 2005) in 

order to establish a communication process amongst human beings. Making an analogy, this 

language structure is also employed in coding systems, where a code represents 

information transmitted to a system.  

 

In the context of language, a common way to establish communication between humans is 

by using a non-verbal language, which is the use of gestures (Kratky, 2011). Actions such as 

moving the hand with the intention of saying goodbye, closing the hand and showing the 

thumbs up to agree to something (‘like’ gesture), moving an arm side to side indicating 

where to put a certain object are examples of gestures performed on a day-to-day basis. 

Hence, it can be inferred that gestures can contain information, allowing the use of gestures 

as a language. In this perspective, Billinghurst & Buxton (2014) defined a gesture as "a 

motion of the body that contains information". Saffer (2009) attributed the concept of 

gesture to any physical movement detected by digital sensors, generating a response 

without the aid of traditional mechanisms such as a mouse or a keyboard. This definition 

reflects the application of gestures in HCI and highlights the importance of detecting 

gestures.   

 

Understanding gestural interaction as a language, especially in a communication context, 

implies an understanding of how potential users use gestural interaction and how to design 

this interaction. This idea is related to the field of Interaction Design, defined as: 
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Interaction Design (IxD) defines the structure and behaviour of interactive systems. 

Interaction Designers strive to create meaningful relationships between people and the 

products and services that they use, from computers to mobile devices to appliances 

and beyond. (IxDA, 2015) 

 

Therefore, to design a system capable of interpreting gesture language, it may be necessary 

to understand the interactions that occur between the system, user and the product itself. 

While gestural interaction available in smartphones and tablets are already popular, this 

‘language’ is still maturing when associated with hand, arm and whole body movements to 

control interfaces (Rempel, Camilleri, & Lee, 2014); gestural interactions can be classified as 

touch and mid-air interfaces (Saffer, 2009). Applying the concept of interaction design to 

gestural interfaces, this research introduced the term gestural interaction design (Figure 8), 

describing interactions that use gestures rather than traditional devices such as a mouse 

and a keyboard.  

 
Figure 8: Diagram for gestural interaction design, based on the intersection of Interaction 

Design and the use of gestures. 

 

This proposal diagram highlights the intersection between interaction design and gestures, 

which results in the gestural interaction design, in this research applied to mid-air interfaces. 

When designing a gestural interface, the designer should understand the methods and 

processes present in the Interaction Design, added by a comprehension of the influence of 

the gestures and user’s behaviour in this interaction.  
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Mid-air interfaces are also known as touchless (Garzotto & Valoriani, 2013), free-form 

(Saffer, 2009) and hands-free (Kortum et al., 2008). Another concept associated with the 

paradigm of mid-air interfaces is the idea of Natural User Interfaces (NUI). Wigdor & Wixon 

(2011) defined NUI as interfaces which do not simply present a graphic metaphor controlled 

mechanically but create experiences in which the user has the feeling of being connected 

with the system in question, using natural human interaction, such as gestures or sound 

language. However, this concept has been criticised, since some applications based on mid-

air interaction seem more ‘artificial' than ‘natural' (Malizia & Bellucci, 2012), presenting 

several usability issues (Norman, 2010; Norman & Nielsen, 2010). These interfaces 

sometimes are designed to simulate a natural interaction, but they often end up hindering 

the learning process and user interaction, which contradicts the definition of a NUI (Malizia 

& Bellucci, 2012). Therefore, assuming mid-air interfaces as a synonym for NUI may bring a 

misinterpretation for applications mediated by this paradigm. This initial review defined the 

gestural interaction design, increasing the complexity of the input compared to mouse and 

keyboard since a variety of gestures can be used in the applications; in addition, a 

delimitation of the term mid-air interfaces has been introduced. 

3.2.2 Contextualisation of user interfaces 

This introduces a contextualisation of interfaces in different paradigms – WIMP and 

touchscreen, demonstrating how the GUI changed throughout the time, in an attempt to 

comprehend the current scenario of mid-air GUI’s added by an increase of the interaction 

vocabulary of users, due to the changes in the GUI and use of gestures in touchscreen 

interaction. 

But, after all, what is an interface exactly? In its simplest sense, the word refers to a 

software that shapes the interaction between user and computer. The interface acts as a 

kind of translator, mediating between the two parties, making one sensitive to the other 

(Johnson 1997, p. 18). 

 

An interface aims to mediate actions and allow interaction between the user and the 

system. Initially, this interaction was established by interfaces identified as Command-Line 

Interfaces (CLI) (Figure 9, Left), where the user would type commands and the software 

respond by processing them. With the technological development came the emergence of 

the first Graphical User Interface (GUI) based on the concept of WIMP interfaces (short for 

"Windows, Icons Menus and Pointers"), displayed in Figure 9 (Right). This paradigm was 

characterised by the use of metaphors, visual elements that have real object references. This 

strategy in the interface design was conceived in order to reduce the learning curve, linking 
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the role of screen elements to their function in a non-digital environment (e.g. a rubbish bin 

to delete files) (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2010). 

 

 
Figure 9: (Left) Command-Line Interface in MS DOS and (Right) WIMP interface in Apple 

Macintosh. 

WIMP interfaces played an important role in the history of HCI. The use of visual metaphors 

was important to demonstrate the operation of systems that were inspired by the 

replication of interactions present in physical objects of our daily lives. However, it was 

possible to notice an evolution in the interface design based on a transition process, which 

focused on an attempt to reduce the cognitive load, with features that are showed to the 

users based on the context of use (Preece, Rogers, & Sharp, 2011). Therefore, WIMP 

interfaces have changed throughout the years but the core of the interaction remains the 

same: the interaction is target-based, using the cursor to access menus, buttons and other 

interactive components (Kortum et al., 2008). However, this is not seen as a problem, since 

this interface paradigm is suitable for the input methods used in desktop computers (e.g. 

mouse and keyboard). The following sections analyses briefly the potential changes that 

touchscreen and mid-air technology brought to the interface design. 

3.2.2.1 Contextualisation of touchscreen graphical interfaces 

The first efforts of research in touchscreen interaction can be traced back to 1972, with the 

PLATO IV, a kind of computer with touch support (Buxton, 2010). Despite a history of over 

35 years, this technology only started to become accessible with the emergence of the 

iPhone in 2007 (Saffer, 2009). This type of interaction has come to change the way users 

interact with the interfaces since it was based on a gestural interaction, where the finger 

becomes the input element for interaction at the interface (Saffer, 2009). It brought 

different design alternatives for interaction compared to the ones performed only by 

keyboard (physical) and mouse, especially in relation to perception, control and navigation 

(Saffer, 2009).  
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GUI’s for touchscreen interaction have so far expanded the vocabulary of known 

interactions through the insertion of new visual patterns and gestures (Norman & Wadia, 

2013), while some interface standards have been adapted for gestural interaction. In Figure 

10 (Left), a ‘select box’ used in WIMP interfaces is displayed. In this interaction, usually this 

component is presented among other interface elements, and the user can decide to 

interact with this ‘select box’ or perform another interaction in the interface. In the 

interaction using mobile phones (Figure 10, Right), if the user opens a ‘select box’, this 

becomes the only possible interaction on the GUI, that can be easily mediated through 

swipe and tap gestures. 

 
Figure 10: (Left) Select box interaction in desktop and (Right) touchscreen GUI. 

 

This is a recurring practice in touchscreen interfaces where Design Patterns have been 

adapted or designed from scratch to optimise user’s experience4, mediated by the 

introduction of gestures such as drag, swipe, pinch, along with the tap (analogue to the click 

in desktop interaction). Although the touchscreens are already popular interfaces, the 

paradigm shift brought by the use of gestures has influenced even the creation of WIMP 

interfaces. The concept of gesture-driven interfaces, where gestures lead the interaction 

instead of only the use of the ‘tap’ gesture, has been more recurrent influencing the design 

of touchscreen GUI’s (Joos, 2013). Therefore, this brief review showed that the touchscreen 

paradigm expanded the vocabulary of interactions, combining the use of gestures with a 

visual feedback provided on the GUI, which may provide insights for the design of mid-air 

GUI’s. 

3.2.2.2 Contextualisation of mid-air graphical interfaces 

Similar to touchscreen interaction, research on mid-air interfaces can be traced back to 

more than three decades. The seminal Put-that-there (Bolt, 1980) showed a combination of 

gesture and speech, while the Charade (Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993) was one of the 

                                                   
4 Examples of Design Patterns for touchscreen interaction are available at http://www.mobile-patterns.com/ 
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first projects that used dynamic gestures to control a computer-aided presentation, through 

the use of data gloves. However, much of the effort and research regarding mid-air 

interaction was associated with technical aspects such as algorithms that could track the 

movements more accurately and sensor optimisation, rather than a focus on the graphical 

interface (Buxton, 2007). For instance, on Charade, 16 gestures were used to control 

presentations; while some of them were directional (e.g. go to the next slide), they 

presented conventions that were similar to the gesture-library approach. 

 

Considering a timeline, Microsoft Kinect was the first affordable mid-air device launched in 

2010. Unlike touchscreen interaction, mid-air interfaces did not become popular besides the 

use in games. In addition, unlike other displayed paradigms, there are no standards for mid-

air interaction (Koutsabasis & Domouzis, 2016). Some of the attempts to design mid-air 

interface interactions have predominantly replicated the pointing gesture (simulating the 

mouse cursor), remaining very similar to WIMP desktop interfaces (cursor-based approach) 

or, in the case of gesture-library, the GUI’s in general are not properly designed to be 

mediated by gestures. 

 

Comparing an evolution of the interfaces throughout the years (Figure 11), it is reasonable to 

consider that the WIMP paradigm initially influenced the touchscreen GUI, where the ‘click’ 

was replaced by the ‘tap’ gesture and nowadays the GUI’s are designed to consider a ‘rise of 

gestures’ (Budiu, 2017). Therefore, mid-air GUI’s could be also influenced by GUI’s presented 

in touchscreen interaction, since both paradigms are considered gestural (Saffer, 2009). 

 

 
Figure 11: Graphical interfaces evolution 

 

Perhaps a challenge for the creation of these interfaces is that designers should combine the 

use of gestures in-air with a graphical interface, taking into consideration the “cognitive 

issues of embodiment, affordances, and learnability”(Mary Lou Maher & Lee, 2017). 

However, unlike touchscreen interfaces, there is not a set of defined mid-air gestures or GUI 

standards. This contextualisation of interfaces showed that the GUI has been evolving 

throughout the time, and even standards already well grounded such as the WIMP paradigm 

are also changing, partly due to the touchscreen GUI and a more ubiquitous technology 

scenario. Therefore, a gesture-driven GUI for mid-air interaction can be embedded on 
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insights found in touchscreen and WIMP GUI’s. However, the use of target-based interaction 

– due to the use of cursor – should be avoided (legacy bias effect), and an emphasis on 

touchscreen GUI’s due to the gestural nature – might provide insights for a mid-air GUI. 

3.2.3 Naturalness of gestures 

As previously mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the term Natural User Interfaces (NUI) has 

sometimes been linked to mid-air interfaces. The idea of an intuitive interface became 

effective as a discourse in the design of mid-air interactions, as O'Hara et al. (2013) stated: 

 

The excitement around touchless and body-based interfaces has been accompanied by 

an increasingly powerful narrative, one that makes the eponymous claim that these new 

technologies offer an intuitive interface modality, one that does not require users to 

develop specialist techniques for communicating to computers. What users need to do, 

instead, is what comes naturally. (O’hara, Harper, & Mentis, 2013) 

 

Conceptually, the idea of natural interfaces seems promising, as they can optimise 

satisfaction while using an interface, allowing users to use their own language, gestures to 

interact with an interface. However, although some gestures may be commonly used among 

a population, this fact does not guarantee that the interface could be identified as ‘natural’ 

simply because it is mediated by gestures. This is the source of the discussions of the term 

natural interface. The so-called interfaces try to simulate an interaction (e.g. play tennis on 

mid-air) or simply have a higher degree of freedom and expression when compared to a 

mouse or keyboard (Malizia & Bellucci, 2012). Furthermore, a gesture may have different 

cultural aspects, i.e. be interpreted in different ways by different people. Norman (2010) also 

suggests that some of these interfaces do not follow some basic rules of human-computer 

interaction, especially related to feedback and navigation. 

 

Because of criticism against the concept of NUI and mid-air interfaces and its application, 

Malizia & Bellucci (2012) stated that the initial strategy to design mid-air interfaces would be 

to identify possible actions and pre-existing gestures, identified from people's manipulation 

with different objects and tasks and then transport them to the digital environment. 

However, some of these interactions are associated with a context that sometimes ends up 

getting lost in the digital environment. For example, the naturalness of these interactions is 

something that is taken purely as a problem of representation – ensuring that they are 

correctly represented in the interaction mechanism itself. In this sense, natural interactions 
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are something detached from the social context in which they might be deployed; they are 

not constituted by the context but brought to it (Malizia & Bellucci, 2012). 

 

Based on the context of touchscreen interactions, this scenario began to develop a kind of 

mental vocabulary in the users relating to the most common interactions, for example, 

swipe, drag and pinch5. These gestures represent a change in user behaviour regarding 

desktop interfaces (mouse input). From this perspective, inferring that the interface design 

has been modified over time (through the use of gestures) produces a reflection on what 

the naturalness of gestures in mid-air interfaces actually are and how it can be supported, 

since platform industries (e.g. Android, Apple iOS) are the ones who established a gestural 

language to be used in touchscreen interaction, while in mid-air this language was not 

defined. Thus, this review showed that some gestures such as swipe and pinch may provide 

naturalness when combined with the visual feedback provided in the GUI since they are 

already well known due to the popularity of touchscreen interfaces. In addition, these 

gestures may trigger interactions on mid-air when combined with manipulation, since it is 

also based on a pre-existing perception of the physical movements (e.g. move an object 

from right to left). 

 

3.2.4 Represented models for mid-air interaction 

Following an interaction design approach, the design of mid-air applications should be 

grounded in user’s expectations and previous experiences. The moment a user interacts 

with a system, they start to learn the interactions of that system based on associations with 

other software, physical objects or tasks performed in day-to-day activities (Shneiderman & 

Plaisant, 2010). These experiences may increase the visual and interaction repertoire, 

increasing their ‘language’ proficiency in the use of digital interfaces. Therefore, a 

comprehension of the mental model of users may be supportive in the design process. A 

mental model expresses what users can do in an interface and which concepts are needed 

for it to perform the interaction (Sharp et al. 2011). The concept is also termed as 

“knowledge of the mind and knowledge of the world“ (Norman, 2002). It is possible to 

notice the effectiveness of mental models by using Design Patterns for navigation; when 

using a pattern of ‘navigation tabs’ (Figure 12) on a website it is clear to the user that each 

                                                   
5 Common gestures available on Apple iOS. Source: https://developer.apple.com/ios/human-interface-

guidelines/interaction/gestures/ 
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tab is a content section, since the tabs are already present in several interfaces and users 

can recognise the expected functionality. 

 
Figure 12: Navigation tabs Design Pattern. Source: http://ui-

patterns.com/patterns/NavigationTabs 

 

Sharp et al. (2011, p.42) introduced some characteristics of mental models, facilitating their 

comprehension:  

• metaphors and analogies to other objects/interactions that will allow users to 

understand/comprehend how to use an application/software;  

• concepts, tasks and attributes associated with the use of a product; 

• associations between characteristics of an interface and the user experience in other 

products/interfaces.  

 

The use of a mental model is partly associated with the experience of using different 

devices and interfaces. Therefore, it may be possible to infer that metaphors, analogies, 

tasks and associations that users make using mid-air interfaces are influenced by 

touchscreen and WIMP interfaces. The challenge is how to present this interface in an 

efficient and satisfactory way. The answer to this inquiry may be the concept of 

"Represented Models" defined by Cooper et al. (2011) in Figure 13: 

 

 
Figure 13: Represented models. Source: (Cooper et al. 2011) 

 

Cooper et al. (2011) made a distinction between the mental model (the ideal situation in 

which users understand how the interaction should occur) and the implementation model. 

The implementation model represents how "a machine or software works" (Cooper et al. 
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2011) since it describes how software is developed or coded. In between these models are 

the "represented models", i.e. the way designers decide the most appropriate approach to 

present a system to the user. Therefore, in the design of a mid-air application, the gestures 

and visual elements used in the interface should be aligned close as possible with the 

mental model of users, also taking into account the characteristics of the technology 

(implementation model).   

 

The interaction through the use of cursor was responsible for introducing a major part of the 

WIMP visual patterns (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2010). Hence, the GUI’s are responsive to the 

cursor interaction, showing the user what is clickable or non-clickable from different forms 

of feedback, especially when the cursor is under an interaction element (known as hover). 

This approach gives the user a choice in the action to be performed, where the act of 

pointing at a target (e.g. button, menu) implicates the command to be executed in 

association with the position of the mouse over the element. On the other hand, an 

alternative to the target-based interaction has become common in desktop interaction in 

recent years; a gesture has been used to navigate between different sections of websites, 

using a mouse with a scroll wheel or touch surface instead of the cursor interaction.  

 

In touchscreen interfaces most parts of the interactions occur from the act of using "tap", 

however, as mentioned in section 3.2.2.1, the use of gestures has increased in the graphical 

interfaces, based on the idea of gesture-driven interfaces (Budiu, 2017). This fact has 

gradually allowed the insertion of different standards in the user interface, activated mainly 

through gestures. For instance, in Figure 14 (Left) the options ‘more’ and ‘trash’ are revealed 

after the gesture swipe left is performed. In Figure 14 (Right) the ‘refresh’ interaction is 

activated with a swipe down gesture, with the GUI providing feedback for the action. 
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Figure 14: (Left) Swipe right gesture to reveal more options and (Right) Swipe down to refresh 

mail. 

These interactions, performed through swipe gestures, are available in several touchscreen 

interfaces, becoming part of users’ interaction vocabulary along with previous interactions 

acquired through cursor-based interaction (Norman & Wadia, 2013). Wrapping up some of 

these concepts, the attempt to produce a mid-air application (represented model) closely 

aligned with user’s mental model may be inspired in the interaction vocabulary developed 

throughout previous experience with other paradigms, along with considerations about the 

graphical interfaces and mid-air gestures technology (implementation model) which are 

discussed in the following main sections (3.3. Gestures and 3.4 Mid-air GUI’s).  

 

3.2.5 Findings 

As a theoretical foundation, this main section introduced aspects that contributed to the 

understanding of the mid-air paradigm and an initial perception of the design of mid-air 

graphical interfaces. In section 3.2.1, the definition of gestural interaction design based on 

its co-relation with the field of interaction design and gesture characteristics delimited the 

understanding of mid-air gestures as elements of interaction that are directly related to the 

design of a mid-air GUI. Therefore, since mid-air and touchscreen styles of interaction are 

considered both gestural, it indicated that some aspects of the interface and gestures 

performed in touch devices could support the development of a mid-air application. 
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A brief review of the context of WIMP, touchscreen and mid-air interfaces (Section 3.2.2) 

showed that WIMP interfaces played a major role in the definition of tasks based on cursor 

interaction, generating well-established Design Patterns (Tidwell, 2005). The touchscreen 

interaction, while mostly mediated through the ‘tap’ gesture, has been incorporated in the 

use of gestures, deriving in gesture-driven interfaces. On the other hand, in the mid-air 

interaction usability issues with cursor-based interfaces and gesture-library were identified, 

and unlike the previous paradigms, there are no standards for mid-air interaction 

(Koutsabasis & Domouzis, 2016). This scenario revealed not only shortcomings related to 

both approaches, but also an opportunity for a comprehension of the mid-air paradigm, 

looking for the combinations of the use of gestures connected to the visual information 

displayed on the GUI. To achieve that, a strategy identified to assist in the design of mid-air 

applications is to pursuit a represented model (Cooper et al., 2011) which is aligned with 

users’ expectations and the technology available to mid-air interaction (Section 3.2.4). 

Therefore, previous experience in desktop and touchscreen interfaces may contribute to the 

identification of potential interactions to be developed added by user research and a design 

process looking for alternatives to the current mid-air scenario. In addition, Malizia & 

Bellucci (2012) suggested that the naturalness (Section 3.2.3) of the gestures may be linked 

to possible actions and pre-existing gestures of people, based on their vocabulary of 

interactions. This finding indicated that gestures related to the manipulation perceived in 

everyday activities (e.g. move an object from left to right) might be translated to digital 

applications. Therefore the use of swipe as manipulative gesture could be suitable to a 

perception of naturalness, added by use of those gestures already on touchscreen 

interaction. 

 

3.3 Gestures 
This section presents the gesture characteristics and implications for the design of mid-air 

applications, with the focus on manipulative gestures. Initially, the gestures anatomy (3.3.1 

Gesture structure) and approaches for gesture recognition are discussed (3.3.2 Approaches 

for gesture mapping), followed by considerations related to gesture classification (3.3.3 

Gestures taxonomy). The method to elicit gestures (3.3.4 Gesture elicitation studies), used 

to comprehend users’ gestures preferences, is presented along with the identification of 

potential strategies to use in the navigation of mid-air interfaces (3.3.5 Gestural mid-air 

navigation), detailing considerations about distal interaction, hierarchical navigation, hand 
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preference and social acceptability. This section ends with the summary of findings (3.3.6 ) 

related to mid-air gesture characteristics. 

 

3.3.1 Gesture structure 

The gesture structure or anatomy consists of three stages: 'register', defining the type of 

action to be established; 'continuation', representing the adjustment of parameters during 

the execution of the gesture; 'termination', at which point the gesture is terminated (Wigdor 

& Wixon, 2011). Table 3 exemplifies this process: 

 

Table 3: The three stages of gestural input and the physical actions on the interface. Source: 
Adapted from Wigdor & Wixon (2011) 

Register Continuation Termination 

Close the hand (grab) in 
front of the sensor 

Move the hand (still closed) 
to the left by moving an 
interface element 

With the interface element in 
the desired position, open the 
hand (relaxed position) 

 

The comprehension of these stages is critical for the interface design since they are linked 

with the gesture recognition and feedback provided by the system. Similar gestures may 

generate ambiguities in the recognition process and consequently poor feedback (Wigdor & 

Wixon, 2011). Referring to the example in Table 3, if a gesture has the same registration (e.g. 

grab) and a similar movement (e.g. diagonal) and then another gesture (e.g. horizontal), 

ambiguity could be generated and consequently errors in the interaction. Errors of gesture 

recognition were identified as two types: false negatives when the system does not match 

the user's intention to perform a gesture, or false positives when the system detects user's 

unintended gestures because they resemble gestures used in the system (Ghalwash & Nabil, 

2013). False positives are also known as ‘live mic’ (Ghalwash & Nabil, 2013), ‘Midas-touch’ 

(Koutsabasis & Domouzis, 2016) or ‘immersion syndrome’ (Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon, 

1993). 

 

To minimise issues linked to gesture structure, Wigdor & Wixon (2011) recommended the 

following procedures: 

a) Minimise the number of steps that the user must take before registering the gesture. 

b) Reduce the burden required in the transition from the registration stage to the 

continuation stage. For the user, it should be immediately clear how to specify the 

command that he intends to execute. 
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c) Provide clear feedback on each step performed by the user, ensuring that he 

understands when he has passed from the registration stage to the continuation 

stage and how to complete the gesture. 

 

Another strategy suggested by (Wigdor & Wixon, 2011) was to ‘prune’ the gesture language, 

keeping the gesture set small, therefore decreasing the possibility of ambiguity. These 

considerations identified in this review concerning gesture structure may generate an 

impact over the choice of gestures used in an application but also the feedback provided in 

the GUI while performing the gestures. 

 

3.3.2 Approaches for gesture mapping  

Since the '80s, different techniques were defined for gesture mapping, ranging from pens 

that read traces, gloves, rings, to commercial devices introduced in the last years (Bhuiyan & 

Picking, 2009). Currently, two approaches stand out (Chaudhary, Raheja, Das, & Raheja, 

2011): the first, based on appearance or visualisation, establishes the recognition of gestures 

from images that are typically generated from a camera (usually transformed into greyscale 

images). Since a camera allows the recognition of gestures in just two dimensions, devices 

such as the Microsoft Kinect and Leap Motion are also equipped with an infrared apparatus, 

capable of capturing the depth (Z axis) of a gesture. This has been one of the most 

commonly used approaches by researchers and developers. 

 

The second approach corresponds to sensors and the use of physical objects to capture the 

movement of the hand/arm (rather than images). This approach has been mainly used in 

the past, especially in gloves that captured the movement of each finger, based on their 

angle and position (Bhuiyan & Picking, 2009). Currently, this approach is being used again 

in wearable devices, motivated by the low cost of sensors.  

3.3.2.1 Mid-air Platforms 

Video game consoles can be considered the first initiatives to a wider range of mid-air 

interaction. The launch of Nintendo WII6 in 2006 made possible the mid-air interaction 

mediated through a controller. The evolution of the technology led to new platforms as 

Kinect followed by Leap Motion and MYO. Currently, these are the mid-air platforms most 

commonly used in the research and industry (Vokorokos, Mihal’ov, & Chovancova, 2016). 

                                                   
6 https://www.nintendo.co.uk/Wii/Wii-94559.html 
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Microsoft Kinect 

The device comprises an RGB-D player that combines reading through a camera (RGB) to 

an infrared sensor (D - depth sensor). In 2014 a new version (V2) of the device was 

launched, improving the gesture recognition. The Kinect allows the recognition of 

movements made by the human body (hands, arms, head, legs), object recognition and 

depth imaging (Vokorokos et al., 2016). A limitation of the device is that it does not read the 

movement of all fingers (Cabreira & Hwang, 2015). Besides its use in games, Kinect has been 

extensively used in previous works (e.g. Tuveri et al. 2013; Kamel Boulos et al. 2011; 

Simmons et al. 2013; Morris 2012). The main advantage is its capacity to scan human body 

movement as a whole, unlike Leap Motion and MYO; to allow this recognition, the user has 

to stay positioned within the range of the device (0.4m- 4.5m). 

Leap Motion 

Leap Motion approaches gesture recognition through a camera, similar to Kinect. The device 

consists of three LED emitters (camera) and two infrared cameras. When compared to 

Kinect, one of the main differences lies in the accurate recognition of two hands or even a 

small object in real-time, "giving details of motion, gestures or discrete positions” 

(Vokorokos et al., 2016). Despite the power of gesture recognition, the device presents a 

small area for interaction, similar to an inverted pyramid (Figure 15, left), ranging from 25 to 

600 mm vertically. This limit is due to the propagation of light from the LED through space 

since it is difficult to infer hand position from a certain distance. 

 
Figure 15: View field of Leap Motion (Left), Leap Motion (Right) 

 

MYO 

MYO is an armband equipped with several sensors, characterised by the use of 

electromyography (EMG), which identifies the gesture from the movements of the arm 

muscles (Lu, Chen, Li, Zhang, & Zhou, 2014). Based on the electrical impulses generated by 

muscles, 8 EMG sensors are responsible for recognizing and performing each gesture. 

Therefore, it is necessary for each user to make a calibration step before using the gadget. 
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This is necessary since each user has a different type of skin, muscle sise, among other 

characteristics. From these data, and based on machine learning process, MYO can 

recognise the gestures performed. In a different way to Kinect and Leap Motion, MYO uses a 

sensor approach instead of a camera. As a limitation, the device provides only a few 

commands: wave left, wave right, spread and fist fingers. 

3.3.2.2 Considerations about the platforms 

The Kinect platform, due to its presence in the industry since 2010, stands out as the most 

common device in commercial applications (Cabreira & Hwang, 2015). With the advantage 

of reading the entire human body, it allows the development of applications where the 

movement of hands, arms, or legs is required. However, despite having a second version, it 

still presents limitations in reading the movement of fingers. Additionally, false positives 

may occur due to the “Midas-touch” effect, since the device is constantly reading the 

movement performed by users. 

 

Using a similar recognition system, Leap Motion has an accurate tracking of hands and 

fingers, however, the range view is limited. On the other hand, this limitation may reduce 

the incidence of false positives, due to the fact that the user can only perform a gesture 

within the reading area. An issue on devices based on appearance approach is the 

occurrence of occlusion, especially on Leap Motion, when one finger is above/below another 

finger and the system cannot differentiate them. MYO operates gesture recognition through 

sensors (EMG), avoiding occlusion and reducing the incidence of false positives. However, it 

is currently limited, since it allows only five gestures. 

 

A comparative study analysed 250 applications (58 Kinect, 184 Leap Motion, 8 MYO) across 

the three platforms (Cabreira & Hwang, 2015). It was found that pointing (cursor-based) is 

the overall most recurrent gesture and it is present in 53.6% of applications, followed by 

waving (34.4%) and swipe (20.4%). The study also showed a well-defined role across 

platforms concerning the use of pointing gestures for navigation and air tapping for 

selection (Cabreira & Hwang, 2015), corroborating the predominance of cursor-based 

interactions in commercial applications. 

 

This review showed that, considering the mid-air technology approaches, the use of camera 

provides more resources for mid-air interaction; while the sensors Kinect and Leap Motion 

still presents issues concerning gesture recognition, the MYO sensor is still in development. 
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It was also identified that amongst all platforms, the use of cursor was predominant, leading 

to applications using a target-based mode of interaction.  

 

3.3.3 Gestures taxonomy 

People can use gestures in different ways: to make reference to a real object, to imitate a 

physical object, to express emotions, among others. Based on its characteristics, a gesture 

can be classified in different ways, constituting a taxonomy. In an attempt to identify the 

properties and characteristics of a gesture, Kendon (1994) found that gestures can be 

classified according to their meaning, categorised as gesticulation, language-like gestures, 

pantomimes, emblems, and sign languages, in a spectrum from least to most formal. 

Although this classification does not include mid-air gestures, these can also be understood 

as a language, since they also make use of transmission and reception of information, 

thereby generating a meaning.  

 

Regarding the HCI and gestural interaction, Wobbrock et al. (2009) categorised 

touchscreen gestures based on user's behaviour, generating a taxonomy composed of form 

(pointing, static or dynamic pose, combined with the movement of the arm), nature 

(symbolic, physical, metaphorical, abstract), binding (object-centric or related to the world 

where the gesture is being executed) and flow (response of the system occurs after or 

during the gesture, identified as discrete continuous respectively). Lately, this taxonomy 

was applied to mid-air gestures by Piumsomboon et al. (2013). In the context of mid-air 

interaction, several classifications for gestures have been proposed in the literature (e.g. 

Pavlovic et al. 1997; Quek et al., 2002; Nancel et al., 2011). Therefore, a gesture can be 

classified in different categories according to the taxonomy used. To explain these 

variations, a taxonomy of Aigner et al. (2012) was compared with the taxonomy of 

Wobbrock et al. (2009): 

- Pointing: these gestures are typically used to point to objects and indicate a 

direction. In Wobbrock et al. (2009) work, it can be classified as pointing (form) and 

physical (nature); 

- Semaphoric: hand gestures and movements that are used to convey some meaning 

(Aigner et al., 2012). The ‘thumbs up’ gesture fits in this category, being also 

classified as static pose (form) and symbolic (nature) in Wobbrock et al. (2009) 

taxonomy. 
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- Pantomimic: this type of gesture consists of an imitation of an action/task based on 

the use of imaginary objects, imitating its form and function (e.g. simulate an 

imaginary knife with one hand and perform the cutting motion of an object). In 

Wobbrock et al. (2009), these gestures are metaphoric (nature) and can use static 

or dynamic poses (form). 

- Iconic: gestures used to communicate information about objects or in reference to 

an element in the interface such as shape, sise or movement. Drawing an imaginary 

circle could be identified as metaphorical or abstract (nature), depending on the 

relation with the system (Wobbrock et al. 2009). 

- Manipulation: manipulative gestures are those used to guide or control an object or 

element of the interface through movement. Thus, one of the characteristics of this 

gesture is continuous feedback on the GUI during the execution of the gesture 

(Aigner et al., 2012). In Wobbrock et al. (2009), these gestures can be classified as 

physical (nature) and can use dynamic of static hand poses (form). 

 

Also, both taxonomies vary in the form of the gesture performed. Wobbrock et al. (2009) 

defined a distinction between static and gestures with a path (movement), while in Aigner 

et al. (2012) they are classified as static and dynamic, respectively. Concerning the gesture 

classification, the same gesture can be classified in different categories, according to the 

user's mental model for the task. For instance, a swipe gesture can be interpreted as 

physical (Wobbrock et al., 2009) or manipulative (Aigner et al., 2012). However, if there is a 

meaning linked to the gesture (e.g. swipe to flip a page), this gesture can be classified as 

metaphorical (Wobbrock et al., 2009)  or pantomimic (Aigner et al., 2012). This section 

showed that a gesture cannot be comprehended only by form, shape or speed, but is 

represented through a variety of dimensions which provide a full identification for each 

gesture, according to the taxonomy used. This precise identification is important for the 

gesture recognition algorithm to analyse the gestures, but also for designers to understand 

user’s behaviour while performing gestures. 

3.3.3.1 Considerations about gesture taxonomy 

Considering Aigner et al. (2012) taxonomy, it is important to critically contextualise the use 

of gestures. Pantomimic gestures can cause occlusion problems (Jang, Elmqvist, Ramani, & 

Lafayette, 2014) due to their complex structure. Moreover, pantomimic gestures and some 

semaphoric gestures depend on the user’s repertoire and "represent a minuscule portion of 

the use of the hands in natural human communication (Quek et al., 2002)". In addition, 
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cultural differences may influence the use of pantomimic and semaphoric gestures. In an 

experiment conducted by Pescarin et al. (2013), it was identified that users from Italy, 

Sweden and Egypt performed different gestures for the action of selecting (Figure 16). 

 

 
Figure 16: “Show an object you’d like to select in front of you”. Selection with (a) forefinger, (b) 

open hand, (c) two hands. Source: (Pescarin et al. 2013) 

 

In the experiment, 100% of the Italian participants performed the same gesture, (Figure 16, 

a). In the Swedish group, 50% used the same gesture of Italians while 20% used the gesture 

shown in Figure 16 (b). Amongst the Egyptians, 100% of participants used the gesture in 

Figure 16 (c). These differences show that culture, as well as the repertoire of a user, 

influence the choice of a gesture, especially considering semaphoric (symbolic) and 

pantomimic (metaphoric) gestures. Norman (2010) stated "most gestures are neither 

natural nor easy to learn or remember. Few are innate or readily predisposed to rapid and 

easy learning." While it is difficult to predict, even in an empirical way, which gestures can 

be considered "innate", the manipulative gestures and pointing represent some of the 

actions that indicate more promising results. The use of pointing and manipulative gestures 

do not seem to be influenced by cultural tendencies (Pescarin et al., 2013), although one of 

their shortcomings is that they are totally dependent on the visual feedback (Quek et al., 

2002) and rely on the GUI. 

 
Epps et al. (2006) conducted a study of hand gestures for input on tabletop displays, 

investigating the preference of users for different types of tasks. They found that users 

prefer to reuse simple, primitive hand gestures for a variety of tasks, demonstrating a high 

degree of consistency amongst the chosen gestures. Using mid-air gestures, Ackad et al. 

(2013) developed a large display wall controlled by two manipulative gestures ‘swipe left’ 

and ‘swipe right’, and two semaphoric gestures. In the study, the manipulative gestures 

were consistently used in a range of 63% to 74%. The semaphoric gestures were used in a 
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range of 9% to 25% of users, suggesting that users need more time to learn how to interact 

with the gestures and understand their meaning. This finding was aligned with Wobbrock et 

al. (2009), where simpler commands often resulted in physical gestures (e.g. move an 

object), whereas complex interactions generated metaphorical or symbolic gestures. 

Wigdor & Wixon (2011) also recommended using manipulation-based gestures, imitating 

naive physics.  

 

Based on the previous considerations, it is worth to notice that manipulative gestures offer a 

promising potential to be used in mid-air applications. However, most parts of previous 

work associate the use of manipulation combined with cursor-based interaction which may 

lead to the legacy bias (Morris et al., 2014). Iconic gestures were not discussed in this 

section since they are usually used only in secondary actions (e.g. inform the sise of an 

element). 

 

3.3.4 Gesture elicitation studies 

Gesture elicitation studies aim at proposing a variety of usable and successful hand-gesture 

sets for interactive systems (Wobbrock et al., 2009). The method focuses on the generation 

of user-defined gesture sets according to the tasks performed in an application. For the 

implementation of the method, an effect (known as a referent) is shown and the user is 

asked to perform actions to cause the effect (Morris et al., 2010). The effect is the result of a 

task/interaction performed (e.g. move an element from A to B). Gestures then are 

accounted for, and the most recurrent ones are then used in application design. During the 

process, users are encouraged to justify their choices, contributing to the design process. 

The purpose is to maximise the guessability of gestures without the consideration of 

technical concerns (Wittorf & Jakobsen, 2016). It has been largely used to identify the user's 

preferences concerning the choice of gestures. Table 4 describes a comparison of previous 

work in elicitation studies, highlighting the media, number of participants and referents, 

methodology and the indication of use of a GUI in the study. 

 

Table 4: Comparison of user-elicitation studies, adapted from (Dong, Danesh, Figueroa, & El 
Saddik, 2015). 

Study Media Participants Referents Methodology GUI 
Wobbrock 
et al. 
(2009) 

Surface 
(Microsoft 
Surface 

20 27 Demonstrative 
(Participants see the 
simulated effect of a 
referent and ask to 

Partial 
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perform a gesture) 
Ruiz, Li, & 
Lank (2011) 

Mobile 
(Multiple 
platforms) 

20 19 Inquiry (Participants 
designed and 
performed a gesture 
for a specific referent) 

No 

Vatavu & 
Zaiti (2014) 

Mid-air 
(Leap 
Motion) 

18 21 Same as Wobbrock et 
al. (2009) 

No 

Wittorf & 
Jakobsen  
(2016) 

Mid-air (no 
media 
described) 

20 25 Same as Wobbrock et 
al. (2009) 

Partial 

Koutsabasis 
& Domouzis 
(2016) 

Mid-air 
(Microsoft 
Kinect) 

24 4 Same as Wobbrock et 
al. (2009) 

Yes 

Piumsombo
on et al. 
(2013) 

Mid-air 
(Asus depth 
sensor) 

20 40 Same as Wobbrock et 
al. (2009) 

No 

 

While the methodology remained the same in most part of elicitation studies, the media 

varied according to the purpose of the test, with an average of 20 participants. Besides the 

work of Koutsabasis & Domouzis (2016), most studies on Table 4 presented over 19 

referents, meaning a possible cognitive overload linked to the gesture-library approach 

(Carter et al., 2016). In addition, only Koutsabasis & Domouzis (2016) used a GUI for the 

elicitation, while other studies used a GUI only for object manipulation (e.g. increase, 

decrease the size of an element), but not for navigation.  

 

Regarding the method, it has been recommended the priming technique (Morris et al., 

2014), where the technological capabilities of the device are initially explained to the user. 

Moreover, users should provide multiple gesture proposals for each referent, allowing them 

to reflect on the gestures used and not simply recommend the first gesture that comes to 

mind (Morris et al., 2014). 

 

3.3.4.1 Considerations of gesture elicitation studies 

Gesture elicitation studies have been used in most studies to develop gesture-libraries, 

without the support of a graphical interface to provide guidance to the gestures guessed by 

users. These gestures may need a recall, generating a high number of false-positives (Carter 

et al., 2016) as discussed earlier. 

 

However, the review of elicitation studies showed that few studies use the GUI for the 

gesture elicitation. Hoff et al. (2016) used the method to elicit gestures for a music player 
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displayed in Figure 17 (a). As a result, gestures like 'clap hands' to play or 'heart' to favourite 

a song were selected by participants. While the method suggested these gestures, the GUI 

did not present any visual clue about the commands of the interface, relying again upon the 

issue of recall rather than recognition. On the other hand, in Wittorf & Jakobsen (2016), 

displayed at Figure 17 (b), they invited participants to guess the gesture to shrink the 

referent based on the effect screen, which initially showed the rectangle in a bigger and in a 

smaller size. While this study does not involve a proper GUI for navigation, the interaction 

was guided at some extent by graphic components of the interface, suggesting the use of 

manipulation. 

 

 
Figure 17: (a) Gesture-library developed to control a music player (Hoff et al., 2016). (b) 

Referents used in the gesture elicitation (Wittorf & Jakobsen, 2016). 

While the review showed that the problem of some elicitation studies was a GUI that did not 

provide visual clues regarding the gesture to be performed, another issue was linked to the 

method itself; a participant that is guessing a gesture sees the interface (e.g. rectangle), and 

later the effect (e.g. rectangle moved 50 pixels to the right), providing a suggestion of 

gesture (e.g. probably a gesture that suggests a manipulation from left to right). However, 

in a real context of use, the user may see only the interface, not the effect; therefore, in 

most cases, the user is not able to guess the gestures available, since he may not know 

which gesture is expected. A discussion presenting a solution to this issue is presented 

further, on Section 5.2.7.3. 
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3.3.5 Gestural mid-air navigation 

This section introduces characteristics of mid-air gesture navigation identified in previous 

studies, which may reveal potential insights/strategies that can be used for the delimitation 

of the gestures used in the design space of gestures-only approach. 

Distal interaction 

A limitation of cursor-based interaction is that it is linked to a proximal interaction. It means 

that the user has to stand in front of the device and their hands are mapped in a 1:1 scale, 

where each movement of the hand corresponds to an X,Y position on the interface and the 

area available for interaction is limited (Carter et al., 2016). Opposite to this context, the 

distal interaction proposes a different approach: 

 

“…the location of the user’s hand movement is disassociated from the location of the 

system represented pattern. As long as the user can see the pattern, and their 

movements are within the field of view of the sensor, they are able to interact” (Carter 

et al., 2016). 

 

Distal interaction has been applied in the PathSync7 technique (Carter et al. 2016), where the 

navigation occurs from the imitation of an animation displayed on the screen. Hence, an 

animation containing a small circle (red circle Figure 18a) crosses the boundaries (red circle 

Figure 18b) of an interface element. To make a selection, the user has to mimic the 

movement with one hand, over a period of time.   

 

 
Figure 18: PathSync correlates the user’s hand movement to a screen-represented pattern to 

identify interactions. Source: (Carter et al., 2016). 

 

By comparing the PathSync technique with the Press-to-Select method (a cursor-based 

technique), Carter et al. (2016) found that the method was sufficiently robust (the technique 
                                                   
7 To view an animation of PathSync, access http://bit.ly/2blNHN9 
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was used with success), intuitive (time for the first interaction with PathSync and Press-to-

Select indicated no significant differences) and responsive (based on user's responses). 

Although the technique was not similar to other metaphors of existing interactions (low 

level of discoverability) after users learned how to use it, PathSync showed the same level 

of effectiveness of Press-to-Select, but with the advantage of distal interaction. The 

graphical interface, although with a different way of interacting, was mainly made up of 

buttons used for navigation. 

 

A similar strategy to the use of distal interaction is the use of relative input, implicating in  

“relative movements rather than absolute ones that have fixed positions in the air” 

(Hincapié-Ramos & Guo, 2014). In this strategy, the movement of the user's hand does not 

depend on an absolute position on the screen, avoiding the need to e.g. place a hand on a 

button (X,Y position). The game Dance Central8 for Microsoft Kinect presented a relative 

input instead of a cursor-based interaction (Figure 19). 

 

 
Figure 19: Game Dance Central and the use of relative input. Source: Microsoft X-Box One 

(https://bit.ly/2l5LkjL). 

 

To navigate in the menu9, the user had to move the hand over the vertical axis (Y), 

positioning the hand on the desired item. In this approach, a cursor was not being used, 

because the gesture performed in the interaction did not reflect the X,Y coordinates on the 

screen. After moving the arm vertically to highlight a menu item, the user had to perform a 

swipe gesture to the left to select the desired item. This strategy allowed the user control 

                                                   
8 Available at https://bit.ly/2l5LkjL 
9 Video with a demonstration of the Dance Central interface, for a better understanding of relative input 

available at http://tinyurl.com/h295wa8 
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over the selection of an item, without a need to place the hand in an absolute position in the 

interface. In an analysis of this interface, Cable (2011) identified that users were more 

accurate using this menu structure since they were "scrolling up and down through one axis 

rather than moving the cursor through two axes" (Cable, 2011). 

 

The use of relative input can also be implemented through the use of interactive planes 

(Hincapié-Ramos & Guo, 2014), as seen in Figure 20. It meant that when the user started to 

interact (e.g. move the hand from the resting position), a virtual interactive plane was 

defined, and the movement performed in this area implicated on the GUI, using a bent 

extension on the arm. In comparison, using cursor-based and absolute input (Figure 20) the 

user may need to use the arm extended while moving it over the whole interface, and keep 

this position for a few seconds to activate an item in the interface. Therefore, the use of 

relative input may generate less fatigue compared to the absolute one. 

 

 
Figure 20: Comparison of relative and absolute input. Adapted from (Hincapié-Ramos & Guo, 

2014). 

 

The combination of these strategies, distal interaction and relative input, using only the 

vertical/horizontal axis and interactive planes can allow the user greater freedom in relation 

to hand positioning on the interface and the consequent realisation of gestures, compared 

to absolute input in cursor-based interaction. These strategies are aligned with the use of 

swipe gestures (manipulative) since they do not request a proximal interaction and are not 

directly linked to an absolute position in the GUI. In case of a combination of the swipe with 

a specific element in the interface (e.g. as in Game Dance Central), the swipe gestures can 

coalesce with the use of relative input.  

 

Related to this strategy, Chattopadhyay & Bolchini (2015) identified that mid-air directional 

movements (up–down and left–right) were more efficient and effective than 3D gestures, 

besides being easy to execute due to the alignment with the sensorimotor level. Therefore, 
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gestures using the primitives are simpler and more accurate than angular 2D or 3D gestures, 

which require more coordination and may increase the complexity of the recognition 

system (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015). These gestures are also quick to execute, which 

may reduce fatigue (Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993). In previous work in touchscreen 

interaction, Oh & Findlater (2013) recognised that users prefer to use swipe gestures even 

when instructed to not use them since they are easy to perform.   

 

This review showed a promising combination of different strategies linked to swipe 

directional gestures; distal interaction and relative input, where the user interacts in one axis 

(X or Y), without the need for a specific position over the interface due to the use of 

interactive planes. In addition, the swipe gestures were identified as easier to be performed 

according to the sensorimotor levels. The use of primitives may limit the number of 

interactions (swipe up, down, left, right), which may implicate in a small gesture set; 

however, a small gesture set may favour the ease of learning and memory load (Baudel & 

Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993; Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2010). 

Hierarchical Navigation 

Browsing hierarchical information can be considered a "fundamental form of interaction" 

(Ackad et al., 2015) since it allows navigation through different levels of application. While 

the navigation in cursor-based is well established due to the use of WIMP interfaces, 

concerning gestural interfaces without the use of a cursor, a few studies exploited multi-

hierarchical content on a big display, revealing attempts to design Post-WIMP interfaces.  

 

In C. Ackad et al. (2015) study, a public informational display combined manipulative and 

static abstract gestures. Figure 21 demonstrates how to navigate the interface. Swipe 

left/right was used to navigate through the content, the hand up was used to select an item 

and also to ‘vote’ in an article, while the hand down was used to return a level in the 

navigation. This structure allowed navigation in two levels of hierarchy.  
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Figure 21: Touchless interaction without pointing. Source: (Ackad et al., 2015). 

 

To introduce the gesture to be used, the GUI displayed an icon (Figure 21) showing how to 

browse the information, providing visual feedback when the gesture was used in addition to 

a user's skeletal representation on the screen. Ackad et al. (2015) identified that this 

approach produced satisfactory results: swipe gestures were easy to learn, gesture reuse 

was an effective way to keep the gesture set small and the hierarchical browsing was 

effective. In addition, the study identified the preference for gestures that were also present 

in touchscreen interfaces, due to users familiarity with these interactions (Ackad et al., 

2015). However, while the swipe gestures showed a manipulative behaviour over the 

interface, the other gestures were not linked to this principle. 

 

Using a similar strategy, Koutsabasis & Domouzis (2016) proposed the design of an image 

gallery using navigation based on swipe left/right and push to select/deselect, without the 

use of a cursor and presenting 2 levels of hierarchy. The results showed that the gestures 

presented good accuracy and that users had a satisfactory perception of the navigation on 

the system. However, as in the previous study, the interface did not present a manipulative 

behaviour. In another previous work, Petrovski et al. (2014) proposed an interface with 2 

levels of hierarchy and the gestures swipe left/right, up/down, press to select plus other 

gestures specifically designed for the study. As a result, gestures like swipe left/right had 

90% of accuracy while gestures like circle clockwise and counterclockwise, introduced by 

the researchers, presented difficulties of performance and learning by users. Therefore, 

"gestures which are composed of a smaller number of states are much easier to be 

performed" (Petrovski et al., 2014). In this three previous studies reviewed (Ackad et al., 

2015; Koutsabasis & Domouzis, 2016; Petrovski et al., 2014), the applications developed 
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presented successful hierarchical navigation, while supported only two levels of content. In 

addition, when a swipe gesture was used, in general, the gesture was considered easy to 

learn and perform, added by a satisfactory accuracy. On the other hand, manipulation when 

used was not explicitly presented on the GUI in the applications analysed. 

 

In a combination of interaction approaches, Yoo et al. (2015) compared cursor-based versus 

metaphoric gestures in an application with two levels of hierarchy. The selection of an item 

was based on a cursor interaction, while navigation to the left could be performed 

‘hovering’ the arrows (Figure 22) or using the gesture ‘grab-and-pull’ (while no information 

of the GUI was available). It was identified grab-and-pull to be faster, ‘funnier’ and more 

intuitive compared to cursor-based, in addition to being less physically demanding. 

Familiarity with gestures performed on tablets and smartphones was highlighted, 

"suggesting that the cursor metaphor does not translate well to gesture-based large display 

applications" (Yoo et al., 2015). This is one of the few studies that compare cursor-based 

and gestural approach, along with Hespanhol et al. (2012); however, they did not present a 

deep investigation about the subject. 

 

 
Figure 22: Interface of the 'Tweet Wall'. Source: (Yoo et al., 2015). 

 

In the previous studies, the hierarchical navigation in cursorless interfaces supported a 

maximum of two levels of navigation. Except for Ackad et al. (2015), the GUI did not present 

any visual clues or guidance for the gestures performed, while a manipulative behaviour was 

identified in the use of horizontal navigation (e.g. swipe left/right). In Petrovski et al. (2014), 

swipe gestures were used but the GUI did not present continuous feedback linked to the 

movement performed. Concerning the number of tasks and the use of GUI, these studies 

usually ranged from 4 to 7 tasks, rather than 19 to 40 tasks identified in the Gesture-library 

approach (Section 3.3.4), indicating an attempt for gesture reuse and small sets. This review 

indicated a potential to explore hierarchical navigation with more levels of content, added 
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by the fact that swipe gestures were already used in some studies for navigation left/right. 

However, the feedback perceived on the GUI linked to the gesture execution was identified 

insufficient; in addition, the explicit use of manipulation was not identified in the previous 

studies, indicating an area to be investigated on mid-air gestural navigation. 

Hand preference  

The use of unimanual or bimanual gestures varies over different studies, being also linked to 

the preference for dominant or non-dominant hand in the gestures performed. Comparing 

some gesture-elicitation studies, Wittorf & Jakobsen (2016) identified a preference of 69% 

for unimanual gestures using the dominant hand, followed by 67,8% in Piumsomboon et al. 

(2013) and 71% in Vafaei (2013). Bimanual gestures have been linked to zoom interactions 

(Vafaei, 2013), while Nancel et al. (2011) pointed out that panning and zooming are integrally 

related, since the user does not see them as different interactions. 

 

Other studies showed different roles assigned to each hand while interacting: in Pahud et al. 

(2013), the non-dominant hand was assigned to navigation, and the dominant hand linked 

to selection, while in Piumsomboon et al. (2013) some participants showed a preference for 

using the dominant hand for gestures with movement while using the non-dominant one for 

static gestures. 

 

Carreira et al. (2016) suggested the use of gestures that can be performed by either hand, 

allowing flexibility to the system. In addition, the gestures performed should be simple to be 

used even by the non-dominant hand, since users sometimes may “carry things” (Ackad et 

al., 2015) or not have their dominant hand free (Carreira et al., 2016). To corroborate this 

recommendation, users suggested: "symmetric use of hands so that they could flexibly 

switch between hands" (Nebeling et al., 2014), which may also support in the reduction of 

fatigue. Ackad et al. (2015) recommended that systems should be designed for single-

handed operation. These previous studies suggested the preference for unimanual gestures 

due to several advantages: user preference, symmetry and possibility of switch hands or 

even carry things in one of the arms. 

 

Another consideration of the hand preference is linked to user’s sensorimotor abilities, in 

special the cross-lateral inhibition. This phenomenon occurs when “users’ hand crosses the 

body midline and operates away from their dominant side” (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 

2015), as seen in Figure 23. In cursor-based interfaces, if a button is positioned on the left 

part of the interface, the user may need to cross this ‘body midline’ (considering a right-
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handed user), increasing the user effort (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015). In Pyryeskin et al. 

(2012), most users showed difficulty in acquiring targets placed on the opposite side of their 

dominant hand. 

 
Figure 23: Cross-lateral inhibition area. Source: (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015). 

 

Considering this review, the use of directional gestures may not be directly affected by 

cross-lateral inhibition, since the interaction is not based in X,Y coordinates on the GUI or 

with visual elements in the edge of the GUI; another alternative would be an attempt to 

avoid a long swipe gesture. The review also showed a recommendation for unimanual 

interactions; therefore swipe gestures were considered “simple enough to be performed by 

any hand”, allowing greater freedom in the interaction (Carreira et al., 2016). As an 

alternative, bimanual gestures may be suitable for zoom interactions or object manipulation 

(Wobbrock et al., 2009).  

Social Acceptability 

The acceptability of gestures plays an important role in the design of mid-air applications, 

implicating in users’ experience. Symbolic gestures, due to the cultural background, may be 

rejected in some places (Pescarin et al., 2013). However, cursor-based and manipulative 

gestures also face limitations concerning social acceptability. 

 

James (2015) has suggested that gestures should clearly indicate that they are being 

directed towards a display. Social acceptance may be compromised if users do not feel 

comfortable about how others perceive what is being performed, or if a bystander cannot 

understand what the user is doing. Montero et al. (2010) investigated users’ attitudes about 
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gestural interaction and concluded that gesture acceptance was linked to gesture size, 

duration, in-air position, to name a few.  

 

Hsieh et al. (2016) pointed out that large body movements generate too much attention, 

while subtle gestures may reduce the concern of social acceptability. For instance, to access 

a button on the corner of the interface, the user may need to perform a large movement, 

whilst if the button is at the centre of the GUI, a smaller gesture can be used. In the case of 

swipe gestures, large movements requiring users to "move their arm (not just forearm)" 

may be less acceptable (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015). Therefore, the system should be 

able to recognise swipe gestures using the forearm, consequently a gesture with a smaller 

size. The duration of the gesture also implicates in social acceptance, for this reason, longer 

interactions should prioritise discreet commands (Hsieh et al. 2016). 

 

Previous experience with gestures may implicate in better acceptance, as identified by Rico 

& Brewster (2010). Therefore, since swipe gestures are used in touchscreen interaction, it 

may implicate in better social acceptability. In fact, Montero et al. (2010) pointed out that 

these gestures are considered expressive, and have great chances of being accepted.  

 

The social acceptability is also related to the place and bystanders watching the 

performance (Vaidyanathan & Rosenberg 2014). Partners, friends or relatives tend to be 

accepted by users while performing gestures (Rico & Brewster 2010). Ruiz et al. (2011) 

found that social acceptability was influenced by whether a bystander “could interpret the 

intention” of a gesture performed. In this case, the GUI may play an important role based on 

the use of continuous feedback linked to the swipe gestures. Therefore, if a swipe right 

manipulates an element on the interface to the same direction, bystanders may be able to 

associate the gesture to the interaction on the GUI.  

 

This review showed that the place where the interaction happens, bystanders watching the 

interactions and the size of gestures implicated in the perception of social acceptability, 

while swipe gestures have the advantage of being already available on touchscreen 

interaction, which may provide a better acceptance on mid-air navigation compared to 

symbolic gestures. However, even with these considerations linked to the use of 

manipulative gestures, social acceptability must be evaluated based on the user's 

perception of a mid-air application (Wachs et al., 2011). 
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3.3.6 Findings 

The use of mid-air gestures was linked to several implications for the design of mid-air 

interfaces, as identified in this review. Therefore, potential alternatives and 

recommendations to solve issues identified in the cursor-based and gesture-library 

approach were analysed in the previous sections. 

 

The comprehension of the gesture structure (Section 3.3.1) was perceived as fundamental 

for the design of mid-air applications since it directly implicates on gesture recognition and 

feedback on the GUI. Therefore, in an attempt to minimise errors generated through false 

positives and negatives, the system should provide immediate feedback from the 

registration to continuation stage and the gesture set should be small, decreasing the 

possibility of ambiguity, and sufficiently distinct, avoiding ambiguities in the gesture 

recognition.  

 

Concerning the technology used in the mid-air interaction (Section 3.3.2) in the appearance 

approach, it was identified that Microsoft Kinect is widely used in research, but it is not able 

to recognise finger movements properly. Leap Motion supports gestures using fingers, 

however, it has a limited range, and the fingers may generate occlusion. In the sensor-based 

approach, the use of MYO may avoid the ‘Midas touch’, while the device supports only five 

gestures. Therefore, this review indicated that sensors based in appearance are more 

appropriate to be used in mid-air navigation. In addition, a comparative analysis between 

the three devices revealed a predominance of cursor-based interactions in commercial 

applications (Cabreira & Hwang, 2015), which may also implicate in the legacy bias of WIMP 

interfaces, reinforcing this issue perceived on this approach.   

 

The analysis of gesture taxonomies (Section 3.3.3) showed that pantomimic gestures may 

generate occlusion (Jang et al., 2014) whereas semaphoric (symbolic) gestures are based on 

user’s repertoire and may face cultural issues. On the other hand, pointing and manipulative 

gestures were identified as a promising choice since users prefer to reuse simple, primitive 

hand gestures for a variety of tasks (Epps et al. 2006). In addition, manipulative gestures 

are often linked to simpler commands, while pantomimic and semaphoric gestures in 

general represent complex interactions. Therefore, this review showed that manipulative 

gestures are considered simple to be performed but also offered advantages compared to 

others types of gestures, corroborating Nielsen et al. (2004) recommendation that the 

gesture set should be small, simple and memorable. The review of the method used to elicit 
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gestures (Section 3.3.4) showed that, in general, this strategy has been used for the 

development of gesture-libraries, but without the use of a GUI designed to support these 

gestures (e.g. no visual clues). This may be a reason why the results of most studies 

generate commands that rely on recall rather than recognition. Therefore, it was noticed 

that when the GUI was used to provide some instructions about the gestures to be 

performed, the variation of gestures was smaller than without the GUI. 

 

As a response to the issues of gesture performance identified on cursor-based and gesture-

library approaches, an overview (Section 3.3.5) with potential alternatives to navigation in 

mid-air interaction revealed that the use of distal interaction (Carter et al., 2016) and 

relative input (Hincapié-Ramos & Guo, 2014) linked to the use of swipe gestures may solve 

concerns perceived with the cursor interaction (e.g. delay, precision). These directional 

gestures are aligned with the sensorimotor level and are easy to execute (Chattopadhyay & 

Bolchini, 2015), being also quick, which could reduce fatigue (Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon, 

1993). In addition, navigation based on the primitives (vertical and horizontal) implicate in a 

small gesture set, which is the case of directional swipe gestures.  

 

Another finding was linked to the navigation between different levels of information, 

identified as hierarchical navigation. An analysis of cursorless and hybrid interfaces that 

combined the use of GUI and gestures showed in general navigation with a maximum of 

two levels of hierarchy. In the review of interfaces mediated only by gestures, most parts of 

commands combined continuous (e.g. swipe) and a variation of static gestures, not using 

continuous feedback. This finding revealed that while some directional gestures were used, 

manipulation was not applied to the GUI. However, some of these interfaces showed an 

attempt for gesture reuse and small sets, in opposition to the generation of gesture-

libraries. 

 

Concerning the hand preference, it has been identified a preference for unimanual and 

simple gestures that could be performed using the dominant or non-dominant hand, 

allowing flexibility to the navigation (Carreira et al., 2016). Swipe gestures fit on these 

requirements, however, the cross-lateral inhibition (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015) must 

be minimised, avoiding long gestures that may be considered not socially acceptable. In 

addition, gestures performed in front of relatives or friends tend to be more accepted, along 

with gestures where bystanders could understand the feedback on the GUI linked to the 

gesture performed. These overall findings presented on this section contributed in the 
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comprehension of the characteristics of manipulative gestures but also reinforced the 

advantages of them related to other categories of gestures, combined to findings that 

revealed potential alternatives of applying these gestures on the mid-air navigation. 

 

3.4 Mid-air graphical interfaces 
This section reviews different types of graphical interfaces used in mid-air interaction and 

the use of manipulation, along with potential strategies defined to communicate the 

gestures through the GUI. Initially, considerations about GUI's following a WIMP paradigm 

are presented (3.4.1 Graphical Interfaces mediated by mid-air interaction), followed by a 

discussion about interfaces mediated only by gestures and without the use of a cursor. 

Different techniques used for mid-air manipulation are reviewed (3.4.2 Manipulation on mid-

air interfaces), leading to potential strategies used to communicate and reveal the gestures 

in the GUI (3.4.3 Affordances) along with principles for interface design (3.4.4 User interface 

design principles). The summary of findings (3.4.5 ) is presented at the end of the section. 

 

3.4.1 Graphical Interfaces mediated by mid-air interaction 

The cursor-based interaction is the predominant approach in mid-air interaction (Cabreira & 

Hwang, 2015). For this reason, the graphical interfaces were influenced by this interaction 

paradigm, being target-based (e.g. use of buttons) in order to support the cursor, following 

the standard present on WIMP interfaces. Figure 24 (Left) shows an application for a Wine 

Tour, where the user is moving the hand in-air over a button to select an item. Therefore, 

the hand replicates the movement generated by the mouse in desktop interaction, and the 

GUI follows this mental model. A variation of this GUI is presented in Figure 24 (Right), 

where a hybrid interaction that combines cursor-based and gestures is presented. The app 

Form and Function has the interface mediated through buttons (Figure 24, Circle with ‘?’) 

and cursor, but also allows the use of swipe gestures (left/right) to move to the 

next/previous item. The use of swipe gestures as a ‘shortcut’ to browse between items has 

been noted in 20.4% of commercial applications (Cabreira & Hwang, 2015). However, this 

hybrid GUI was still based mainly on the cursor-based interaction. 
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Figure 24: (Left) Gesture-based interface for Porto Calém Wine Tour. Source: 

https://vimeo.com/26278641. (Right) Hybrid interface in the app Form and Function 3D. 
Source: https://bit.ly/2JUs86D 

Research in attempts for Post-WIMP interfaces has been prominent, however, it is still 

mostly focused on cursor-based interaction. In this area, it appears to be a focus on the 

development of different menu options such as pie menus, marking menus, zone and 

polygon menus, multitouch marking menus (Bowman, Kruijff, LaViola, & Poupyrev, 2017; 

Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2014a; Chu & Tanaka, 2014; Ren & O’Neill, 2012). Among these 

studies, research about Public Information Displays (PID's) introduced potential alternatives 

to WIMP interfaces, with GUI using cursor, hybrid approaches and also only gestures 

(Ackad, Wasinger, Gluga, Kay, & Tomitsch, 2013; Liu, Nancel, & Vogel, 2015; Mäkelä, 

Heimonen, Luhtala, et al., 2014; Yoo et al., 2015). 

 

The GUI’s that do not use cursor had a special interest to this thesis, since they may 

introduce different conceptual models for interaction along with strategies to communicate 

the gestures. Koutsabasis & Domouzis (2016), after the results of an elicitation study, chose 

to withdraw from the analysis gestures that used a cursor and imitated the mouse (push or 

point to select) because "the cursor is critical for the desktop UI paradigm but comes with 

the legacy that may not be pertinent for some mid-air interactions" (Koutsabasis & 

Domouzis, 2016). Following a similar strategy, the PID (Figure 25) developed by Ackad et al. 

(2015) presented a GUI mediated only through gestures, using swipe gestures to navigate 

between items and abstract gestures (hand up/down) to access another level of content.  

 

Concerning the GUI and use of gestures, this was the closest study linked to the approach 

proposed in this thesis, with a GUI that provided navigation through informational content. 

However, the interactions were partly based on manipulation (e.g. swipe gestures), but 

there was not a systematic approach to use the manipulation on the GUI. 
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Figure 25: Public Interactive Display mediated through swipe gestures (left, right) and abstract 

gestures (hand up, down). Source: (Ackad et al., 2015) 

This review showed that different attempts to design a mid-air GUI were made, varying 

from the use of a cursor, hybrid approaches or mediated only through gestures. Few 

cursorless interfaces were identified, while the explicit use of manipulation through the use 

of only swipe gestures has not been identified on previous work. In the following sections, 

considerations about the gesture communication, use of manipulation, affordances and user 

interface design principles build up strategies to support the design of graphical interfaces 

based on manipulation. 

3.4.1.1 Considerations about gesture communication on mid-air interfaces 

The strategies used to communicate gestures vary in the literature and represent a 

challenge related to how to reveal gestures to the users in the GUI. For gesture 

communication, Saffer (2009) suggested the use of written instructions, icons or 

demonstrations (animations), combined or individually displayed to the users. Previous 

work (Kukka, Oja, & Kostakos, 2013) with touchscreen interaction displayed in Figure 26 

(Left), revealed that the use of animated text and with colour was more effective to 

communicate an action than simply the use of icons. C. J. Ackad et al. (2013) proposed the 

use of icons and text labels (Figure 26, Right), revealing an instruction about the possible 

gestures to be performed – in this case, manipulative and abstract gestures. A tutorial has 

also been employed to communicate the gestures, however, the results of a study ‘in the 

wild’ indicated that users interacted longer without the use of tutorials. The use of visual 

clues associated with a textual instruction may reinforce an action suggested to the users. 
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Figure 26: (Left) Touch gesture communication (Kukka et al., 2013), (Right) Use of icons for 

mid-air interaction (Ackad, Wasinger, Gluga, Kay, & Tomitsch, 2013) 

Other variations of gesture communication in mid-air were explored, such as Fothergill et al. 

(2012) that investigated which modality of instructions would be more effective, as shown in 

Figure 27 (Left). The researchers investigated the use of descriptive text, static images and 

dynamic video. The instructions did not use direct manipulation on the GUI, since the 

gestures used were metaphoric, and they identified that video instructions with an avatar 

showing the gesture were preferred, followed by descriptive text. 

 

 
Figure 27: (Left) Communicating metaphoric gestures (Fothergill et al., 2012) and (Right) 

Displaying possible gestures to be executed based on the current posture (Rovelo, Degraen, 
Vanacken, Luyten, & Coninx, 2015) 

 

Figure 27 (Right) shows the technique Gestu-Wan (Rovelo et al., 2015), where each gesture 

is divided into a number of steps. The system recognises an initial gesture and suggests the 

next possible gestures. Each of the next possible gestures has a text label with instructions 

about the possible actions to be executed. While this technique can minimise false 

negatives, the user has to wait for every ‘next gesture' to accomplish a command on the 

interface, resulting in a slow interaction. Both strategies showed in Figure 27 resulted in a 

slow interaction since it was necessary for the user to watch first the instructions and after 

that perform the expected gesture. These strategies could be helpful to teach a specific 

gesture, but in the context of navigation through the GUI it could generate a negative 

impact on the user experience.  
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An alternative technique was proposed by Vogel & Balakrishnan (2005) where, after some 

time without the user interacting in the interface, the system initiated a looping video 

sequence demonstrating the available actions. An analogous approach was presented by 

Golod et al. (2013), which suggested the possibility of teaching gestures to users while 

interacting with the interface. The combination of the GUI being used to reveal/teach 

gestures while the user experience the application was linked to the discussion about the 

contextualisation of interfaces (Section 3.2.2), where nowadays instead of providing a 

tutorial showing all possible functions on the beginning of the experience, contextualised 

tutorials demonstrate only how to interact with a specific command on the interface. This 

strategy has been used more often in the last years in mobile interaction, grounded in the 

concept of gesture-driven interfaces. For instance, Figure 28 shows an animation suggesting 

the use of manipulation (e.g. swipe gesture) to interact with an interface component. The 

tactic used to communicate the gesture does not use any text or icon, only the animation of 

elements of the interface. 

 

 
Figure 28: Animation showing how to manipulate the content using the swipe gesture. Source: 

https://tinder.com/ 

A similar strategy as the previously presented in Figure 28 has not been identified in 

previous work with mid-air interfaces. The use of animations used to reveal the 

manipulation on the GUI through the visual components may be supportive to elicit 

manipulative directional gestures since a movement from left to right could elicit a swipe 

gesture. Therefore, a challenge of the approach proposed in this thesis is how to 

communicate gestures “within the context of embodied interactive systems” (Mary Lou 

Maher & Lee, 2017), using strategies that communicate to the user the manipulative 

behaviour of the interface.  
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3.4.2 Manipulation on mid-air interfaces 

Direct manipulation is one of the core concepts of graphical user interfaces (GUIs), and it is 

widely used in desktop and touchscreen interfaces. Walter et al. (2013) stated that, when 

using manipulation, action results should always be visible on the screen. Shneiderman & 

Plaisant (2010) proposed interaction attributes for direct manipulation: 

- Continuous representation of the object of interest: the user can visualise the 

object being manipulated during the whole interaction. For example, when trying to 

observe an image in detail in the touchscreen interaction, the user zooms into the 

image using the pinch gesture. Since a constant visualisation of the interaction is 

informed as for the system status, the effect of the gesture is immediately visible on 

the screen. 

- Physical actions instead of complex syntax: the essence of the interaction is 

physical, and it happens via click, menu selection, touch or mid-air gesture. It is 

based on recognition, i.e. the interactions tend to be analogue to the real world. 

- Continuous feedback and reversible, incremental actions: As a consequence of the 

visibility of the interaction on the UI, an undesired result is easily detected, allowing 

the ‘undo effect’.  

-  

These attributes were contextualised to mid-air interfaces. Ackad et al. (2015) 

recommended that the interface should provide appropriate and continuous feedback as 

gestures are detected and recognised. Due to the instability of the hand (Baudel & 

Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993; Otte et al., 2016) in cursor-based input, the use of direct 

manipulation on this approach may generate issues, such as fatigue. 

 

The concept of direct manipulation has been used few studies concerning mid-air interfaces. 

Jetter et al. (2010) stated that typical examples of manipulations are the "dragging, resizing, 

and rotating of images". In an attempt to identify the use of manipulation in mid-air 

interfaces, three categories emerged in the review of relevant research: 

- Zoomable User Interfaces (ZUIs): According to Bederson et al. (1999), this is a 

visualisation technique where the user can use "zoom in and out, or pan around to 

view much more information than can normally fit on a single screen" (Bederson et 

al., 1999). Lee et al. (2013) used a similar principle when trying to identify gestures to 

navigate on Google Earth software, using zoom, pan and rotation actions. König et 

al. (2008) applied a similar strategy in an interface denominated ZOIL (Zoomable 

Object-Oriented Information Landscape). 
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- Manipulation of objects: Corresponds to the movement of elements on the 

interface, especially digital representations of physical objects. Bossavit et al. (2014) 

developed different techniques for the manipulation of 3D objects on the interface: 

crank handle, grasping an object and handlebar metaphor (Figure 29). The 

interactions used a 3D scenario as the digital environment for the interaction. Walter 

et al. (2013) used a similar approach to move physical objects on the interface but 

through a 2D environment. To initiate interface interaction, they used a technique 

called spatial division, where a gesture was permanently positioned in an area of the 

screen, in order to instruct the user in the interaction. Bowman et al. in the seminal 

book on 3D User Interfaces (Bowman et al., 2017) also identified similar techniques 

linked to grasping metaphor (hand-based, finger-based and surface-based 

techniques), used to interact with 3D objects or environments. 

 

 
Figure 29: Handle bar technique, using a manipulation in 3D space. Source: (Bossavit et 

al., 2014) 

 

- Manipulation in cursor-based interfaces: the use of pointing has been linked to 

traditional manipulation interface components in 2D GUI (e.g. adjusting a slider in 

the GUI). Bowman et al. (2017) suggested that pointing presents better performance 

than grasping techniques. However, in 3D object manipulation pointing is usually 

associated with indirect manipulation, which requires the use of buttons or other 

interface components to support the interaction. In order to improve pointing 

performance, techniques such as ray-casting, fishing reel and image-plane pointing 

(Bowman et al., 2017) can be used. 

 

Other techniques such as indirect, bymanual or hybrid metaphors (Bowman et al., 2017) 

were also based on manipulation. They were linked to very specific task and domains, 

therefore not being discussed in this section. Concerning these categories of manipulation 
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and the application scenario proposed for this thesis (browsing of text, image and video), 

the Zoomable User Interfaces (ZUIs) are the closest ones to the proposal of a gestural 

approach based on manipulation. However, this technique is limited to zoom interactions, 

which may not be suitable for interaction in 2D informational Design Patterns. Bowman et 

al., (2017) suggested a variety of mid-air techniques, but all linked to the use of the cursor 

and not applicable to this research. On the other hand, the manipulation of objects has been 

used in some studies, commonly with gestures such as ‘grab'; however, there is no previous 

work that relates a combination of object manipulation with interface navigation. 

3.4.2.1 Considerations about manipulative gestures and manipulation on 

mid-air interfaces 

In the previous review of categories of manipulation, there appears to be no previous work 

about the use of mainly swipe gestures to mediate the navigation in mid-air. Besides 

potential advantages of the gestures itself presented in Section 3.3.6, the challenge 

identified is how to combine these gestures with a graphical interface that reacts to them, 

showing a manipulative behaviour without the use of a cursor-based GUI. 

 

The use of directional swipe gestures follows the recommendation to reduce degrees of 

freedom when possible (Bowman et al., 2017), so, instead of using symbolic or metaphoric 

gestures with 6 degrees of freedom (e.g. variation of fingers and angles), directional 

gestures focus on tasks performed in a 2D plane (X,Y). They also follow the direct 

manipulation principle of physical actions, since they are based on physical primitives 

(Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015) and reuse existing skills linked to the body movements 

(Mary Lou Maher & Lee, 2017). Therefore, a swipe right implies moving an interface 

component in the same direction. A swipe in the opposite direction triggers the reversal 

interaction, linked to the principle of reversible actions. Consequently, the interface design 

should aim for symmetry in the navigation and provide a continuous representation of 

interface elements, “visual cues and feedback are essential” for the user experience (Mary 

Lou Maher & Lee, 2017). 

 

In addition, Nancel et al. pointed out that the transition between using a physical device 

(keyboard or smartphone) and mid-air interaction "corresponds to a decreasing amount of 

haptic passive feedback for the performance of input gestures" (Nancel et al., 2011). 

Therefore, due to the loss of the sense of touch, the feedback generated by the interface is 

only visual and auditory, and the status of gesture registration and continuation stages must 
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be made available in the interface. Chattopadhyay & Bolchini (2015) suggested that an 

alternative to reduce this problem was the use of manipulations by exploiting the 

perception of one's own body position and motion, known as proprioception (Kortum et al. 

2008, p.30). 

 

Therefore, the interface design should be suitable to physical motions, providing 

affordances for the gestures performed, since the physical characteristics of the objects may 

well affect the users’ decision on deriving gestures (Choi, Kwon, Lee, Lee, & Chung, 2014). 

 

3.4.3 Affordances 

The concept of affordances is linked to the perception of all possible actions that an object 

or environment offers to interaction. For instance, a bottle screw cap affords to twist, or a 

button may have an appearance that shows if it needs to be pushed. Donald Norman has 

introduced the notion of affordance in the HCI in 1988, with the concept of perceived 

affordances —i.e., only actions that users consider possible to be executed (Norman, 2002), 

linked to the idea of Norman’s Gulfs of Execution and Evaluation (Norman, 2002). For 

instance, in Figure 30, an arrow pointing right with an animation and a text label suggests 

the action ‘slide to unlock’. 

 

 
Figure 30: Draggable slider on Apple iOS 6, revealing an animation added to an arrow for the 

action executed. Source: Apple, Inc. 
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However, since the concept was introduced, several debates emerged about the use of 

affordances and the term itself (Victor, 2013). Norman (2008) revised his original concept, 

adding later the idea of signifiers: 

 

“Affordances define what actions are possible. Signifiers specify how people discover 

those possibilities: signifiers are signs, perceptible signals of what can be done. 

Signifiers are so far more important to designers than are affordances" (Norman, 2008). 

 

The concept of signifiers is linked to designers' claim that they "put an affordance on a 

product", indicating that the affordance was just made visible since originally it could be 

hidden. According to Victor (2013), another variation of the concepts of affordances is the 

idea of feedforward. Feedforward is defined as the potential information (visual, auditory, 

haptic) provided to the user before an action (Vermeulen, Luyten, van den Hoven, & Coninx, 

2013), as opposed to feedback, which is the information delivered after an action 

performed. The main argument of Vermeulen et al. (2013) was that, in the original concept 

of affordance, the feedforward or anticipation to an action in the design was currently 

underexplored. In this research, all of the concepts previously mentioned are taken into a 

general understanding of affordances as “action possibilities offered by the environment” 

(Victor, 2013). On the other hand, under the umbrella of ‘affordances’, this research takes an 

interest in the differentiation of feedback and feedforward; considering these concepts to 

the principle of manipulation, it is possible to reveal an interface behaviour 

 

Therefore, when considering the design of mid-air interfaces with affordances, it is 

fundamental to show what users are able to do, relating the GUI to the expected gesture for 

the interaction. The use of affordances can be linked to the suggestion to use a multi-cue 

strategy (Wachs et al. 2011), where rather than only a single image cue, a combination of 

different strategies to communicate the gestures may be more effective. In the previous 

example in Figure 30, the ‘Slide to unlock’ combined static cues (e.g. arrow), instruction cue 

(e.g. text label) and motion cues (e.g. animation in the direction of the expected gesture). 

This strategy was also associated with the concept of interaction affordance, which aims to 

answer what type of action a system affords, and what gestures the user spontaneously 

may employ in the interaction (Ardito, Costabile, Lanzilotti, De Angeli, & Desolda, 2012). In 

order to offer comprehension about potential strategies for the design of affordances, three 

distinguished categories were established based on previous studies and applications: visual 

static cues, transitions and animations. 
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Visual static cues 

Visual static cues can be used to support the interaction, providing guidance to the possible 

interactions to be performed in the interface. Concerning 2D desktop interfaces, visual cues 

are used especially when the user pauses or hovers over a graphic element, including 

Microsoft Tooltips, Apple Balloon Help, and contextual help systems (Shneiderman & 

Plaisant, 2010). Kukka et al. (2013) identified that static cues were more effective than the 

use of text, while Rico & Brewster (2010) showed that users were more willing to use a 

gesture if the behaviour of the interface was explained through visual cues.  

 

Regarding mid-air interaction, Chattopadhyay & Bolchini (2014b) suggested that this 

paradigm relies only on visual cues, while C. Ackad et al. (2013) used visual cues to show the 

display’s interactivity to bystanders. As strategies for the design of visual cues, Walter et al. 

(2013) proposed the use of ‘integration’, where the visual cues are part of the visual design 

and are placed in appropriate context. White, Lister, & Feiner (2007) suggested the use of 

anchoring, where the visual cue can be anchored to an object, to the screen or to the world, 

whereas the proximity can be close or distant from an element.  

 

While these previous studies revealed potential strategies used to communicate mid-air 

gestures, the GUI of touchscreen applications seemed more appropriate to be adapted to 

mid-air, in order to elicit manipulative gestures. In Figure 31, two examples of visual cues are 

displayed: the first (on the left) shows an arrow pointing up, suggesting a gesture to pull the 

hidden content, while in Figure 31 (Right), part of the second screen is being displayed, 

demonstrating the continuity of the content and implying the use of manipulation to 

navigate to the next screen. Considering mid-air swipe gestures, these visual cues may 

suggest the direction where these gestures should be performed. 
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Figure 31: Static Visual Cues. Source: https://bit.ly/2sYKrxI 

 

Transitions and animations 

In the last decade, the use of animated events has grown among touchscreen applications. 

However, in mid-air interfaces, especially research projects, the use of motion appears to be 

still in development according to the review presented in the previous sections.  The use of 

animated events has been recommended by several researchers (Chevalier, Dragicevic, & 

Franconeri, 2014; Harley, 2014; Pratt, Radulescu, Guo, & Abrams, 2010; Shneiderman & 

Plaisant, 2010; Wigdor & Wixon, 2011) as a strategy to provide guidance, attract user 

attention and enhance the effects of an interaction. Therefore, when designing an animation, 

the “goal, frequency of occurrence, and mechanics” should be considered (Harley, 2014). 

The mechanics are directly linked to the primitives, manipulation and swipe gestures. For 

instance, performing a swipe to the right may implicate in a movement of the interface 

elements following the same direction, triggering an interaction along the motion. The use 

of animated events can be divided into transitions and animations. 

 

Transitions: is defined as a pair of visual states – an initial one and a final one (Chevalier et 

al., 2014). Transitions can be used to demonstrate the navigation between two screens. For 

instance, in Figure 32 a transition shows the graphic elements in the interface moving from 

right to left, reacting to a swipe gesture performed in the same direction. The movement 

performed is linked to the manipulative behaviour of the interface, which may imply that the 

opposite gesture will generate a reversible action. 
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Figure 32: Transition from 2 screens. Source: https://bit.ly/2sYOCdb 

 

Animations: an animation is defined as a sequence of images that gives the illusion of 

movement (Chevalier et al., 2014). Vermeulen et al. (2013) proposed a different view of 

Norman’s Execution Golf (Norman, 2002) and affordances, as discussed earlier; animations 

can be used to provide feedback, but also to show the potential movement of interaction 

through feedforward: 

- Feedback animations: in a review concerning several guidance systems, Delamare 

et al. (2016) identified that in cursor-based interaction feedback could be provided 

at the termination phase or during the continuation phase, called as concurrent 

feedback. In Figure 33 (Left), an animation moving the ‘dots' on the interface 

provides feedback that the password inserted was wrong, showing feedback after 

the termination phase. Figure 33 (Right) demonstrates concurrent feedback, where 

the feedback happens while the gesture is being performed. 

-  

 
Figure 33: Feedback animation. Source: https://bit.ly/16hKlmp 
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- Feedforward animations: provide information about relevant actions that can be 

used to trigger a command (Delamare et al., 2016). This concept can also be 

associated with Disney's principle of Anticipation (Chang & Ungar, 1993), which aims 

to prepare an audience for something that is going to happen. The technique of self-

revealing gestures (Hofmeester & Wolfe, 2012; Wigdor & Wixon, 2011) presented a 

potential use in mid-air interaction. For instance, in Figure 34, when the user touches 

a component of the interface, the animation of an arrow suggests to the user the 

interaction that can be performed. In this case, when the registration of the gesture 

happens (finger touches the surface), it triggers the feedforward animation. 

-  

 
Figure 34: Self-revealing gesture. Source: (Wigdor & Wixon, 2011) 

 

However, in the use of mid-air swipe gestures, the system is not able to detect the 

registration and trigger the animation (e.g. the user cannot ‘touch’ on mid-air). Therefore, 

the gestures must be revealed before the interaction. Figure 35 shows a feedforward 

animation in the Snapchat App10, where the movement reveals how to pull the menu, 

suggesting a manipulative gesture from top to bottom. 

 

 
Figure 35: Feedforward on the Snapchat App. Source: https://bit.ly/2wPrdLP 

                                                   
10 Available at https://whatis.snapchat.com/ 
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Motion design plays an important role in the design of animated affordances, however, 

details about motion principles (e.g. easing, masking) are beyond the scope of this research, 

but should be considered in the interface design.  

 

This review showed that affordances could be an important strategy to communicate mid-

air manipulative gestures, providing visual cues in order to suggest the expected gesture for 

a command. Considering the use of manipulation and the swipe gestures, the visual cues 

must be aligned with the gesture primitives, through the combination of continuous 

feedback and feedforward. Previous work also showed that while affordances were used in 

mid-air GUI’s, an appropriate strategy to communicate manipulative gestures through the 

behaviour of the interface was not identified; an alternative was animations available on 

touchscreen applications, suggesting manipulative gestures through the GUI. 

 

3.4.4 User interface design principles 

Interaction design principles used in the design of interfaces through the last decades can 

be applied to the mid-air paradigm, with some adaptations. Hence, seminal guidelines 

inspired on the 10 usability heuristics for user interface design of Nielsen (1995) and the 

“Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design” of Shneiderman & Plaisant (2010), along with other 

propositions (James 2015) for the development of gestural user interfaces were adapted to 

the mid-air interaction.  

Natural mapping 

The design of large displays should enable users to make use of familiar interaction 

techniques so their load of cognitive memory is reduced and mapping through interactions 

happens in a more natural way. In this sense, Nielsen (1995) advocated for “recognition 

rather than recall”, explaining users should not have to remember how to use a system, it is 

the system that should provide visible and of easy retrieval instructions. Shneiderman & 

Plaisant (2010) also referred to “reduce short-term memory load” and suggested training 

time can help on the matter.  

Learnability 

Gestures should be easy to learn and intuitive, fostering user interaction. Kratky (2011) 

referred to a “steep learning curve", which ideally soon becomes a plateau, given the time 

of engagement with an interface of appropriate complexity, attractive aesthetic appearance 

and accessibility to the user. 
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Spatio-temporal variability 

A variance in shape and duration of the gesture should generate appropriate feedback in 

the application. It means that a gesture (e.g. swipe) can be executed in different ways even 

by the same user. Therefore, the system should interpret this variance of input and provide 

feedback. 

Easy to perform 

Interactions that require users to perform awkward poses could discourage interaction with 

the interface, especially considering displays at public spaces. Nielsen (1995) drew attention 

to ergonomic factors, claiming natural hand moves should be sought in order to avoid 

physical fatigue when used often. James (2015), however, believed physical fatigue should 

not be a major issue in public displays because interaction time is usually shorter.  

Discoverability 

Display’s support for gestural interaction should not take more than a few seconds taking 

into consideration people’s attention span would not last much longer to decide whether an 

application is of interest or not (Walter et al., 2013). Also aiming at easing users interaction, 

Nielsen (1995) explained that there should be a “match between system and the real 

world”, the display should convey real-world conventions, revealing information in a natural 

and logical order. Along with that, Nielsen referred to “consistency and standards” so users 

do not find themselves baffled by whether different words, situations or actions mean the 

same. In regards to expert users, Nielsen (1995) proposed they should be able to speed up 

interaction with accelerators, which would grant “flexibility and efficiency of use”. 

Shneiderman & Plaisant (2010) brought the “strive for consistency” idea, suggesting that (i) 

sequences of actions should be consistent within similar situations; (ii) identical terminology 

should be used in prompts, menus and help screens; and (iii) commands should not change 

throughout.  

Scaffolding 

Interaction scaffolding should clearly demonstrate how interaction happens. However, good 

gestural interfaces should have few interaction scaffolding (Hinman, 2012). Furthermore, a 

careful design should "prevent errors”, eliminating error-prone conditions. Equivalent to this 

idea, Shneiderman & Plaisant (2010) proposed, “offer simple error handling”, where the 

system should identify an error and offer straightforward solutions. For Shneiderman & 

Plaisant (2010), another kind of informative feedback can be a “design dialogue to yield 

closure". It informs users of task completions, emanating a sense of progression, relief, or 

even an alternative to dropping out. 
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Appeal 

Gestures should allow a positive experience through the pleasure of doing it (Hinman, 2012). 

“Aesthetic and minimalist design” are appointed by Nielsen (1995) as responsible for 

keeping relevant information visible, not overwhelming the interface with irrelevant or rarely 

needed information helps the user to focus on what really matters.   

Feedback 

It is likely that gesture errors will happen during the phases. For this reason, feedbacks are 

relevant in the sense that they establish a more tailored-oriented relationship between users 

and interface, revealing that the system understands what is happening and will guide the 

user, if necessary. Nielsen (1995) suggested feedbacks can be used to offer “visibility of 

system status”, keeping users informed about what is happening. Also catering for the user 

and/or system's potential mistakes, Nielsen (1995) believed the interface should display a 

clear "emergency exit", allowing actions to be undone or redone, permitting the user to 

have "control and freedom”. Shneiderman & Plaisant (2010) idea of “permit easy reversal 

of action” principle is alike to the just described recommendations. The author believed that 

users feel less anxious and more willing to explore when aware that they can easily reverse. 

Furthermore, the system should "help users recognise, diagnose, and recover from errors” 

(Nielsen, 2004). Shneiderman & Plaisant (2010) said the interface should “offer informative 

feedback” from the modest response for frequent and minor actions to substantial ones for 

infrequent and major actions. 

 

3.4.5 Findings 

The design of mid-air graphical interfaces using a gestural approach represents a challenge 

since it is not focused only on the GUI elements, but also in which gestures shall be used 

and how to represent them in an effective visual design. 

 

The review showed a predominance of cursor-based graphical interfaces (Section 3.4.1) and 

hybrid approaches that combine the use of cursor and gestures. Due to the use of a cursor, 

the GUI identified on the studies was designed following the WIMP standard, where 

interactions are target-based (e.g. buttons). On the other hand, few studies presented GUIs 

mediated only through gestures and using visual cues, which provided some input 

regarding alternatives to communicate gestures. No previous work was identified providing 

an alternative to revealing manipulative gestures, while some touchscreen examples 

showed alternatives that could be applied to mid-air interaction (Section 3.4.1.1). Hence, the 
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challenge identified was how to propose an alternative represented model to the ones 

introduced by the current mid-air paradigms, not using buttons, cursorless, and the 

potential strategies that could be used to communicate the gestures. 

 

GUI’s based on manipulation should be grounded in the principles of direct manipulation 

(Shneiderman, 1983). While it was identified that Zoomable User Interfaces (Bederson et al., 

1999) has some similarities with the approach proposed in this thesis, the use of 

manipulative gestures (mainly swipe gestures) can extend the potential of this technique, 

due to the limitation of only allowing ‘zoomable’ navigation. The review showed that GUI’s 

that presented some kind of manipulation had gestures based on physical actions that can 

act as manipulations in the GUI, providing the use of reversible actions and navigation 

based on the use of symmetry interactions (Section 3.4.2), supported by the use of 

continuous feedback. 

 

In order to communicate the gestures to be performed and the navigational structure on the 

GUI, the review showed that affordances (Section 3.4.3) can be designed following a multi-

cue (Wachs et al., 2011) strategy, where rather than using a single visual cue, a combination 

of different strategies to communicate the gestures – static cues, transitions and animations 

– may be more effective. Lately, an analysis of the design principles applied to GUI’s 

(Section 3.4.4) provided guidance to the design of interfaces, showing that the heuristics 

and ‘golden rules’ of usability should be considered in the design of a mid-air GUI – some 

principles considered specifically the mid-air scenario (e.g. Spatio-temporal variability). The 

findings identified on this main section contributed to a comprehension of the scenario of 

mid-air GUI’s, but the review also provided insights based on relevant research concerning 

alternatives for the design of a GUI supported by manipulative gestures. 

 

3.5 Design space of a gestural approach based on 

manipulation 
This chapter provided a critical review of theoretical concepts, techniques, and strategies 

that may assist in the design of applications using a gestural approach based on 

manipulation. Based on the findings identified in the previous sections, Figure 36 introduces 

the design space for a gestural approach based on manipulation, fulfilling the first research 

objective defined in this thesis:  
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The Design Space proposed lies in the fact that different aspects can inform and influence 

the development of a represented model (Cooper et al., 2011). A represented model results 

in a mid-air graphical interface that is based on manipulation, cursorless and is mediated 

mainly through manipulative gestures. Therefore, the Design Space shows an iterative 

process: the represented model is formed and repeatedly nurtured by user research and 

Gestural Interaction Design - GID.  

 

Different techniques, strategies and implications permeate and influence the GID. These are 

proposed according to their affinity towards either Interaction Design (Figure 36, light blue 

circles) or Gestures (Figure 36, red circles), or both at the same time (Figure 36, dark blue 

circles). Since user’s experience with desktop and touchscreen interfaces may influence 

Interaction Design as well as the choice of Gestures, they consequently act in the GID, 

which, in its turn, acts in the development of the represented model – a mid-air application 

following a gestural approach based on manipulation. 

 

Grounded in the findings identified in this Design Space, the proposed approach identified 

as gestures-only is presented in the following chapter, along with interaction principles that 

were used in the design of research artefacts used to demonstrate and validate the 

approach. 
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Figure 36: Proposal design space for a gestural approach based on manipulation 
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4 GESTURES-ONLY APPROACH 

4.1 Introduction 
“Design depends largely on constraints” Charles Eames (1972) 

 

This chapter presents the gestures-only approach applied to mid-air interaction, providing a 

detailed account of the configuration of the interaction model proposed in this research, 

partially fulfilling the research objective 2. Supported by concepts and strategies identified 

in the Design Design Space of mid-air interaction on the previous chapter, the core structure 

of the gestures-only approach is introduced (Section 4.2.1) representing a combination of 

navigation structure, feedback strategy and use of distal interaction performed mainly 

through the use of swipe gestures, amongst with 11 interaction principles (Section 4.2.2) that 

arose to guide the design of mid-air applications using the approach. These interaction 

principles are then applied to the design of research artefacts (Section 4.3) in order to 

demonstrate and validate the gestures-only approach, as part of the prototyping phase in 

the Research through Design framework and linked to research objective 4. The research 

artefacts are represented by six Informational Design Patterns, where the structure and 

interaction principles of gestures-only are revealed through the graphical interface (GUI) 

designed using different configurations of navigation and information architecture (Section 

4.3.1). 

 

4.2 Gestures-only approach 
As stated in the previous chapters, the current state of interfaces for mid-air interaction 

relies on the use of cursor-based interactions or gesture-library. However, both approaches 

reveal shortcomings: 'gorilla-arm' (Garzotto & Valoriani, 2013; Hincapié-ramos, 2014), delays 

(Yoo et al. 2015) and accuracy problems (Sambrooks & Wilkinson, 2013) represent some of 

the issues in the cursor-based interaction while in the gesture-libraries the interactions need 

to be recalled (Carter et al., 2016) and may be more difficult for recognition, due to the 

variety of gestures. This thesis proposes an alternative to these approaches, called gestures-

only.  
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 A set of different strategies combined defines the approach itself: firstly, the use of mainly 

swipe gestures only in the vertical and horizontal axis for navigation reduces the size of 

gesture set and a need for memorisation – as seen in the gesture-library approach - added 

by the fact that this type of gestures are already popular on touchscreen interfaces and 

doesn’t require precision to be performed. This strategy also creates a navigation structure, 

where the navigation between different levels of content is performed through the 

navigation in one axis (e.g. X axis), and the interaction in each level using the opposite axis 

(e.g. Y axis). Secondly, the use of distal interaction allows the user to activate the interface 

using a relative position, without the need to move the hand over a specific X,Y position in 

the GUI as seen in the cursor-based approach. Thirdly, to support the combination of these 2 

previous strategies, the GUI is designed in order to elicit a manipulation of graphical objects 

through manipulative gestures. Using affordances to provide feedforward and feedback in 

the interface elements, the user is able to distinguish what is interactive and use 

manipulation to move parts of the GUI through manipulative swipe gestures. This strategy is 

linked to the concept of naturalness discussed in the previous chapter, where the GUI elicits 

the gesture to be performed based in the movement of the graphic elements, indicating the 

direction of the swipe gesture executed (e.g. an element moves from left to right and this 

movement may suggest a swipe right). In addition, these strategies combined result in 

changes in the interaction over the GUI; since the interaction is not target-based (as in the 

cursor-based approach) or based in the recognition of symbolic/pantomimic gestures (as in 

the gesture-library approach), the GUI should not use buttons, but must be activated 

through interactive areas controlled using distal interaction. These concepts are explained in 

detail on Section 4.2.1 in conjunction with interaction principles defined at Section 4.2.2 and 

lately applied in the development of prototypes to demonstrate the approach (Section 

4.3.1). 

 

The gestures-only approach builds on the rationale of Interaction Model and Instrumental 

Interaction defined by Beaudouin-Lafon (2000). Instrumental interaction (Beaudouin-Lafon, 

2000, 2004) operationalises the use of interactive instruments to mediate the interaction 

on the graphical interface, inspired by the use of objects to extend user abilities (e.g. writing 

is easier with a pen). In this approach, the instrument can be the cursor linked to an 

interactive component in the GUI (e.g. a button), which translates an action to the GUI. In 

the gestures-only approach the concept is adapted since the hand/arm acts directly over 

the GUI through interactions based on manipulation.  
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 To illustrate this difference, the scrolling interaction is analysed in both approaches. In the 

instrumental interaction (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004), described in Figure 37 (Upper part) the 

user interacts with a scrollbar and receives feedback (e.g. highlight, change the colour). The 

instrument (scrollbar) transforms this input into a command to the document, which 

provides a response to the scrollbar (updating the position of the scrollbar regarding the 

document) and to the user (moving the document up/down). The gestures-only approach 

presents an alternative interaction model (Figure 37, Lower part) where the manipulative 

gesture performed in the up/down direction acts directly over the document, and the 

document provides the response to the action changing the position up/down. Therefore, 

the document works at the same time as an instrument and as a GUI. 

 

 
Figure 37: Interaction model of cursor-based mid-air interactions and the gestures-only 

approach, adapted from (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004). 

 

This behaviour is identified as instrumental manipulation, which means the experience of 

self-agency (being the cause of something) for the perceived effect (Jansen & Dragicevic, 

2013). When a user recognises that an effect can be predicted from physical actions (e.g. 

moving an element in the interface), it means that the user has acquired self-agency 

concerning the interaction (Jansen & Dragicevic, 2013). 
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 To extend the comprehension of this interaction model, the properties of Instrumental 

Interaction defined by Beaudouin-Lafon (2000) are compared between the cursor-based 

and the gestures-only approach: 

- Degree of Indirection: represents the measure of the spatial and temporal offsets 

generated in the interaction. In cursor-based interactions, the user has to point the 

cursor over a specific area in an absolute position in the interface, which is time 

consuming and subject to accuracy problems. In gestures-only, the user has to 

perform swipe gestures in the horizontal/vertical axis, with an expected better 

performance over spatial and temporal measures. 

- Degree of Integration: this is linked to the way the controls of the interface can be 

activated (e.g. degrees of freedom). As an example, the panning in the cursor-based 

approach can be achieved with the use of two scrollbars while the same interaction 

can be performed with a gesture moving in both axes; therefore, the second 

approach solves the same problem using one interaction instead of two interactions. 

- Degree of Compatibility: this property “measures the similarity between the 

physical actions of the users on the instrument and the response of the object” 

(Beaudouin-Lafon, 2000). For instance, using the cursor to drag an object has a high 

degree of compatibility since the object follows the movement in a direct 

manipulation; however, activating the button of a scrollbar to move a document has 

a low degree of compatibility because there is an indirect action. In the gestures-

only approach every action is based on manipulation, therefore indicating a high 

degree of compatibility. 

 

These initial considerations about the gestures-only approach indicate a promising 

application to the mid-air interaction. The challenge of the proposed approach is the 

development of graphical interfaces that react to the application of manipulative gestures, 

without the need for secondary instruments as in the cursor-based interaction. In the 

following sections the interaction principles of the approach are extended, based on the 

design space identified in the previous chapter. 

4.2.1 Interaction structure 

The choice for an interaction model mediated by manipulative gestures is linked to the 

concept of naturalness described in the previous chapter: instead of considering the design 

of “natural” interfaces, the gestures-only approach focuses on actions that occur in the 

manipulation of interface components (e.g. directional movements) along with the use of a 
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 previous gestural vocabulary identified in touchscreen interactions (e.g. swipe), following 

the strategy suggested by Malizia & Bellucci (2012) to detect the naturalness of interactions. 

 

Moving objects in the physical world is commonly associated with a direction (e.g. moving 

pen from place A to B), which is also represented in the digital world when a swipe is 

performed. This idea reinforces the rationale that manipulations are a part of a physical and 

spatial “mother tongue” that we all share (Ardito et al., 2014). The gestures-only approach 

introduces strategies to apply this concept in mid-air graphical interfaces. 

 

The concept of manipulation implies a “continuous representation of the object of interest” 

(Shneiderman, 1983; Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2010) in the GUI; therefore, it is totally 

dependent on visual feedback (Quek et al., 2002). This concept can also be represented as 

real-time, direct handling of an object (Microsoft Corporation, 2018). In this sense, 

manipulation is suitable to cursor-based interactions, since the cursor can be placed over an 

object and can then move the object in the interface. However as stated earlier, several 

issues are associated to the use of cursor-based interactions in mid-air interaction – while it 

is an optimal interaction model for desktop interaction. Considering the use of gestures, 

manipulative gesture seems to be a promising approach for mid-air interaction: 

 

Should not we enable users to directly manipulate, arrange, and pile the objects on 

the screen rather than introducing artificial gestural languages that require users to 

first learn symbolic gestures and then to execute them to indirectly tell the system 

what to do? (Ardito et al., 2014) 

 

Manipulative gestures tend to be “less influenced by culture”, unlike symbolic or 

metaphorical gestures (S.-S. Lee et al., 2013) and can be linked to the idea of innate 

gestures used in touchscreen (Microsoft Corporation, 2014), based on user’s understanding 

of the world. Therefore, the graphical interface plays a major role in the gestures-only 

approach in order to reveal appropriately how to perform the manipulation. Dong et al. 

reinforce that “describing a gesture without any visual element may lead the gesture to be 

an ideal concept rather than a feasible interaction model” (Dong et al., 2015). 

 

The proposed gestures-only approach introduces not only the use of manipulative gestures, 

but also a design language used to reveal and communicate the interactions performed on a 

specific domain, based on interaction principles identified in the design space of mid-air 
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 interaction (previous chapter) along with strategies resulting from the design process used 

to validate the approach. 

4.2.1.1 Navigational Structure 

The gestures-only approach is mainly based on the use of “swipe” gestures – manipulative 

directional gestures – performed on the horizontal and vertical axes through the use of 

distal interaction. This strategy (and constraint) uses a navigational structure that supports 

multiple hierarchical levels, as presented in Figure 38. Taking the start screen in Figure 38 as 

an example, the user is able to perform swipe gestures in four directions, where each swipe 

can activate an interaction on the interface or lead to the next screen. However, in order to 

maintain the consistency of navigation, the gestures-only approach uses one axis (e.g. 

horizontal axis) for browsing between screens/pages and the other axis for interactions on 

the interface. 

 
Figure 38: Navigational structure of the gestures-only approach.  

 

This navigation is based on the concept of pages, since gestures-only is designed to support 

mid-air interactions linked with the browsing of texts, images and videos. Therefore, each 

page can initially offer four interactions (up/down/left/right) and can later be expanded 

through the use of other gestures and variations in the employment of distal interaction, 

explained in section 4.2.2 Interaction principles.  

 

Concerning gesture recognition, the navigation structure of gestures-only may decrease the 

occurrence of false positives and negatives since it follows recommendations defined by 

Wigdor & Wixon (2011): the approach minimises the number of steps taken for gesture 
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 registration and reduces the transition from the registration to the continuation stage, since 

the swipe gesture is a relatively fast gesture to be performed. Figure 39 presents the finite 

state machine (FSM) of gestures-only (Left) and a common mid-air application (Right). The 

difference shows that in gestures-only there is a low probability of ambiguity of gesture 

recognition, since there are fewer gestures to be performed and each of them follows a 

different direction. 

 

 
Figure 39: Finite state machine of the gestures-only approach (Left) and a common mid-air 

application with several gestures (Right). Source: Available at https://bit.ly/2xa55zs. 

 

Another consideration is that the use of swipe gestures may compensate for the lack of 

haptic feedback in mid-air interactions (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2014b) due to the 

proprioception (perception of one's own body position and motion) and the expressiveness 

of these gestures. Combined with these aspects, an effective design of visual feedback for 

the manipulations in the interface has the potential to “augment users’ proprioception” 

(Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2014b). The visual feedback is discussed in the following 

section. 

4.2.1.2 Gesture Phrase 

The feedback provided in gestures-only builds up in the concept of Gesture Phrase (Golod 

et al., 2013) and chunking (Buxton, 1986), and is based on three stages of gesture 

recognition: registration, continuation and termination (Wigdor & Wixon, 2011). Due to the 

use of manipulation, the interface must react accordingly to users’ actions. On the other 

hand, for the appropriate gestures to be executed, the affordances play an important role to 

reveal the gestures (Hofmeester & Wolfe, 2012). Among with visual and static affordances, 
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 the users may benefit from the use of feedforward and feedback animations (Vermeulen et 

al., 2013) to provide guidance in the interface. 

 

The gesture phrase contemplates the stages linked to gesture recognition and the 

behaviour of the graphical interface reacting to the gesture, as illustrated in Figure 40. 

Concerning the graphical interface, before the gesture execution, the feedforward can be 

used to reveal a potential interaction. As the user starts to communicate with the system 

(e.g. moving the hand), the system starts to “listen” – referred as system attention (Baudel 

& Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993) – in an attempt to capture the gesture registration. Considering 

the use of swipe gestures, the movement of the hand in one direction may trigger the 

continuation and the feedback provided by the interface, showing the effect of a 

manipulation (e.g. moving the interface/object to the desired direction). Once the users’ 

hand moves till a parameterised distance/time, the system identifies the termination of the 

gesture and the consequent finalisation of the manipulation in the interface, ending the 

visual feedback.  

 
Figure 40: Gesture Phrase in the gestures-only approach. Adapted from Golod et al. (2013). 

 

Due to the nature of the swipe gestures, the feedback of the interface is not real time (as in 

the direct manipulation), but has a short delay (≅ 300 milliseconds) since it is necessary to 

detect the continuation state to trigger the manipulation effect. However, this delay may 

not affect users’ experience, since it is not significant to their interaction.  

4.2.1.3 Distal interaction 

The gestures-only approach is based on the use of distal interaction or relative input for the 

navigation in the interface. The advantage of this principle is the possibility to use gestures 

"anywhere in the interaction plane instead of a fixed location" (Hincapié-Ramos & Guo, 

2014); therefore, the user does not need to place the hand over an absolute (X,Y) position in 

the interface, being an alternative to the use of cursor in the navigation (Carter et al., 2016). 
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Figure 41 (Upper part) illustrates this principle applied to gestures-only. To select an item in 

the interface, the gesture Swipe Down has been defined. Therefore, the whole screen reacts 

to this gesture since the interactive area (also known as hit area) of the interaction occupies 

all the area that can be recognised by the mid-air device. Using a cursor metaphor, it would 

mean that all the interactive area could be “hovered” by the mouse. 

 

 
Figure 41: Distal interaction applied to different interactive areas (hit areas). 

 

The navigational structure would limit the use of gestures-only to four interactions per 

screen (swipe gestures in four directions); therefore, distal interaction has been used to 

expand the possibility of interactions. Figure 41 (Lower part) shows an example where three 

items appear on the screen, and three interactive areas were defined. In this sense, the 

swipe down gesture is performed according to the position of the hand in the horizontal 

axis: if the user moves the hand to right/left, they activate the interactive area and when the 

swipe down is performed the item is selected. This strategy allows the use of the same 

gesture in three different interactive areas, according to the hand movement in one axis. 

4.2.1.4 Easiness of execution of swipe gestures 

As suggested by Ackad et al. (2015), gestures should be “easy to execute, avoiding tiring 

static gestures”. The gestures-only approach, due to the use of swipe gestures, avoids the 

need to keep the hand in a static position (Mäkelä, Heimonen, & Turunen, 2014; M. Nielsen et 

al., 2004), since the targets on the interface are not linked to an absolute position. This is 

associated with the use of distal interaction where relative movements should be 

considered instead of absolute ones with fixed mid-air positions, consequently reducing the 
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 fatigue and being easy to perform (Hincapié-Ramos & Guo, 2014). Baudel & Beaudouin-

Lafon (1993) also suggested that gestures should be quick to execute in order to avoid 

fatigue. Concerning touchscreen interaction, Oh & Findlater (2013) identified that even when 

encouraged to not use swipes, users still go back to these gestures as the easiest ones to 

perform, which corroborates the gesture choices for the gestures-only approach. In order to 

support the navigational structure and gesture phrase proposed for the gestures-only 

approach, 11 interaction principles are presented in the following section. 

 

4.2.2 Interaction principles 
An interaction model is a set of principles, rules and properties that guide the design 

of an interface. It describes how to combine interaction techniques in a meaningful 

and consistent way and defines the "look and feel" of the interaction from the user's 

perspective. (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2000) 

 

The interaction principles of the gestures-only approach were grounded in the Design Space 

previously presented and provide guidance for a design language developed through the 

development of prototypes following the gestures-only mid-air approach (presented in the 

following chapters). The 11 interaction principles were selected to support the interaction 

structure of the approach as a combination of relevant studies identified in the previous 

chapter added by principles specifically created for gestures-only. All principles are 

mandatory when designing interfaces to support the paradigm proposed in this research 

since they are all related to the interaction structure of gestures-only. The principles 

followed a similar style taken by Norman (2002), combining a title and an explanation of 

each principle (e.g. Consistency), instead of the approach taken by J. Nielsen (1995) where 

the name of the principle also works as an explanation/recommendation (e.g. Help users 

recognise, diagnose, and recover from errors). The following list shows the title of each 

interaction principle and how they were linked to the literature review: 

- 1) Direct manipulation and Manipulation-based: grounded on the discussion about 

the use of direct manipulation on graphical interfaces presented in Section 3.4.2.1. 

- 2) Manipulative directional gestures: this principle is also based on the findings of 

Section 3.4.2.1 added by the concept of distal interaction associated with the 

interaction in only one axis for each command. 

- 3) Continuous feedback: based on the discussion of gesture communication 

(Section 3.4.1), direct manipulation (Section 3.4.2) and linked to the concept of 

Gesture Phrase defined in the main structure of gestures-only. 
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 - 4) Small, simple and memorable gesture set: linked to considerations about gesture 

taxonomy (Section 3.3.3.1), gesture elicitation studies (Section 3.3.4.1) and the use of 

mainly swipe gestures in the approach. 

- 5) Hierarchical navigation: defined as a consequence of the navigational structure 

of gestures-only, but also grounded in adaptations of findings of gesture navigation 

(Section 3.3.5) and considerations about mid-air graphical interfaces (Section 3.4.1). 

- 6) Gestures reuse: grounded on findings of gesture navigation (Section 3.3.5) and 

considerations about GUI’s mediated by mid-air interaction (Section 3.4.1), in order 

to avoid the cognitive overload commonly identified on the gestures-library 

approach. 

- 7) Unimanual gestures preference: based on findings identified in Section 3.3.5, 

suggesting the use of unimanual gestures rather than bimanual. 

- 8) Affordances: the strategy of gesture phrase defined in gestures-only structure 

implies the use of feedforward/feedback to communicate the interface behaviour. 

This principle was also based in findings concerning gesture communication (Section 

3.1.1.1), visual and animated cues (Section 3.4.3) and user interface design principles 

(Section 3.4.4) 

- 9) False positives minimisation: grounded on the strategy of distal interaction, in 

addition to considerations identified regarding gesture structure (Section 3.3.1) and 

approaches for gesture mapping (Section 3.3.2). 

- 10) Social acceptability: linked to the use of swipe gestures, the size of the gestures 

and also findings of gestural mid-air navigation (Section 3.3.5).  

- 11) Symmetry/reversible gestures: this principle is partially related with the easiness 

of execution of swipe gestures, but also relies on outcomes related to considerations 

on gesture communication (Section 3.4.4.1) and the use of manipulative gestures 

(Section 3.4.2.1). 

 

The next sections exhibit each principle and their respective explanation, in detail. 

4.2.2.1 Direct manipulation and Manipulation-based 

According to a primary concept, a manipulation represents the direct handling of an object 

(Shneiderman, 1983). This principle is represented in Figure 42 (Left), where for each 

movement of the hand the system reacts moving the object in the same proportion 

according to the precision of the device (e.g. drag interaction). However, mid-air input is not 

recommended for tasks that demand precise interaction due to the instability of the hand 

(Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993; Otte et al., 2016). While direct manipulation is identified 
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 as part of the gestures-only approach, this concept is extended to the use of manipulation-

based interactions in the interface (Figure 42, Right), based on the use of swipe gestures. 

These gestures do not offer precision, but are expressive (Montero et al., 2010) and can 

trigger the manipulation principle on the interface. In Figure 42 (Right), the user performs a 

Swipe Down that triggers the behaviour to move the object out of the screen. A Swipe Up 

would bring back the object to the original state. Therefore, the use of swipes and a 

manipulation-based approach triggers actions in the interface, while the interface reacts 

according to the movement performed by the gesture based on the direction of the gesture. 

 

This manipulation-based approach is one of the core principles of gestures-only and was 

inspired by the use of swipe gestures in touchscreen interaction, whilst direct manipulation 

can still be used in interactions that may be more suitable. 

 

 
Figure 42: Variation of the use of manipulation in the gestures-only approach. 

 

4.2.2.2 Manipulative directional gestures 

As explained previously, the interaction in gestures-only is mediated through the use of 

manipulation-based or direct manipulation interactions. Therefore, the main gesture used in 

this approach is the swipe gesture along with pure manipulative gestures performed in the 

X or Y axis (not diagonal or other variations), indicating the direction to where the content 

on the screen will be manipulated (e.g. moving a screen from left to right). The taxonomy of 

these gestures varies according to different studies (Karam & schraefel, 2005; Vafaei, 2013; 

van de Camp et al., 2013), whereas this research is based on Piumsomboon et al. (2013) that 

classified them as hand pose and path and physical gestures. Swipe gestures can be 

identified as semaphoric (Aigner et al., 2012) when there is a meaning connected to the 

gesture (e.g. swipe for next). However, since the swipe gestures in this approach are linked 

with the manipulative behaviour of the interface, this subjective meaning was not 

considered. 
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Concerning the gesture structure and flow, the swipe gestures were defined as continuous 

(Piumsomboon et al., 2013) or dynamic (Aigner et al., 2012); Chatterjee et al. (2015) classify 

the swipe gesture as discrete, with the idea that the action happens only after the gesture 

identification. However, in this study the interface reacts to the swipe gestures with a 

continuous feedback, as for a manipulation. Another reason is that the swipe gesture in this 

research is developed using a predictor. This means that after the registration and 

continuation of the gesture (e.g. moving hand in one direction), the termination does not 

have to be captured through the device, since the algorithm identifies a triangulation among 

the direction, distance and time to provide the feedback for the interface in real time. 

 

4.2.2.3 Continuous feedback 

The interface should provide appropriate and continuous feedback as gestures are detected 

and recognised (Ackad et al., 2015; Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993). This feedback is linked 

with the concept of manipulation discussed earlier. As an example, if an item in the interface 

were activated through the swipe right gesture, a transition showing the interface moving in 

real time according to the direction of the gesture performed would indicate a continuous 

feedback. Wachs et al. mentioned that feedback indicating the recognition of the gesture 

performed is “necessary for successful interaction” (Wachs et al., 2011). 

 

The use of continuous feedback in the gestures-only approach may support the learnability 

of the interactions proposed, since users may be able to recognise the manipulative 

behaviour of the interface through the navigation on the interface. 

 

4.2.2.4 Small, simple and memorable gesture set 

The gesture set designed for the gestures-only approach is based on the use of swipe 

gestures performed in four different directions (up, down, left, right), with some 

gesture/hand pose variations according to the interaction performed and supported by the 

guidance of the graphical interface. Therefore, this strategy limits the number of gestures 

that could be used in each screen (axis X, Y), creating a small and memorable set as 

recommended by Nielsen et al. (2004). These gestures are also considered simple, since 

simple-path gestures (e.g. swipe) are usually suggested in elicitation studies by participants 

(Wobbrock et al. 2009). Another advantage is that a small gesture set may avoid potential 

ambiguities and conflicts (Hoff et al. 2016), a common issue in big gesture sets. 
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A small gesture set can favour the ease of learning (Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993) and 

reduce the short-term memory load (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2010), and this strategy has 

been validated by Ackad et al. (2015) in the use of public informational displays. Another 

study identified that users tend to select gestures with familiar characteristics (Oh & 

Findlater, 2013); therefore, the similarity of the gesture set defined for the proposed 

approach may be linked with users’ previous experience with touchscreen interactions. 

Previous work (Wobbrock et al., 2009) showed that user-defined gesture sets tend to be 

more memorable than gesture sets defined by designers, which indicates that this gesture 

set must be validated by potential users. 

 

4.2.2.5 Hierarchical navigation 

The navigational structure presented in the gestures-only approach provides the browsing 

of hierarchical information in “n” levels (see Previous Figure 38). Ackad et al. (2015) in a 

previous work highlighted that their Media Ribbon was the first work that used a set of mid-

air gestures for hierarchical navigation. While their prototype allows 2 levels of navigation, 

gestures-only permits the navigation in more levels. However, since mid-air interaction is 

not suitable for fine grained and complex interactions but appropriate for short-duration 

interaction (Morris, 2012), it is expected that navigation structures between 2 and 4 levels 

would be more appropriate. 

 

However, a possible limitation of the navigational structure using swipe gestures is the 

number of tasks performed in each screen. On the other hand, a small number of tasks is 

also linked to a short-time interaction. 

 

4.2.2.6 Gestures reuse 

One of the cores of the gestures-only approach is the reuse of gestures, where the 

manipulative gestures are used to perform all interactions. Wobbrock et al. (2009) 

advocated that the reuse of gestures may increase learnability and memorability, while 

Ackad et al. (2015) suggested that the overload of gestures is an effective strategy to 

maintain the gesture set small. Gesture reuse is also aligned with the heuristic “strive for 

consistency”, defined by (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2010). The repetition of the same 

gestures amongst the interactions may generate consistency over the interfaces. Previous 
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 work (Chan, Seyed, Stuerzlinger, Yang, & Maurer, 2016; Ruiz et al., 2011) identified that 

participants would reuse gestures that were designed for similar purposes. 

 

Therefore, the GUI designed must be able to support a set of tasks with the same gestures. 

Wu & Balakrishnan (2003) acknowledged that this principle might reduce the complexity of 

the system. On the other hand, it is important to consider context awareness (Kortum et al., 

2008), where the interface should introduce reuse of gestures to the user. 

 

4.2.2.7 Unimanual gestures preference 

There is a preference for unimanual gestures in the gestures-only approach due to the 

possibility to perform the same tasks using the dominant or non-dominant hand. This 

strategy allows the user to vary the arm being used to control the interface, in order to 

reduce fatigue and expand the control over the interactions. Since swipe gestures do not 

require an absolute precision over the elements on the interface, even the use of the non-

dominant hand may be suitable for some interactions. On the other hand, bimanual gestures 

could be suitable for object manipulation (Wobbrock et al., 2009). Ackad et al. suggested 

that gestures should be performed using one arm because users “often carry things” (Ackad 

et al. 2015) although Aigner et al. (2012) identified that the effect perceived over the 

interface may generate unimanual or bimanual gestures. The unimanual preference is 

reinforced due to technical reasons, since the computational cost of recognizing one hand is 

lower than for bimanual gesture. 

 

4.2.2.8 Affordances 

As discussed in the literature review, there is some uncertainty about the concept of 

affordance in HCI, being identified as perceived affordance (Norman, 2002), twisted to 

signifier (Norman, 2008), separated from the idea of feedforward (Vermeulen et al., 2013), 

among other interpretations. As an interaction principle, these concepts are all placed under 

the umbrella of affordances, suggesting a general understanding as “action possibilities 

offered by the environment” (Victor, 2013). In gestures-only, the concept is linked with the 

idea of multi-cue (Wachs et al., 2011), where the use of static graphic elements (e.g. form, 

colour) combined with the use of motion (transitions and animations) may provide different 

sources of clues to communicate the gestures. Many researchers advise the use of animated 

events (Chevalier et al., 2014; Chueke, Buchanan, Wilson, & Anunciação, 2017; Hofmeester & 
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 Wolfe, 2012; Wigdor & Wixon, 2011) as a support for visual hints in the interaction. 

Therefore, the use of affordances has been organised in four categories: 

- Visual static clues: applying the concept of self-revealing gestures (Hofmeester & 

Wolfe, 2012), the gesture to be performed should be communicated without 

increasing the number of GUI elements, but using the graphic components of the 

actual interface to afford gesture execution. 

- Transitions: Chevalier et al. (2014) defined a transition as a “pair of visual states – an 

initial one and a final one”. Therefore, animated transitions are used between two 

screens, in order to reveal the manipulative behaviour of the interactions. 

- Animations: the feedback provided by users’ interaction could be done through the 

use of small animations which moving slightly the position or scale of the graphic 

element in the interface. Chevalier et al. (2014) suggested short animations of 

approximately one second. 

- Feedforward animations: a strategy that previews the possible effect of a gesture 

performed in the interface, revealing how they can control the interface (Chueke et 

al., 2017). 

 

The aim of these strategies is to reveal the manipulative behaviour of interface elements, in 

order to communicate the gestures that can be performed through the gestures-only 

approach. 

 

4.2.2.9 False positives minimisation  

One of the challenges in mid-air interaction is to identify the users’ real intention to perform 

a gesture, not generating accidental commands. Ghalwash & Nabil (2013) recommended 

handling false gestures tackling the unintentional movement generated by users when 

resting hands or interacting with other people (Wachs et al., 2011). The gestures-only 

approach minimises the false positives using two strategies: first, since the gesture set is 

small and performed only in the X, Y axis, other gestures may not be recognised as potential 

commands to the interface; second, in general, each screen of the interface might allow 2 to 

3 commands due to the reduced amount of tasks suitable for mid-air interaction. It means 

that if there is a screen where the commands Swipe Left, Right and Up are used, the Swipe 

Down, which is part of the gestural approach, will not be recognised, reducing the false 

gestures that could be activated in the interface. 
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 4.2.2.10 Social Acceptability 

Vaidyanathan & Rosenberg (2014) identified that social acceptability of gestures performed 

is linked to the place and the people who watch the performance. In the same perspective, 

Rico & Brewster (2010) detected in an experiment that approximately 80% of participants 

tend to accept the partner, friends or family watching them performing a gesture in a semi-

private space. These findings corroborate the scenario for the gestures-only approach, the 

use of mid-air gestures in a semi-private context such as a bedroom or a living room. 

 

Regarding the use of swipe gestures, it was expected that users would not feel embarrassed 

since they have been used to touchscreen interaction, which would make them more 

socially acceptable (Rico & Brewster, 2010). These gestures, considered as expressive by 

Montero et al. (2010) may have greater chances of being acceptable, while the gesture size 

and in-air position may have an influence on the overall perception. 

 

4.2.2.11 Symmetry/Reversible gestures 

Shneiderman & Plaisant (2010) suggested that a system should “permit easy reversal of 

action”, a heuristic that is linked to the principle of direct manipulation. The use of 

directional gestures favours the use of reversible gestures on the interface: if a swipe right 

has been used to access a new screen or task, a swipe left should bring the user to the 

original state of the interaction. This consideration for symmetry/reversible gestures has 

been employed by Ackad et al. (2015) in the use of mid-air gesture pairs, Wobbrock et al. 

(2009) in touch surface interaction and Pereira et al. (2014) in enlarging/shrinking tasks. 

The use of symmetry provides reversible actions (Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993), which 

can contribute to the overall experience since users may feel more willingly to explore when 

they can easily reverse their actions (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2010). 

 

4.2.3 Conclusion 

These interaction principles represent the core of the gestures-only approach. However, 

other design principles and recommendations related to the design of interfaces – described 

in the review of relevant research – are also applied to the design of mid-air applications 

and this approach itself. The interaction principles were applied in the design of prototypes 

described in the following section.  
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 4.3 Gestures-only approach applied to Informational Design 

Patterns 
The structure and interaction principles for the gestures-only approach were applied in this 

section through the design of six prototypes for Informational Design Patterns. As described 

in the introduction of this thesis, mid-air interaction was not suitable for fine-grained 

(Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015) or complex interactions that demand a long time to 

interact with (Ackad et al., 2015; Alt et al., 2014). On the other hand, “short-duration, casual 

tasks” seemed more appropriate for this type of interaction (Morris, 2012). Considering this 

scenario, features such as check the news, watch short videos or simply navigate through 

informational content (e.g. text, images and video) appear to be suitable for the use of mid-

air applications in a semi-private context of use.  

 

However, concerning the design of graphical mid-air interfaces, there is not an “established 

corpus of mid-air interaction techniques concerning 2D UI Patterns” (Koutsabasis & 

Domouzis, 2016). Therefore, instead of applying the gestures-only approach to individual 

interactions (e.g. scrolling), 2D Design Patterns were used as a tool to generate knowledge 

in design through the development of mid-air applications combining different interactions 

related to informational content. 

 

The use of Design Patterns had the purpose of increasing the external validity of this 

Research through Design (Nieveen et al., 2006), since these structures are not too concrete 

on the details but provide flexibility to apply the designed interactions with some variations 

in the information architecture (Tidwell, 2005), as long as the functionality is preserved. 

Therefore, variations linked to graphical elements such as size of typography or visual 

elements were not analysed in these Design Patterns, since the focus was on the interaction 

design using the gestures-only approach. Another aspect of the validity of the research was 

about the amount of prototypes designed; some existent 2D Design Patterns such as Image 

Gallery, Video Player, Tab Navigation among others were adapted to six Informational 

Design Patterns (considered also as prototypes on this research). Therefore, instead of 

validating the gestures-only approach through only one Design Pattern, six distinctive 

applications with different interactions showed to be sufficient to corroborate the 

interaction principles and navigational structure of the proposed mid-air approach. 
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 4.3.1 Development of medium-fidelity prototypes for Design Patterns 

This section covers the design process associated with the development of prototypes for 

the six Design Patterns mentioned earlier. The design process started with the selection of 

2D Design Patterns used in desktop and touchscreen interfaces, considered suitable for the 

browsing through informational content such as text, images and video. Therefore, since the 

Design Patterns had functionalities previously defined (e.g. Video Player), the procedure for 

the development of the interfaces did not involve user research techniques such as 

personas or scenarios in the initial steps of the design process. However, for the design of 

interfaces a user-centred approach similar to previous studies (Ackad et al., 2015; Alt et al., 

2014; Bossavit et al., 2013; Choi et al., 2014; Grandhi et al., 2011; ML Maher, Clausner, & 

Tversky, 2014; M. Nielsen et al., 2004; Wobbrock et al., 2009) was applied. 

 

Othman et al. (2016) revised previous work concerning design strategies for gestural 

interactions, suggesting that mixing different methods would be more effective, according 

to the features needed for a particular domain. The approach taken in this design process 

shows a combination between the procedure defined by Nielsen et al. (2004) and the 

framework for NUI created by Wigdor & Wixon (2011) along with some adaptations: 

 

- 1 – Define the technology approach: according to the considerations about 

technology presented on Section 3.3.2.2, the use of a camera approach would be 

more suitable to the application scenario proposed in this thesis, since it allows the 

use of a whole body interaction without the need to wear a device/wearable to 

interact with the system, using only hands and arms. 

- 2 – Create the Design Language: based on the structure and interactive principles 

defined in the gestures-only approach, the interfaces and medium-fidelity 

prototypes for six Informational Design Patterns were created and are introduced in 

the following sections (Section 4.3.1.1 onwards). This procedure took into account an 

analysis of the functions of each Design Pattern and linked the interactions to the 

use of directional manipulative gestures, using an iterative process based on the 

design of initial sketches, wireframes, storyboards, visual and motion design. This 

process was not fully described in detail due to the scope of this research, however, 

as an example, Figure 43 reveals part of the iterative process for the Design Pattern 

Hierarchical Content.  
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Figure 43: Iterative process of the interface design for the Design Patter Hierarchical 

Content. 

 

- 3 – Find logical gestures: following the approach of Nielsen et al. (2004), the 

gestures defined in the prototypes were validated according to the users’ 

suggestions in a gesture elicitation study (Section 5.2), a method used for formative 

evaluation. 

- 4 – Process the obtained data: the results gathered in the formative evaluation were 

used to adjust the prototypes (Section 5.3) along with the identification of design 

recommendations. 

- 5 – Expand design language for target hardware: high-fidelity prototypes were 

developed using the Microsoft Kinect V2, since the device allows user gesture 

recognition in a standing position and in a distance suitable for a semi-private 

context of use. These prototypes are presented in Section 6.2 in a summative 

evaluation. 

- 6 – Validate the Design Patterns: the interfaces designed for the Design Patterns 

were evaluated through multiple sources of evidence combining quantitative and 

qualitative data. 

- 7 – Benchmark the chosen gesture vocabulary: in Chapter 6, the Design Patterns 

based on the gestures-only approach were evaluated in a comparative analysis with 

the same Design Patterns using a cursor-based interaction (Point-and-dwell), in 

order to compare the performance, satisfaction and users’ preference for mid-air 

interaction. 

 

In mid-air applications, medium-fidelity prototypes were typically used together with the 

Wizard-of-Oz technique (Grandhi et al., 2011; Ning et al., 2011; van de Camp et al., 2013; 

Wachs et al., 2011) for allowing feedback during interaction. High-fidelity prototypes need to 

be codified, due to the lack of authoring tools for designers to design mid-air interfaces 

(Baytaş, Yemez, & Özcan, 2014). This is one of the difficulties of the prototyping process of 

mid-air interfaces. While in the prototyping of desktop and touchscreen interfaces there are 
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 several prototyping tools available (e.g. Invision11, Axure12, MarvelApp13), the same does not 

occur in mid-air interaction. Besides these observations, another challenge in the 

development of prototypes was the design of transitions and animations of the interface. 

This is a feature present mainly in touchscreen interfaces, and is seldom used in experiments 

with mid-air interfaces. However, the use of animated components was an important 

component of the gestures-only approach. 

 

Concerning technical aspects, the software’s Adobe Photoshop and Bohemian Sketch were 

used in the interface design and Adobe Animated CC 15.1 for the development of the 

medium-fidelity prototypes. For the codification of the prototypes the language Action 

Script 3.0 along with the library Tween14(used for animation) were used. The interfaces were 

designed for large displays using the resolution of 1920x1080 pixels (Full HD).  

 

The following sections outline the prototype design of the six Design Patterns with their 

respective interactions, linked to the interaction principles previously mentioned in Section 

4.2.2. Some of these principles are not discussed in detail, since they are a prerequisite of 

the design of the interfaces; for instance, since only swipe gestures have been used – as a 

kind of constraint – the consequence is a small, simple and memorable gesture set, added 

by gestures with satisfactory social acceptability and offering false positives minimisation. 

The other interactions principles are highlighted throughout the explanation of the GUI 

design. 

 

4.3.1.1 Hierarchical Content 

The Design Pattern Hierarchical Content was based on the carousel15 structure, where the 

user is required to browse through different items in order to select one of them. This 

prototype offered navigation between two levels of hierarchy (hierarchical navigation), 

made with two screens: the Start screen had a list of articles based on the combination of 

images and text and the Content Detail screen revealed more content about the article 

selected. The Start screen (Figure 44) comprised the following interactions: 

                                                   
11 Available at https://www.invisionapp.com 
12 Available at https://www.axure.com 
13 Available at https://marvelapp.com 
14 Available at https://www.createjs.com/tweenjs 
15 Available at http://ui-patterns.com/patterns/Carousel 
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 - Navigation between articles Left/Right: to navigate through the articles on the left 

or right and manipulate the content (direct manipulation), a gradient in the edge 

was used as a visual affordance to show that there is hidden content over the edges 

along with a pagination (small rectangles in the bottom of the screen). The gesture 

Swipe Left/Right (manipulative directional gestures, unimanual, symmetry) was 

expected for these interactions. 

- Open article: A feedforward animation (affordances, continuous feedback) with a 

bounce effect of the graphic element in the centre increasing and decreasing the 

size towards the bottom of the screen was used to provide a clue for the interaction. 

To select the article in the centre of the screen, Swipe down was expected. (Figure 

44, Lower part). 

 
Figure 44: Start screen on prototype Hierarchical Content. 

 

To access the Content Detail screen (Figure 45), a transition between the previous and the 

content detail screen was used. This screen comprised 3 interactions:  

- Scroll content Right/Left: this screen had a feature that allowed horizontal scrolling 

(gestures reuse) of the textual content. A gradient in the edge of the screen was 

used as an affordance to indicate that a hidden content could be manipulated 

through the use of Swipe Left/Right. 

- Close article: in order to guide the participants to close the article, a transition from 

the start screen and the content detail screen was used, showing an animation of the 
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 “red rectangle” appearing on the screen from top to bottom (Figure 45, Upper part), 

along with a bouncing animation of the rectangle to reveal that the same could be 

manipulated (affordance, direct manipulation). Therefore, it was expected that users 

would try to do the opposite movement showed in the transition to close the 

content, using a Swipe Up (symmetry). 

 
Figure 45: Content Detail screen on prototype Hierarchical Content. 

 

4.3.1.2 Image Gallery 

This prototype was based on the concept of Gallery16, where an image category or group of 

images can be selected, and inside this category the user gets an overview of multiple 

pictures, being able to perform common interactions for image manipulation (e.g. zoom, 

panning). This prototype had two screens (hierarchical navigation). The Start screen (Figure 

46, Middle part) contains the following interactions: 

- Navigation between image categories Left/Right: similar to the interaction 

presented in the previous Design Pattern, the Swipe Left/Right was expected to 

manipulate the categories of images (manipulative directional gestures, symmetry, 

unimanual). Apart from a gradient used in the edges of the screens to show the 

continuity of the content, an additional animation (Figure 46, Upper part) revealed 

                                                   
16 Available at http://ui-patterns.com/patterns/Gallery 
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 the images entering on the stage (affordances), suggesting the manipulative 

behaviour of this component (direct manipulation). 

- Select Image category: an arrow pointing down with a bouncing feedforward 

animation (Figure 46, Lower part) was positioned below the image to indicate the 

execution of Swipe down for this interaction (affordances, unimanual).  

 
Figure 46: Start screen on prototype Image Gallery. 

 

The Image Detail screen (Figure 47) had a navigation using thumbnails to select different 

images, along with interactions for image manipulation: 

- Select thumbnail: using distal interaction, it was expected that when the user moved 

the hand to the left/right, a thumbnail would be activated (continuous feedback), 

showing the animation of an arrow pointing down (Figure 47) as an affordance for 

the expected gesture Swipe Down. Figure 47 (right) shows the interactive zones 

that activate the distal interaction when selecting the thumbnails. 
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Figure 47: On the left image there are 4 thumbnails. The interactive areas of these thumbnails 

are represented at the image on the right. 

- Zoom in/out and Panning image: when an image is selected, as shown in Figure 48 

(Lower part, left), the zoom in interaction can be selected. This interaction did not 

have any affordance and relied on previous touchscreen experience of users to 

perform the interaction through a gesture similar to pinch (zoom In), open hand for 

panning and the opposite of pinch for zoom out. When performing a gesture to 

zoom out, an animation revealed part of the start screen in order to show that the 

content could be manipulated (gestures reuse, symmetry). 

- Close image: a transition between the start screen and the image detail (Figure 48, 

Upper part) revealed an affordance for this interaction, while the Swipe down was 

expected to select the image, the opposite gesture, Swipe up, was expected for this 

interaction (symmetry, unimanual, gestures reuse). 

 
Figure 48: Thumbnail selection (upper part) and Panning interaction (lower part) at Content 

Detail screen on prototype Image Gallery. 

 

4.3.1.3 Item Navigation 

This Design Pattern had the purpose of offering navigation in a list of articles combining the 

use of different media using two levels of hierarchy (hierarchical navigation). The interface 
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 was based on the concept of a Mobile Menu17, where a horizontal menu is presented in the 

Start screen (Figure 49) with the following interactions: 

- Select menu: the user could use the in-air hand to navigate between the different 

menu options by moving up and down the interface using the principle of distal 

interaction (manipulative directional gestures, symmetry). When performing the 

hover action on one of the items, the interface provided continuous feedback 

moving from right to the left. Besides the movement, an arrow was used as an 

affordance to lead to the expected gesture Swipe Left. 

- Browse the list of articles up/down: this menu structure provided for the use "n" 

items, requiring the use of scroll to reveal more content when needed. Some 

affordances were used in this interaction: the last menu item does not appear 

completely, in addition to a gradient effect (Figure 49, bottom of the last menu 

item) indicating the continuation of the content. An animation of all menu items at 

the beginning of the interaction reinforced the affordance of the scrolling action 

(Figure 49, upper part). The expected gesture to control this interaction was the 

Swiping Up/Down to move and manipulate the content in the screen (direct 

manipulation, gestures reuse). 

 

 
Figure 49: Start screen on prototype Item Navigation. 

                                                   
17 Available at http://mobile-patterns.com/custom-navigation 
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The Content Detail screen showed more content through the use of text and image and 

was designed to support four interactions: 

- Scroll Up/Down Content: the users could interact with the block of text by 

manipulating the content up and down, with the expected gesture Swipe Up/Down 

(continuous feedback). A gradient (Figure 50, bottom part) revealing the continuity 

of the text has been used as a visual affordance. 

- Drag Content Up/Down: similar to the scrolling action, but with the possibility of 

precision in the movement through the use of direct manipulation. The expected 

gesture was the continuous movement of the hand up/down to manipulate the text 

on the screen. 

- Go back to the list of articles: to reveal the manipulative behaviour of this 

interaction, two affordances were designed: the transition between the previous 

screen and the current one (Figure 50 Upper part) and a short animation that 

revealed that the menu could be pulled (Figure 50, Last frame in the upper part), 

suggesting the use of the gesture Swipe right (continuous feedback). 

 

 
Figure 50: Content Detail screen on prototype Item Navigation. 
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 4.3.1.4 Navigation Drawer 

This Design Pattern used the concept of navigation through a drawer, combining 

interactions of the previous prototypes and expanding the hierarchical browsing in three 

levels of information (hierarchical navigation), providing multi-access to different categories 

of informational content. The navigation between levels of information was based on 

gestures performed in the horizontal axis, while the detail of content could be accessed 

through gestures in the vertical axis. Since the prototype had three levels of information, 

three screens supported this interaction. The Start screen (Figure 51) had one interaction: 

- Select menu: four categories of content could be selected with the use of distal 

interaction. When moving the arm up/down an item was highlighted (continuous 

feedback) and the background colour changed (Figure 51, First 2 frames upper part). 

The four interactive areas for the distal interaction were displayed in Figure 51 

(frame on the right). 

 

 
Figure 51: Start screen on prototype Navigation Drawer. 

 

An affordance showing an animation moving the desired item – in this case Sport – to the 

left (Figure 52) suggests the use of the gesture Swipe right to select an item. 
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Figure 52: Hint provided in the menu item. 

 

The List of Articles screen (Figure 53) showed several articles containing an image and a 

description of each of them, mediated through four interactions:  

- Scroll Articles Up/Down: comprised the scrolling of articles through the 

manipulation of the content using the gestures Swipe up/down (gestures reuse, 

unimanual, symmetry). In order to communicate this gesture, three affordances were 

used: an animation showing the articles entering on the stage from top to bottom 

(Figure 53, Upper part), part of the next article appearing in the bottom of the 

screen indicating continuation and a pagination on the right side, indicating that 

there are other four articles that can be selected. 

- Select article: for this interaction, a short animation with two arrows bouncing 

(Figure 53, bottom right) was provided as an affordance for the gesture Swipe Left. 

This interaction activated the navigation to the next screen (manipulative directional 

gestures). 

- Open menu: this interaction aimed to open the menu that was shown in the Start 

screen, using the “drawer” concept. As an affordance for the interaction, the 

transition from the Start screen to this screen (Figure 53, upper part) revealed that 

the interface could be manipulated along with a small arrow pointing to the right 

(Figure 53, blue bar on the left), indicating the expected gesture Swipe right for the 

command (direct manipulation). 
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Figure 53: screen List of Articles on prototype Navigation Drawer. 

 

When selecting an article, the interface revealed the screen Content Detail, where a similar 

interaction that appeared in the previous prototype combined text and image as a media, 

amongst three interactions: 

- Scroll Text Up/Down: A gradient (Figure 54, bottom part) revealing the continuity 

of the text has been used as a visual affordance to suggest the gesture Swipe 

Up/Down (symmetry, unimanual) to manipulate the content. When the user starts 

the manipulation, the gradient used to reveal the continuity is used on the top and 

bottom part of the screen (Figure 54 Lower part, screen on the right).  

- Back to list of articles: in order to close the Content Detail screen and go back to the 

previous page, two affordances were designed: a transition between the two 

screens shows that the interface can be manipulated (Figure 54, Upper part) using 

the concept of drawer, and also a small animated arrow on the bottom of the screen. 

These affordances may suggest that the user can pull the screen using the Swipe 

right gesture, going back to the previous screen (manipulative directional gestures, 

gestures reuse). 
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Figure 54: Content Detail screen on prototype Navigation Drawer. 

 

4.3.1.5 Tab Navigation 

This Design Pattern was based on the concept of navigation tabs18, where the content was 

separated into categories and tabs and three hierarchy levels (hierarchical navigation). The 

first level showed navigation between different categories of information, the second level 

had tabs to access the content and the third level displayed details of the selected tab. The 

Start screen (Figure 55) comprised the following interactions: 

- Next/Previous category: the screen (Figure 55) shows different categories (e.g. 

Sport, Fashion), and the gesture Swipe Right/Left (symmetry, unimanual, 

manipulative directional gestures) was expected for these interactions. Two graphic 

components were used as affordances to these gestures: arrows pointing to 

opposite sides on the edge of the interface along with a graphic element on the 

upper part of the screen revealing which category was selected. Along with these 

static components a transition between the two categories was designed to reveal 

that manipulation could be used for the navigation (Figure 55, Upper part). 

- Select Tab: tabs could be selected moving the arm left/right and activating three 

interactive areas (continuous feedback) through distal interaction (one for each tab). 

When the desired tab was highlighted in the interface (Figure 55, Lower part), the 

gesture Swipe Up would be used for the selection (manipulative directional 

gestures). An animation has been used to reveal that the tabs could be interacted 

(moving up/down the tabs), along with a small animation of an arrow pointing up 

(Figure 55, three last frames on the upper part). 

                                                   
18 Available at http://ui-patterns.com/patterns/NavigationTabs 
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Figure 55: Start screen on prototype Tab Navigation. 

 

The Content Detail screen (Figure 56) revealed the content related to the tab selected, with 

three interactions: 

- Back to tab navigation: when a tab was selected, a transition had been used to 

show that the content could be vertically manipulated (Figure 56, Upper part). 

Therefore, when the screen was positioned as showed in Figure 56 (with title and 

image visible), it was expected that users would perform the Swipe down, being the 

opposite direction of the transition used to access the screen (symmetry, 

unimanual). 
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Figure 56: Content Detail screen on prototype Tab Navigation. 

 

- Scroll Up/Down Content: the animations revealed that the content of the screen 

continues on the upper and lower part of the interface, therefore it was expected the 

gestures Swipe Up/Down to manipulate the content (gestures reuse). This 

interaction is shown in Figure 57. The arrows used in the previous screen to navigate 

between categories still appeared on this screen, and can be used as a shortcut to 

access the next/previous category of information. 

 
Figure 57: Scrolling of content. 

 

4.3.1.6 Video Player 

This Design Pattern presented the common interactions that are associated to a video 

player. This prototype combined a menu used to select the videos and the interactions to 

control the videos. The Start screen (Figure 58) had one interaction: 
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 - Select menu: using a similar visual structure to the prototype Item Navigation, this 

prototype used distal interaction to activate interactive areas (continuous feedback). 

An animation displayed in Figure 58 (Upper part) shows the menu item moving to 

the left, as an affordance for the gesture Swipe left. 

 

 
Figure 58: Start screen on prototype Video Player. 

 

The Video Detail screen (Figure 59) had the interactions used to control the videos and 

contained six interactions: 

 

- Open Menu: this interaction followed the concept of a “drawer”. A transition 

between the menu screen and the video player (Figure 59, Upper part) indicates 

that the menu can be manipulated. This interaction is reinforced by an arrow on the 

left part of the interface that indicates that the menu could be opened through the 

expected gesture Swipe right (manipulative directional gestures). 
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Figure 59: Video Detail screen on prototype Video Player. 

 

The following four interactions were part of the Video Detail screen, but the details are 

shown in Figure 60. All interactions were designed to use distal interaction. When the user 

moved their arm to the left/right, each interactive area was activated and highlighted the 

correspondent interaction: 

- Adjust timeline: when the timeline was activated (Figure 60, 1), the user was able to 

use direct manipulation through the pinch gesture (moving the arm in the horizontal 

axis), manipulating the white bar to adjust the position of the timeline (unimanual). 

- Pause video: in a similar way, moving the hand over the pause button would 

highlight the pause button using distal interaction. An animation with an arrow 

pointing up (Figure 60, 2) was used as an affordance for the gesture Swipe Up. 

- Play video: when the pause was activated, the interface changed the pause icon to a 

play icon, showing the same behaviour as the previous interaction. 

- Adjust volume Up/Down: using a similar procedure of the interaction Adjust 

Timeline, the use of pinch gesture and the movement of the arm up/down in the 

vertical axis (Figure 60, 3) would adjust the volume through direct manipulation 

(gestures reuse, continuous feedback). 

- Next Video: using the distal interaction, when the interactive area was activated 

(Figure 60, 4) an animation was used as an affordance for the Swipe Left Gesture, 
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 along with the use of an animated arrow pointing towards the same direction (direct 

manipulation). 

 

 
Figure 60: Interactions activated via distal interaction. 

 

4.3.2 Conclusion 

As quoted in the beginning of this chapter, Charles Eames (1972) stated: “Design depends 

largely on constraints”. These constraints help to delineate a design language and can be 

also applied to the gestures-only approach. This section presented a variety of interactions 

and strategies used to demonstrate, through the design of six Informational Design 

Patterns, how the interaction principles defined in Section 4.2 could be applied. Since the 

use of manipulation relies on the graphical interface, the interface design presented on the 

Design Patterns revealed a visual language that supports the interaction principles of the 

gestures-only approach. 

 

In the next chapter, these Design Patterns are evaluated through a Gesture-elicitation study, 

as part of a formative evaluation for the gestures-only approach. 
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5 GESTURE ELICITATION 

5.1 Introduction 
No matter how many users you talk to, no matter how much data you 

collect, at the end of the day, a human has to decide. Dan Saffer (2010) 

 

This chapter presents two research activities defined as part of the prototyping phase in the 

RtD framework: a formative evaluation of the prototypes developed in the previous Section 

4.3 and another iteration in the design of the research artefacts. The formative evaluation 

aimed to accomplish the research objective 5, empirically evaluating the six Design Patterns 

to identify users’ gesture preferences through a gesture elicitation study (Section 5.2). The 

goal of this study was to compare if the users preferred gestures matched the ones 

designed in the Design Patterns (presented in the previous chapter). With the results and 

feedback gathered through the formative evaluation, a new iteration in the design process 

led to the development of high-fidelity prototypes of the Design Patterns (Section 5.3), 

partially fulfilling the research objective 4. 

 

5.2 Elicitation study – Formative Evaluation 
This section describes the use of gesture elicitation as a method to initially evaluate the 

gestures-only approach and the interfaces designed through six informational Design 

Patterns. It also proposes improvements on the interfaces and implications for the design of 

mid-air applications as a result of this formative evaluation. Previous works have elicited 

gestures applied to different contexts, with the elicitation method largely used in research 

on mid-air interaction (Dim, Silpasuwanchai, Sarcar, & Ren, 2016; Koutsabasis & Domouzis, 

2016; Morris, 2012; Wittorf & Jakobsen, 2016). Therefore, this method has been used in this 

experiment to understand users’ behaviour concerning their preferred gestures, and most 

important, to identify if user-defined gestures matched with the expected gestures initially 

designed for the graphical interfaces using the gestures-only approach (prototypes 

designed in the previous Section 4.3).  

 

As discussed in the relevant research about gesture elicitation studies (Section 3.4), in this 

method the users suggest different gestures for each command in the interface. In this 
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sense, instead of using a more conventional approach of prototype evaluation (e.g. A/B 

Test), this method was used due to the possibility to not only evaluate if the users 

understand how to execute a command (and the GUI, typically approach of conventional 

tests), but also comprehend their suggestions about possible gestures to be used in each 

command (which could be more than one). This overall perception of users' behaviour was 

linked to a formative perspective, which aimed to improve the interface design of the 

Design Patterns based on users' observation and supported by quantitative metrics. In 

addition, since mid-air gestures can be quite complex (e.g. pantomimic or gestures), gesture 

elicitation studies allow the identification of the gestures suggested by the majority of 

participants, being able to focus in the recognition of fewer gestures instead of providing 

support for a broad range of possibilities. 

 

The graphical interface (GUI) was designed to be mediated by directional/manipulative 

gestures (e.g. swipes) and different affordances were used to communicate the gestures. 

The gestures suggested by participants were compared with the ones previously designed 

in order to gather feedback about the design decisions and characteristics of the mid-air 

approach through multiple sources of evidence (quantitative and qualitative data).  

 

In summary, this gesture elicitation study aimed to: 

a) Evaluate the structure and interaction principles presented in the gestures-only mid-

air approach (e.g. use of manipulative/directional gestures, reuse of gestures, small 

gesture set, distal interaction) based on the gestures suggested by participants; 

b) Identify if the user-created gesture set (Morris et al., 2010) matched the one 

originally designed for the Design Patterns; 

c) Evaluate and improve the strategies defined to communicate/reveal mid-air 

gestures; 

d) Identify design recommendations for mid-air gesture-driven interfaces. 

 

Concerning the use of visual affordances, there were not any type of direct instruction such 

as text labels (e.g. ‘do a swipe’) or animations simulating a hand pose (e.g. tutorials used in 

touchscreen apps), since the intent of the study was to observe how users would react to 

the interfaces, in order to understand their behaviour while performing the navigation. 

 

The next sections present details of the experiment design concerning data collection, 

gesture classification and the analysis for each Design Pattern. 
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5.2.1 Research approach and data collection  

Gesture elicitation studies can be categorised as descriptive research. As part of a formative 

evaluation, the purpose of this method is to describe and identify characteristics and the 

behaviour of a sample population regarding the generation of gestures (Fox & Bayat, 2007). 

In order to conduct a controlled study, the gesture elicitation was performed in the 

laboratory, repeating the same procedures with all participants. 

 

An adaptation of the guessability method identified from previous studies (Piumsomboon et 

al., 2013; Wobbrock et al., 2009) was used in this evaluation, disregarding technical 

concerns about gesture recognition. In this method, an effect (also known as a referent) is 

presented and the participant is required to accomplish an action (gesture) to cause the 

effect (Wittorf & Jakobsen, 2016). The GUI developed, as described in the previous chapter, 

was designed in such a way to use mostly manipulative/directional gestures, without the 

use of the cursor, in an attempt to design an interface mediated only through gestures.  

 

This study used the ‘wizard-of-Oz’ method, where the interaction of the evaluated 

prototypes was simulated through the action of the researcher. In this procedure, the GUI 

was presented to participants, who were invited to suggest different mid-air gesture 

proposals for a specific command. The researcher simulated the interaction in the system 

using the mouse and commands on the keyboard. Although it was not possible to provide 

feedback in real time, the participant could experience the effects generated by the action 

of the gesture at the interface. An advantage of this approach was that problems or 

limitations related to the recognition of gestures by the devices were not considered, 

allowing the identification of user’s behaviour in the execution of the gestures. During the 

elicitation, the participants were encouraged to explain their decisions about the selected 

gestures, using a think-aloud protocol. They were also asked to provide feedback about the 

GUI regarding their choice of gestures or potential problems/improvements. In order to 

analyse the data generated by the elicitation study, all sessions were video recorded. 

 

A challenge of this study was the issue of legacy bias, linked to the use of cursor-based 

interaction inherited from desktop interfaces. To try to minimise this effect, two strategies 

suggested by Morris et al. (2014) and introduced in Chapter 3 were used. Firstly, the kinetic 

priming technique was used to explain to the participants the capabilities of sensors that 

use a camera approach (Kinect and Leap Motion), presenting a demonstration of an 

application for Leap Motion where participants could experience the technology and 
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understand the feedback generated by the interaction and possible limitations of gestures 

recognition. In addition, visual priming (Figueiredo, Pinheiro, Vilar Neto, & Teichrieb, 2015) 

was used, where five video clips with different types of gestures were displayed to 

participants. In the second strategy, called the production technique (Morris et al., 2014), 

participants were motivated to generate different gesture proposals for each referent in 

order to encourage reflection about the choice of the most appropriate gesture, in an 

attempt to "enable them to move beyond what first came to mind" (Koutsabasis & 

Domouzis, 2016). This strategy was used as a pre-test activity to generate different gestures 

during the test with the prototypes. 

Post-test Questionnaire 

A post-test questionnaire (see Appendix A.4) with open and contingency questions was 

developed with the purpose of comprehending the rationale about users' choices of 

gestures, as well as verifying participants' experience when using a GUI without the use of a 

cursor. Suggestions and feedback on the test were also collected through the questionnaire. 

The rationale for this questionnaire followed the advice of Ritter et al. (2014), that this 

method was appropriate to identify users' perception and behaviour about a phenomenon, 

in this case, the use of mid-air gestures. Table 5 describes the information gathered with the 

questionnaires: 

 

Table 5: Post-test questionnaire. 

 Statements 
 

Attribute Evaluated 

Q1 The user is right-handed, left handed or 
ambidextrous 

Hand preference 

Q2 Visualisation of the gesture (i.e., the movement of 
your hands) on the screen by watching a cursor 
(e.g. mouse in desktop interaction) 

Feedback/cursor 

Q3 There is an attempt for consistency, repetition of 
gestures 

User behaviour/gesture 
choice 

Q4 Identification of the reason/rationale of gestures 
chosen 

User behaviour/gesture 
choice 

Q5 Feedback/comments about the overall study Feedback/Improvements 
 

5.2.2 Referents  

According to Wobbrock et al. (2009), referents are conceptualised as commands to be 

performed in gesture elicitation studies. From the analysis of the effect generated by 

referents, it is possible to identify which gestures can be associated with a given command. 
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In Figure 61 (Left) it is possible to see an example of Wobbrock et al. (2009) where the 

referent – Accept command – is performed through a gesture similar to the "check" 

metaphor, but without direct action in the graphical interface (GUI). In Figure 61 (Center), 

another strategy to use referents is shown, where basic shapes (e.g. squares, circles) are 

used to perform certain actions. In this example, Wittorf & Jakobsen (2016) asked the user 

to imagine a gesture that can be used to rotate a rectangle, however without providing any 

feedback or affordance in the GUI. Figure 61 (Right) demonstrates a GUI, proposed by 

Koutsabasis & Domouzis (2016), which is closer to the proposal of this thesis. In this 

example, a GUI of a design pattern (Carousel) was used, however, the GUI had no 

adaptation to the mid-air interaction, using the same graphic elements used in the desktop 

interaction. 

 

 
Figure 61: Left - Referent without GUI (Wobbrock et al., 2009); Middle - Referent with basic 

shapes (Wittorf & Jakobsen, 2016); Right - Referent with a Carousel Menu (Vosinakis & 
Koutsabasis, 2017). 

 

In this study, the gesture elicitation method was applied to interfaces developed exclusively 

to support mid-air interaction, in a way that was distinct from those presented in previous 

studies. In the traditional procedure, a referent (e.g. move a rectangle from A to B) was 

presented to the participant with an animation/sequence of images that demonstrated the 

initial and final position of the object. After visualizing the ‘effect’ (e.g. rectangle in position 

B) generated by the referent, the participant was then invited to suggest a gesture for this 

action. However, in this study the procedure has been adapted. The effect of the referent 

was not revealed to the participant before the gesture suggestion, because when the user 

visualised the animation of the referent (e.g. animation showing rectangle being moved 

from A to B) this could influence the choice of gesture. The problem of the traditional 

approach was that the animation used in the demonstration of referents did not show only 

the initial state of the interface, prior to user interaction, but the effect that would happen 

after the gesture was performed. As an alternative approach used in this study, it was 

inferred that the interface designed should be capable of communicating the gesture to be 
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performed only showing the initial state of the interaction, using visual affordances to 

suggest the possible gesture to be performed (the ‘effect’ of the action does not influence 

the gesture choice). Six different prototypes were used in the study, containing different 

referents associated with browsing of informational content, as described in Table 6: 

 

Table 6: List of prototypes/referents used in the study. 

Prototype Referents 

 

Design Pattern Hierarchical Navigation 
- Navigation between articles (right) 
- Navigation between articles (left) 
- Open article 
- Scroll content right 
- Scroll content left 
- Close article 

 

Design Pattern Image Gallery 
- Select Image  
- Select image using thumbnails 
- Zoom in image 
- Panning image 
- Zoom out image 
- Close image 

 

Design Pattern Item Navigation 
- Select menu 
- Scroll Down content 
- Scroll Up content 
- Drag Content Down 
- Drag Content Up 
- Go back to the list of articles 
- Browse the list of articles down 
- Browse the list of articles up 

 

Design Pattern Navigation Drawer 
- Select menu 
- Scroll articles Down 
- Scroll articles Up 
- Select article 
- Scroll Text Down 
- Scroll Text Up 
- Back to articles page 
- Open menu 

 

Design Pattern Tab Navigation 
- Next category of information 
- Select Tab 
- Scroll Down Content 
- Scroll Up Content 
- Back to tab navigation 
- Previous category of information 
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Design Pattern Video Player 
- Select menu 
- Adjust Timeline 
- Pause video 
- Play video 
- Adjust volume Up 
- Adjust volume Down 
- Next video 
- Open Menu 

 

5.2.3 Participants  

In this study a random recruitment process was used, with participants considered to be 

general public, without previous experience in interaction design or computing, following 

the assumptions defined in Section 2.5. Volunteers within the community of the University 

of Brighton were recruited through posters and emails. Regarding the number of 

participants, there was no specific rule regarding the mid-air elicitation studies (as reviewed 

on section 3.3.4): seminal studies such as Morris et al. (2014) had 17 participants, 

Piumsomboon et al. (2013) and Wobbrock et al. (2009) 20 participants, Wittorf & Jakobsen 

(2016) had 20 participants, just to name a few. Alt, Schneegass, Schmidt, Müller, & 

Memarovic (2012) suggested that, based on the analysis of 80 studies, the average for 

formative studies based on observation and lab-study was 14.3 participants. 

 

Twenty-three volunteers participated in the study (8 male, 15 female); another two 

volunteers were part of a pilot study and their data were not considered in the analysis – all 

participants received a £6 refreshments voucher. Participants ranged in age as indicated in 

the following categories: 25-34 years age group (10 participants, 43%), 35-44 years group 

(9 participants, 39%), 45-54 years group (2 participants, 9%), 18-24 years group and 55-64 

years group with 1 participant each (4%). They came from differing backgrounds including 

marketing, arts, psychology, engineering, media, computing, among others. Participants 

were inquired about their experience with touchscreen and mid-air devices, as highlighted 

in Figure 62.  
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Figure 62: Participant experience with touchscreen (left) and mid-air devices (right). 

 

5.2.4 Apparatus  

The experimental interaction space was prepared at the University of Brighton usability lab, 

shown in Figure 63 (Left). For prototype visualisation, a monitor display (56" Sony 

55W950B with 1920x1080 pixels Full HD) was used, placed in a perpendicular position 

concerning participants and at about 2 meters of distance. A high definition (Full HD) Casio 

EX-S8 camera was placed on a tripod in order to capture a wide view from participants and 

display concomitantly, with the intent of recording users' gestures. An example of this view 

can be seen in Figure 3.   

 

 
Figure 63: The usability lab setup (Left) and participant interacting with the prototypes (Right) 

 

An Apple computer (2.6 GHz Intel Core i5) was used to simulate the interaction of the 

participants with the prototype containing the referents used in the study. For the 

development of the prototypes, the software Adobe Animate CC 15.1 and Action Script 

coding language were used, composed of animations of graphic elements of the interface 

with the intention of simulating the gesture performed by the participants. The prototypes 

developed ran on Adobe Air platform through the mediation of the researcher/moderator, 
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responsible for replicating participants' movement, as indicated by the Wizard-of-Oz 

approach. 

 

5.2.5 Procedure  

To perform the gesture elicitation study, the following procedure was defined. The session 

was designed to last approximately 40 – 60min, including the explanation and the test 

itself. 

 

1. The participant was welcomed by the moderator and introduced to the purpose of 

the study, regarding the concept of gesture elicitation studies. A keynote 

presentation was used to support the explanation of main concepts and introduction 

to the study (available at http://bit.ly/elicitationKeynote).  

2. Participants were introduced to different gestural interfaces, using examples of mid-

air applications and Sci-Fi movies, in order to understand the characteristics of the 

technology. A demonstration of mid-air interaction based on cursor (point-and-

dwell) and gesture-library was presented to participants. 

3. In this step, a demonstration of an application (available at 

https://gallery.leapmotion.com/v2-playground/) using Leap Motion was presented 

to the participants, so that they could experience the use of mid-air technology 

using the camera approach, and reflect on possible uses and limitations.  

4. Subsequently, the moderator demonstrated how the Wizard-of-Oz process would 

take place, noting that feedback would not be real but simulated from the computer. 

Participants were presented with fictitious referents, inviting them to execute the 

gesture that would be more appropriate for the command represented. This process 

described earlier, known as priming (Hoff et al., 2016; Morris et al., 2014), aims to 

facilitate generation of gestures more spontaneously since the user will have time to 

think and practice different possibilities of gestures for each referent. This step was 

used as training for the referents performed later. 

5. The user was invited to read the description of the elicitation study and fill in the 

consent form (Appendix A.3). The participant was reiterated about their freedom to 

leave the study at any time, without the need for further explanation. Subsequently, 

the participant was invited to stand in front of the display to initiate the interaction 

with the prototypes. The six prototypes were presented randomly to each 
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participant, being counterbalanced with the use of a 6x6 Latin Square (Cairns & Cox, 

2008). 

6. Each prototype developed had different referents. Therefore, in demonstrating each 

prototype, the moderator explained the associated command (e.g. open menu) and 

invited the participant to suggest different gestures to perform the referent. 

Participants were repeatedly prompted to guess gestures for each referent and were 

free to perform one or two-handed gestures according to their preference. At the 

moment that the participants found satisfactory the gestures created, they were 

then invited to choose the preferred gesture for the analysed referent. This strategy 

aims to reduce the incidence of legacy bias (Hoff et al., 2016; Morris et al., 2014; 

Wittorf & Jakobsen, 2016). During the execution of each referent, the participants 

were invited to express their comments in a think-aloud manner. This step was 

repeated for each of the 6 prototypes developed. 

7. At the end of the gesture elicitation study, participants were invited to answer a 

questionnaire (Appendix A.4) in order to understand the rationale for the selected 

gestures and their perception over interfaces without a cursor.  

 

5.2.6 Analysis 

The analysis followed initially a common strategy identified in previous gesture elicitation 

studies (Ruiz et al., 2011; Wobbrock et al., 2009), where the gestures generated by 

participants were classified according to two metrics: the taxonomy, which identifies formal 

properties of the gesture such as form, nature, binding and the agreement rate, which 

detects the most recurrent gestures applied to specific referents. Based on the identification 

of the agreement rates it was possible to identify the consensus gesture set (Wobbrock et 

al., 2009), representing the combination of gestures with higher agreement rates for each 

referent in an application. Since each of the six Informational Design Patterns has different 

referents, a consensus gesture set has been identified for each of them along with a gesture 

set combining the most recurrent gestures in all Design Patterns. The taxonomy has been 

used to identify if the gestures suggested by the participants were linked with properties 

related to the gestures-only approach. Besides these two metrics, another metric identified 

as co-agreement rate has been also analysed and represents the agreement between two 

referents (Vatavu & Wobbrock, 2015). Therefore, it was possible to identify if a pair of 

referents had the same gestures suggested by participants; this metric was used to identify 

the manipulative behaviour in pair of referents, identifying if a participant selected a 
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directional gesture for a referent (e.g. swipe left) and the opposite gesture (e.g. swipe right) 

to another referent that was part of the same pair. Since the elements in the GUI were 

designed in an attempt to elicit the manipulation (e.g. movement of parts of the interface) 

when a high co-agreement was identified this information corroborated the manipulative 

behaviour of the interface. 

 

A last metric in the analysis was a comparison of the expected gestures designed originally 

for the referents with the ones suggested by participants, considered as the key metric used 

in this study. Therefore, if a participant suggested a gesture and it matched with the one 

originally designed in the GUI (see previous Section 4.3), it represents evidence that the 

interface elicited the correct gesture linked with the gestures-only approach. On the other 

hand, if the gesture was different from the expected one, the result showed that potential 

improvements should be made on the GUI of the respective referents. The result identified 

in this metric was also justified by the previous metrics: the taxonomy was used to identify 

the characteristics of the gestures and, if they were not aligned with the approach, the 

result assisted to understand the rationale for users preference; the agreement rate 

supported the identification of the preferred gesture and the co-agreement rate provided 

an evidence of the use of manipulation on the GUI by participants, based in the analysis of 

pair of referents. 

 

A total of 1040 gestures were generated and analysed from 42 referents performed by 

participants (approximately 24 gestures per referent).  From the original set of gestures, 

966 preferred gestures were isolated, following the same procedure of Chan et al. (2016). It 

was found that participants, although invited to perform different gestures for each 

referent, often decided on only one gesture for each command – some participants 

suggested one gesture while others three gestures per referent, with an average of 1.88 

gestures defined for each referent for every participant. Each gesture was divided into two 

parts, according to Pereira et al. (2014): motion, that comprised the "direction of joint 

motion and synchronisation of fingers, wrists, and forearm movements" and pose, which is 

related to the posture/shape of the fingers and hand. However, in this analysis the term 

motion will be replaced simply by gesture, since a command may be considered as motion 

or static (e.g. only changing hands pose). 

 

The distinction between these two categories of analysis resembled the strategy used by 

Piumsomboon et al. (2013). In this study it was identified that during the elicitation of a 
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gesture such as a swipe from right to left, some participants used the open palm, others the 

index finger or other fingers, using small variations of the hand pose. Therefore, the concept 

of similar gestures was defined as "static pose and path gestures that were identical or 

having consistent directionality although the gesture had been performed with different 

static hand poses" (Piumsomboon et al., 2013). The use of similar gestures was identified 

even in situations where the same participant made a gesture (e.g. swipe left) using a hand 

pose and later used the same gesture in another interaction, with minor variations in hand 

pose, demonstrating a common characteristic in the execution of gestures (similar gestures 

rather than identical). 

 

Considering the use of the ‘similar gesture’ constraint, the initial set of gestures was reduced 

to 24 unique gestures (see Figure 64). Most gestures had a directional component, 

indicating direct manipulation over graphic elements of the interface. In addition to the 

gestures that have the use of motion, a specific gesture was defined for situations where the 

hand remained static (G18 in Figure 64), combining the use of static or dynamic hand pose. 

In relation to motion, a differentiation between velocity and intention of movement was 

characterised for some gestures. A swipe action to the right (G01 in Figure 64) differs from 

left-to-right hand movement (G06 in Figure 64) since the swipe is executed in a shorter 

time (i.e. with a higher speed) and without the need for accuracy of movement. On the 

other hand, the swipe from left to right is slower and is usually associated with direct 

manipulation in the GUI, requiring more precision. A ‘consensus set of gestures' was defined 

for each prototype by establishing the relationship between the chosen gestures and the 

elements present in the GUI, similar to the hand poses analysis. 
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Figure 64: Variants of gesture posture elicited 

 

Different hand poses variations have been identified through the video observation of all 

postures suggested by participants and later narrowed by the preferred gestures identified 

previously. For instance, if a participant suggested three gestures for a referent and selected 

a preferred one, this gesture also was linked to a hand pose. This hand pose was then 

replicated using an illustration, being static or dynamic (when there is a movement linked to 

the hand pose). Regarding dynamic poses, the representation of the hand pose followed a 

similar approach of a storyboard: and initial hand pose (similar to the initial position in an 

animation), a final hand pose (representing the end position) and a transition between these 

two hand pose. A total of 24 variants of hand poses were organised through codes from H01 

to H24, as shown in Figure 65. These codes were used to identify different variations of 

hand pose present in a gesture. This means that the same referent may be associated with 

one or more variations of hand pose.  
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Figure 65: Variants of hand poses observed among gestures. 

 

Taxonomy and Classification of gestures  

The taxonomy used for classification of the gestures followed the categorisation defined by 

Wobbrock et al. (2009), divided into four dimensions (form, nature, binding and flow), as 

well as the symmetry category, added by Piumsomboon et al. (2013). In order to understand 

the behaviour associated with the movement generated by each gesture, one extra 

dimension was added denominated posture. 

 

On the form dimension, the differentiation between the use of static and dynamic pose 

associated with the movement of the arm (path) was identified. However, two categories 

originally defined by Wobbrock et al. (2009) - one-point touch and one-point path - were 

not used because they were not relevant to mid-air gestures.  

 

The nature dimension was divided into four categories: symbolical (gestures associated with 

culture, e.g. thumbs up to accept an action); physical (gestures that manipulate the 
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interface element directly, e.g. moving a virtual object from one place to another); 

metaphorical (gestures that show a relation with a metaphor, e.g. adjusting the volume 

simulating the interaction with a dial button in mid-air); and abstract (gestures with an 

arbitrary rule defined by the participant, e.g. a push twice to make sure that the item will be 

selected).  

 

The binding dimension was related to the relative location of the gestures in the application 

during execution, divided into 4 categories. The object-centric category was linked to the 

action of the gesture directly on an interface component, through manipulation or 

positioning of the user's hand over an area X,Y; Gestures used to control the navigation 

between two screens but not directly related to an element in the GUI were classified as 

world-dependent. Gestures performed with no relation to the specific positioning of an 

interface component/world (e.g. clapping hands) were classified as world independent, i.e. 

they could be triggered at any time during the interaction. The mixed-dependence category 

was defined by gestures that combined two previous categories, which was especially the 

case in compound gestures (e.g. place one hand over an element on the interface and with 

the other hand define the number of the item to be selected). 

 

In the flow dimension, the gestures were considered discrete when it was necessary to 

finalise the execution of a gesture before the system provides a response (e.g. draw a 

question mark mid-air to open the help section). In the continuous category, the action of 

the gestures occurs simultaneously to the feedback of the interface, being recurrent in 

actions of manipulation of objects and interface components. 

 

The symmetry dimension, introduced by Piumsomboon et al. (2013), identified if the gesture 

had been performed by the dominant or non-dominant hand, and also established two 

categories to analyse bimanual gestures: symmetric, when both hands perform the same 

pose and motion (e.g. two hands moving away from each other, in an attempt to zoom) and 

asymmetric, where the pose and motion of each hand was different. One dimension defined 

by Piumsomboon et al. (2013), called Locale, was not included in this taxonomy since it 

relates to the differentiation between touch and mid-air gestures, and in this research the 

focus was only on mid-air gestures. 

 

In addition to the dimensions mentioned above, the posture dimension was added to 

identify the perceived movement during the execution of a gesture. For this dimension, 
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three categories have been defined (see Figure 66): small movement, which comprises the 

movement of the wrist (e.g. flexion, extension, rotation, vertical and horizontal); medium 

movement, motion intent using elbow; and big movement, when the user uses full arm 

movement to perform an action on the interface. In this dimension, the perceived 

movement was characterised based on the observation of the intention and execution of 

the realised gesture; therefore, the measurement of this variable is attributed to a 

qualitative nature, based on the video observation. For example, if the user swiped left and 

it was observed that their intention was to use only the wrist (Figure 66 left), even if there is 

some movement in the elbow due to flexion in the wrist, this movement was classified as 

small. 

 

 
Figure 66: Posture dimension divided in three groups according to the movement performed. 

 

Therefore, this dimension was not focused on a biomechanical analysis of gesture execution, 

but rather the identification of the most recurrent posture for each interface component 

projected, identifying whether the position of the component in the interface also influences 

the execution of the gesture performed by the user. Vafaei (2013) proposed a similar 

analysis using video observation to classify the movement generated by the hand, arm, 

shoulder or foot. According to Jang et al. (2014), most of the previous work about gesture 

vocabulary is reported in a descriptive manner and is not concerned with detailed motion 
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features (e.g. variations in joint angles). Table 7 summarises the taxonomy used to classify 

the mid-air gestures: 

 

Table 7: Taxonomy of gestures extended from the taxonomy of surface and AR gestures 
(Piumsomboon et al., 2013; Wobbrock et al., 2009) 

Taxonomy of Gestures 
Form static pose 

dynamic pose 
static pose and path 
dynamic pose and path 

Hand pose is held in one location 
Hand pose changes in one location 
Hand pose is held as hand relocates 
Hand pose changes as hand relocates 

Nature symbolic 
physical 
metaphorical 
abstract 

Gesture visually depicts a symbol 
Gesture acts physically on objects 
Gesture is metaphorical 
Gesture mapping is arbitrary 

Binding object-centric 
world-dependent 
world-independent 
mixed dependencies 

Gesturing space is relative to the object 
Gesturing space is relative to the physical world 
Gesturing anywhere regardless of position in the world 
Gesture involves multiple spaces 

Flow discrete 
continuous 

Response occurs after the gesture completion 
Response occurs during the gesture 

Symmetry dominant unimanual 
nondominant 
unimanual 
symmetric bimanual 
asymmetric bimanual 

Gesture performed by dominant hand 
Gesture performed by non-dominant hand 
Gesture using both hands with the same form 
Gesture using both hands with a different form 

Posture small movement 
medium movement 
big movement 

Gesture performed only by the wrist/hand 
Gesture using hand and elbow movement 
Gesture that combines the movement of the whole arm 

 

Figure 67 shows the gestures classified into the six dimensions already mentioned. In the 

form dimension, a large number of static poses and path (89.2%) was identified, explaining 

the use of motion combined with different poses. A similar proportion was identified in 

other 3 dimensions: nature, with predominantly physical gestures (82.2%); binding, with 

gestures mostly being applied directly on the interface as object-centric (86.92%); flow, 

where the use of continuous gestures (82.79%) was quite expressive. This ‘triad' was related 

to the principle of manipulation since continuous and object-centric gestures indicate a 

direct action on interface components. Physical gestures are usually associated with the use 

of movement, directing the gesture to be performed. The gestures performed were mostly 

unimanual and used the dominant hand (87.69%); some specific referents presented a 

substantial amount of symmetric bimanual gestures (7.69%). In the posture dimension, 

there was a preference for the use of gestures with medium movement (52.50%), followed 

by a small movement (31.63%). Gestures classified as with big movements (15.87%) were 

usually associated with the extremities of the interface. 
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Figure 67: Gesture classification using the proposed taxonomy. 

 

The taxonomy and analysis of each referent among all prototypes are discussed in detail in 

the following sessions. 

Agreement Between Participants 

Seminal studies on gesture elicitation (Dong et al., 2015; Morris, 2012; Piumsomboon et al., 

2013; Vatavu, 2012) use Wobbrock et al.'s Agreement Rate formula (Wobbrock et al., 2009) 

to identify the most recurrent gestures in relation to a given referent. However, the formula 

has some limitations: gestures with zero agreement agreed amongst themselves, i.e. the 

agreement rate should not be 0. From the perspective of statistics, the formula does not 

consider the degrees of freedom. If a gesture is suggested by 15/20 participants, and the 

same gesture is suggested by 30/40 participants, the agreement rate should increase since 

more participants with the same agreement ratios mean a higher amount of current 

agreement (Vatavu & Wobbrock, 2015). In order to solve these limitations, a new agreement 

rate formula (see Equation 1) was proposed by Vatavu & Wobbrock (2015) and was used in 

this study to measure agreement among participants.  

 

Equation 1: New Agreement Rate (AR) formula (Vatavu & Wobbrock, 2015). 

 

 

In this formula, “P is the set of all proposals for referent r, |P| the size of the set, and Pi 

subsets of identical proposals from P” (Vatavu & Wobbrock, 2015). For the statistical 

calculation, the software AGATe19 (Agreement Analysis Toolkit) also developed by Vatavu & 

                                                   
19 Available at http://depts.washington.edu/madlab/proj/dollar/agate.html 
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Wobbrock (2015) was used, based on this revised formula for Agreement Rate (AR). This 

new formula calculates AR less optimistically. Based on the recalculation of 18 previous 

studies, Vatavu & Wobbrock (2015) identified that Agreement Rates for gesture sets can be 

categorised as low agreement (AR ≅ 0.100), medium (0.100 < AR < 0.300), high (0.300 < 

AR < 0.500) and very high agreement (AR > 0.500). 

 

In this study, 42 referents were computed using six prototypes (Design Patterns), with a 

separate analysis between motion (gestures) and pose. The mean Agreement Rates (AR) 

for gestures, applied to each prototype ranged from 0.42 (high) to 0.71 (very high 

agreement), and the overall mean AR was 0.54 (see Figure 68). The mean Agreement Rates 

(AR) for pose ranged from 0.20 (medium) to 0.45 (high), and the overall mean AR was 0.29 

(Figure 68). 

 

 
Figure 68: Agreement rate for gestures and pose, applied to all referents. 

 

The data demonstrate higher Agreement Rates for gestures – four prototypes had AR > 0.5 

which means a very high agreement – in comparison with the hand poses - four prototypes 

with a medium agreement. This result may be associated with the complexity and diversity 

of poses allowed with the combination of the fingers. Brouet et al. (2013) stated that up to 

10 degrees of freedom (DoF) can be manipulated by a user with a single hand, although 

there is a common sense that it is difficult to control each finger independently, since they 

are linked by the hand (Brouet et al., 2013). Another possible explanation for greater 

variation in posture selection may be related to the lack of interaction patterns in the mid-

air context, leading the user to make an arbitrary choice as to the fingers used in each 
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action. On the other hand, the gestures performed by hands and arms offer a smaller 

number of DoF (e.g. move up / down, up / down, forward / backward, left / right) and the 

combined interfaces designed reached a very high agreement rate when compared with 

other studies (Ruiz et al., 2011; Vatavu, 2012; Wobbrock et al., 2009).  

 

In addition to the AR analysis, a new metric introduced by Vatavu & Wobbrock (2015) – the 

Coagreement Rate (CR) – was used in this experiment, which means "how much agreement 

is shared between two referents r1 and r2." Therefore, it is possible to identify if the gestures 

used for two referents are common to users, i.e. if user A uses gesture X for the referent r1 

and Y for the referent r2 and, if user B uses the same gestures X and Y for the respective 

gestures, then a high Coagreement Rate occurs among the referents used. This metric may 

be relevant to verify the use of manipulative gestures during navigation, thus validating the 

interface components used in prototype design. One of the principles of direct manipulation 

is the possibility of reversion of a movement (Shneiderman, 1983; Shneiderman & Plaisant, 

2010), that is, when using a gesture in one direction, the gesture carried out in the opposite 

direction allows the return to the initial state of the interaction. Research has identified this 

behaviour in dichotomous pairs of gestures (Piumsomboon et al., 2013; Wobbrock et al., 

2009) such as "Zoom In/Out", "Next/Previous", but has not related gestures to components 

of the graphic interface. As with the Agreement Rate (AR), the results of Coagrement Rates 

(CR) are presented in the next sections for each prototype analysed. 

 

The following sections show the analysis of taxonomy, agreement and co-agreement rate, 

comparison of expected gestures with preferred gestures and implications for the design of 

each Informational Design Pattern. 

 

5.2.6.1 Analysis – Design Pattern Hierarchical Content 

This prototype was designed to provide navigation between two levels of information, 

combining a carousel structure and a content detail with internal navigation (see Section 

4.3.1.1). The interaction was mediated by six referents, totalling 145 gestures analysed. The 

results of the taxonomy and gesture agreement analysis are presented below, as well as 

considerations about the participants' perception during their experience. Due to the use of 

animations and transitions, it is recommended to watch a video for each prototype 

(available at http://bit.ly/medium-fidelity) in order to understand interfaces’ features. 
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5.2.6.1.1 Taxonomy 

Gestures were classified in six dimensions according to the taxonomy mentioned previously. 

The taxonomy showed in this section presents an overall taxonomy for this Design Pattern; 

however, the data of each dimension linked to each referent can be viewed on Appendix 

A.5. The following Figure 69 shows the taxonomy for the Design Pattern Hierarchical 

Navigation. 

 

 
Figure 69: Gesture taxonomy - Hierarchical Navigation 

 

In general terms, the taxonomy presented a majority of static pose and path (96.55% form 

dimension), physical (96.55% Nature dimension), object-centric (88.28% Binding 

dimension), continuous (89.66% Flow dimension) and dominant unimanual (88.97% 

Symmetry dimension) gestures, being aligned with the gestures-only approach. Concerning 

specific results detailed in Appendix A.5, in the nature dimension the referent Open Article 

was fragmented in 44.83% of gestures classified as physical or metaphorical (e.g. double tap 

to open) and 10.34% identified as abstract (e.g. clap hands). Over the Flow dimension, the 

referent Open Article revealed a dual preference of 51.72% of discrete and 48.28% 

continuous gestures. This interaction was a selection and the discrete gestures were linked 

to actions such as tap and double tap, similar to cursor interaction. The last dimension, 

Posture, showed a variety of gesture preferences; referents such as Navigation between 

Articles and Scrolling presented a majority of small gestures performed linked with the use 

of swipe gestures with a short distance (registration to termination point). The referents 

Close Article and Open Article were linked with a decisional interaction, which may explain 

the predominance of medium gestures. 
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5.2.6.1.2 Agreement Rates 

As mentioned in Section 5.2.6, the analysis of agreement rates was defined for each Design 

Pattern based on users’ preferences for each referent performed in the interface. Initially, 

the original set of 145 gestures in the Design Patter Hierarchical Content was reduced to 138 

preferred gestures. The analysis of the Agreement Rates (AR) for prototype Hierarchical 

Content showed an agreement score of AR = 0.710 amongst all referents, being classified as 

very high agreement, AR > 500 (Vatavu & Wobbrock, 2015). On the other hand, the AR for 

the hand poses had an overall score of AR = 0.453, categorised as high agreement. Figure 

70 shows the agreement rate for gestures and hand poses for each referent that are 

analysed subsequently. 

 

 
Figure 70: Agreement rates for Gesture and Pose in the prototype Hierarchical Content. 

 

The agreement rates (AR) for each referent provided evidence for the definition of a 

Consensus Gesture Set (Ruiz et al., 2011; Wobbrock et al., 2009), which represents the an 

analysis of the most preferred gestures for each referent. Therefore, to identify the gesture 

for a specific referent, firstly all preferred gestures suggested by participants were analysed 

and coded. As a second step, using the formula for the calculation of the agreement rate 

defined by Vatavu & Wobbrock (2015), the most recurrent gesture among all participants 

was identified, with a result that ranged from AR = 0 to 1. Lastly, the gesture identified with 

the higher AR became the chosen gesture for the referent. Therefore, the Consensus 

Gesture Set represented the group of all chosen gestures per referent in a Design Pattern. 

Since the Design Pattern Hierarchical Content had six referents, the Consensus Gesture Set 

should have presented as a result six gestures, one for each referent. 
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However, due to variations of agreement rates (in general medium or low AR), some 

referents had two preferred gestures and also two or more hand poses. For instance, the 

referent Open Article had a medium AR(Gestures)=0.194 and AR(Pose)=0.178. Therefore, 

the gesture with more preference was G05 (Figure 71), followed by G03 with slightly less 

preference. The hand poses also varied for each gesture, as can be seen in Figure 71. 

 

 
Figure 71: In this referent, the gesture G05 (dotted line) received more votes than G03. 

Therefore, the gesture with more preference appears first (left) and the secondary gesture 
appears next (right). The same rationale used in the hand poses. 

 

Except for the referents Open article and Close article, all referents had a very high 

agreement (>0.500) for gesture preferences. On the referent Navigation between articles 

(left), while the referent indicates navigation to the left, the gesture performed was for the 

opposite side, due to the manipulation used to reveal the graphic components in the left 

side of the interface. The same behaviour was identified on Navigation between articles 

(right). The referent Close Article, due to a medium AR(Gesture) = 0.241, revealed a 

preference for the gesture G01, with a slight difference from G04 concerning the hand pose. 

Figure 72 shows the Gesture Set identified for the prototype Hierarchical Content, according 

to the agreement rates identified in gestures and hand poses for each referent. 
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Figure 72: Gesture Set in the prototype Hierarchical Content. 

 

This Gesture Set provided an overview of the number of gestures and hand poses 

suggested by participants, in order to relate these findings with the GUI designed for each 

referent. 

 

5.2.6.1.3 Coagreement Rates 

As stated in Section 5.2.6, besides the agreement rate, the Coagreement rate (Vatavu & 

Wobbrock, 2015) was used to analyse pairs of reversible gestures. Therefore it was possible 

to identify that the same participant carried out the same gestures in both referents 

(instead of just comparing the consensus gestures), characterizing another source of 

evidence about the use of manipulation of interactive components in the interface. 

Therefore, this metric was not considered for all referents in the Design Pattern, but only in 

pairs of referents – gestures to be performed in a reversible way, in general dichotomous 

pairs of gestures. As in the agreement rate, the coagreement rate (CR) ranged from low (CR 

< 0.100), medium (0.100 < CR < 0.300), high (0.300 < CR < 0.500) and very high (CR > 

0.500). The Design Pattern Hierarchical Content presented 3 pairs of referents, with the 

following co-agreement rates displayed on Figure 73: 
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Figure 73: Coagreement rates - Hierarchical Content 

 

While the first two pairs of referents indicated a very high coagreement, indicating that 

most users selected the same gestures for each pair of referents and validating the concept 

of manipulation, where reversible directional gestures have been used in all referents. 

However, the pair CR(Open Article, Close Article) revealed a low coagreement. In fact, the 

referent Open Article showed some aspects of legacy bias, since the use of the hand as a 

cursor was identified as the preferred one by some participants, indicating potential 

improvements on the GUI in order to elicit a manipulative behaviour in this pair of gestures. 

 

5.2.6.1.4 Users’ preferred X expected gestures 

This section presents a key analysis of this study, comparing the expected gestures 

originally designed for the interfaces in the Design Pattern Hierarchical Content (Section 

4.3.1.1) with users’ preferences, as a result of the gesture elicitation process. The preferred 

gestures were identified based on the results of the agreement rates (previous section) for 

each referent. Along with the comparison a discussion about the rationale for the gesture 

matching/not matching is presented, analysing the results of previous metrics with users’ 

observation, in order to comprehend the user behaviour while interacting in the GUI and 

identify potential improvements for referents that did not matched the expected gestures. 

Therefore, figures of referents presented in the previous chapter (Section 4.3.1.1) were used 

as a reference for the interface components. 

 

The comparison of matched gestures is presented on Figure 74, where each referent was 

compared with the preferred and expected gesture. The result showed if the gestures 
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matched the expected ones; in case of gestures that did not match or with medium/low 

agreement rate, the result showed the most preferred gesture followed by the next 

preferred one. From the six referents analysed, four matched the expected gesture, 

representing 66% of success in the interface design proposed.  

 

 
Figure 74: Users' preferred X expected gestures for Design Pattern Hierarchical Content 

 

The gesture identified on referents Navigation Between Articles (Left/Right) matched with 

users’ choices, where the swipe left (G02-H08) was used to manipulate the content, 

revealing more items on the right side of the interface. The opposite gesture (G01-H08) 

triggered the reversal interaction. Both referents revealed a strong relationship with the 

manipulation of visual components on the interface, since 100% of suggested gestures used 

a path (motion), were continuous and acted physically over the object positioned in the 

centre of the interface, also validated by the very high co-agreement identified in the pair of 

gestures. The visual affordance showing the continuity of components in the interface 

(gradient shown on the interface border) may have also contributed to this result. 
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Concerning the gesture size, the majority of participants preferred to use small gestures, as 

shown in Figure 75.  

 

 
Figure 75: Gesture posture with small size for the referent Navigation Between Articles, 

performed by participant 16. 

 

Regarding the size of gestures, Participant 18 suggested that the size of the movement 

could define the intensity of the gesture, “moving between one or more cards on the screen” 

[P18].  

 

The next pair of referents, Scroll Content (Left/Right), also had gestures that corresponded 

to the expected gestures, a swipe left (G01)/ right (G02) used to control the horizontal 

pagination created for this interface. These referents also had 100% of gestures with motion, 

resulting in a physical manipulation of the text (object-centric) through continuous gestures, 

corroborating the use of reversal gestures through the very high co-agreement rate 

identified. Some participants highlighted characteristics of the GUI used for these referents: 

“The use of gradients instead of arrows to indicate more content seem more natural as a clue 

for the swipe gesture” [P2], "because you can see the side, you know what to do" [P13] or 

"there is a tease” [P14], referring to the use of the gradients on the edge of the interface, as 

seen in Figure 76. 
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Figure 76: Gradient user on the interface to show the continuity of content. On the left side, the 
gradient used as an affordance for the previous referents and on the right, affordance used for 

the referents Scroll Content. 

 

Users linked the use of a horizontal scrolling to the idea of “turning a page” [P16], since it 

was possible to “understand that there is a kind of page on the other side” [P20]. Following a 

similar finding in the previous referents, gestures performed were also identified as small 

size (60.87%). In the interaction a column of text (previous Figure 76) was manipulated, in a 

size similar to the previous referents, which may be linked to this result.  

 

The next pair of referents, Open Article and Close Article received gesture suggestions that 

did not match with the expected ones, reason why they scored a low coagreement rate. In 

the referent Open Article, the diverse result showed in the taxonomy and AR revealed that 

gestures were split as physical (44.83%) and metaphorical (44.83%) indicating the use of 

swipe gestures and the hand as a cursor to select the item on the interface. In fact, the 

majority of preferred gestures indicated the use of tap to select (G05), or even the use of 

double tap in order to reinforce users’ intention [P10]. The gesture swipe down (G03) was 

ranked as second by participants, indicating that the animation designed was not sufficient 

to guide users through the interface. Some users revealed that the ‘tap’ gesture was used 

because there was no other indication about a proper gesture to be performed. Participant 

11 mentioned, “there is no arrow pointing down. If there were an arrow, I would do the swipe 

down to select” [P11]. While the animation moving down the interactive component was 

subtle, at some extent it helped some users: "I am certainly influenced by the way the 

interface suggests, in this sense I would swipe down to select the item" [P15]. 
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The referent Close Article also did not match the expected gesture; while the gesture with 

more consensus – G01 – had characteristics of the gestures-only approach (e.g. static pose 

and path, physical, continuous), the expected gesture for this referent was G04, ranked as 

second. A transition from the Start screen to the Content Detail screen, with a red rectangle 

entering the interface from top to bottom attempted to suggest a reversal gesture to close 

the screen. Participant 10 expressed this understanding: “the motion, when opened gave an 

idea of layer opening above everything, so swipe up (G04) would be the way to close the 

screen” [P10]. However, almost a majority of users suggested the use of gesture G01 (swipe 

right), but with a connotation of “dismiss” [P01, P04], or “move the content away” [P8, P13]. 

Besides these gestures, some participants [P20, P24] suggested the use of pinch to close 

the content (G18-H02), similar to the action performed on an iPad. Participants 11 and 14 

highlighted that there was no visual clue about which gesture should be used. To some 

extent it was intentional that this referent was designed without any visual affordance apart 

from the transition already mentioned. The result of the analysis revealed that more visual 

affordances are necessary for this referent. However, a learning effect caused by the 

transition was identified, since more users performed the expected gesture compared with 

the previous referent Open Article, which was used to have access to the screen of the 

referent Close Article.  The results of these both referents indicated that there is a room for 

improvement in the interfaces to suit the interaction through the gestures-only approach, 

while the other four referents seemed well aligned with the expected gestures originally 

designed for those interactions. 

 

5.2.6.2 Analysis – Design Pattern Image Gallery 

The navigation through an image gallery is presented in this Design Pattern, allowing 

navigation through two levels of information, with common interactions for image 

manipulation (see Section 4.3.1.2). Six referents were analysed, resulting in 153 gestures 

generated by the participants. As mentioned before, it is advisable to watch a video of the 

interactions presented in this prototype (available at http://bit.ly/medium-fidelity). 

 

5.2.6.2.1 Taxonomy 

Following the previous structure of six dimensions evaluated, most part of the dimensions 

analysed were aligned with the gestures-only approach (Figure 77), but with more 

variations compared with the previous Design Pattern. The data related to the taxonomy 

analysis of each referent is available at the Appendix A.6. 
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Figure 77: Gesture taxonomy – Image Gallery 

 

The Form dimension showed a large number of gestures with static pose and in all referents, 

though referent Zoom In, Zoom out and Close image presented a considerable amount of 

dynamic pose and path gestures. The dimensions Nature, Binding and Flow had results 

linked with the gestures-only approach, with a majority of physical, object-centric and 

continuous gestures respectively. Nevertheless, the referent Select Thumbnail received 

scores linked with the use of the tap gesture; 30.77% of metaphorical (Nature) and 46.15% 

of discrete (Flow) gestures. 

 

Considering the Symmetry dimension, a considerable amount of symmetric bimanual 

gestures (37.25%) was identified in referents Select Image (42.28%), Zoom In/Out (48%) 

and Close image (58.33%). While one of the interaction principles of gestures-only 

recommends the use of unimanual gestures, the bimanual gestures selected were still 

aligned with the approach, based on the data identified on the other dimensions. The 

Posture dimension showed a predominance of medium gestures in all referents, with 

emphasis on the Panning referent (86.9%). 

5.2.6.2.2 Agreement Rates 

For the calculation of the agreement rates, the same procedure used on the previous Design 

Pattern has been followed, where gestures were reduced from 153 to 138 according to users’ 

preferences. The overall agreement rate for gestures revealed an AR(Gesture) = 0.425, 

while for the hand poses the result was lower, with AR(Pose) = 0.325. Both results of 

agreement rates are considered as high agreements (Vatavu & Wobbrock, 2015). The rates 

for individual referents are represented in the Figure 78: 
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Figure 78: Agreement rates for Gesture and Pose in the prototype Image Gallery. 

 

The referent Panning image showed the highest score for agreement rates in gestures and 

hand pose. The other referents presented a high agreement for gestures (AR = 0.3 – 0.5) 

and a medium and low agreement for hand poses, which implicated in a gesture set with 

variations of gestures and hand poses for each referent. Combining the overall results of 

agreement rates with the gestures elicited by participants, the Consensus Gesture Set for 

the Design Pattern Image Gallery is presented in the following Figure 79. 

 

 
Figure 79: Gesture Set in the prototype Image Gallery. 
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5.2.6.2.3 Coagreement Rates 

The same procedure to calculate the Coagreement rate (Vatavu & Wobbrock, 2015) has 

been performed in the Design Pattern Image Gallery. This Design Pattern showed two pairs 

of referents that could elicit reversible gestures, exhibited on Figure 80: 

 

 
Figure 80: Coagreement rates – Image Gallery 

 

The pair CR (Select Image, Close Image) revealed a low coagreement; while the chosen 

gestures were reversible, the variation in the agreement rate of these referents affected the 

scores of this metric. In addition, a medium coagreement CR(Zoom In, Zoom Out) has been 

identified; this result was not higher because while some participants performed reversal 

bimanual gestures, some users used unimanual gestures simulating a pinch, with some 

variations as showed in Figure 81.  

 

 
Figure 81: Participant 17 performing a zoom interaction using a pinch gesture (in order to 

increase the size of the image) combined with a static hand. 
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5.2.6.2.4 Users’ preferred X expected gestures 

The comparison of matched gestures presented on this section used figures of referents 

displayed in the previous chapter (Section 4.3.1.2), related to the interface components of 

Design Pattern Image Gallery. The overall comparison of users’ preferred gestures and the 

expected gestures is showed on Figure 82; on this Design Pattern, two of six referents did 

not match the expected gestures, representing 34% of expected gestures. On the other 

hand, the gestures that did not match with the expected ones were still aligned with the 

gestures-only approach, since they carried properties in the taxonomy that were linked with 

the interaction principles previously defined, with the exception of being performed with 

both hands, instead of unimanual. The detailed analysis of each referent with the preferred 

X expected gesture is following presented.  

 

 
Figure 82: Users' preferred X expected gestures for Design Pattern Image Gallery 

 

The analysis started comparing a pair of referents, Select Image and Close Image, since 

they performed reversal interactions. While the referent Select Image presented a 
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taxonomy that agrees with the gestures-only approach, the consensus set revealed that 

participants preferred other gestures to the one expected. An animation of an arrow, 

positioned below the image (Figure 83) was designed to imply the use of the gesture swipe 

down (G03). 

 

 
Figure 83: An arrow with an animation has been used to suggest the use of Swipe Down to 
participants. However, the majority of participants chose other gestures for the interaction. 

 

Nevertheless, the majority of participants selected gesture G12 (bimanual) for the 

interaction, followed by G11. This gesture represents a direct manipulation, where users 

wanted to maximise the image (Figure 84). Participant 18 stated: "I want to make it big" 

[P18], complemented by participant 21 "magnifying instantly comes to my mind to use both 

hands, seems natural for me" [P21], revealing the intention to manipulate the image on the 

centre of the interface, increasing the size. 

 

 
Figure 84: Participant 12 performing gesture G12 with hand pose H13, while Participant 21 

performs a gesture simulating an “opposite pinch”, G10 and hand pose H18. 

 

Concerning the referent Close Image the result was similar to the previous referent, with a 

broad selection of gestures by the participants and the majority of choices corresponding to 

the gestures-only approach. However, the gestures with more consensus were different 

from the expected one. In fact, the users’ preference revealed that the gestures G13 

(bimanual) followed by G10 had the higher scores, identified as reversal gestures compared 

with the referent Select Image. Participants 4, 19 and 23 mentioned that it was not clear 

which gesture should be performed, so they wanted to shrink the image to close, that is, the 

gesture performed in G13. Other participants [P15, P11] revealed an influence of touchscreen 
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interaction (e.g. Apple iPad) over the gestures performed in both referents. The diversity of 

gestures identified also implicated in a low coagreement, indicating that participants did not 

perceive the manipulative aspect in the pair of referents.  

 

In the referents Zoom In/Out, the interface was not originally designed for a specific 

gesture. The intention was to understand the users’ behaviour regarding the action. The 

results showed that participants wanted to be consistent with their gesture choices, since 

the same gestures used in the previous referents (Select Image/Close Image) were also 

chosen in the consensus set for Zoom In/Out. The use of bimanual gestures – G12 Zoom in, 

G13 Zoom out – received a higher score than unimanual gestures, characterizing the use of 

manipulation in the zoom interaction, with the increase/decrease of the size of the images 

presented in the interface.  

 

For the referent Select Thumbnail, the interface was designed in order to use an arrow 

pointing down (Figure 85) as an affordance for the swipe down gesture. While the majority 

of participants chose the expected gesture (G03), a considerable number of users selected 

gesture G05 (Tap), indicating that these participants interacted with the interactive 

component using a button as a metaphor. 

 

 
Figure 85: Interface designed for the referent Select Thumbnail, with an animation of an arrow 

pointing down. 

 

The participants associated the Tap gesture due to the size of the component, “it just comes 

naturally to point, since it's smaller" [P21], or also to the position in the top part of the screen 

[P14]. While the results of the taxonomy and gesture set were slightly favoured to the 

interface designed, improvements should be made in order to decrease the effect of legacy 

bias and the similarity of the interactive components with buttons. The referent Panning 

Image also did not have a specific gesture designed for it, nevertheless, the gesture chosen 

by the majority of participants – G14 – had a taxonomy linked with gestures-only approach.  
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5.2.6.3 Analysis – Design Pattern Item Navigation 

This Design Pattern was proposed to offer navigation through a menu of information and a 

second level of content detail (see Section 4.3.1.3). The interaction occurs through seven 

referents, totalling 191 gestures analysed. It is advisable to watch a video of the interactions 

presented in this prototype (available at http://bit.ly/medium-fidelity) in order to check the 

behaviour present in the GUI. 

5.2.6.3.1 Taxonomy 

The overall analysis (Figure 86) revealed taxonomy aligned with the gestures-only 

approach, and were detailed on Appendix A.7, where the data of each referent was 

reported. The analysis of the Form dimension revealed an expressive number of static pose 

and path gestures, providing an indication of the use of directional gestures by participants. 

In a similar manner, the Nature dimension revealed a majority of physical gestures, while the 

referent Select Menu presented a slight variation, with 72.41% physical and 27.59% 

metaphorical gestures. The same referent also received a considerable score of discrete 

gestures (37.9%) in the Flow dimension, linked with the use of the tap gesture. 

 

 
Figure 86: Gesture taxonomy – Item Navigation 

 

In the Binding dimension, the referent Go Back to Articles was an exception with 95.83% of 

gestures being classified as world-dependent, since the gestures were not directly related to 

a specific graphic element in the interface, but to the whole area of the interface. The 

Posture dimension revealed a predominance of small gestures in referents linked to scroll 

interaction along with the referent Select menu. 

 

5.2.6.3.2 Agreement Rates 

The agreement rates were calculated based on 184 favourite gestures from the original set 

of 195. While the agreement rates for the gestures were very high - AR(Gesture) = 0.625 – a 
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medium agreement has been found in the analysis of hand poses, with AR(Pose) = 0.325. 

The results for gestures (posture) and hand poses are showed in Figure 87: 

 

 
Figure 87: Agreement rates for Gesture and Pose in the prototype Item Navigation. 

 

With the exception of referents Select menu and Go back to the list of articles, all other 

referents had a very high agreement for gestures (>0.500), and the hand poses varying 

from medium and high agreements. In Select menu, despite of a preference for gesture 

G02-H08, the gesture G05-H12 also received a considerable preference, similar to the click 

action performed in desktop interfaces. The referents Drag Content Up/Down had similar 

movements to the scrolling gesture. However, they were classified as a different gesture 

since they present a direct manipulation over the GUI. Due to a medium agreement 

AR(Gestures=0.455), the referent Go back to the list of articles also presented two 

preferred gestures; G01 accompanied by G02 with less preference. The analysis of all 

agreement rates combined with the gestures and hand poses resulted in the Gesture Set for 

prototype Item Navigation, showed in Figure 88: 
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Figure 88: Gesture Set in the prototype Item Navigation. 

 

5.2.6.3.3 Coagreement Rates 

The calculation of the coagreement rate (Vatavu & Wobbrock, 2015) was applied to four 

pairs of referents in the Design Pattern Item Navigation. The results of of the calculation for 

each pair is displayed on Figure 91: 

 
Figure 89: Coagreement rates – Item Navigation 

 

Three pairs received a very high coagreement, corroborating the manipulative behaviour 

perceived in the GUI. However, the medium coagreement  for the pair Select Menu, Go Back 
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to Articles occurred partially to the use gesture G05 (Tap) in the first referent, instead of the 

swipe gesture (sharing the agreement rate in the first referent).   

5.2.6.3.4 Users’ preferred X expected gestures 

In the Design Pattern Item Navigation 100% of gestures chosen by participants in eight 

referents matched the expected ones; from these gestures, six of them also received a very 

high agreement (Figure 90) indicating the effectiveness of the GUI to elicit the expected 

gestures. On the other hand, referents Select Menu and Go back to articles received a high 

agreement in the preferred gestures, indicating possible improvements over the GUI. For 

the detailed comparison for each referent presented subsequently, the figures of the 

interface of this Design Pattern available at Section 4.3.1.3 were used as a reference. 

 
Figure 90: Users' preferred X expected gestures for Design Pattern Item Navigation 
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The referent Select Menu had a predominance of physical (72.41%), continuous (62.07%) 

and object-centric gestures (100%), indicating that the action performed in the referent was 

linked with the interactive menu component on the interface. The gesture originally 

expected - Swipe left, G02 – was suggested by the majority of the participants partly 

“because of the arrow” [P19] but also the animation used in the hover state of the distal 

interaction [P10, P15, P17], showed in Figure 91: 

 

 
Figure 91: Behaviour of each menu item: (Top) Menu in idle state, (Bottom) Menu in hover state. 

 

The next referent Go Back to Articles, showed in the Content Detail screen, had as its main 

function to navigate back to the previous screen. In this sense, apart from the transition 

between the two screens, an animation (Figure 92) was used as an affordance, revealing 

part of the previous screen. 

 

 
Figure 92: Animation used as an affordance to reveal that the content could be manipulated. 
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The expected gesture matched with users’ suggestion – Swipe right, G01 – in general due to 

the “animation” provided [P5] or the transition used between the screens [P01, P07, P12]; 

"probably go the opposite way" [P19], also referring to the transition. However, some 

participants suggested gesture G02, Swipe left, indicating that the affordance was not 

totally clear and corroborated by the medium coagreement identified in the pair Select 

Menu and Go Back to articles, suggesting that they were not perceived as reversed gestures. 

 

Concerning the menu scrolling on the Start screen, the referent Browse Articles Up/down 

revealed a predominance of gestures aligned with the gestures-only approach, with the 

consensus of gestures in accordance to the originally designed – Swipe down (G03) and 

Swipe up (G04). Therefore, the transition designed to reveal the continuity of menu items 

proved to be effective; “when you have the movement, it can guide you to think about the 

gesture” [P5]. Following a similar behaviour identified in previous prototypes, vertical 

scrolling showed a majority of small gestures, such as the one displayed in Figure 93. 

Partially due to the high agreement identified in the pair Browse Articles Up/down, the 

coagreement also validated the manipulative behaviour of the referents. 

 

 
Figure 93: Participant 18 performing a swipe gesture using a "soft" (small) movement. "I prefer 

quite relaxed movements, soft movements" [P18]. 

 

Concerning the Content Detail screen (see Section 4.3.1.3), the referents Scroll Up/Down 

matched the expected gestures - Swipe down (G03) and Swipe up (G04), demonstrating 

that the visual affordance used to reveal the continuity of the content (gradient) was 

sufficient to communicate the gesture to be performed, also validated by the high 

coagreement rate revealing that the majority of users selected the same gestures in both 

referents. 
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With a similar interaction, the referents Drag Up/Down also showed a very high 

coagreement, using a direct manipulation over the interface and with gestures varying in 

size and speed. This interaction did not have any affordance in the GUI, since the purpose 

was to understand users’ preference for the referents. Therefore, the majority of participants 

used the same gesture of scrolling but with less intensity/speed [P2, P10, P14, P21], while 

some participants suggested the use of the grabbing hand pose (Pose H13). 

 

5.2.6.4 Analysis – Design Pattern Navigation Drawer 

Using the concept of navigation through a drawer, this prototype had an interaction with 3 

levels of information, mediated by an initial menu, a list of articles and a content detail 

screen. The gesture elicitation revealed a total of 201 gestures suggested for this prototype 

shared between 8 referents. As mentioned earlier, it is suggest watching a video of the 

interactions, due to the use of animations and transitions (available at http://bit.ly/medium-

fidelity). 

 

5.2.6.4.1 Taxonomy 

The Design Pattern Navigation Drawer presented, in general, a majority of static pose and 

path, physical, object-centric, continuous and dominant unimanual gestures in the taxonomy 

analysis displayed at Figure 94, therefore associated with the gestures-only approach. As in 

the previous analysis, the data reported for each referent is available at the Appendix A.8. 

 

 
Figure 94: Gesture taxonomy – Navigation Drawer 

Despite the overall results, a slight variation in referents linked with selection – Select Menu 

and Select Articles – was identified; in the Nature dimension there referents received 

between 14% and 34% of metaphorical and abstract gestures, while the Flow dimension 

revealed slightly higher scores for discrete gestures, case of Select menu (53.57%) and 

Select Article (51.85%). In general the use of gestures that mimicked the mouse interaction 
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(tap, double tap) were responsible for these results. The Posture dimension, as similar to 

previous prototypes, displayed a diverse result amongst all referents. The referents related 

to scrolling interaction exposed a preference for small gestures, while the selection 

referents, Open Menu and Back to Articles had a large number of medium gestures.  

5.2.6.4.3 Agreement Rates 

The analysis of gesture elicitation revealed a high consensus in the gestures selected for the 

Design Pattern Navigation Drawer, with an AR = 0.447. Following results of previous 

prototypes, the agreement rate of hand poses was lower than gestures, with a medium AR = 

0.208. The gestures examined were shortened from 202 initial gestures to 184, resulting in 

the agreement rates for each referent (Figure 95). 

 

 
Figure 95: Agreement rates for Gesture and Pose in the prototype Navigation Drawer. 

 

Referents linked with a selection command had lower AR’s compared with the other 

referents. The referents Select Menu and Select Article shared a medium agreement 

amongst gestures, with AR(Gesture) = 0.206 and AR(Gesture) = 0.213 respectively. For 

Select Article, gesture G02 was selected followed by G05 and Select Menu had a majority 

of G05 gestures, followed by G01. The referent Back to Articles Page also had a medium 

AR(Gesture) = 0.273, with the gesture G01 as the chosen one, with a lower preference for 

G02. The other referents had one preferred gesture, as a result of a high/very high 

agreement. The hand poses presented a medium agreement (AR = 0.1 – 0.3) among all 

referents. The consensus gesture set defined by users is shown in Figure 96, with the 

respective referents. 
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Figure 96: Gesture Set in the prototype Navigation Drawer. 

 

5.2.6.4.3 Coagreement Rates 

The Design Pattern Navigation Drawer showed some variation in the results of pairs of 

referents regarding the coagreement rates, as displayed on Figure 97. Two pair of referents 

received a very high agreement, validating the manipulative behaviour of gestures-only. 

 

 
Figure 97: Coagreement rates – Navigation Drawer 
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The the pair of gestures Select Menu, Open Menu revealed a low coagreement, since 

referent Select Menu showed a diverse range of gestures while Open Menu validated the 

expected gesture. With a slightly better result, the pair Select Article, Back to Articles 

indicated a a medium coagreement following a similar issued identified in the previous pair 

of referents. N the other hand, the other pair of referents linked to the scrolling function 

corroborated the manipulative behaviour of the interface, due to the very high coagreement 

identified. 

5.2.6.4.4 Users’ preferred X expected gestures 

The Design Pattern Navigation Drawer had a success rate of 87.5% of gestures suggested by 

participants that matched the expected ones, as exhibited on Figure 98. Seven of eight 

referents were aligned with the gestures-only approach; however, the referent Select Menu 

did not match with the expected gesture, since the gesture G05 was the preferred one 

among participants. On the other hand, this referent received a medium AR, which indicates 

a diversity of gestures performed, including the expected one (G02). Subsequently, a 

detailed discussion of the preferred versus expected gestures for each referent is presented, 

based in the figures previously presented at Section 4.3.1.4. 
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Figure 98: Users' preferred X expected gestures for Design Pattern Navigation Drawer 

 

Following a similar procedure to previous prototypes, pairs of reversal gestures were 

initially analysed. The referent Select Menu had an interface designed to be mediated by 

gesture swipe left (G02), where an animation moving the menu item to the left aimed to 

provide an affordance for the gesture performed (Figure 99). 
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Figure 99: In the hover state, the menu item was positioned on the right (Top), and an 

animation moving the item to the left (Bottom) in a loop showing a hint for the swipe gesture. 

 

However, the consensus gesture revealed a slight predominance of G05 (tap) confirmed by 

53.57% of discrete gestures in the taxonomy, followed by gesture G01 and G02 (Swipe right 

and Left). Corroborating this result, participant 22 mentioned: "I’d like to click, I feel that I'm 

'programmed' to do it" [P22] and "This one doesn't look as I can swipe it" [P18]. On the other 

hand, other participants highlighted that it was “the kind of swipe type thing" [P14], 

suggesting that the swipe could be performed in both directions [P7], revealing that the 

affordance used in this menu was not sufficient to trigger the gesture Swipe Left. 

 

The reversal gesture, presented in the referent Open Menu showed a gesture that matched 

with the one expected - Swipe Right G01 - and was confirmed by the taxonomy identified in 

the referent. Participant 12 and 10 suggested the use of sensitive areas in the screen, to 

provide feedback of the component that would be activated: "I would hover, and then do 

the gesture" [P10], while some users performed big gestures (Figure 100) to pull the menu 

from off the screen, in a reference to the absolute position of the menu in the interface. 

 

 
Figure 100: Participant 14 using the hand pose as a “hook” to open the menu: "it looks that I 

could put my hand behind, to open the menu" [P14] 
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Another behaviour identified was the use of the non-dominant hand to open the menu, due 

to the position of the element in the interface: "It felt more natural to use my left hand, since 

I was interacting with an element on the left part of the interface” [P17]. The low 

coagreement linked to referents Select Menu/Open Menu revealed that the first referent 

needs adjustments on the interface. 

 

Over the referent Select Article, a range of gestures was selected with the expected gesture 

Swipe left (G02) being ranked with more consensus. However, 51.85% of overall gestures 

were discrete, meaning that gestures G05(Tap) and G22(Double Tap) were preferred 

amongst participants. While a considerable number of users chose Swipe Left due to an 

animated arrow (Figure 101, 1) in the interface [P12, P18, P21, P22], other participants 

interpreted the same arrow as a button, using their hands as a cursor.  

 
Figure 101: Animated arrow used as an affordance on referent (1) Select Article and (2) Back to 

articles. 

 

On the other hand, the referent Back To Articles showed a more assertive interface 

compared to the previous referent, with a predominance of physical and continuous 

gestures, corroborating the expected gesture Swipe Right (G01). Participants mentioned 

that the transition and the animation of an arrow used as affordances (Figure 101, 2) 

contributed to their choices. However, participant 19 highlighted an issue: "when it’s a whole 

ribbon, makes sense to use the swipe. But when there is just a small arrow, it looks like you 

need to put your hand over that element" [P19]. The ‘ribbon’ means the use of a rectangle 

from bottom to top positioned on the border of the screen, indicating that a layer (screen) 

could be pulled to activate the interaction. The coagreement rate between Select Article, 

Back to Articles was low, due to the variation of gestures in the first referent. 

 

The next pair of referents, Scroll Articles Up/Down followed similar results found in other 

scrolling interactions on previous prototypes, with the expected gestures Swipe Down 
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(G03) and Swipe Up (G04) being selected by participants and a very high coagreement. 

Besides the use of continuity to indicate the possibility of scrolling, pagination was used to 

suggest that more articles could be revealed, as stated by participant 9: “pagination shows 

how far you are in the content navigation” [P9]. A similar result was found in the referents 

Scroll Text Up/Down, matching the expected gestures and with a very high coagreement. 

 

5.2.6.5 Analysis – Design Pattern Tab Navigation 

The use of a navigation based on tabs has been implemented on this prototype, with a first 

level of navigation between different categories of information, a second level with tabs to 

access the content and a third level with details of the selected tab. The interactions 

designed were split into six referents, totalling 145 gestures investigated. Due to the use of 

animations in the interface, it is advisable to watch a video of the interactions (available at 

http://bit.ly/medium-fidelity) in order to comprehend the interface behaviour. 

 

5.2.6.5.1 Taxonomy 

Considering the overall taxonomy on Figure 102, the Design Pattern Tab Navigation 

presented a majority of gestures that corroborated the gestures-only approach. A detailed 

analysis of the taxonomy in each dimension linked to each referent can be viewed at the 

Appendix A.9. 

 

 
Figure 102: Gesture taxonomy – Tab Navigation 

However, two referents – next and previous group of infos - also received a considerable 

score for metaphorical gestures respectively – 29.63% and 21.74% - in the Nature dimension. 

Another variation was identified in the Binding dimension for the same referents; object-

centric gestures were the majority, but an expressive amount of world-dependent gestures 

(48.1% and 39.1% respectively) were also identified. Owing to the results identified in the 

Nature dimension, these referents also shared some discrete gestures in the Flow 
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dimension. Following a similar pattern identified in the previous prototypes, these variations 

in the taxonomy not aligned with the gestures-only approach in general were related to the 

use of gestures using the cursor-based paradigm. 

 

5.2.6.5.2 Agreement Rates 

To define identify the Agreement Rates (AR), gestures were initially shortened from 145 to 

138, with the subsequently analysis for each referent. The overall result showed an average 

agreement rate of AR (Gesture) = 0.521 for gestures and AR (Pose) = 0.286 for hand poses, 

being classified as very high and high agreement respectively. Figure 103 reveals the 

combination of AR for gestures and hand poses for each referent: 

 

 
Figure 103: Agreement rates for Gesture and Pose in the prototype Tab Navigation. 

 

The analysis of the 2 dichotomous referents Next/Previous group of infos showed similar 

gesture consensus with medium agreements rates. Gestures G02 and G01 were respectively 

selected, and G05 (tap) also received scores in both referents. Referent Select Tab, with a 

high agreement AR(Gesture) = 0.328 had gestures G04 and G09 as preferred ones which 

have a similar motion, varying in speed and size. Also with a high agreement rate, the 

referent Back to tab navigation had two preferred gestures: G03 followed by G01 with less 

consensus. Following a pattern from other prototypes, the scrolling referents had very high 

agreement (AR>500), with one preferred gesture. Following the similar approach 

established in the previous Design Patterns, the consensus gesture set for Tab Navigation is 

presented in Figure 104 based in the AR of each referent. 
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Figure 104: Gesture Set in the prototype Tab Navigation. 

 

5.2.6.5.3 Coagreement Rates 

The Design Pattern Tab Navigation presented three pairs of referents that were used in the 

calculation of coagreement rates, as exhibited on Figure 105. 

 

 
Figure 105: Coagreement rates – Tab Navigation 

 

The pair of referents Next/Previous group presented a medium coagreement that was 

aligned with the manipulative behaviour of the interface due to the use of reversible 

gestures. However, since the agreement was medium, it also showed a potential limitation, 
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since the variation on the gestures selected by participants was diverse. A similar issue was 

identified in the pair Select Tab/Back to Tab Navigation, where a medium coagreement was 

identified between reversible gestures (G04 and G03), but with others gestures also chosen 

by participants. On the other hand, following a pattern established with scrolling 

interactions, that pair Scroll Down/Up showed a very high coagreement, validating the 

interaction designed. 

 

5.2.6.5.4 Users’ preferred X expected gestures 

With a success rate of 100% of gestures that matched with the originally expected ones, the 

Design Pattern Tab Navigation varied only in the agreement rate amongst referents, ranging 

from medium to very high agreement as showed on Figure 106. Even tough all referents 

matched the expected gestures, a discussion concerning the gestures chosen and the 

results of previous metrics is presented subsequently, also because a medium agreement 

has been identified in two referents. The discussion is linked with the GUI presented on 

Section 4.3.1.5. 

 
Figure 106: Users' preferred X expected gestures for Design Pattern Tab Navigation 
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The referents Next/Previous Group showed a predominance of physical and continuous 

gestures and a slight majority of gestures that matched the expected ones: Swipe left (G02) 

and Swipe right (G01). Participant 2 stated “carousel feels natural to have a horizontal swipe” 

[P2], since this is a common Design Pattern. However, participants P4, P7, P8, P12 and P23 

tried to click (tap) on the top navigation (Figure 107) or on the arrows, used only as an 

affordance. 

 

 
Figure 107: Some participants wanted to use the hands over the arrows in the edge of the 

interface or the top navigation as a buttons. 

 

Participants 8 and 16 tried to perform the tap gesture for the referent Next Group but after 

seeing the transition between the groups (e.g. sport, fashion), they performed swipe 

gestures for the referent Previous Group, demonstrating that the transition was effective to 

provide guidance. Even with a medium coagreement identified, the use of arrows on the 

edge and the top navigation created a resemblance of interactions made by cursor (legacy 

bias), indicating that there was room for improvement in the design of this interface. 

 

In the referent Select Tab, an arrow pointing up in each tab was used as an affordance for 

the gesture Swipe up (G04). According to the taxonomy results, gestures were mostly 

physical and continuous, with the predominance of gestures G04 and G05, which is a 

variation of swipe up with less speed. Participant 14 associated the gesture to the action of 

"getting a card" [P14]. While these gestures corresponded to the expected gesture, some 

participants still used the tap or double tap: “double tap to activate, for accuracy. Other 

option would be the swipe to the top, but it is necessary to evaluate the accuracy” [P10]. This 

comment reveals that even with the effort to simulate the interaction through a wizard-of-

Oz approach, mid-air interaction can only be totally perceived using high fidelity 

prototypes. The referent Back to Tab Navigation revealed a predominance of physical and 

continuous gestures, with the gesture Swipe Down (G03) receiving the highest score and 

being correspondent with the gesture and interface originally designed. Participant 16 

suggested that "a faster swipe than the usual" could also activate the referent, since the 
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gesture used was the same of referent Scroll Up. On the other hand, some participants were 

misguided by the arrows positioned on the edge of the screen (Figure 108), leading them to 

perform the gesture Swipe right, amongst different perceptions: "probably I will just swipe 

to one of the sides, expecting that it could bring me back to the page before" [P3]. Even with 

a medium coagreement, the manipulation on the interface had been perceived by 

participants. 

 

 
Figure 108: Part of the interface linked to the referent Back to Tab Navigation.  

 

The last pair of prototypes, Scroll Down/Up showed a similar result for the interaction 

scrolling text in previous prototypes added by a very high coagreement, validating the 

interface proposed for the gestures-only approach since the expected gestures were the 

same chosen by participants. 

 

5.2.6.6 Analysis – Design Pattern Video Player 

In order to allow navigation through different videos, a prototype with a menu and a video 

player has been designed. The gesture elicitation revealed a total of 204 gestures suggested 

for this prototype shared between 8 referents. As mentioned in the previous prototypes, it is 

advisable to watch a video of the interactions (available at http://bit.ly/medium-fidelity) 

showing the behaviour presented on the interface. 

 

5.2.6.6.1 Taxonomy 

While the Design Pattern Video Player showed a majority of gestures aligned with the 

gestures-only approach (as seen on Figure 109), this prototype revealed considerable scores 

for some specific dimensions. The taxonomy results for each referent in each dimension can 

be found at the Appendix A.10. 
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Figure 109: Gesture taxonomy – Video Player 

 

In the second dimension, Nature, the referents Pause/Play Video showed a majority of 

metaphorical gestures, with 62.07% and 58.33% respectively. This result impacted on the 

data identified in the fourth dimension, Flow, where 31.37% of discrete gestures were 

identified (Figure 109) and the same referents received 86.21% and 91.67% respectively. The 

results for Symmetry showed a majority of dominant unimanual gestures, while referents 

such as Select menu (20%) and Open menu (29.63%) also presented some scores for non-

dominant unimanual gestures. Over the last dimension evaluated, Posture, gestures were 

primarily identified as medium, with emphasis on referents Adjust Timeline and Adjust 

Volume Up/Down.  

5.2.6.6.2 Agreement Rates 

The prototype Video Player showed a variation of gesture consensus amongst referents, 

with an average gesture agreement of 0.515 and 0.230 for hand poses. Gesture set was 

defined based on 184 gestures taken from the original 204 gestures elicited, with the 

agreement rates for gesture and hand poses being displayed in Figure 110: 
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Figure 110: Agreement rates for Gesture and Pose in the prototype Video Player. 

The referent Select Menu, with a medium AR(Gesture) = 0.203, had a predominance of 

gesture G02 followed by G01. In a similar manner, the referent Next video showed a 

preference for G02 and with less scores G01, due to the medium agreement. The referent 

Open Menu showed an equal preference for gestures G01 and G06 with an AR(Gestures) = 

0.402, which also have a similar motion. The other referents had one gesture predominant, 

linked to the agreement rate identified. Following a similar procedure used in previous 

prototypes, the Consensus Gesture Set has been defined upon the results of gestures and 

hand poses for each referent in the Video Player Design Pattern, being displayed in Figure 

111. 

 
Figure 111: Gesture Set in the prototype Item Navigation. 
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5.2.6.6.3 Coagreement Rates 

The calculation of coagreement rates for the Design Pattern Video Player was based in three 

pairs of referents, revealing rates with low, high and very high coagreement as displayed on 

Figure 112. 

 
Figure 112: Coagreement rates – Video Player 

 

The low coagreement on the pair Select/Open Menu was partially due to a low agreement of 

gestures on the referent Open Menu – gestures G01 and G06 were used for the referent, 

increasing the variation and consequently reduced the coagreement. While the referents 

Adjust Volume Up/Down showed a very high coagreement (validating the use of 

manipulation on the GUI), the referents Pause/Play Video received a high coagreement; 

however, the gestures responsible for this score (G05) were associated with the use of the 

interface with the cursor, as opposed to the gestures-only approach. 

5.2.6.6.4 Users’ preferred X expected gestures 

The Design Pattern Video Player had 6 of 7 referents that matched the expected gestures, 

with a rate of 85.7% in the accuracy of the interface elicited by participants, as showed on 

Figure 113. The referent Play/Pause Video did not match the expected gesture, since 

participants used the tap gesture (corroborated by the high agreement); nevertheless, for 

other referents, even matching the expected gestures they presented some issues identified 

through the observation of participants. This thorough analysis is described subsequently, 

based in the figures of the Design Pattern Video Player presented on the previous chapter 

(Section 4.3.1.5) 
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Figure 113: Users' preferred X expected gestures for Design Pattern Video Player 

 

The referent Select Menu showed taxonomy aligned with gestures-only and revealed similar 

results to the menu screen on previous prototype Item Navigation. Nevertheless, in this 

referent an animation with an arrow has been added (Figure 114), increasing the number of 

suggestions correspondent to the Swipe Left (G02), the gesture expected. This affordance 

was also mentioned by participants: "I think it's important to put the arrow, which can guide 

you in the execution of the gesture" [P7], "just following the arrow" [P19], even though some 

users also suggested the Swipe right (G01) for the referent. 
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Figure 114: Referent select menu in the hover state (top), showing an animation to the left and 

idle state (bottom). 

The reversal referent, Open Menu showed a higher agreement for the interface originally 

designed. The gesture Swipe Right (G01) and a variation of the gesture with less speed 

(G06) matched with users’ intention, "pull the drawer like a page, you can do it intuitively" 

[P19]; this idea of pulling a layer over the content was supported by the shape of the 

interactive component [P3, P24, P25] and the user of an arrow [P14]. Following a behaviour 

identified previously, some participants decided to swap hands, according to the gesture to 

be performed: "If I get more used to this systems, I might use both hands to interact, perhaps 

left hand for left swipes, right for content on the right and vice versa" [P14]. The low 

coagreement reinforced potential issues identified on this on the pair Select/Open Menu. 

 

Following the analysis, the pair of referents Adjust Volume Up/Down displayed a 

predominance of gestures linked with gestures-only approach, with the preferred gestures 

being mostly physical and continuous. While participants used the interface proposed – a 

button with a slider activated via distal interaction – to increase, decrease the volume, in 

general they mentioned the possibility to use the gestures G09 (Hand moving Up) and G08 

(Hand moving Down) without the use of the interface (world-dependent), as seen in Figure 

115 (right). Participant 6 explicitly stated “I would adjust the volume without the interface, 

just using gestures” [P06]. 

 

 
Figure 115: (Left) Short swipe used to increase volume, P15; (Right) Adjusting the volume 

without swipe, since it gives more precision, P19. 
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A few participants also suggested the use of short swipes (Figure 115, Left) up and down, in 

order to increase/decrease the volume, demonstrating another possibility for the 

interaction. Although the referents showed a very high agreement and coagreement, the 

current interface still resembles a button according to the participants, not fitting entirely to 

gestures-only approach. 

 

The referents Pause/Play Video, showed in Figure 116, had a predominance of tap (G05) 

gestures, since participants recognised the interactive component as a button, corroborated 

by the taxonomy with 62% of metaphorical and 86.2% of discrete gestures. An animated 

arrow pointing up was used in the hover state in order to provide guidance for the gesture 

Swipe Up, although the participants preferred to use the hand as a cursor: "I'll treat this as a 

button, I'll push it". [P10] 

 

 
Figure 116: Hover state of the referent Pause Video and Adjust Volume. 

 

On the other hand, some participants wanted to use the gesture G18-H12 (Open palm hand) 

for these interactions, instead of the interface proposed: "I don't want to put my hand over 

the button, I just want to use directly the gesture to play/pause or adjust the video" [P18], 

similar behaviour was found in P4 and P6. The referent Adjust Timeline, showed in previous 

Figure 116, had a majority of gestures (G06) suggesting a direct manipulation using the blue 

rectangle presented on the timeline, with different hand poses. Participants wanted to point 

or pinch the blue rectangle in order to move the timeline. This interaction was performed as 

originally expected; however, participants showed some difficulty to understand the use of 

different interactive areas to activate the timeline, pause and volume referents. 

 

The last interaction analysed, Next Video had a predominance of 73% physical and 76.9% 

continuous gestures, with the preference of the gesture Swipe Left (G02) according to the 

expected one. An animation (Figure 117) was revealed to participants, in order to provide 
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guidance for the gesture to be executed and some participants reinforced their perception 

of these arrows: “the arrows can help me with the direction of the movement” [P4]. 

 

 
Figure 117: Animation of the referent Next Video showed when users' hand was over the 

interactive area. 

 

While some users also suggested the tap gesture (G05), participants 17, 19 and 20 

performed the swipe left but placed their hands on the top part of the screen, as "I would go 

up in the corner and do a swipe" [P19], since the graphic component was positioned on the 

top corner. This behaviour shows that, since the gesture elicitation was a simulation, they 

did not completely understand the feedback provided while using distal interaction. 

 

5.2.6.7 Post-study questionnaire   

The post-test questionnaire was applied after the gesture elicitation in order to comprehend 

the rationale linked to users’ gesture choices. Data was gathered through quantitative  – 

contingency questions – and qualitative sources – open questions. The qualitative data was 

analysed and categorised through coding (Bryman, 2008), where different themes emerged 

from participants’ answers. The results identified on the questionnaire were organised in 

different subjects, as outlined in the following topics: 

Dominant hand 

In the study 74% of participants were right-handed, 17% left-handed and 9% ambidextrous. 

Only one participant made comments concerning hand preference: “my right arm was more 

used than the left – it would be good to encourage an equal use of both arms” [P18]. This 

issue may be achieved with the use of horizontal swipes, where each direction of the swipe 

can be performed using a different arm. 
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Cursor on screen 

Participants were asked if they felt a need to visualise the cursor on the interface, using the 

hand as a metaphor for the mouse interaction. In the analysis of this non-parametric data, a 

chi-square goodness-of-fit (x2) test revealed that the difference in the expected distribution 

between participants that did and did not feel the need to visualise a cursor while 

interacting was statistically significant (x2(1) = 9.78, p = 0.001) with 19 participants 

expressing that a cursor or representation of the hand was not necessary, therefore 

revealing that this preference was not only causal but can be statistically inferred. This 

perception was important to validate part of the interaction model presented in the 

gestures-only approach since the use of cursor leads to a mental model that supports WIMP 

interfaces.  

Interface Navigation 

The majority of physical gestures identified on the taxonomy – swipe gestures – directed 

users' opinion about the rationale for their choices. Some participants identified these 

gestures like the "natural" [P11, P20] ones for the interface presented, or that they were the 

easiest to understand: “It felt I’d ‘learnt’ what was expected” [P18]. These gestures were 

associated with gestures performed in "usual life" [P13], due to their manipulative nature. 

Participants, in general, found the use of swipes easier to remember among the interactions 

[P4, P9, P21], in order to keep consistency: “I tried swiping because it is based on the 

previous experiences that my mind recognises as easier to repeat” [P2]. Overall, users 

identified the use of swipes as the most suitable gestures to be performed according to the 

interfaces presented. Participant 6 highlighted the use of similar/reverse gestures as an 

approach linked with the directional gestures; however, the introduction of more hints (e.g. 

arrows) could make the navigation easier [P7]. 

Gesture repertoire 

Participants expressed their intention to repeat gestures while confronted with different 

referents, in order to define a repertoire. According to the participants (P8, P9, P20), this 

strategy would minimise the repertoire of gestures and also make gestures easier to 

remember. For the repertoire, "standardised gestures across all systems” [P5] was 

suggested, as it would be easy to learn how to use different mid-air interfaces. On the other 

hand, P14 mentioned that she was a “bit lazy” to think about different gestures, revealing 

another reason for the repeated gestures, indirectly implying that the use of swipes would 

be easy to use. Concerning the interface, Participant 8 mentioned that there was only a 
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“finite amount of gestures applicable to any given instruction” [P8], corroborating the 

expected small gesture set designed for the gestures-only approach.  

Previous experience with touchscreen interaction 

Participants highlighted a significant influence of touchscreen interaction concerning the 

use of swipe gestures since the gestures seemed "familiar to the smartphones” [P17] or due 

to the extensive “day-to-day use” [P15] of touchscreen devices. On the other hand, 

Participant 6 expressed: “I felt unable to think of lots of other gestures as it was easy to think 

of common gestures used on touchscreen” [P6]. This perception corroborates the number of 

overall gestures identified per referent/participant (1.88 gestures) and also the low scores 

for symbolic and abstract gestures. On the other hand, this preference for touchscreen 

gestures reinforces a mental model and a gesture vocabulary that is easily recognised by 

users. 

Simple and consistent 

Part of the rationale for the selection of gestures was linked to an attempt to keep the 

gestures simple, and therefore more consistent among the interactions. According to 

participant 4, repeating the gestures to do similar commands would generate “the same 

results” [P4]; consistency of gestures was identified as more “logical” instead of creating 

“unrelated gestures for similar actions” [P12]. The gestures selected were also identified as 

“relaxed” [P17], “comfortable” [P11] and easy to be remembered: “you don’t need to double 

think about what you are doing” [P4]. 

 

Some of the findings identified by participants on the questionnaire were directly linked to 

the principles of the gestures-only approach, showing that users not only performed most 

part of expected gestures but also validated the rationale concerning the use of swipes to 

navigate through mid-air interfaces.  

 

5.2.7 Discussion 

As part of a formative evaluation, this gesture elicitation study aimed to identify users’ 

behaviour while interacting with six Design Patterns and browsing informational content 

(e.g. text, images, video) through different hierarchy levels. The analysis of results for each 

referent/interaction was made separately through the previous sections, although this 

section reports lessons learnt from the elicitation process, video observation and a 

questionnaire. The findings suggest that participants were highly receptive to use the 
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Design Patterns proposed, indicating a promising application of the gestures-only approach 

in the design of mid-air interfaces. However, for referents linked with selection commands, 

improvements over the interface were highlighted in order to adjust the prototypes 

developed. 

5.2.7.1 Taxonomy 

One of the principles of the gestures-only approach is the use of manipulation over the 

interface, based on the movement of the gestures performed and supported by the 

feedback and feedforward provided through the use of transitions, animations and visual 

affordances. Therefore, the taxonomy results showed an overall preference for the use of 

manipulation, reinforcing that the GUI designed for the Design Patterns was suitable for 

most of the expected gestures performed.  

 

Participants proposed a majority of physical gestures (82.2%) in the nature dimension. This 

preference was noted in Wittorf & Jakobsen (2016) in their work with mid-air wall displays, 

Piumsomboon et al. (2013) in their research with augmented reality and Morris et al. (2010) 

in the investigation with surface technology, although showing lowers scores (55%, 39% and 

44%, respectively) than this study. On the other hand, the amount of symbolic gestures 

identified (0.58%) was much lower than results in the previous studies (2.6%, 10.6% and 10% 

respectively), meaning that instead of creating a variety of gestures or following different 

metaphors (as discussed in Chapter 3), participants kept their preference for physical 

manipulation. This preference was also reinforced by the overall result of the flow 

dimension, with a report of 86.9% of continuous instead of discrete feedback, while in the 

three studies previously mentioned this result was lower, with 56.5%, 22% and 46%. 

However, in almost all referents involving selection, the preference was for metaphorical 

gestures in the nature dimension, followed by discrete feedback. This is the taxonomy for 

gestures that simulate the use of the hand as a cursor (tap or double tap). Another source 

of evidence for the use of manipulation in the GUI was the amount of object-centric (86.9%) 

gestures in the binding dimension, although this score was shared with gestures that 

imitate the cursor. These results show a significant advantage over other studies where the 

majority of gestures suggested had a symbolic or abstract nature (Nebeling et al., 2014) 

since it is not necessary to recall each gesture associated to the referents.  

 

Concerning the form dimension, 89.5% of gestures suggested were static pose and path, 

which indicates the preference for the use of a swipe and direct manipulation over interface 

components. From the technological perspective, this result indicates that the hand poses 
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do not change while performing the gesture, therefore the recognition system may perform 

better than with the use of dynamic poses. On the other hand, gestures that included only a 

static pose (0.48%) would benefit from better recognition by mid-air devices.  

 

On the symmetry dimension, one of the premises of the gestures-only approach to use 

unimanual gestures was validated, since 87.6% of overall gestures were part of this group. 

The exception was the Design Pattern Image Gallery where users preferred to use 

symmetric bimanual gestures in four referents related to image manipulation (e.g. Zoom In). 

The results of the posture dimension were discussed in some referents since they were 

linked to specific interface components of each interface. The taxonomy results may be 

influenced by participants' intention to keep the consistency of the gestures over the 

interactions – as revealed in the questionnaire – leading them to repeat some gestures since 

some referents were presented in different Design Patterns with some variations.  

5.2.7.2 Consensus Gesture set 

Contributions regarding gesture preference began with the classification of 1,040 elicited 

gestures and hand poses amongst 42 referents analysed over the Design Patterns. Each 

participant has suggested approximately 1.88 gestures per referent. While some studies 

show three to four gestures per user for each referent (Dong et al., 2015), it was observed 

that the use of the graphical interface (GUI) based on a the gestures-only approach for the 

elicitation of the gestures may have contributed to the small variation of the preferred 

gestures. 

 

The statistical analysis based on Vatavu & Wobbrock (2015) revised agreement rate 

revealed an overall agreement of gestures AR (Gestures) = 0.540, indicating a very high 

agreement and also higher than previous studies (Ruiz et al., 2011; Vatavu, 2012; Wobbrock 

et al., 2009). This score supports the validation of the gestures-only approach since it 

indicates that the interface designed generated agreement amongst gesture preferences. 

Referents related to scrolling functions showed very high agreements (e.g. AR(Scroll Up 

Content) = 0.751), while commands linked to selection (e.g. AR(Select menu) = 0.206) 

usually presented a medium agreement. The agreement rate also varied amongst the 

Design Patterns. None of the 42 referents analysed presented a low agreement rate 

(<0.100).  

 

The same rationale used for the identification of the agreement rate was applied to hand 

poses, being a contribution that has not been identified in previous studies. The overall 
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agreement of hand poses AR (Poses) = 0.290 revealed a medium agreement, although 

some referents in the same Design Pattern showed a low (e.g. AR(Zoom in the image) = 

0.079) and very high (e.g. AR(Close image) = 0.542) agreements. The result of this analysis 

was a user-defined gesture set, combining the gestures and hand poses identified in the six 

Design Patterns and showed In Figure 118: 

 

 
Figure 118: Final Gesture Set combining the preferred gestures overall prototypes. 

 

Two gestures – G10, G11 – that appeared in the gesture set of the Design Pattern Image 

Gallery were not included in the final gesture set since they received low scores and did not 

appear in the other gesture sets of the prototypes. 

 

While some gestures were suggested for specific referents – e.g. Zoom Out in Image Gallery 

– it is clear that there was a reuse of gestures in different referents, demonstrating the 

consistency amongst the interactions but also the small size of the gesture set – the gesture 

set was even smaller when considering the Design Patterns individually. These two 

characteristics were also defined as premises of the gestures-only mid-air approach. The 

size of the gesture set was linked with users’ intention to repeat gestures amongst the 

interactions, keeping the consistency. The graphical interface of the Design Patterns also 

contributed to this result, as detailed by participant 20: “Not a deliberate repetition, but 

some gestures repeated as it felt natural to me”. 
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Apart from the agreement scores, the coagreement rate was used to reinforce the direct 

manipulation linked to the graphical interface (validate the use of transitions, animations 

and others visual affordances), since this metric detected the use of reversal gestures by the 

same participants. While the results were discussed according to the interface for each 

referent in the previous section, in general the pairs of referents showed a medium 

coagreement, especially in dichotomous gestures (e.g. Zoom In/Out). However, in pairs of 

gestures where one of the referents had a selection command, the coagreement detected 

was usually low, indicating potential improvements over the interface.  

 

5.2.7.3 Evaluation of gestures-only mid-air approach through Design Patterns 

The strategy to use Design Patterns instead of separated interactions showed possible 

scenarios of use of the gestures-only approach applied to informational content such as 

text, image and videos. Through the six Design Patterns, besides the interactions proposed, 

the navigation in different levels of hierarchy using the X or Y axis proved to be effective, 

based on the data identified by the agreement rates (very high agreement in four out of six 

prototypes), coagreement rates (indicating the effectiveness of transitions/animations) and 

users’ opinion through the questionnaires, as stated by participant 1: “the interface 

navigation was closely linked with the gestures I wanted to use”. Considering all 42 referents, 

in 31 (73%) the gestures suggested by participants matched with the ones expected. Four 

(9.5%) referents on the prototype Image Gallery were different from the expected ones 

(unimanual) but still followed the principle of direct manipulation (with bimanual gestures). 

Seven (16.5%) referents had gestures preferences that considered the use of the hand as a 

cursor, particularly due to the resemblance of the interface components with buttons or 

WIMP elements. The issues identified in these referents were gathered in order to improve 

and develop the high fidelity prototypes. 

 

Concerning the use of cursor on the interfaces, a significant difference between the 

preference over the hand used as a cursor and without the cursor was identified, with a 

majority of participants (82.5%) expressing that they did not feel the need to visualise the 

hand as a cursor and that the feedback provided by the interface was sufficient. On the 

other hand, in some interactions users made suggestions about the interactive components 

and how to improve the feedback generated by the interface, along with considerations 

about the interaction design. While the use of distal interaction in the referents was well 

accepted by users, it was noted that they felt a lack of real-time feedback, since the wizard-

of-Oz approach provided a simulation of users' interaction. This issue was identified in some 
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menu interactions, but especially on the prototype Video Player while controlling volume 

and the timeline. 

 

Even with some delay in the feedback due to the wizard-of-Oz, the visualisation of 

transitions and animations showing the behaviour of the interface was highlighted by 

participants: “I felt the interface was responsive to me” [P12], “the animations and arrows 

guided me through the screens” [P18]. Therefore, it was noticed that this strategy of 

developing medium fidelity prototypes instead of just static screens increased not only 

users’ experience, but also demonstrated some of the principles of the gestures-only 

approach. This strategy was important to reveal and validate the gestures to be performed 

through the affordances designed, however, it is worth noting that instructions such as text 

labels or tutorials expressing which gesture should be performed were not used in order to 

understand users’ behaviour while interacting with the Design Patterns. 

 

The overall analysis of the Design Patterns was summarised in the following Table 8 

according to the metrics used in the study: the taxonomy showed the dimensions of the 

gestures according to the alignment with the expected gestures in the proposed approach 

(Form – static pose and path, Nature – physical, Binding – object-centric, Flow – continuous, 

Symmetry - dominant unimanual). The overall AR exhibited the Agreement Rate for each 

Design Pattern, while the matched gestures displayed the number and accuracy of gestures 

that matched with the ones originally expected. As discussed previously, Table 8 

corroborates that the majority of improvements in the GUI were identified on the Design 

Patterns Image Gallery and Video Player. On the other hand, this overall data does not 

replace the analysis in detail for each referent, since some common properties to gestures-

only - e.g. symmetry using dominant unimanual - were aligned to the approach, but also 

shared similar results with gestures such as G05 - Tap (cursor-based approach) which are 

also dominant unimanual. Therefore, the metrics worked in this study as a triangulation to 

validate the results identified mainly in the matched gestures but also offered an 

understanding when the expected gesture was not the one suggested by participants, 

providing insights for the improvements to be made on the GUI of the Design Patterns 
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Table 8: Summary of Design Patterns Analysis 

Design Pattern Taxonomy 

alignment  

Overall AR Matched Gestures 

Hierarchical Content Form = 96.55% 

Nature = 80.39% 

Binding = 88.28% 

Flow = 89.66% 

Symmetry = 88.97% 

AR = 0.710 (very high 

agreement) 

4 of 6 referents (66.6% 

of accuracy) 

Image Gallery Form = 72.55% 

Nature = 80.39% 

Binding = 96.08% 

Flow = 86.93% 

Symmetry = 62.09% 

AR = 0.425 (high 

agreement) 

2 referents, 2 not 

matched and 2 without 

gesture previously 

defined (but still 

aligned with Gestures-

only) 

Item Navigation Form = 92.15% 

Nature = 92.67% 

Binding = 83.77% 

Flow = 94.24% 

Symmetry = 98.43% 

AR = 0.625 (very high 

agreement) 

8 of 8 referents (100% 

of accuracy) 

Navigation Drawer Form = 89.60% 

Nature = 84.65% 

Binding = 81.68% 

Flow = 78.22% 

Symmetry = 94.55% 

AR = 0.447 (high 

agreement) 

7 of 8 referents (87.5% 

of accuracy) 

Tab Navigation Form = 89.60% 

Nature = 82.07% 

Binding = 92.65% 

Flow = 82.76% 

Symmetry = 93.79% 

AR = 0.521 (very high 

agreement) 

6 of 6 referents (100% 

of accuracy) 

Video Player 

 

Form = 92.16% 

Nature = 67.16% 

Binding = 92.65% 

Flow = 68.63% 

Symmetry = 84.80% 

AR = 0.515 (very high 

agreement) 

6 of 7 referents 

(85.7% of accuracy) 
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5.2.7.1 Implications for Mid-air Interfaces 

This section includes a set of implications for the design of mid-air interfaces, identified in 

the previous analysis of referents using multiple sources of evidence (quantitative and 

qualitative data). 

Interface navigation 

FE01 - Preference for physical manipulation - mid-air interaction allows a higher degree of 

expressiveness, with the possibility of recreating symbolic gestures like gestures such as 

thumbs up/down for accept/reject, or even metaphoric gestures such as a scissor for a cut 

command (Piumsomboon et al., 2013). However, when considering the use of graphical 

interfaces the overall preference of participants was the use of physical gestures (82.2%) in 

the nature dimension, performing swipe gestures in different directions, as also found in 

previous work (Wittorf & Jakobsen, 2016; Wobbrock et al., 2009). This finding may be 

linked with the interface designed, where the affordances used suggest the use of 

recognition rather than recall for gesture elicitation. 

 

FE02 - Gesture size – previous work revealed that the size of gestures may be associated to 

the size of the object being manipulated (Piumsomboon et al., 2013; Wittorf & Jakobsen, 

2016). This outcome can be extended with the results identified in this study, where 

referents positioned in the extremities left/right (e.g. Open Menu) generated gestures that 

extended beyond those elements positioned in the centre of the screen. These findings were 

linked to the results of the posture dimension and video observation, also corroborating the 

outcome of previous research (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015). 

 

FE03 - Relaxed performance: some participants interacted with the prototypes using a 

relaxed position (Figure 119) after interacting with some prototypes. When asked about this 

behaviour they mentioned that since the gestures performed were in general “swipes”, they 

could do it resting their elbow on the other arm. This finding was supported by the 

predominant posture identified on the taxonomy, with 52.05% of gestures classified as with 

medium movement. 
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Figure 119: Participants performing gestures in a relaxed position, resting the elbow on the other 

arm. 

 

FE04 - Use of swipe left/right for hierarchical browsing: the findings revealed that the 

navigation through two or more levels of hierarchy using Swipe Left/Right gestures 

(horizontal axis) provides a better user experience. Participants understood this structure, 

sometimes using both hands to optimise the navigation through different levels of hierarchy 

or categories. Ackad et al. (2015) also identified that these gestures are usually easy to 

learn. 

 

FE05 - Number of referents per screen: the interface for the Design Patterns was designed 

in an attempt to generate manipulative and directional gestures by participants, leading 

them to not use symbolic or abstract gestures (which would require the recall of gestures), 

as validated through the identified taxonomy. The number of referents per screen also 

influenced this result, since it was not necessary to solve problems of gesture conflict 

(Piumsomboon et al., 2013) and with a maximum of 5 referents per screen (as in the 

prototype Video Player) all participants chose individual gestures for each command. 

Another finding revealed that screens with less referents presented higher agreement rates 

for gestures (e.g Content Detail screen on Navigation Drawer), with the exception of menu 

referents. 

 

FE06 - Consistency over interactions: it has been detected that participants were 

deliberately consistent while using the same gestures (varying hand poses) to interact with 

similar interactions, for instance, participant 7 mentioned that the same gestures were used 

to open and close different levels of hierarchy in the prototype navigation drawer, 

facilitating the navigation. 
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FE07 - Navigation through blocks of information: while interacting with horizontal or 

vertical scrolling, for each swipe gesture performed, one block of information is uncovered 

or covered, as seen in Figure 120. This strategy is similar to a pagination of the content and 

it was well perceived by participants; some associated the horizontal scrolling to the 

manipulation of book pages, reinforcing that it was an easy way to navigate through the 

content. 

 

 
Figure 120: Use of scrolling as pagination, which means that each swipe performed will move 

the block of information (Next) to the current position. 

 

FE08 - Button resemblance – in the prototype Navigation Drawer, a small arrow was 

positioned on the bottom part of the interface as an attempt of gesture affordance, as seen 

in Figure 121(Left). However, while some participants suggested the expected gesture 

(swipe right), since this object was positioned on the interface in an “empty space” other 

users interpreted the arrow as a button, suggesting the tap gesture. A similar behaviour has 

been detected in the Video Player prototype (Figure 121, Right). Therefore, any resemblance 

of buttons on the graphic interface should be avoided, in order to evict the use of 

tap/pointing gestures. 

 

 
Figure 121: (Left) Participants identified the arrow on the bottom of the screen as a button, 

(Right) the Pause referent was also perceived as a button.  
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Gesture Set 

FE09 - Size of gesture set: the use of a small gesture set is one of the principles of the 

gestures-only approach and the gesture set suggested by participants corroborated this 

finding. Each prototype had approximately four or five gestures that were repeated 

according to the interactions proposed in different screens, being also heavily influenced by 

touchscreen interaction. The reuse of gestures was also used as a strategy to not increase 

the size of the gesture set and a consequence of the navigation proposed through the 

interfaces designed. Participants started to reuse the gestures naturally amongst similar 

interactions in different prototypes, reinforcing that gesture reuse can increase learnability 

and memorability (Wobbrock et al., 2009). 

 

FE10 - Previous experience with touchscreen interaction – 91% of participants had a 

previous experience with touchscreen devices that ranged from 3 to 9 years or more. 

Concerning this experience, some participants mentioned that the gesture vocabulary 

defined in the touchscreen interaction – use of swipes – was their reference for gesture 

suggestions, due to the similar visual structure in some interactions. These gestures were 

usually the first ones suggested by participants and sometimes reinforced by their opinion: 

“as in the iPad” [P13] or “swiping like my phone” [P18]. Due to this influence, (Zaiţi, Pentiuc, 

& Vatavu, 2015) suggested that touchscreen “should be exploited for mid-air gesture input”, 

also corroborating the interaction model presented in the gestures-only approach among 

with the others findings. 

 

FE11 - Dichotomous Pairs and reversible gestures – dichotomous pairs of referents such as 

“Adjust Volume Up/Down”, “Scroll Up/Down” among others frequently showed a 

preference for opposing gestures, corroborated by the high coagreement rates and also 

identified in previous work (Chan et al., 2016; Piumsomboon et al., 2013). The consensus 

gesture set for each Design Pattern also included reversible gestures (also continuous 

according to the taxonomy) linked to the navigation between different screens and different 

levels of hierarchy. 

 

FE12 - Right/Left-handed: while the majority of participants (74%) were right-handed the 

video observation did not reveal any noteworthy difference in similar gestures performed, 

with the exception of cross-lateral inhibition (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini 2015). It was noted 

that in gestures based on the horizontal axis, right-handed participants preferred the swipe 
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left while the opposite direction was preferred by left-handed. This finding may affect the 

design in order to provide an adaptable system. 

 

Communicating gestures 

FE13 - Use of arrows: participants referred several times that the use of arrows supported 

their decision regarding gesture preference, where the direction of the arrow would point to 

the expected swipe gesture. This finding was also supported by high agreement rate 

especially in menus, tab and browsing interactions. 

 

FE14 - Communicating the navigation through transitions: the use of transitions between 

screens has been applied in all prototypes, and noticed by several participants. The 

agreement rates of gestures performed after a transition showed a very high agreement 

(AR >0.500). The use of transitions is connected with the principle of manipulation, since a 

gesture performed in the opposite direction of a transition would activate the navigation 

back to the original state (Figure 122). 

 

 
Figure 122: Example of transition in the Prototype Item Navigation, where a screen is moved 

from the right to the left, indicating to the user that a gesture in the opposite direction (right) 
would go back to the initial screen. 

 

FE15 - Communicating drawers: combined with the use of transitions, the use of drawers to 

reveal part of another screen (Figure 123) indicates that the screen out of the visible area 

can be manipulated through a gesture (Swipe Right), reinforced by the use of an arrow 

indicating the direction. Therefore, the drawer should show a rectangle with the full height 

of the screen (or width in case of horizontal drawer), suggesting that the gesture will open 

the whole layer (and not only part of the screen).  
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Figure 123: In the prototype Navigation Drawer, after the transition from the start screen to the 

screen 2, the drawer with the previous screen is partially showed on the left part of the 
interface. 

 

FE16 - Communicating scrolling interactions: different strategies were used as affordances 

to show that a specific content could be manipulated as a scrolling interaction. Feedforward 

animations (Figure 124) revealing how objects enter on the interface show that to access 

more items (up/down) the scrolling interaction should be applied. The use of gradients, 

fading part of the content (Figure 125) was also identified by participants as a trigger for the 

manipulation, in order to reveal the missing part of the content. 

 

 
Figure 124: Feedforward animation on prototype Navigation Drawer, starting from bottom to 

top revealing that more items could be accessed using the scrolling. 

 

 
Figure 125: Gradients positioned on the edge of the interface were used to show the continuity 

of the content. 

 

FE17 - Communicating zoom in/out: according to the results of gesture agreement in the 

prototype Image Gallery, the zoom interaction was associated with direct manipulation of 

images, increasing/decreasing the scale using two hands and inspired in the touchscreen 

interaction. To support the interaction, a feedforward animation (Figure 126) revealed to the 
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user this effect, suggesting the manipulation over the images and providing guidance about 

the navigation through the screens. 

 

 
Figure 126: An animation shows the image decreasing the size, revealing the previous screen 

and increasing the size back to the initial state. 

 

FE18 - Communicating horizontal menus: in this study, three variations of horizontal menu 

were analysed in different prototypes, with the prototype Item Navigation showing higher 

agreement rate. This prototype showed an animation of the selected item moving from 

right to the left (Figure 127), in order to reveal that this item could be manipulated in the 

same direction. This approach has been combined with an arrow pointing to the same 

direction of the desired gesture. 

 

 
Figure 127: Menu interaction in idle state (top) and hover state (bottom). 

 

FE19 - Animated hints linked to interface manipulation: animation has been used in 

different referents (Figure 128) in order to reveal that a graphic component in the interface 

could be manipulated. This feedforward strategy was validated through the high agreement 

(AR = 0.300 − 0.500) rate of gesture preference for referents where this technique was 

applied and also corroborated by video observation. The animations mainly changed the 

position of the graphic element in the X,Y axis, according to the gesture expected. 
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Figure 128: Animation used as an affordance to reveal that the content could be manipulated. 

On the left an arrow shows that the graphic element can be manipulated through the right 
direction, while on the right the animation of the tabs suggests that they are interactive. 

 

5.2.7.2 Implications for Gesture Recognition 

In this section, recommendations for the development of systems for gesture recognition 

are introduced, regardless the use of a specific mid-air device: 

 

FE20 - Gesture speed: users suggested the use of speed variation in gestures linked with 

vertical/horizontal scrolling. In this sense, a slow gesture would move one block of 

information, while a faster gesture would move more items according to gesture 

acceleration (acting as a shortcut). Chan et al. (2016) identified that a gesture performed 

slowly seems to offer a finer adjustment, as identified in the referents Drag Up/Down in the 

prototype Item Navigation. 

 

FE21 - Preference of hand motion instead of dynamic hand poses: the taxonomy identified 

on the referents analysed indicated a majority of static poses and path (89.2%) gestures 

rather than gestures with dynamic pose. Therefore, this result showed that participants 

prefer to keep their hands in a static pose while moving their arms to perform the gestures. 

Zaiţi et al. (2015) detected a similar finding, though with a lower score (40%) and a different 

taxonomy (complex static, where the motion is important rather than hand poses). While 

the mid-air interaction offers a high degree of freedom for hand pose, it is “computationally 

expensive” to recognise it (Piumsomboon et al., 2013). Therefore, the preference for static 

poses and path are simpler to recognise than gestures with dynamic pose. 
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FE22 - Level of detail in hand poses: as mentioned earlier, most users preferred to use 

static hand poses combined with motion gestures (path). However, the hand poses varied 

for different referents but also in the referent itself. In general, hand poses used a low level 

of detail, expressed by the use of the hand palm, fist or index finger. The variations of hand 

pose for each referent were defined in the gesture set in order to optimise the recognition 

of each interaction. In previous work (Zaiţi et al., 2015) participants sometimes chose hand 

poses using all, four or three fingers. In this regard, the gestures-only approach elicited 

simpler hand poses to be tracked. 

 

FE23 - Unimanual/Bimanual gestures: it was identified in the taxonomy an overall 

preference for one-handed gestures. Therefore it is inferred that unimanual gestures are 

usually preferred than bimanual gestures, with a similar finding also identified in previous 

work (Dong et al., 2015; Wobbrock et al., 2009). However, in the prototype Image Gallery 

there was a gesture preference for bimanual gestures in four referents, with unimanual 

gestures receiving a lower score. As an alternative, the mid-air device could track both 

types of gestures as long as there is no conflict with other gestures in the interface. 

 

FE24 - Gesture posture: the size of movements performed by participants while performing 

gestures varied among some interactions, with a predominance of 52.50% of medium 

movements (hand and elbow combined). However, in scrolling interactions with text 

participants preferred small and repeated gestures (using the wrist/hand) and in drawer 

interactions, such as open a menu from the left side of the screen participants used big 

movements (whole arm). The definition of gesture posture for some interactions may 

optimise the gesture tracking, reducing false negatives. 

 

FE25 - Preference for 2D Gestures – the gesture set suggested by participants revealed a 

preference for 2D gestures rather than 3D. These gestures can be recognised in a 2-D Plane 

“without any major loss of detail”, as informed by Zaiţi et al., (2015). Some referents also 

received considerable scores for 3D gestures (e.g. pinch action for the Zoom referent), but 

were not preferred among other gestures. 
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5.2.7.3 Implications for Design Practice 

This section presents considerations identified in the study concerning the Design Practice: 

Improvements on the method for Gesture Elicitation 

This study presented and adapted a version of the gesture elicitation method. While the 

standard procedure (Wittorf & Jakobsen 2016; Piumsomboon et al. 2013; Wobbrock et al. 

2009; Morris et al. 2014) shows the referents to participants demonstrating the initial and 

final state of the interaction to be performed followed by an inquiry about the gesture to be 

used, the elicitation method in this study revealed to the participants only the initial state of 

the interaction, with the support of visual affordances. The critique about the standard 

procedure is that when the user visualises the initial state (e.g. rectangle in the left part of 

the screen) and the final state (rectangle on the right) of the interaction, this perception of 

the effect generated by the final state may influence the gesture preference. However, in a 

real scenario the user only has access to the initial state and if the gesture performed is 

correct he will be able to accomplish the interaction. Therefore, all the information 

concerning the expected gesture should be communicated in the initial state of the 

interaction, leading to a successful interaction. This strategy is even more relevant when 

designing interfaces instead of only object manipulation (as in the previous example). With 

this adaptation in the elicitation method, users were able to recognise the expected gesture 

based on the information provided by the interface, decreasing considerably the use of 

symbolic abstract gestures (dimensions that require recall rather than recognition). 

Involving users in the design process 

The elicitation study has been used to validate the interfaces designed for the gestures-only 

approach, analysing if the gesture preference matched with the gestures originally 

expected. However, in the prototype Image Gallery, the majority of participants suggested 

bimanual gestures for the interactions, against the original idea of using only unimanual. 

Therefore, due to this unexpected behaviour, the prototype must incorporate users’ 

suggestions in order to match their mental model. This example reinforces the importance 

of involving users in the design process of mid-air interaction, in order not only to validate 

interfaces but to gather feedback and insight about the planned interactions. Another 

important reason is that mid-air interaction is not mainstream, therefore designers and 

developers are still learning about how to design applications for this technology due to the 

lack of standards (Cabreira & Hwang, 2015). 
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Resemblance of Desktop WIMP interfaces 

The study showed that when a graphic element resembled the interaction in WIMP 

interfaces, the mental model of participants automatically triggered the use of the hand as a 

cursor, similar to mouse interaction. In order to avoid this issue, interactive components that 

resemble buttons (e.g. pause referent on Video Player) or small graphic elements that lead 

to a targeted interaction should not be used. The interface designed must show that the 

graphic elements can be manipulated as a whole section (using swipe left, right, up and 

down) or using distal interaction, through the visual affordances necessary to communicate 

the gesture to be performed. 

 

5.2.7.4 Limitations 

Potential limitations identified concerning the study are presented in this section: 

Learning effect 

The order of prototypes tested was randomised as a counterbalancing strategy; however, 

similar interactions (e.g. scrolling, menu) were presented in different prototypes. It means 

that if a participant used a scrolling component in one prototype, they could apply the same 

gesture in a second prototype with a similar interaction – due to a learning effect – instead 

of proposing a different gesture. On the other hand, this learning effect was considered 

beneficial, since it revealed the consistency of user choices regarding gesture preference, 

also acting as a validation for the graphical interface proposed in the prototypes. 

Elicitation Methodology 

As mentioned in earlier sections, legacy bias (Morris et al., 2014; Vatavu & Zaiti, 2014) had a 

significant effect on referents with selection commands, where participants preferred 

gestures following the cursor metaphor (tap gesture). In order to minimise this issue, 

priming and production were applied, however, as stated by Morris et al. (2014) it is not 

possible to determine the optimal number of gestures that should be proposed by each 

participant. Therefore, participants were motivated to suggest more gestures for each 

referent but in most part of cases they decided for their first choice as a preferred gesture 

or ended up suggesting only one gesture (average of 1.88 gestures per 

referent/participant). This limitation may explain the influence of touchscreen interaction on 

the taxonomy identified, with the exception of metaphorical gestures linked to the legacy 

bias of desktop interfaces.  
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Another concern regarding the elicitation methodology was linked to the use of Wizard of 

Oz, an approach that relies on the experimenter/researcher to simulate the commands 

rather than use the system (mid-air device) to provide feedback. As identified by Nebeling 

et al. (2014), the lack of feedback was noted as an issue in referents that required 

continuous feedback (e.g. tasks with distal interaction). However, the use of Wizard of Oz 

was necessary to simulate the system due to the non-existence of tools for mid-air 

prototyping. 

Number of referents per screen 

Since the gestures-only approach is based on navigation through the X,Y axis, a maximum 

of four referents (swipe left, right, top, bottom) plus contextual gestures (direct 

manipulation over an object, 2 hands as a gesture) can be incorporated in each screen of 

the applications. This constraint reduces the number of features that can be added to each 

screen. On the other hand, this limitation may reduce the cognitive effort since fewer tasks 

are presented to the user, which is in accordance with “casual, short-lived tasks” particularly 

suited to mid-air interaction (Morris, 2012). 

Culture and Context 

The Design Patterns were proposed to mediate different types of information (e.g. text, 

images). However other contexts may not be suitable for the Design Patterns or even the 

gestures-only approach. In a similar manner, the participants were considered general 

public, that is, not part of specific ethnic groups (e.g. Asian), profession or age group (e.g. 

Older Adults). Therefore, these issues deserve some further inquiry but are beyond the 

scope of this study.  

 

5.2.8 Conclusion 

The gesture elicitation study presented in this chapter revealed a thorough formative 

evaluation of the interfaces designed for the gestures-only interaction. The overall findings 

were compared with prior studies in the preceding sections in order to comprehend the 

differences and commonalities of the mid-air approach. The contributions of this study 

started with the identification of 1,040 elicited gestures, followed by the categorisation of 

each gesture according to their taxonomy and the statistical analysis of the data using 

Vatavu & Wobbrock (2015) revised agreement and coagreement rates. Along with these 

results, qualitative data gathered through the video observation and post-test questionnaire 

contributed to the understanding of users’ behaviour while interacting with the gestures-
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only mid-air approach. The overall result showed that the user-defined gesture set 

presented similar characteristics to the ones originally expected, with a predominance of 

physical gestures (e.g. swipes) and heavily influenced by previous experience in 

touchscreen interaction. The findings show that the gesture-driven interfaces revealed to be 

partially effective in communicating the gestures – due to issues linked with selection 

commands – while participants felt satisfied with the guidance provided.  

 

This gesture elicitation study has been applied in order to provide an initial validation of the 

gestures-only approach and identify potential contributions/improvements based on users’ 

perception, partially fulfilling the first research question of this research: 

 

RQ1: What are the characteristics of a gestural approach based on manipulation and 

cursorless applied to the design of graphical interfaces in mid-air interaction??  

 

For the purpose of report this research question based on a formative perspective, three 

aims conducted the breakdown of results: 

 

a) Evaluate the structure and interaction principles presented in the gestures-only 

mid-air approach based on the gestures suggested by participants; 

The gesture set identified for each Design Pattern helped to understand users’ 

preferences while interacting with the interfaces, showing a predominance of 

physical, continuous and object-centric gestures and corroborating the use of 

manipulative/directional gestures. The majority of gestures were also unimanual 

with the exception of the prototype Image Gallery where users preferred 

bimanual gestures. The gesture set was also identified as small and memorable, 

due to the deliberate repetition expressed by participants, which validated the 

principle of gesture reuse. The navigation scheme using the X,Y axis to access 

hierarchical content was corroborated through the very high agreement rates 

and medium coagreement rates identified in pairs of referents, indicating the use 

of reversible gestures by participants and consequently manipulation of 

interactive components in the interface. The use of distal interaction, while 

perceived by participants, suffered from a lack of real-time feedback due to the 

Wizard-of-Oz approach. Apart from the validation of interaction principles, 

several implications concerning the design of interfaces and gesture recognition 

emerged from the analysis of results. 
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b) Identify design recommendations for mid-air gesture-driven interfaces; 

The video observation and users’ opinion gathered through the think-aloud 

protocol revealed several design implications that arose from users’ behaviour 

while interacting with the Design Patterns. These implications were presented in 

3 categories: Implications for mid-air interfaces (Section 5.2.7.1), gesture 

recognition (Section 5.2.7.2) and for design practice (Section 5.2.7.3), and were 

used to generate design recommendations presented in Chapter 7. 

 

This study also generated results to partially address the second research question of this 

investigation: 

 

RQ2: How to design graphical interfaces for a cursorless gestural approach based on 

manipulation? 

 

To answer this question, the specific aims have been defined in this study: 

 

a) Identify if user-created gesture set matched with the one originally designed for 

mid-air navigation; 

Previous work (Wobbrock et al., 2009) revealed that gesture sets chosen by 

experts in HCI covered only 60.9% of the users’ set, indicating that users input 

on gesture elicitation was fundamental. In this study, 82.5% of the expected 

gestures matched users’ choices or were aligned to the gestures-only approach 

while 17.5% of gestures did not match and were linked with gestures that used 

the hand as a cursor on the interface. This result shows that the overall gestures 

selected indicated that the interfaces designed matched with the expected 

gestures in most referents, while in 7 from 42 referents there is still some room 

for improvement concerning the elicitation of gestures linked to the gestures-

only approach. On the other hand, the very high agreement for gestures (AR = 

0.540) validated users’ preference in all referents, especially the ones where 

gestures matched the ones originally designed. Participants also confirmed the 

influence of touchscreen gestures in their choices, due to the “day-to-day use” 

[P15] of smartphones and tablets. 
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b) Validate and improve the strategies defined to communicate/reveal mid-air 

gestures; 

The results built upon previous work in gesture guessability (Dong et al., 2015; 

Walter et al., 2013; Wittorf & Jakobsen, 2016) concerning the use of interfaces, 

where strategies to communicate gestures through visual affordances (e.g. 

feedforward animations, transitions) were evaluated and presented in Section 

5.2.7.1. The manipulative aspect of the interface, with the use of reversal 

gestures, was reiterated by several participants, corroborated by the overall 

medium coagreement rate identified on pairs of referents. However, as 

mentioned earlier, referents associated with selection commands showed a low 

coagreement rate, indicating that the strategies used to communicate these 

gestures should be refined. 

 

Along with the contributions identified in the gesture set, the analysis of agreement rate for 

hand poses allowed the identification of the most recurrent ones for each 

gesture/interaction, therefore being a supportive information for the development of 

recognition systems in software and hardware perspective. As a last contribution of this 

study, the improvements on the gesture elicitation method described in Section 5.2.7.3 

revealed a strategy to increase the guessability of gestures, where gestures are guessed 

based on the referents itself (and the respective interface) and not only in the effect 

generated by the interaction, which could induce the gesture to be performed. 

 

5.3 Development of high-fidelity prototypes for Design 

Patterns  
In the previous study, the prototypes analysed used a wizard-of-Oz approach to be 

demonstrated, being identified as medium-fidelity. With the feedback gathered, this section 

presents a brief description of the technological approach used to code the prototypes 

followed by the improvements made on the interface of each Design Pattern, constituting 

the high-fidelity prototypes. 

5.3.1 Technological approach 

Concerning the mid-air approach, user’s preference revealed that the use of devices with 

camera instead of sensor provided a better experience. Therefore, Leap Motion and 

Microsoft Kinect were suitable options, due to their popularity and affordability (Cabreira & 
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Hwang, 2015). However, it was identified that the Kinect offers a higher efficiency in the 

recognition on swipe gestures (Vokorokos et al., 2016) and was suitable to the scenario of 

this research – user positioned in front of a big display in a distance of ≅2 meters. On the 

other hand, Leap Motion allowed only a short range of interaction (as described in Section 

3.3.2). The sensor Microsoft Kinect V2 was chosen, since it offers several advantages 

compared to Kinect V1 such as the possibility to track two additional joints – the thumb 

finger and the hand tip – which may increase the recognition of hand poses (Microsoft 

Corporation, 2017). However, the sensor was discontinued in November/2017 by Microsoft 

due to economic reasons, but remains very popular in the academic research. 

 

Concerning the software development, the Kinect for Windows Software Development Kit 

(SDK) 2.020 has been used. The SDK allows the skeleton tracking using 25 joints providing 

X,Y and Z coordinates and establishing the ‘bridge’ between the device and the software. 

Along with the SDK, the software was developed using the technology Node.JS21 and 

HTML/CSS for the front end, since the prototypes were tested using a web browser in Full 

screen mode. A third-party developer has been involved in supporting the researcher to 

develop the gesture recognition system. While this research is not focused on algorithms for 

gesture recognition, it is noteworthy to mention that Andersson et al. (2014) approach to 

extract and classify gesture data was used in the prototypes, which is validated by a data 

set from 140 individuals that performed different gestures analysed by a machine learning 

system. This algorithm provided an additional layer of gesture recognition besides the 

Kinect SDK 2.0. The source code of the prototypes is available at this link: 

https://bit.ly/2GadwKx. 

 

In the software development one issue linked to gesture recognition emerged: in scrolling 

interactions performed in the vertical axis participants wanted to use variations of open 

palm hand pose (H06, H09, H12). However, when the arm is on resting position and the user 

wants to interact, the trajectory made by the resting position and the placement of the hand 

above the elbow triggered some false positives (system activation by accident). Therefore, 

for most of vertical interactions the hand pose was switched to the fist pose (H13), in an 

attempt to minimise this problem. Due to this issue, in some interactions performed using 

the Y axis additional information about the hand pose was employed. On the other hand, 

the system was designed to recognise all hand poses identified in the final gesture-set. 
                                                   
20 Available at https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=44561 
21 Available at https://nodejs.org/en/ 
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5.3.2 Interaction Design Improvements 

In this section two strategies designed to increase user experience were initially defined – 

Interactive zones and Tutorial animations – followed by the adjustments made on each 

Design Pattern according to the feedback gathered in the previous study. 

Interactive Zones 

The elicitation study revealed that some participants wanted an additional feedback, similar 

to the hover effect found in buttons (e.g. change the colour). While the distal interaction 

does not offer a cursor, the Kinect sensor still uses the absolute position of the hand to 

recognise gestures; therefore, for users who want a hover effect in the interface, interactive 

zones were designed (Figure 129). This hover effect appears after three seconds moving the 

hand into the interactive zone, using a fade in animation.  

 

 
Figure 129: Example of Interactive Zone, where a hover effect can be generated according to 

the position of the hand. 

 

In Figure 129, when the hand is inside the interactive zone the graphic element (central card 

on screen) can show a difference in colour or another highlight effect. This interactive zone 

does not interfere the command generated by the gesture, since it was used only to provide 

additional feedback in some referents. In Charade (Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon, 1993) an 

active zone was used where all movements performed in that area were treated as gestures. 

Tutorial animations - Icons for hand poses 

The strategy used to communicate hand poses was the use of iconic representation, 

extensively used in desktop metaphor (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2010) to support the 

understanding of actions and effects on the interface. For instance, the mouse cursor has a 

standard representation (Figure 130), using a white background and black outline. The same 

representation has been applied to gestures in some applications, usually associated with 

tutorials. While graphic design fundamentals are not the focus of this research, this iconic 
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representation provides satisfactory contrast against the background and has a simple 

shape (Lupton & Philips, 2008), being the standard representation in mobile systems (e.g. 

Android, iOS). 

 

 
Figure 130: Visual representations of the mouse cursor and tap gesture. 

 

A similar strategy has been applied to show the hand poses (Figure 131) in mid-air 

interaction. Two icons were used – palm and fist pose – and an animation following the 

same direction of the gesture – e.g. hand move up if it is a swipe up. For the palm icon, it 

can be rotated according to the gesture that the icon would be used. 

 

 
Figure 131: Animated icons of hand poses used to indicate the gesture to be performed. 

The hand icons were designed to reinforce the gesture to be performed specially in 

commands involving selection, an issue identified in the gesture elicitation study. 

Nevertheless, it is advised to use this strategy with parsimony in order to avoid interfering in 

the user’s “flow” (Hofmeester & Wolfe, 2012) by adding hand icons to every referent 

performed.  

 

5.3.2.1 Design Patterns 

In this section the improvements made on the interfaces of the Design Patterns are 

presented:  
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5.3.2.1.1 Hierarchical Content 

In the Start screen of this Design Pattern, changes in the interface were made to 

communicate the referent Open Article. In the previous prototype, the preferred gesture 

was G05 (Tap), followed closely by G03 (Swipe Down). In order to use the directional 

gesture (G03), an animation showing an image decreasing the size (reverse action) reveals 

the interactive component (Figure 132 on the upper part) and after the screen is introduced, 

a feedforward animation displays the icon of the hand performing the gesture and moving 

down slightly the interactive component (Figure 132, lower part). Besides these animations, 

a text label (Figure 132, middle part) with the instruction “Swipe to see more” has been used 

to reinforce the gesture to be performed along with a hover effect (red colour) when the 

hand is positioned on the interactive area. Previous work (Chueke et al., 2017; Walter et al., 

2013) showed the use of textual labels in conjunction with visual representations as a 

technique to specify the action performed by a gesture or the gesture itself (e.g. Swipe up). 

For the referents Navigation between articles Left/Right no change has been made on the 

interface. 

 

 
Figure 132: Start screen on prototype Hierarchical Content. 
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Regarding the Content Detail screen, while the referents Scroll content Right/Left showed 

a very high agreement rate, gesture preference for referent Close Article revealed a 

preference for gesture G01 (Swipe Right) followed by G04 (Swipe Down). In order to keep 

the reversal interaction according to the previous referent Open Article, the interface has 

been updated to communicate gesture G04. While the same transition from the previous 

screen to this screen has been used (Figure 133, Upper part), an animation displaying the 

hand pose and moving from bottom to top (Figure 133, Lower part) has been used to show 

that the swipe up should be performed using the fist pose. Moreover, a blue bar with the 

text label ‘swipe up to close’ along with a small arrow pointing up (Figure 133, middle part) 

was also used to indicate the gesture to be performed. This blue bar resemble the bar used 

in smartphones in the notifications screen, being designed with this appearance due to the 

effect of previous experience in touchscreen interaction revealed by participants. 

 

 
Figure 133: Content Detail screen on prototype Hierarchical Content. 
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5.3.2.1.2 Image Gallery 

As mentioned in the gesture elicitation study, this Design Pattern had a gesture preference 

for bimanual gestures that were linked to the gestures-only approach, but were not the 

unimanual expected ones. 

 

In the Start screen, an animation showing the images entering the stage from right to the 

left (Figure 134, Upper part) was used as an affordance to indicate that there were more 

images on right/left. A feedforward animation has been used in the referent Select Image to 

reveal the gesture (G12) – two hands moving in opposite direction while the image is 

increased – providing an affordance for the manipulative aspect of the interface. A small 

image with an icon of the gesture (Figure 134, middle part) was also positioned below the 

image as another way to provide guidance. Figure 134 (Lower Part) shows the action after 

the image being selected, with a transition where the size of the images occupies all screen. 

At the end of this transition an animation showing the reversal gesture (Squeeze hands - 

G13) and a slight reduction in the image scale provides an affordance for the referent Close 

Image. 

 
Figure 134: Start screen on prototype Image Gallery. 
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In the Content Detail screen, for the referent Select thumbnail an animation showing the 

gesture used to select along with arrows point up (Figure 135, Upper part) has been 

developed, in order to suggest the gesture Swipe up (G03). Furthermore, the hover state of 

the selected thumbnail displayed a red rectangle with the text label “Swipe up” to 

emphasise the gesture. In the referent Panning image, while there was a very high 

agreement rate for the gesture G14, and additional affordance has been used (Figure 135, 

Lower left corner) indicating the hand pose and arrows for all direction, fading out after 2 

seconds of visualisation. For the referents Zoom In/Out no changes have been made in the 

interface. 

 

 
Figure 135: Thumbnail selection (upper part) and Panning interaction (lower part) at Content 

Detail screen on prototype Image Gallery. 

 

5.3.2.1.3 Item Navigation 

In this prototype, on the Start screen the referent Select Menu showed a predominance of 

the expected gesture – Swipe left G02; nevertheless, since it was a selection command an 

additional animation showing the hand icon performing the swipe gesture (Figure 136, 

Upper part) has been designed. Figure 136 (middle part) shows the hover state generated 

by the distal interaction, where the menu item changes the position and the colour, 

indicating a potential manipulation of the item. Concerning the referents Browse the list of 

articles down/up, an animation showing the menu items entering the stage from top to 

bottom was designed (Figure 136, Upper part) to suggest the scrolling interaction. 
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Figure 136: Start screen on prototype Item Navigation. 

In the Content Detail screen, all referents matched the expected gestures even though 

some improvements were made on the interface. The referent Go back to the list of articles, 

performed through the gesture Swipe right (G01) had the transition between the previous 

screen as an affordance for the gesture. An additional animation showing the hand icon 

pulling the screen (Figure 137, Upper part) was designed to reinforce the action. In the 

referents Scroll Down/Up Content no change has been made in the interface, since the 

current affordances were effective according to previous results. 

 
Figure 137: Content Detail screen on prototype Item Navigation. 
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5.3.2.1.4 Navigation Drawer 

This Design Pattern comprises three screens. In the Start screen the visual appearance of 

the menu has been updated to be consistent with similar interactions. Therefore, each menu 

item was positioned on the right side of the screen along with an arrow (Figure 138). The 

referent Select menu on the elicitation study had a predominance of the gesture Tap (G05) 

followed by Swipe Right (G01). In order to communicate the gesture Swipe Left, an 

animation with the hand icon performing the gesture and a hover state changing the 

position of the text label were designed. 

 

 
Figure 138: Start screen on prototype Navigation Drawer. 

 

In the screen List of Articles, for the referents Scroll Articles Down/Up an animation with 

the articles entering the stage from top to bottom showed the continuity of items (Figure 

139, Upper part), suggesting the scrolling interaction. The referent Select Article, as in other 

selection commands, showed a predominance of the gesture Tap (G05) on the elicitation 

study. To solve this issue, an animation of arrows and a text with the label ‘Swipe to see 

more’ (Figure 139, middle part) were used, along with a hover colour indicating that the 

whole interactive area (red area that appears after three seconds) would trigger the gesture 

Swipe Left. Therefore, since there are not small areas that could be perceived as a button, it 

is expected that users would not try to use the ‘tap’ gesture. The referent Open Menu 

showed a high agreement in the expected gesture, therefore just a slightly adjustment on 

the interface has been made (see the left blue bar with an arrow in Figure 139). 
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Figure 139: screen List of Articles on prototype Navigation Drawer. 

 

In the last screen, all referents had the expected gestures identified by participants. Even so, 

along with the transition from the previous screen (Figure 140, Upper part), an animation 

showing the hand icon ‘pulling’ the screen in order to reveal the gesture Swipe Right (G01) 

has been designed. A text with the label ‘Swipe back’ was also used to reinforce the gesture. 

Concerning the referents Scroll Text Down/Up, no changes have been made to the 

interface. 
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Figure 140: Content Detail screen on prototype Navigation Drawer. 

 

5.3.2.1.5 Tab Navigation 

The Start screen of this prototype had some changes on the interface. Concerning the 

referents Next/Previous category, the previous version of the prototype showed a top 

navigation with the text labels of each category. This structure elicited in few participants 

the use of the Tap gesture (G05); with the adjustments the text labels were removed 

(Figure 141, middle part), along with two arrows that were placed in the border of the 

interface (See Section 5.2.6.4). Text labels with the name of the categories replaced these 

arrows. The text labels were partially ‘cut’, providing an affordance for the navigation using 

the swipe gestures (see Figure 141, text labels “Sport” and “Technology”). Along with this 

strategy, an animation at the beginning of the interaction showed the transition between 

two categories (Figure 141, Upper part). 

 

In the referent Select Tab, while the selected gesture (Swipe Up – G04) matched the 

expected gestures, some participants still used the Tap gesture (G05). The initial animation 

of the tabs moving slightly up (Figure 141, Upper part) was kept. Nevertheless, a 

feedforward animation revealing the gesture performed with the fist pose was designed 

(Figure 141, Lower part). A hover state, where the colour of the text in the tab changed to 

red reinforced the action expected. 
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Figure 141: Start screen on prototype Tab Navigation. 

 

In the Content Detail screen, all referents generated the expected gestures. A transition 

from the previous screen (Figure 142, Upper part) had the purpose to reveal the 

manipulative aspect of the interface, as an affordance for the referent Back to tab 

navigation. In the referents Scroll Up/Down Content, two arrows previously placed on the 

lateral border of the screen were removed (see Section 5.2.6.4), while 2 new arrows were 

positioned on the top and bottom of the screen (Figure 142, middle part) to suggest the 

scrolling interaction. In order to reinforce the action to go back to the Start screen, a text 

with the label ‘Swipe back’ was placed along with the arrow pointing towards up. 
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Figure 142: Content Detail screen on prototype Tab Navigation. 

 

5.3.2.1.6 Video Player 

This Design Pattern received major changes compared to previous ones. In the Start screen, 

the menu has been redesigned in order to maintain consistency with similar interactions in 

other prototypes. As an affordance for the referent Select menu, an animation with the 

hand icon performing the gesture was introduced to the interface (Figure 143). Along with 

the animation, the menu item changed the position slightly to the left, in order to 

communicate the gesture Swipe Left (G02).  

 

 
Figure 143: Start screen on prototype Video Player. 
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In the Video Detail screen, the referent Open Menu had an affordance that maintained a 

similar transition designed in the previous interface, revealing that the menu can be opened 

using a “drawer” interaction (Figure 144, Upper part). After the transition, an instruction for 

the referent Pause/Play video revealed a hand icon supported by a text with the label 

“Open hand to Pause”, with a fade out after 2 seconds of visualisation. When the video is 

paused a similar instruction appears on the interface with the text “Open hand to play”. A 

similar text was placed next to the timeline (See Figure 144, Lower part). The gesture used 

in this referent was linked to users’ preferences, however the interface was changed. 

 

For the next three referents, the screen (Figure 144, Lower part) with the video player 

appears after two seconds of interaction. When the user is not interacting, the video keeps 

playing on the interface. For the referents Adjust timeline and Adjust volume, the 

commands happened via distal interaction. When the participant used the fist pose in the 

vertical axis the volume could be adjusted, while moving in the horizontal axis the timeline 

could be adjusted. The hand icon with the fist pose was used as an instruction for the 

gesture. These two referents used a continuous feedback, since the interaction occurred as 

a direct manipulation on the interface. Differently from all previous referents (that use swipe 

to control the interface), in these referents the update on the GUI is ‘purely’ continuous – 

e.g. when the user moves the arm up to control the volume using the fist position (Figure 

144, Lower part), the blue bars are filled according to the height of the hand. When the user 

stops to use the fist pose, the gesture also ends. These steps represent the three phases of 

gestures defined by (Wigdor & Wixon, 2011): registration, continuation and termination. 

 

For the last referent, Next video, an animation with an arrow pointing to the left and a text 

with the label “Swipe left for next video” was designed to support the guidance (Figure 144, 

Lower right part). Amongst all prototypes, this screen was the one that showed a strong 

legacy effect on the previous interface, since many elements resembled buttons. This new 

design was an attempt to eliminate this effect from the interface. 
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Figure 144: Video Detail screen on prototype Video Player. 

 

All prototypes had changes on the interface to improve the guessability of the interface or 

reduce the effect of legacy bias, in order to avoid the hand being used as a cursor. 

 

5.3.3 Conclusion 

The development of high-fidelity prototypes was defined as part of the Research through 

Design approach, in order to improve the Design Patterns with the data gathered on the 

gesture elicitation study and develop/code the prototypes for the summative evaluation 

presented in the next chapter. During the interaction design, some implications concerning 

the technology and interfaces emerged and are presented: 

 

FP01 - Hand icons: due to a limitation in the recognition system, the fist hand pose had to 

be used for vertical scrolling interactions to minimise the false positives. Therefore, in 

interactions with a specific hand pose the use of iconic representations is advised due to the 

simple shape (Lupton & Philips, 2008) and for being the standard representation in other 

ways of interaction (e.g. mouse cursor, touchscreen gestures). 
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FP02 - Context-sensitive tutorials: an animation with the hand pose simulating the gesture 

can be used as a strategy to introduce “additional gestures or consolidate core gestures” 

(Ackad et al., 2015). However, tutorials should not interfere on user’s “flow” (Hofmeester & 

Wolfe, 2012), being used only in interactions where is necessary. 

 

FP03 - Textual support: textual instructions along with visual affordances were used to 

reinforce the gesture or action executed on the interface, as suggested by previous studies 

(Chueke et al., 2017; Walter et al., 2013). 

 

These recommendations were applied in the high-fidelity prototypes that are evaluated in 

the next chapter, in order to validate the gestures-only approach through real mid-air 

applications developed for use in Kinect V2. 
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6.1 Introduction 
“It felt like the gestures were something new, it was much more 

engaging it was sort of a much more pleasant experience that felt like 

you were doing something different with technology that was much 

more responding to you as a subject rather than you placing a cursor on 

a thing as an object.” [Participant 24] 

 

In this chapter a summative evaluation of the research artefacts developed – six 

Informational Design Patterns – is presented as part of the assessment phase in the RtD 

framework, aiming to accomplish the research objective 6: Conduct a comparative 

evaluation of cursor-based and gestural mid-air interactions. The chapter describes a 

detailed comparative analysis of performance and satisfaction between the standard 

approach in mid-air interaction, cursor-based, with the proposed approach in this thesis, 

gestures-only, using the high-fidelity prototypes presented on the previous chapter added 

by versions of the same prototypes mediated by cursor interaction and the use of buttons in 

the GUI. In addition, the overall user experience perceived by participants while testing both 

approaches is also reported, contributing to the generation of design recommendations for 

the development of gestures-only mid-air applications. 

 

6.2 Comparative analysis – Summative Evaluation 
This comparative analysis intended to investigate the difference between performance, 

satisfaction and user experience in these two approaches and identify implications for the 

development of mid-air graphical interfaces. The rationale for this experiment was to 

compare the already existing cursor-based type of mid-air interaction, which follows the 

WIMP interaction parameters, to the design of gesture-driven mid-air interfaces based on 

manipulation, which is the proposal of this research (the gestures-only approach).  

 

This analysis was part of the Research through Design (RtD) process described in Chapter 3 

and acted as a summative evaluation with the purpose of validating and gathering feedback 

about the gestures-only approach. Using six Design Patterns, each one was represented by 
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interaction, totalling 12 prototypes. 

 

Therefore, for each existing Design Pattern the same tasks were performed in each type of 

interaction (cursor-based and gestures-only) but in different ways depending on the 

proposed interface design. For the cursor-based interaction, the Point-and-dwell technique 

has been used. Figure 145 shows an example of two interfaces and the differences in 

interaction between them. 

 

 
Figure 145: An informational interface using cursor-based and gestures-only interaction. 

 

The task in this example represents the navigation required to search for specific 

information through an interface that combines text and images. To move the text in 

interface 1 (Figure 145, left), the user must position the hand on one of the buttons and 

dwell, until a loading bar is loaded, executing the action. In interface 2 (Figure 145, right, first 

image) the text is entered in the interface using an animation, which at the same time 

instructs the user about the gesture to be used (drag up/down). The moment the animation 

ends (Figure 145, right, second image), the user has already received the necessary 

instruction to perform the gesture. Thus, the same task can be performed using both 

approaches (cursor-based on the left, gestures-only on the right), but with changes in the 

graphical interface and the interaction. With this procedure, the participants were able to 

compare both approaches of mid-air interaction. 

 

The prototype interactions were designed to be executed by the upper part of the body, 

mainly the movement of hands and arms, in a standing position, so as to satisfy the scenario 
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bedroom). However, the prototypes were also capable of gesture recognition in a sitting 

position. Some participants, at the end of the sessions, performed some tests in this position 

and were also satisfied. The technology used for the recognition of gestures was Microsoft's 

Kinect V2 sensor, as it allows for use in a comfortable distance for big displays (≅1.5-2.5m) 

and has several advantages over its competitors. One participant at a time can control the 

prototypes developed. If multiple users are in the same room, the person closest to the 

Kinect Sensor and who first interacts becomes the ‘owner’ of gesture control. 

 

In summary, this comparative analysis aimed to: 

a) Measure the performance and satisfaction of cursor-based and gestural interfaces, 

identifying if there are significant differences between both approaches, guided by 

the analysis of each pair of interfaces; 

b) Identify user preference regarding mid-air interaction; 

c) Validate the six Design Patterns applied to information visualisation developed; 

d) Contribute to the development of design recommendations for mid-air interfaces.  

 

Subsequently, details of the experiment design are described along with the choice of 

metrics for data collection, experiment conditions, participants’ recruitment and the test 

procedure. The statistical methods used to calculate the statistical significance of the data 

are discussed separately for each analysis. 

 

6.2.1 Research approach and Data collection  

This study combined the use of quantitative and qualitative data. Hence, different strategies 

and metrics were defined for the data collection – triangulation between performance 

metrics, self-reported metrics, structured interview and video observation. 

 

In order to compare products and interfaces, which is the case of this comparative analysis, 

Tullis & Albert (2008) recommended the following metrics: task success, task time, 

efficiency and self-reported metrics. In addition to these metrics, errors, familiarisation time 

and distance of swipe gestures were also analysed. 

 

For the evaluation of self-reported metrics, Sauro & Lewis (2012) suggested the use of 

standardised questionnaires to appraise participant satisfaction with the perceived usability 
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other advantages, scientific generalisation and the possibility of replication and 

quantification (results are not based on personal judgment only). 

 

… the (self-reported) data may tell you something about how users feel about the 

system […] even if it takes users forever to perform something […] if the experience 

makes them happy, is the only thing that matters. (Tullis & Albert 2008, p.123) 

 

A post-study standardised questionnaire called AttrakDiff and designed by Hassenzahl 

(2004) was used to support the evaluation of the user experience. The following sections 

present the process of data gathering, the selected metrics and questionnaires: 

Performance metrics 

- Task success: used to identify if the user can complete a task. The success was 

measured using a binomial value – 0 for failure and 1 for success. This approach is 

recommended by Sauro & Lewis (2012) since it supports the use of statistical 

analysis to identify differences in completion rates. This metric is commonly used to 

measure effectiveness (Tullis & Albert, 2008). 

- Task time: using the video recording of each task, the time was computed using 

time-stamp. It was also used as a metric to measure efficiency in the statistical 

analysis. Regarding this metric, the time for tasks that generated errors during the 

performance was not computed; these tasks received scores only for errors. 

- Efficiency: there are different ways to measure efficiency in a usability test. In this 

experiment, efficiency was identified from a combination of task success and task 

time. Thus, the measure of efficiency was "the ratio of the task completion rate to 

the mean time per task" (Tullis & Albert, 2008).  

- Errors: Two types of errors were analysed in the gestures-only interaction: false 

positives - system activation by accident, i.e. the 'Midas touch' – and false negatives 

- unsuccessful attempts to perform a gesture (Koutsabasis & Domouzis, 2016). In the 

cursor-based interaction, an error was established when trying to hover a button 

using the cursor, the participant hovered another button or ledft the interactive area, 

leading the interaction to restart (e.g. loading time of Point-and-dwell technique). 

- Familiarisation time: time was available for each participant to become familiar with 

the interactions before each task was tested. Therefore, the participants were able 

to test the interactions in each prototype and only start the test itself when feeling 

confident about the interaction. The familiarisation time was demarcated by the time 
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process, based on the participant's indication. 

- Distance for swipe gestures: the gestures-only approach uses mainly the swipe 

gestures for navigation in the horizontal and vertical axis. The Kinect V2 sensor was 

used to identify the origin and ending point for each gesture. A specific tool has 

been developed to gather and analyse this data. 

Post-test Questionnaire – User preference 

A questionnaire was developed (see Appendix C.4) to identify users' preference for cursor-

based or gestures-only interaction for each task performed. If participants perceived no 

difference between the two types of interaction, they could select the option "no difference" 

(see Figure 146). 

 

 
Figure 146: Example of the post-test questionnaire for the Design Pattern Hierarchical Content. 

 

This questionnaire contained six different tables (one for each Design Pattern), which 

presented the specific tasks performed by the participants. At the end of the interaction in 

each Design Pattern (one prototype for cursor-based and one for gestures-only interaction), 

the participant was able to express their preference regarding tasks performed.  

 

Post-test Questionnaire – AttrakDiff  

AttrakDiff (Hassenzahl, 2008; Hassenzahl et al., 2003) is a standardised questionnaire (see 

Appendix C.5) that measures the usability of the system and how successful users are in 

achieving their goals – called Pragmatic Quality (PQ). It also measures the properties of a 

system like the novelty, the kind of experiences it offers and how its appearance is 

perceived – identified as Hedonic Quality (HQ), along with the attractiveness of a system 

(Isleifsdottir & Larusdottir, 2008). 

 

AttrakDiff was chosen to measure the user experience (UX) of the interfaces used in this 

study due to the reliability of its subscales. According to Wetzlinger et al. (2014), AttrakDiff 

presented a higher Cronbach's Alpha coefficient (between .73 and .90) than Experience 
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S Questionnaire (UEQ) (between .65 and .89) and was used in different studies over the HCI 

field. The use of a SUS (Software Usability Scale), created by Brooke (1996) and used to 

evaluate perceived usability was also considered. However, after running a pilot test with 3 

participants, it was identified that the SUS would be more suitable for a usability test where 

complex interactions (a navigational structure with different levels such as a website) and 

more content would be available for the participants. In this study, the tasks were rather 

simple and quick to be performed (e.g. scroll content, select an item). 

 

Post-test Structured Interview 

The post-test structured interview (see Appendix C.6) was developed with the purpose of 

understanding the reason for gesture preference, as well as verifying participants' 

experience when using a GUI without the use of a cursor. The initial idea for this stage of the 

analysis was to use questionnaires instead of an interview. However, when performing the 

pilot test it was noticed that at the end of the test the participants were overloaded by 

answering the AttrakDiff questionnaire and then another questionnaire; thus, it was decided 

to end the test with an interview to facilitate feedback collection through participants’ 

verbalisation of their answers instead of writing. Table 9 describes the information gathered 

at the interviews: 

 

Table 9: Post-test structured interview 

 Statements 
 

Attribute Evaluated 

Q1 The user is right-handed, left-handed or 
ambidextrous 

Hand preference 

Q2 Definition of which type of interaction is more 
suitable for mid-air interaction 

Naturalness of interaction 

Q3 Type of interaction that is faster Perceived usability 
Q4 Type of interaction that requires less effort Perceived usability 
Q5 Type of interaction that is easier to learn Perceived usability 
Q6 Type of interaction that is more fun Perceived usability 
Q7 Type of interaction that is easier to perform Perceived usability 
Q8 The mid-air interaction could make the participants 

feel embarrassed in a semi-private context 
Social acceptance 

Q9 Visualisation of cursor and buttons on the graphical 
interface - GUI – in the gestures-only interaction 

Gestural interaction 

Q10 Feedback/comments about the overall study Feedback/Improvements 
 The audio in the interviews was recorded, combining a quantitative (contingency 

questions) and qualitative (open questions) analysis. During the test the participants were 

invited to point out their opinion on the interfaces analysed, using a think-aloud protocol. In 
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recorded. 

 

6.2.2 Test Conditions  

The comparative analysis had two test conditions: interfaces designed using cursor-based 

and gestures-only interaction. Both test conditions were applied in six Design Patterns, 

represented by six prototypes for each mid-air interaction approach. Therefore, the study 

occurred following a 6x2 array (Table 10), where the participants evaluated each Design 

Pattern in the two existing conditions. 

 

Table 10: Array 6x2 showing the test conditions and the respectively Design Patterns. 

Test Conditions – Design Patterns  
Item Navigation (cursor-based) Item Navigation (gestures-only) 
Navigation Drawer (cursor-based) Navigation Drawer (gestures-only) 
Video Player (cursor-based) Video Player (gestures-only) 
Tab Navigation (cursor-based) Tab Navigation (gestures-only) 
Image Gallery (cursor-based) Image Gallery (gestures-only) 
Hierarchical Navigation (cursor-based) Hierarchical Navigation (gestures-only) 

 

The experiment used a within-subject design, which means that each participant evaluated 

both test conditions, which improves the statistical power of the inferences (Sauro & Lewis, 

2012). MacKenzie (2013) also suggested that this type of design allows similar mental, 

physical and personal conditions of participants in both test conditions. To minimise 

carryover effects, Latin square has been employed to randomise the order of the Design 

Patterns evaluated. 

 

6.2.3 Participants  

A random recruitment process was employed, similar to the previous study (Chapter 5). The 

participants were considered to be general public, without a need for previous experience in 

interaction design or computing. The participants were recruited through posters and emails 

distributed among the community of the University of Brighton, following the assumptions 

defined in Section 2.5. Volunteers for the study were invited to complete an online form to 

gather demographic information and level of experience with touchscreen and mid-air 

devices. 
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to a 'rule of thumb', and it varied both in mid-air projects and in the literature about 

statistical methods. For instance, Ren et al. (2013) evaluated whether there was a significant 

difference between keyboard-mouse and gesture interaction using twelve users. 

Vaidyanathan & Rosenberg (2014) compared touch-screen and mid-air interaction with 32 

participants. The review showed that most of the experiments used a number close to 20 

participants (e.g. Escudeiro et al. 2015; Piumsomboon et al. 2013; Wobbrock et al. 2009; Oh 

& Findlater 2013). 

 

Macefield (2009), when analysing several studies on system usability, identified (Figure 147) 

that in comparative studies about 10 to 12 users identify most of the differences between 

systems. However, considering results with a significant difference, 20 or more users were 

recommended (Macefield, 2009). This comparative analysis considered the 

recommendation of Sauro & Lewis (2012), where 30 participants were suggested for tests 

that follow a within-subject design and mainly use paired t-tests for the statistical analysis. 

Therefore, 30 volunteers were recruited and received a £6 refreshment voucher. 

Accordingly to Sauro & Lewis (2012), this number of participants could provide a reasonable 

statistical power (≅80%).  

 

 
Figure 147: Advice summary about the number of participants. Source: (Macefield, 2009) 

 

Apart from the volunteers (15 male, 15 female), another three volunteers were part of a pilot 

study. Their tests were used only for refinement in the main experiment and their data has 

not been used in the analysis. Participants had different professional backgrounds (e.g. 

pharmacy, arts, computing, media), and age varied amongst four groups: 15-24 years old 

(23%), 25-34 years old (40%), 35-44 years old (30%) and 45-54 years old (7%). 
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the aim of identifying if there would be any relationship between the gestures chosen and 

their experience with these devices. All volunteers had previous experience with 

touchscreen technology (mobile phones or tablets). Approximately 23% had 3-5 years of 

experience, 40% between 6-8 years of experience, whilst the remaining (37%) had 9 years 

or more of previous touchscreen experience. However, in regards to the previous 

experience in mid-air devices (Microsoft Kinect, Leap Motion or MYO), the majority of the 

volunteers (70%) had never used this technology. About 16% had more than three years of 

experience with mid-air interaction, 7% have used a device for about five times and another 

7% have experienced mid-air technology for about ten times. 

 

Regarding the participants and their hand preference, from the 30 participants, 21 were 

right-handed (70%), 4 left-handed (13%) and 5 ambidextrous (17%).  

 

6.2.4 Apparatus 

The prototypes used in this experiment had their graphical interface (GUI) designed by the 

researcher, along with the code of the interface (Front End). For the gesture recognition 

system, a third-party developer with experience in Microsoft Kinect V2 has been involved to 

assist in the development of the prototypes, as mentioned in Section 5.3.8. 

 

During the experiment with the designed interfaces, the participants remained in the 

standing position. The University of Brighton usability lab was equipped to host the 

experimental interaction space, shown in Figure 148 (Left). A Sony 55W950B monitor with 

56 inches and a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels (Full HD) was used for the visualisation of 

the interfaces, and a Microsoft Kinect V2 sensor was positioned below the display. The 

participants were instructed to occupy a specific space on the floor of the laboratory, at 

approximately 2.5 meters distance from the display. This is the distance recommended by 

the sensor manufacturer (Microsoft).   

 

In order to capture the view of the participants and the display, a high definition (Full HD) 

camera was placed on the left side (Figure 148, right) of the participants, using a tripod. The 

Microsoft Kinect sensor also has a camera, used to recognise the gestures and also record 

the user interaction in a frontal plane. For the recording of the gestures the depth camera 

(512x424px) was used, since the recording with the RGB camera (Full HD) generated a 
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movements. 

 

 
Figure 148: The usability lab setup (Left) and participant interacting with the prototypes (Right).  

 

For the operation of the prototypes, an Apple computer (2.6 GHz Intel Core i5 and 16 GB of 

RAM) was used; however, Windows 10 OS had to be used on the Apple computer because 

the sensor only works in Windows environment. The Microsoft Kinect V2 sensor was 

connected to the computer via a specific adapter22 for use, which ensures low latency of the 

information flow. Technical characteristics of the development were presented in section 

5.3.1. All the prototypes were designed using a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels. During the 

tests, the researcher was conducting the test and observing the participants while these 

performed the gestures and controlled the prototypes. It is important to mention that the 

researcher was behind the range of the Kinect sensor to avoid any possible noise generated 

by another skeleton (human body) during the interaction.  

 

6.2.5 Procedure  

The following procedure was defined for the comparative analysis study. The session 

typically lasted between 60 – 80 minutes, and covered the 12 prototypes tested and the 

post-test procedures mentioned in section 6.3.1. 

  

1. After welcoming the participants, they were introduced to the main concepts of 

mid-air interaction and the difference between cursor-based and gestures-only 

interaction with the support of a keynote presentation. The researcher then 

presented a demonstration of their skeleton and joints being recognised by the 

                                                   
22 More information about the Kinect Adapter available at https://bit.ly/2ueuSVx 
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first experience with a mid-air device. The researcher provided water and snacks for 

the participants since the mid-air interaction requires some physical effort to 

perform the gestures.  

2. The Consent Form (Appendix B.3) was presented to participants in addition to a 

description of the test. It was mentioned to the participants that they were free to 

leave or have their data withdrawn at any time, without the need to present any 

specific motive. Afterwards, the participants were asked to stand in front of the 

display in a specific place, demarcated on the floor, in order to begin the test. The 

six Design Patterns were presented randomised, following a Latin-square 

arrangement (6x6) (Cairns & Cox, 2008). Each Design Pattern was represented by 

one pair of prototypes, which represented the test conditions (one prototype with 

cursor-based and one prototype with gestures-only interaction). It was initially 

considered to perform a counterbalance by varying the two modes of interaction. 

However, as the mid-air interaction is not commonly used, it was identified in the 

pilot study that participants initially felt more confident to interact in the cursor-

based approach by the familiarity with mouse interaction. As a result, it was decided 

to always test first the cursor-based version and subsequently the gestures-only 

version for each Design Pattern. 

3. The number of tasks in each Design Pattern varied. Thus, when testing a prototype, 

the researcher/mediator provided instructions for the participants to perform each 

task. The first round was defined as familiarisation time, that is, the participant could 

discover the possible interactions in the prototype and when feeling confident, 

inform the researcher to start the second round, where the tasks were repeated and 

measured. Participants were invited to provide feedback during the interaction in a 

think-aloud manner. At the end of each pair of prototypes - which comprises one 

Design Pattern - the participants were asked to fill in the questionnaire with respect 

to their preference of interaction for each task (Post-test Questionnaire - User 

preference). This step was repeated six times (Six Design Patterns) using 12 

prototypes. 

4. At the end of the test with the prototypes, participants were requested to answer 

the AtrakkDiff questionnaire. 

5. As a final step, participants were invited to respond to a structured interview, where 

the researcher asked them about their perception of the cursor-based and gestures-

only interaction. 
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The results and discussion of the comparative analysis are presented separately for each 

Design Pattern (Sections 6.2.6.1 to 6.2.6.6), showing the analysis of the performance metrics 

along with the results of the post-test questionnaire used to identify the users’ preference in 

each task.  

 

Results for the Structured Interview (6.2.6.7), AttrakDiff (62.6.7) and Analysis of distance in 

swipe gestures (6.2.6.10) were presented after the analysis of the prototypes since these 

methods evaluated the overall users’ experience in the test conditions. Over these sections, 

details about each method were described alongside with the appropriate analysis. To assist 

the statistical analysis, software IBM® SPSS Statistics® version 24 and Minitab Express® 

version 1.5.1 were used. Owing to specific conditions regarding the statistical analysis in 

Success Rate and Task Time (performance metrics), some considerations were initially 

discussed, along with the results of the Familiarisation Time. 

 

The prototypes in the gestures-only approach analysed in the following sections were 

presented in the previous chapter (Section 5.3 – Development of High-fidelity prototypes). 

In addition, prototypes with cursor-based interaction were developed for this experiment.  

Considerations of the analysis of Success Rate 

Task success, also called completion rate, is one of the most important usability metrics (J. 

Nielsen, 2001). In this study, a criterion for task failure has been defined. When the 

participant was not able to perform the task properly due to errors in the recognition 

system (Kinect sensor) and asked the support of the researcher/mediator, the task would 

be considered failed (coded as 0). It would be possible to define a criterion for partial 

success, however, the binary method "lends itself better for statistical analysis" (Sauro & 

Lewis, 2012). 

 

To identify if there was a significant difference between task success in both approaches in 

a within-subject study, Sauro & Lewis (2012) recommended the use of McNemar Exact test, 

analysing where the proportion of discordant pairs was greater than 0.05(sign test) based 

on the generation of p-values. It was based on the analysis of discordant pairs – participants 

who switch from failing to pass or pass to fail (Sauro & Lewis, 2012). Following the McNemar 

test, the strategy used to calculate the binomial confidence intervals applies the Adjusted 
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method (Tullis & Albert, 2008), and also more suitable when samples are less than 150 

(Sauro & Lewis, 2012), which is the case of this study. 

Considerations of the analysis of Task Time 

Task completion time was counted as the amount of time needed to complete a task, 

measured in seconds and it was also used in this study as a metric to measure efficiency. 

Task time was defined as the interval between the instruction regarding the task to be 

executed (e.g. open the third article) and the completion of the task by the participant, 

analysed through video observation. Task times data in general has a positive skew since 

some users might take a long time to finish a task (Tullis & Albert, 2008). 

 

Based on this fact, Sauro & Lewis (2010) recommended a logarithmic transformation of the 

time data, in order to adjust the data and provide the correct calculation for confidence 

intervals. The log-transformation was identified as one of the best transformations for time 

data (Howell, 2008) since the means and standard deviations are correlated. This 

transformation was performed using the software IBM SPSS24. Figure 149 illustrates the 

process where the raw data (left) is skewed and the transformed log-values (right) show 

the time data adjusted. 

 

 
Figure 149: Example of raw time, skewed (Left) and logarithmic transformed (Right). Source: 

Online Calculator available at https://measuringu.com/time_intervals/ 

 

Sauro & Lewis (2010) also indicated that task time should be reported by the geometric 

mean instead of the arithmetic mean, due to the nature of the data, additionally with the 

median when there are large samples (>25). However, to identify significant differences 

between task times a two-tailed paired t-test using the mean time is advocated, since it is 

considered robust to violations of normality (Sauro & Lewis, 2012) especially in large sample 

sizes (30 or more).   

                                                   
23 The calculation of the Adjusted Wald interval was done using the tool available at 

https://measuringu.com/wald/ 
24 The steps used for calculation of log-transformation in task time using SPSS are available at 

https://statistics.laerd.com/spss-tutorials/transforming-data-in-spss-statistics.php  
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As one of the performance metrics, the familiarisation time measured the time in seconds 

needed by each participant to become familiar with the interactions in each prototype. It 

was identified based on video observation. This time was measured before the realisation of 

the test in each prototype, reason why the results are presented in this section. Table 11 

summarises the familiarisation time, along with the results of a paired t-test performed to 

identify significant differences amongst the prototypes in cursor-based and gestures-only. 

 

Table 11: Familiarisation mean time in seconds for each test condition and the results of paired t-
test on cursor-based and gestures-only conditions. 

Test Condition F. Time St. Dev. t-value p-value 
Hierarchical Content cursor-based 80.8 4.4 t=-2.59  p = 0.014 
Hierarchical Content gestures-only 85 7.6 
Image Gallery cursor-based 92.4 7.5 t=-4.73 p<0.001 
Image Gallery gestures-only 99.2 7.2 
Item Navigation cursor-based 88.7 4.8 t=-0.09 p = 0.93 
Item Navigation gestures-only 88.6 6.5 
Navigation Drawer cursor-based 105 6 t=0.49 p = 0.63 
Navigation Drawer gestures-only 104.1 10.2 
Tab Navigation cursor-based 92.5 8.6 t=-1.78 p = 0.08 
Tab Navigation gestures-only 98 14.5 
Video Player cursor-based 116.7 10.2 t=-4.71 p<0.001 
Video Player gestures-only 131.5 13.8 

 

Participants required more time to become familiar with gestures-only than cursor-based in 

four of six Design Patterns, with an average familiarisation time of 96 seconds in cursor-

based and 101.1 seconds in gestures-only. A paired t-test showed that three out of six Design 

Patterns presented a significant difference amongst the test conditions (cursor-based and 

gestures-only); according to Table 11, Hierarchical Content (t=-2.59, p = 0.014), Image Gallery 

(t=-4.73, p<0.001) and Video Player (t=-4.71, p<0.001). The familiarisation time provided 

evidence to measure the time required to understand the interface in both test conditions. 

The overall result showed that gestures-only seemed to require significantly more time in 

three of the mentioned Design Patterns, while Item Navigation and Navigation Drawer 

presented a score with slightly less familiarisation time in gestures-only, but with a 

difference from cursor-based not significant. The Familiarisation Time could be compared to 

the initial proficiency, defined by Carter et al. (2016) as a metric to measure the intuitiveness 

of an interaction technique. The following section presents the analysis for each Design 

Pattern using the metrics previously mentioned. 
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The Design Pattern Hierarchical Content offered the possibility to navigate through the 

content (image and text) in a hierarchical way. Initially the tasks used in this Design Pattern 

were introduced, followed by the results gathered via different methods/approaches. 

6.2.6.1.1 Tasks/Interactions 

Hierarchical Content had mainly two screens: a Start screen for selection and navigation of 

different articles and a Content Detail screen. Since the gestures-only approach used 

animations and transitions to guide users’ navigation, it is advisable to view a video 

recording - available at http://bit.ly/prototypes_final - of the tasks being performed in 

cursor-based and gestures-only. This video also shows the feedback provided by the 

interfaces in each test condition. The following image (Figure 150) shows the Start screen 

with the subsequent tasks: 

- Navigation Left/Right: to navigate through different articles, the cursor-based 

(Figure 150, Left) interface had 2 buttons with an arrow indicating to move to left or 

right. Gestures-only navigation was mediated by a swipe left/right, consequently 

moving to the next article. 

- Selection: to select an article in cursor-based, a button with a label ‘Read more’ was 

used (Figure 150, Left). To perform the same interaction in gestures-only, the swipe 

down using a fist pose was defined. An animation of the hand in fist pose was 

designed to guide the users. 

 
Figure 150: Start screen of the prototype Hierarchical Content, with the cursor-based (Left) and 

gestures-only version (Right). 

 

The Content Detail screen (Figure 151) comprised these tasks:  

- Scroll horizontally: on this screen, the content could be moved left/right like a 

horizontal pagination. On cursor-based the interaction was mediated by buttons, 

while in gestures-only a swipe gesture to left/right moved the content to the 

next/previous page. 
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cursor-based while the same interaction was performed using a swipe up gesture 

with the fist pose. An animation of the hand moving from the bottom up was used 

to help the navigation. 

 
Figure 151: Content Detail screen of the prototype Hierarchical Content, with the cursor-based 

(Left) and gestures-only version (Right). 

 

6.2.6.1.2 Success rate  

Task success was analysed following the assumptions described in the previous section 

6.2.6, concerning the data collection and statistical analysis. Table 12 presents the data for 

task success for each task on the Design Pattern Hierarchical Content. Except for the task 

Close Article in the gestures-only approach (97% success), participants successfully 

completed all other tasks (100% success). 

Table 12: Success rate for the Design Pattern Hierarchical Content. 

 cursor-based  gestures-only   
Task Success 95% CI Success 95% CI Sig. 
Close article 100% [97%] 97% [81.9%, 99.9%] p > 

0.999 
Navigation Left/Right 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Scroll horizontally 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Selection 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 

 

Since the only variation was identified in the task Close Article, the McNemar test showed 

that 29 users completed both conditions and one user passed Close Article cursor-based 

but failed Close Article gestures-only and the difference in the proportion of task success 

was not statistically significant, p > 0.999. For the other tasks, since all users completed 

both conditions, the confidence interval had to be one sided using the LaPlace method 

(Sauro & Lewis, 2012). The overall task success, calculated using the ratio of all successful 

tasks and total number of tasks pointed 100% of task success for cursor-based and 99.2% 

for gestures-only interaction.  
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As mentioned in section 6.2.1, errors were analysed separately according to the test 

conditions. In the cursor-based interaction, an error is defined as false negative when a user 

tries to hover a button using the hand, and due to accuracy issues the hand moves out of 

the interactive area, resetting the dwelling time in the interaction (Figure 152): 

 
Figure 152: Example of False Negative in cursor-based interaction; (1) User hover button, (2) 

User move the hand out of the interactive area (3), the hovering process restarting. 

The interaction gestures-only presented 2 types of errors: false negatives, when the system 

does not recognise the gesture performed by the participant, and false positives, where 

unintentional gestures trigger an interaction.  

 

Regarding the gestures-only interaction, the main source of false negative errors was 

associated with limitations of the Kinect sensor. In the following example in Figure 153, an 

error generated by Participant 2 in the task Navigation Left/Right is shown: the swipe 

gesture had a registration (2), a continuation (3 and 4) and a termination (5). However, 

because there was a slight movement from position 1 and 2, the system did not recognise 

this gesture as a Swipe, and a false positive occurred. When the gesture was performed too 

quickly the sensor presented some issues to recognise the gesture. 

 

 
Figure 153: Example of participant performing a swipe gesture showing the skeleton view. The 

numbers show the sequence of the hand from starting posture (1), registration (2) until 
termination (3) of the gesture. 
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spine (black line in Figure 153), sometimes the system couldn’t recognise the registration of 

the gesture properly. One possible reason for this issue was that the body of the 

participants was sometimes ‘behind’ the hand (dotted line in Figure 153), and since the 

tracking was based on input from a camera, a ‘flick’ could happen and the wrong data be 

sent to the Kinect sensor.  

 

Based on these assumptions, the analysis of errors for the Design Pattern Hierarchical has 

been calculated following the approach suggested by Tullis & Albert (2008), where the 

average rate of errors made by the participants are separated per task, providing an 

analysis in detail of both test conditions. Since each task was analysed separately, there was 

a single opportunity per task to make an error; therefore, a graph shows (Figure 154) the 

percentage of participants who made an error for each task. The frequency of errors was 

not directly associated with task success. The majority of participants completed the tasks 

even when an error happened. The result of error analysis is shown in Figure 154: 

 

 
Figure 154: Different types or errors separated by cursor-based and gestures-only approach – 

Design pattern Hierarchical Content. 

 

On average, 7.3% of participants made false negative errors in cursor-based, while for 

gestures-only this figure was 22.5% added by 14.2% of participants that made false positive 

errors. Regarding gestures-only interaction, errors such as false positives happened in 

general due to the gesture being performed too fast or too close to the spine, as explained 

previously. The task Close Article, which was performed using a swipe up in fist pose had a 

33% of error rate and one unsuccessful task. Since this was a vertical gesture, the natural 

behaviour observed in the participants was to perform the gesture with the hand close to 
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and presented fewer errors. This could be explained by the fact that on the registration of 

the gesture, when the participants were trying to fist their hands, they kept the same 

position for some milliseconds allowing the Kinect sensor to recognise the correct position 

and consequently the swipe down gesture. For the tasks Navigation Left/Right and Scroll 

horizontally, the gestures performed were the same for swiping left or right. One of the 

issues about the false positives using these gestures was the hand pose performed by the 

participants. As identified in the previous chapter, the most common pose for the swipe 

gesture left/right was using the open palm hand sideward (Figure 155, Left). However, the 

Kinect sensor performs a better gesture recognition when the hand was perpendicular to 

the sensor, since the camera can identify the joints in the arm and hand more consistently. 

 
Figure 155: Swipe using sideward pose (Left) and swipe with the hand perpendicular (Right). 

Concerning the false positives, when some participants did a swipe left and returned the 

hand to the right side of the body to do another swipe left, the system understood this 

movement as a swipe right, activating the command incidentally. This error happened 

because the movement has been done following a straight line, which means for the system 

an activation of the swipe right command (See Figure 156). 

 

 
Figure 156: Swipe left executed, but in preparation to do another swipe left, the user 

unintentionally swipes right. 

These errors linked to the gesture recognition in swipe left/right were also identified in the 

other Design Patterns. 

 

6.2.6.1.4 Task Time and Efficiency 

Based on the assumptions regarding the data gathering and statistical analysis defined in 

section 6.2.6, task time for the Design Pattern Hierarchical Content was analysed combining 
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each pair of test conditions analysed, being presented in Figure 157: 

 

 
Figure 157: Geometric Mean and Median time per Task - Hierarchical Content. 

 

Task time differed among the interactions, with gestures-only being performed in average in 

half of the time (2.46 seconds) compared with the cursor-based interaction average time 

(5.24 seconds). The tasks were analysed separately, according to the test conditions 

(cursor-based and gestures-only), and a paired t-test revealed significant differences in all 

pairs of tasks. The results suggested that gestures-only was faster than cursor-based in all 

tasks analysed, with an interval difference typically between 2-3 seconds per task.  

 

A secondary approach to measure efficiency was a combination of task success and task 

time (Tullis & Albert, 2008), defined by the ratio of task success rate to the mean time per 

task. This is a well known strategy to measure efficiency (ISO 9241-210, 2010) and the 

following graph (Figure 158) shows the efficiency for each task analysed (task success per 

second), in cursor-based and gestures-only interaction: 
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Figure 158: Efficiency (Percentage of Task success per second expressed) - Hierarchical Content 

 

The data presented shows that gestures-only interaction was approximately 49% more 

efficient than cursor-based for every second performed, with an average score of 37% and 

19% respectively. 

 

6.2.6.1.5 User preference 

This session shows the results of user preference for each task, based on the data generated 

by the post-test questionnaire. At the end of the test of each pair of prototypes (cursor-

based and gestures-only), participants were requested to choose which interaction 

approach they preferred for each task:  cursor-based, gestures-only or No difference 

between interaction approaches (Nd). The result of users' preference is displayed in the 

following graph (Figure 159): 

 

 
Figure 159: Percentage of user preference per task, Design Pattern Hierarchical Content 
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for Close article (47%), Navigation Left/Right (80%) and Scroll Horizontally (80%), while 

on the task Selection the preference was for cursor-based (47%). Previous results of 

efficiency confirm the preference in the three tasks. Even though users chose cursor-based, 

the task Selection presented more efficiency in gestures-only. It was not clear the rationale 

for this choice, whilst participants P3, P10, P21 and P24 mentioned they felt more confident 

using a button to select an item than a gesture. The non-parametric chi-square goodness-

of-fit (x2), used to test the distribution of frequency, revealed that the tasks Navigation 

Left/Right and Scroll horizontally had a significant difference between cursor-based, 

gestures-only and Nd, (x2(2) = 30.20, p < 0.001), reinforcing the user preference using 

statistical inference. 

6.2.6.1.6 Graphical User Interface (GUI) analysis in gestures-only interaction  

The observation of video recordings along with previous results of performance provides a 

better understanding of the users’ perception regarding the graphic elements, navigation 

and animations used in gestures-only interaction. Regarding the transition used to go from 

the Start screen to the Content Detail screen, it has been noted that participants understood 

the animation, reinforced by the tutorial showing how to close the Content Detail screen 

(Figure 160). Participants P1, P7, P8, P19 and P22 explicitly mentioned the graphic element 

(See Figure 160, blue bar at the bottom), indicating that that element could be manipulated. 

All users, according to the video observation, also understood the tutorial used for the task 

Selection, revealing that the animation with a hand icon was sufficient to support the 

interaction. 

 

 
Figure 160: Transition from Start screen to Content Detail screen. 

 

Tasks Navigation Left/Right and Scroll horizontally were performed using the same 

gesture – swipe right/left – and received the same score in user preference (80%). These 

tasks do not show an animation of the gesture performed but a visual static affordance 
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showed that all participants comprehended this affordance, therefore performing the 

gesture to manipulate the content. 

 
Figure 161: Gradient used on the edge of Start and Content Detail screen, showing an affordance 

that the content continues over the edge of the area. 

 

The Content Detail screen introduced a horizontal scrolling to manipulate the text. P5 and 

P19 verbalised that this visual structure was different; nevertheless once they learned how 

to do this interaction, it became easier to accomplish the task.  

 

6.2.6.2 Analysis Design Pattern Image Gallery  

The Design Pattern Image Gallery was intended to provide navigation through different 

groups of images, with the possibility to visualise different images in each group. 

6.2.6.2.1 Tasks/Interactions 

This Design Pattern had two screens. A Start screen (Figure 162) to select a specific group 

of images, and an Image Detail screen (Figure 163) where the user could select other 

images and perform zoom in/out. The video recording showing the prototypes in cursor-

based and gestures-only is available at http://bit.ly/prototypes_final. 

- Navigation between images: the navigation left/right in cursor-based was 

performed using the buttons on the edge of the screen, while a swipe left/right was 

used for gestures-only. 

- Image selection: the group of images could be selected hovering the image in 

cursor-based interaction – there was a label below the image with this instruction. 

For gestures-only, the command was performed spreading both hands in the 

horizontal axis. Figure 162 (right) shows an animation of both hands in order to 

provide the instruction for the users. 
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Figure 162: Start screen of the prototype Image Gallery, with the cursor-based (Left) and 

gestures-only version (Right). 

 

The Image Detail screen (Figure 163) had the following tasks: 

- Thumbnail selection: an image could be selected dwelling over a thumbnail in the 

bottom menu in cursor-based. The same interaction happened in gestures-only 

moving the arm left/right, and to select swiping up – an animation supported this 

interaction. 

- Zoom: this interaction was performed in cursor-based using the buttons located in 

the top right corner. In the gestures-only, zoom in was performed stretching out 

both hands (same gesture used to select a group of images), and the inverse 

gesture (squeeze hands) for zoom out. 

- Close image: similarly to zoom interaction, an image could be closed using the “X” 

button in cursor-based. This interaction in gestures-only followed the same gesture 

used for zoom out, and had an animation of the gesture to provide guidance. 

 

 
Figure 163:  Image Detail screen of the prototype Image Gallery, with the cursor-based (Left) 

and gestures-only version (Right). 

 

6.2.6.2.2 Success rate  

Task success has been analysed following the assumptions defined in Section 6.2.6. 

Amongst 5 tasks, only the task Close Image in the gestures-only approach was not scored 
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gestures-only interaction.  

Table 13 shows the success rate per task in each test condition: 

 

Table 13: Success rate for the Design Pattern Image Gallery 

 cursor-based  gestures-only   
Task Success 95% CI Success 95% CI Sig. 
Navigation between 
images 

100% [97%] 100 [97%] Not Calc. 

Image selection 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Thumbnail selection 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Zoom 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Close image 100% [97%] 97% [81.9%, 99.9%] p > 0.999 

 

A McNemar test showed a non-significant difference for the task Close Image, where 29 

participants completed both test conditions and 1 participant was successful in cursor-based 

but failed in gestures-only interaction.  

6.2.6.2.3 Errors 

The Design Pattern Image Gallery, compared with the previous Design Pattern, showed 

fewer errors. False negatives in cursor-based interaction had an average score of 13.2%, 

while the task that had a major contribution for this score was Close Image, with 53% of 

false negatives (Figure 164). On gestures-only interaction, the average found for false 

negatives and false positives was 8.6% of the tasks executed by all participants. The 

following graph (Figure 164) shows the 3 different types of errors in this Design Pattern: 

 

 
Figure 164: Different types or errors separated by cursor-based and the gestures-only approach 

– Design Pattern Image Gallery. 
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Thumbnail Selection due to the proximity of the buttons/interactive areas (see Figure 165, 

left). However the error rate for this task was low, 3%. 

 

 
Figure 165: Thumbnail selection (Left) and Zoom/Close button (Right). The interactive areas are 

too close, causing the false negatives on cursor-based. 

 

On the other hand, the task Close Image showed a high score in errors due to the proximity 

of the close button and zoom and to the size of the buttons - 104x104px (Figure 165, right), 

and also the position on the top right corner. Participants found difficult to keep their hands 

in the same position for the dwelling time, and left-handed users showed difficulty to move 

their hands to the border of the interface. 

 

The analysis of false negatives in the Gesture-only revealed two tasks – Navigation Between 

Images and Image Selection – with a considerable error rate (17% and 13% respectively). 

The first task had a similar issue to the previous Design Pattern, where the swipe left/right 

was not recognised properly due to hand posture or the gesture being performed too fast. 

For the task Image Selection, the interaction combined the use of both hands, with the 

palm paralleled to the sensor. The error identified was related to the registration of the 

gesture (Figure 166), where the user instead of starting the gesture in position 1 and moving 

to 3, unintentionally opened both hands before they had been positioned in the ‘correct 

place’ for the registration of the gesture, creating a path similar to an arc (movement 

between 2 to 3). False positives in other tasks received a low score and are associated to 

misinterpretation of the gesture performed by the Kinect sensor. 
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Figure 166: False negative occurred in the Image Selection task. When the participant tried to 

perform the gesture, the starting point created an arc (2), therefore the system could not 
recognise the termination (3) of the gesture properly.  

 

The scores of false positives revealed an issue with dichotomous gestures. While the gesture 

used for the task Zoom in was moving both hands away from body, the opposite gesture 

was used for the task Close Image. However, when some participants wanted to repeat the 

Zoom gesture, their hands went back to the rest position (reverse gesture), and 

unintentionally activated the task Close Image.  

6.2.6.2.4 Task Time and Efficiency 

Image Gallery presented a broad variation of task times, with the difference between 

interaction approaches varying from 1.5 seconds (Thumbnail selection) to 4.1 seconds 

(Close image), accordingly to the geometric mean (Figure 167). The average time for 

cursor-based interaction was 5.4 seconds, while gestures-only was around 50% faster with 

average task time of 2.8 seconds. The geometric mean and median for each task are 

presented in the following graph (Figure 167): 

 

 
Figure 167: Geometric Mean time and median per task – Image Gallery. 
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between cursor-based and gestures-only interaction, exposing that this difference was not 

casual but statistic. In the five tasks, cursor-based interaction was significantly slower 

compared with gestures-only. The task Thumbnail selection showed a more approximate 

result for both test conditions, due to the fact that the user had to choose a thumbnail first 

and then perform the selection. 

 

Following the assumptions defined on the previous Design Pattern (Hierarchical Content), 

an analysis of efficiency using a combination of task success and task time is displayed in 

the subsequent graph (Figure 168): 

 

 
Figure 168: Efficiency (Percentage of Task success per second expressed) – Image Gallery. 

 

Tasks such as Navigation Between Images, Zoom and Close image showed a considerable 

difference between the interaction cursor-based and gestures-only, with the interaction 

gestures-only being approximately 50% more efficient. In the remaining tasks, gestures-only 

interaction was more efficient than cursor-based, but with a smaller difference. The overall 

efficiency showed that gestures-only approach was 46% more efficient than cursor-based, 

with an average of 19% for cursor-based and 35% for gestures-only.  
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The Design Pattern Image Gallery received the highest scores in gestures-only interaction 

compared with other Design Patterns, regarding users’ preference, with scores ranging from 

60%-93%. The following graph provides an overview of users’ preference amongst all tasks: 

 

 
Figure 169: Percentage of user preference per task, Design Pattern Image Gallery. 

 

It was identified that the difference between the proportions of cursor-based, gestures-only 

and No difference between interactions was significant in all tasks, using the chi-square 

goodness-of-fit for the statistic calculation. The task Close Image (x2(2) = 12.60, p = 0.0001) 

and Thumbnail Selection (x2(2) = 10.40, p = 0.005) received the lowest scores in gestures-

only, with 63% and 60% respectively. On the other hand the task Navigation Between 

Images (x2(1) = 22.53, p < 0.001), with 93% of preference indicated that swipe left and right 

to navigate between items was well accepted by participants. Tasks Image Selection (x2(2) 

= 30.20, p < 0.001), with 80% and Zoom In/Out (x2(2) = 22.40, p < 0.001), with 73% of 

preference were performed using the same gesture and showed an approximate score, with 

similar accomplishment in task time. Users’ overall preference confirmed the results 

identified with performance metrics, showing a better prospect for gestures-only interaction 

in this Design Pattern. 

6.2.6.2.6 Graphical User Interface (GUI) analysis in gestures-only interaction  

The video observation revealed that in the Start screen, all participants were able to 

understand how to perform the tasks Navigation Left Right (swipe left/right) and Image 

Selection (stretch out both hands). The navigation task used a gradient in the border of the 

screen as an affordance that more items could be visualised along with an initial animation 

of the items. The task Image Selection had a tutorial (Figure 170), which helped 
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the image – some participants reported a positive impression explicitly using words such as 

‘wow’, ‘cool’. The manipulation proposed by the task, where an image was maximised, 

helped to guide the users in the perception of the tasks Zoom and Close Image. Therefore, 

the video observation revealed that the tutorials and animations were sufficient to support 

the interaction in those tasks. However, for the task Close Article participants P7, P12, P22, 

P28 and P29 suggested that a fast speed in the gesture used to zoom out could activate the 

task Close Image (since both tasks were performed using the same gesture in a different 

order). 

 

 
Figure 170: Tutorial showed in the task Image Selection. 

 

While task Thumbnail Navigation received a positive score in user preference (60%), it took 

some participants more time to understand how to proceed to select an item (even with the 

tutorial presented to them) because the thumbnails were positioned at the bottom of the 

screen. Participants 3, 24 and 27 commented that the idea of having a target (the 

thumbnails) would make more sense in the cursor-based interaction than in gestures-only. A 

possible solution to minimise the button resemblance would be to replace the small target 

by a bigger one using distal interaction. 

 

6.2.6.3 Analysis Design Pattern Item Navigation 

This Design Pattern had a main menu with “n” items, where each item provided access to an 

article containing image and text. 

6.2.6.3.1 Tasks/Interactions 

Design Pattern Item Navigation was made of two screens, a Start screen (Figure 171) with a 

menu controlled by vertical navigation, and a Content Detail screen (Figure 172) with more 

information regarding each item selected on the menu. The prototypes for cursor-based and 

gestures-only showing the animations and feedback of the interface can be accessed on 

http://bit.ly/prototypes_final. 
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scroll the menu up/down in cursor-based using the scrollbar or using the swipe 

up/down gesture in the fist pose. 

- Selection of article: to select an article/item over the menu, the “Read more” button 

had to be activated in cursor-based, while in gestures-only the hand had to be 

moved up/down in the vertical axis and the gesture swipe left was used. An 

animation of this gesture was exhibited to participants. 

 

 
Figure 171: Start screen of the prototype Item Navigation, with the cursor-based (Left) and 

gestures-only version (Right) 

 

The Content Detail screen (Figure 172) had the following tasks: 

- Text scrolling: the content could be scrolled up/down in cursor-based using the 

scrollbar, whereas in gestures-only the scrolling was performed using the swipe 

up/down in a fist pose. 

- Back to articles menu: to go back from the Content Detail screen to the Start 

screen, the button “Back to menu” had to be selected in cursor-based. In the 

gestures-only approach, a swipe right had to be performed. An animation with the 

gesture supported the users to understand how to go back to the previous screen, 

along with a transition between the screens. 
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Figure 172: Content Detail screen of the prototype Item Navigation, with the cursor-based (Left) 

and gestures-only version (Right) 

 

6.2.6.3.2 Success rate  

The analysis of success rate has revealed slight variations, in a range of 93% to 100% of 

completion rate. The average success rate showed that gestures-only interaction, with 

99.2% of task success performed better than cursor-based, with 97.5%. Individual values for 

each task condition are displayed in Table 14: 

 

Table 14: Success rate for the Design Pattern Item Navigation 

 cursor-based  gestures-only   
Task Success 95% CI Success 95% CI Sig. 
Scrolling between 
articles 

93% [77%, 99.9%] 100% [97%] p > 0.500 

Selection of article 100% [97%] 97% [81.9%, 99.9%] p > 0.999 
Text scrolling 97% [81.9%, 

99.9%] 
100% [97%] p > 0.999 

Back to articles menu 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
 

In the task Scrolling between articles, a McNemar test showed that 28 users completed 

their tasks in cursor-based and gestures-only, however 2 users were successful at gestures-

only but failed in the cursor-based interaction. Tasks Selection of Article and Text Scrolling 

had a similar result varying in the test conditions, represented by alternate discordant pairs 

of the McNemar test.  

6.2.6.3.3 Errors 

Item Navigation has shown an average of 13.5% false negatives in cursor-based interaction 

highlighting the task Scrolling Between Articles and Back to Articles Menu, while the score 

of false negatives in gestures-only was 21.8%. False positives in gestures-only were lower, 

with an average of 2.2% amongst all gestures performed. The ratio of the frequency of 

errors in all gestures performed are displayed in Figure 173: 
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Figure 173: Different types or errors separated by cursor-based and gestures-only approach – 

Design Pattern Item Navigation. 

 

Concerning the cursor-based interaction, the task Scrolling Between Articles revealed that 

the participants had difficulty to hover their hands over the scroll buttons, due to their 

position on the top and bottom right corner, size and proximity with the button “Read 

More”. Again, left-handed participants had some difficulty to access this side of the interface 

(opposite side for them). On the task Back to articles menu, the issue detected was the size 

of the button (small height), similar to the one found in the Design Pattern Hierarchical 

Content associated with the position on the interface. In addition, right-handed users 

struggled to place their hands in the left side of the interface. 

 

In gestures-only interaction, the task Selection of Article showed a high score of false 

negatives, 37%. The video observation and the data from the Kinect sensor revealed that 

some participants, when trying to perform the swipe left to select an item, accidentally 

activated the item below or above the one intended due to a change in the trajectory of the 

gesture (Figure 174).  Another reason for the false positives is that left-handed participants 

had difficulty performing the swipe to the left, since they found that performing the swipe 

to the right was more natural. 

 
Figure 174: Trajectory of swipe gesture when the false negative occurred. 
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(e.g. swipe right instead of swipe left) being activated, leading to a misinterpretation of the 

Kinect sensor. 

6.2.6.3.4 Task Time and Efficiency 

Task times varied in average 2.5 seconds in the tasks Scrolling between articles, Text 

scrolling and Back to menu and less than 1 second in the task Selection of Article, based on 

the geometric mean portrayed in Figure 175. The average time for all tasks using cursor-

based interaction was 5.3 seconds, around 40% slower than the average task time for 

gestures-only interaction, with 2.9 seconds. 

 

 
Figure 175: Geometric Mean time per Task – Item Navigation. 

 

Significant differences were found in the four tasks when comparing the test conditions 

through a paired t-test, as showed in Figure 175. Repeating a pattern identified in previous 

prototypes, the task Selection of article showed an approximate task time in both test 

conditions (0.7 seconds of difference), corroborating that tasks linked to selection in the 

gestures-only approach were compared with other tasks. However, the overall result shows 

that gestures-only seems to be faster compared with cursor-based on this scenario.  

 

The subsequent graph (Figure 176) shows the results of the efficiency metric for each task in 

both test conditions using a combined metric: 
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Figure 176: Efficiency (Percentage of Task success per second expressed) – Item Navigation 

 

In the scrolling tasks, the gestures-only approach presented a better efficiency than cursor-

based, ranging from 35% to 43%. The task Selection of Article showed a slightly higher score 

in gestures-only than on cursor-based. This task presented a better result for cursor-based 

when comparing only task times, however, in the combined metric of task success and task 

time the efficiency was higher in gestures-only. Analysing all tasks, the interaction gestures-

only had an average score of 35%, while cursor-based approach was 18%, resulting in a 

better overall efficiency for gestures-only interaction. 

 

6.2.6.3.5 User preference 

The prototype Item Navigation revealed a positive acceptance of the gestures-only 

approach, with higher scores in gesture preference for all tasks analysed, according to 

Figure 177: 

 
Figure 177: Percentage of user preference per task, Design Pattern Item Navigation. 
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similar score, with 70% of preference for gestures-only interaction. The chi-square 

goodness-of-fit revealed a significant difference in the proportion of both tasks (x2(2) = 

18.20, p < 0.001). Over the task Selection of Article, the preference scores was also 

favourable to gestures-only interaction (57%), with a significant difference identified 

between the options chosen (x2(2) = 8.60, p = 0.013). This task presented a high score of 

errors, however it was still identified as the main choice by participants. The last task, Text 

Scrolling, displayed an expressive score for gestures-only (93%), with this preference being 

also statistically significant (x2(1) = 22.53, p < 0.001) over cursor-based. While the task 

Scrolling Between Articles and Text Scrolling were performed using the same gesture, the 

layout of the task using only text manipulation received a better rating from users. 

6.2.6.3.6 Graphical User Interface (GUI) analysis in gestures-only interaction  

The transitions in the Design Pattern Item Navigation contributed to the learning and 

execution of gestures. Initially, the transitions of the menu list (Figure 178) stated a vertical 

continuation in the content, allowing all participants to perform a scrolling gesture. Some 

participants who had already tried this menu structure in other Design Pattern – due to the 

randomisation – were able to perform the gesture without any instruction regarding the 

task to be executed. The transition used to go from the Start to the Content Detail screen 

helped participants to understand the gesture to be performed in the way back to the 

menu, using a swipe right gesture. The tasks associated to these transitions received higher 

scores in user preference, having also a high efficiency compared with cursor-based. 

 

 
Figure 178: Transition showing the menu entering on the screen (vertical animation) along with 

a tutorial of the gesture used for the selection. 

 

The only consideration identified by the participants in this prototype concerns the 

trajectory of the gesture in the menu of the Start screen, but this was not associated with 

the graphical interface, and it was already discussed in the Errors section.  
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The Design Pattern Navigation Drawer followed the concept of a menu drawer for 

navigation and article selection. This Design Pattern allowed the browsing of information in 

three levels of hierarchy. 

6.2.6.4.1 Tasks/Interactions 

Different from the previous Design Patterns, Navigation Drawer had three screens; a Start 

screen (Figure 179), a List of Articles screen (Figure 180) and a Content Detail screen 

(Figure 181). The prototypes for cursor-based and gestures-only can be visualised on the link 

http://bit.ly/prototypes_final. 

- Select menu: the GUI followed a similar interaction to the previous Design Pattern, 

where an item could be selected in cursor-based using the “See more” button, while 

the same interaction in gestures-only was mediated through the gesture swipe Left 

– an animation showing the gesture has also been designed. 

 

 
Figure 179: Start screen of the prototype Navigation Drawer, with the cursor-based (Left) and 

gestures-only version (Right). 

 

- Scrolling between articles: the screen List of Articles (Figure 180) had a vertical 

pagination with different articles. The scrolling was performed in cursor-based using 

the scrollbar buttons (up/down), whereas a swipe up/down in a fist pose was used 

for the same interaction in gestures-only. 

- Open menu: the menu could be opened in cursor-based selecting the button on the 

left corner. To perform the same interaction in gestures-only, a swipe right, following 

the arrow in the left part of the screen has to be performed. 

- Select article: it can be performed in cursor-based using the “Read More” button. In 

the gestures-only approach, the swipe left following an animation with an arrow 

provided access to the article. 
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Figure 180: List of Articles screen of the prototype Navigation Drawer, with the cursor-based 

(Left) and gestures-only version (Right). 

 

- Scrolling text: this task on the Content Detail screen (Figure 181) had a similar GUI of 

the previous Design Pattern. The scrolling in cursor-based was accomplished by the 

activation of buttons in the scrollbar, whilst the swipe up/down with fist pose 

executed the same interaction in gestures-only. 

- Back to the articles: this interaction could be done using the “Back” button in 

cursor-based. The gesture swipe left has been used to go back to the List of articles 

screen in gestures-only approach. An animation of the gesture was showed to 

provide guidance over the GUI. 

 

 
Figure 181: Content Detail screen of the prototype Navigation Drawer, with the cursor-based 

(Left) and gestures-only version (Right). 

 

6.2.6.4.2 Success rate  

Results for success rate showed two tasks with 100% completion rate in both interaction 

approaches, with slight variations on the other 4 tasks in cursor-based and gestures-only 

interaction. The overall completion rate has indicated an equal result (98.3%) for both test 

conditions. Table 15 shows the success rate for each task analysed: 
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 cursor-based  gestures-only   
Task Success 95% CI Success 95% CI Sig. 
Select menu 100% [97%] 93% [77%, 99.9%] p = 0.500 
Scrolling between 
articles 

93% [77%, 99.9%] 100% [97%] p = 0.500 

Open menu 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Select article 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Scrolling text 97% [81.9%, 

99.9%] 
100% [97%] p > 0.999 

Back to the articles 100% [97%] 97% [81.9%, 99.9%] p > 0.999 
 

In the first 2 tasks a similar result was identified, with a variation in the discordant pairs 

generated by the McNemar’s test: 2 participants failed in each test condition. Another 

variation in discordant pairs was identified on tasks Scrolling text and Back to articles, with 

1 participant failing on alternate test conditions. The analysis of all tasks in both test 

conditions did not reveal any significant difference. 

6.2.6.4.3 Errors 

This Design Pattern has shown a small frequency of errors in cursor-based interaction, with 

an average of 6.1% for false negatives. On the other hand, the average of false negatives in 

the gestures-only interaction was 23.3%, with 5.5% of false positives. Part of the score of 

errors in gestures-only can be linked to the variety of interactions of this Design Pattern, 

where directional gestures were used in both directions (swipe left/right/up/down) in every 

interface of the prototype. The average of errors is presented in Figure 182: 

 

 
Figure 182: Different types or errors separated by cursor-based and gestures-only approach – 

Design Pattern Navigation Drawer 
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position (top and bottom right corner) and size of the buttons, while in the task Open Menu 

and Back to the Articles the issue was the position of these elements in the left side of the 

interface, where right-handed participants struggled to move their hands over the 

interactive area. This problem was linked to the accuracy of the movement, and is displayed 

in Figure 183. 

 

 
Figure 183: Participant tries to hover a button, but cannot keep the hand over the interactive 

area, resetting the dwelling time. 

 

Over the gestures-only interaction, the task Select menu presented the same issue of the 

previous Design Pattern, where the arc trajectory of the hand occasionally generates a false 

negative. The error concerning the Scrolling tasks was linked with the detection of the fist 

pose, used to perform the swipe up/down; when performed too fast, sometimes the Kinect 

sensor does not properly detect the registration of the gesture. For the tasks performed 

using swipe right/left (Open Menu, Select Article and Back to the Articles), the issue 

identified was the same reported on the Design Pattern Hierarchical Content – the sideward 

hand pose associated to the gesture being performed too fast. About the false positives, the 

task Select Article had a considerable score (17%). It was identified that while preparing the 

hand to perform the swipe left gesture, the path from the hand in the resting position to the 

registration of the swipe incidentally activated the scrolling (Kinect sensor misinterpreted 

the sideward hand to the fist pose).  
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Results of task time showed that interaction gestures-only was faster than cursor-based, 

with an average task time of 2.8 seconds in gestures-only compared with cursor-based, with 

4.9 seconds per task. However, in task Select Menu the difference amid cursor-based and 

gestures-only was less than 1 second, while in the other tasks the task time between the 

interactions varied from 2.7 to 1.7 seconds. The following graph (Figure 184) shows the 

geometric mean and median per task: 

 

 
Figure 184: Geometric Mean time per Task – Navigation Drawer. 

 

A paired t-test performed in all tasks showed a significant difference in task time amongst 

cursor-based and gestures-only interaction, following a similar pattern found in the previous 

Design Patterns – cursor-based was slower than gestures-only. In addition, the task Select 

menu had an approximate task time in both test conditions, while the difference identified 

was still significant. 

 

Besides the task times, the results of the analysis of efficiency can be visualised in the 

following graph (Figure 185): 
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Figure 185: Efficiency (Percentage of Task success per second expressed) – Navigation Drawer. 

 

Unlike the previous Design Patterns evaluated, the Navigation Drawer showed a smaller 

variation in efficiency between the two approaches, with an average of 20% in cursor-based 

and 34% in gestures-only interaction. The majority of gestures-only tasks had an efficiency 

score ranging from 34-40% of task success per second, apart from the task Select Menu 

with 21%. Tasks with a high frequency of false positives such as Scrolling between articles 

and Back to Articles still performed better in gestures-only compared with cursor-based 

interaction. 

 

6.2.6.4.5 User preference  

The overall result showed a preference for gestures-only in all tasks, with an average of 66% 

of preference. The subsequent graph (Figure 186) shows the scores for each task: 

 

 
Figure 186: Percentage of user preference per task, Design Pattern Navigation Drawer. 
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goodness-of-fit revealed a significant difference in the proportion amongst all options (x2(2) 

= 18.20, p < 0.001), with a higher score in gestures-only (60%). A similar score – 57% of 

preference in gestures-only – was found in the task Open Menu, showing also a significant 

difference (x2(2) = 11.40, p = 0.003). Two tasks with the same functionality, Scrolling 

Between Articles (x2(2) = 32.20, p < 0.001) and Scrolling Text (x2(2) = 30.20, p < 0.001) 

were also significantly different amongst their proportions, with 83% and 80% respectively 

of user preference for gestures-only. Task Select Article, with 67% of preference for 

gestures-only was significant (x2(2) = 15.80, p = 0.004), followed by the task Select Menu, 

where 50% of participants chose the gestures-only approach, with a significant difference 

amongst the proportions analysed (x2(2) = 6.20, p = 0.04). This task received the lowest 

score in gestures-only interaction compared with the other tasks. 

6.2.6.4.6 Graphical User Interface (GUI) analysis in gestures-only interaction  

This Design Pattern showed navigation with 3 levels of hierarchy. The Start screen and 

Content Detail screen followed a similar layout structure of the previous Design Patterns. 

This Design Pattern had only 2 tutorials (hand showing the gesture), while other affordances 

used animations. The video observation revealed that all interactions were performed with 

gestures according to the expected. It was noted that participants who completed similar 

tasks in other Design Patterns performed some interactions such as scrolling or 

opening/selecting menu almost automatically, due to the recognition of interface elements. 

The perception of the GUI can be inferred from the video observation and user preference, 

where most tasks received >60% in gestures-only and high scores for efficiency.  

 

The only issue identified was concerning the List of Articles screen and the task Select 

Article. While the task had a positive performance, participants P14, P23 and P30 suggested 

that since a swipe left gesture was used to manipulate the whole screen (Figure 187, left) 

the visual structure should be connected to the border of the interface in a way to show 

that the whole block of information could be moved, as indicated in Figure 187 (right): 
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Figure 187: (Left) Current interaction of task Select Article, (Right) Users’ suggestion for the 

task. 

6.2.6.5 Analysis Design Pattern Tab Navigation  

This Design Pattern was based on the concept of tabs to access different types of content. 

The prototypes allowed the navigation in different categories/themes, with three tabs in 

each category. 

6.2.6.5.1 Tasks/Interactions 

The prototypes had mainly two screens, a Start screen (Figure 188) with different tabs, and 

a Content Detail screen (Figure 189). The prototypes in cursor-based and gestures-only 

version are available at http://bit.ly/prototypes_final. 

- Selection of article: an article could be selected in cursor-based using the “Read 

More” button, available in each tab. The procedure used in gestures-only was first 

moving the arm left/right in order to select one of the three tabs, and then perform 

a swipe up with the fist pose. An animation was designed to guide the participants 

over the interaction. 

- Navigation between categories: this screen had three categories. The navigation 

between them in cursor-based could be done using the buttons with the arrows, 

while in gestures-only this interaction was achieved using swipe left/right. 

 

 
Figure 188: Start screen of the prototype Tab Navigation, with the cursor-based (Left) and 

gestures-only version (Right). 
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cursor-based was performed using the buttons in the scrollbar, whereas in gestures-

only this interaction was mediated by swipe up/down with the fist pose. 

- Close article: in order to go back to the previous screen, the Close Button was used 

for this task in cursor-based. This interaction in gestures-only was performed using 

the swipe down with the fist pose. It was the same gesture of the previous task. 

However, when this interaction is finished, it activates the Close interaction. It is 

suggested to watch the video of the prototype in order to comprehend this feature. 

 

 
Figure 189: Content Detail screen of the prototype Tab Navigation, with the cursor-based (Left) 

and gestures-only version (Right). 

 

6.2.6.5.2 Success rate  

In the Design Pattern Tab Navigation, two tasks – Selection of article and Navigation 

between categories – were completed by all participants, whereas the remaining tasks 

displayed slight variations in completion rate. The average score for cursor-based and 

gestures-only interaction was 99.2%. The success rate for each condition can be found in the 

following Table 16: 

 

Table 16: Success rate for the Design Pattern Tab Navigation 

 cursor-based  gestures-only   
Task Success 95% CI Success 95% CI Sig. 
Selection of article 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Navigation between 
categories 

100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 

Content Scrolling 97% [81.9%, 
99.9%] 

100% [97%] p > 0.999 

Close article 100% [97%] 97% [81.9%, 99.9%] p > 0.999 
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pairs in the tasks Content Scrolling and Close Article, with 1 participant failing in a task 

condition alternately. The difference in the proportion of task success in PD and GO was not 

statistically significant in both tasks 

 

6.2.6.5.3 Errors 

This Design Pattern explored a different way of selection in gestures-only interaction, 

inspired by the concept of tabs. For this approach, it has been identified an average of 16% 

of false negatives and 10.7% of false positives compared with the overall gestures 

performed, and 8.2% of false negatives in cursor-based interaction. The following graph 

(Figure 190) summarises this information for each task: 

 

 
Figure 190: Different types or errors separated by cursor-based and gestures-only approach – 

Design Pattern Tab Navigation. 

 

In the cursor-based interaction, the source of false positives was the size and position of 

some buttons placed in the corner of the interface. On gestures-only approach, the tasks 

Selection of article, Content Scrolling and Close Article – all performed using swipe 

up/down in the fist pose – suffered common issues with gesture tracking previously 

discussed. Concerning the false positives, the issue was linked to the way participants 

performed gestures in the vertical axis – if the user wanted to, for instance, perform a swipe 

down, an open hand should be moved to the top part, and then fist performing the swipe 

down. The problem was that some participants were starting the gesture Swipe Down (or 

up) with the fist pose; therefore, the system was misinterpreting the gesture. Figure 191 

explains this process. 
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Figure 191: User performing the swipe down gesture starting with the fist (left) and moving the 

hand to the top (right). Due to this issue, the system recognised a swipe up, instead of the 
intended swipe down. 

 

There was a learning effect with the false positives. Once the participants realised how to 

perform the gesture correctly, they stopped making this error. 

 

6.2.6.5.4 Task Time and Efficiency 

Tab Navigation showed a variation in task times, with high scores for the task Selection of 

Article and lower scores for the task Navigation between categories (Figure 192). The 

average task time for the gestures-only approach was 2.8 seconds, 30% faster than the 

cursor-based approach with 4.9 seconds. The following graph illustrates the geometric 

mean and median for each task: 

 
Figure 192: Geometric Mean time per Task – Tab Navigation 
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The analysis follow the assumptions determined earlier (Section 6.2.6). The cursor-based 

approach was found significantly slower in all tasks, therefore presenting high scores for 

task times. In addition, the task Selection of article presented a significant difference 

between the test conditions compared with previous tasks related to selection. This may be 

related to the fact that the user had to choose one of the three tabs in the interface, instead 

of a menu selection with more items as presented in others Design Patterns. 

 

The analysis of efficiency for each task of the Design Pattern Tab Navigation in both test 

conditions is displayed in the subsequent graph (Figure 193): 

 

 
Figure 193: Efficiency (Percentage of Task success per second expressed) – Tab Navigation. 

 

It can be observed in the graph that the first, third and fourth tasks presented a substantial 

difference in the scores of gestures-only compared with cursor-based, ranging from 34% to 

44% of efficiency. Nevertheless, task Navigation Between Categories showed a difference 

of 8% between both interaction approaches, and also a lower score in efficiency over the 

test conditions. The average for gestures-only efficiency showed a score of 34% of 

efficiency, approximately 42% higher than the average score of cursor-based efficiency 

(20%). 

6.2.6.5.5 User preference 

Participants expressed their preference for each task performed in the Design Pattern Tab 

Navigation. Gestures-only was chosen with the higher scores amongst all tasks compared 
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194) displays the result of users’ preference: 

 

 
Figure 194: Percentage of user preference per task, Design Pattern Tab Navigation 

 

The task Close Article showed a preference for gestures-only by 53% of participants. A chi-

square goodness of fit identified a significant difference in the proportion of the 3 options 

analysed (x2(2) = 7.20, p = 0.027). Tasks Content Scrolling and Navigation between 

Categories, following a pattern identified in the previous prototypes for these features, 

received higher scores for gestures-only (80% and 70% respectively); the scrolling (x2(2) = 

30.20, p < 0.001) and navigation (x2(2) = 18.20, p < 0.001) task also showed a significant 

difference. The chi-square test revealed that the last task, Selection of Article was 

significantly different, (x2(2) = 14.60, p = 0.0007), showing a preference of 63% of the 

participants for gestures-only interaction. 

 

6.2.6.5.6 Graphical User Interface (GUI) analysis in gestures-only interaction  

The video observation revealed that in the Start screen, the initial transition and continuity 

of graphic elements (Figure 195) contributed to the users’ perception on how to navigate 

left/right in order to access different categories in the interface. Participants were able to 

follow the tutorial to select the tabs using the distal interaction. An animation with an arrow 

pointing to the top provided sufficient guidance for the execution of the gesture swipe up, 

according to video observation. 
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Figure 195: Transition revealing the functionality of the horizontal navigation and the Tab 

selection. 

 

The transition to the Content Detail screen expressed the manipulative nature of the GUI, 

with the content being moved from bottom to top, suggesting the swipe down gesture to 

go back to the previous screen, besides the use of an arrow and a gradient showing the 

continuity of the content. While participants understood how to perform the tasks in this 

screen, P8 and P14 suggested the use of speed to distinguish the interaction Close Article 

from Content Scrolling (performed using the same gesture in different instances). 

 

6.2.6.6 Analysis Design Pattern Video Player  

The last prototype analysed had, as a main feature, a video player. Therefore, participants 

were able to select different videos and perform common interactions such as play, adjust 

volume, etc. 

6.2.6.6.1 Tasks/Interactions 

The Design Pattern Video Player comprised two screens: Start screen (Figure 196) with a 

menu to select the movies and a Video screen (Figure 197), where a movie can be watched. 

The video with the prototypes of both test conditions can be watched using this link 

http://bit.ly/prototypes_final. 

- Scrolling the menu: following previous Design Patterns, the scrolling can be 

executed in cursor-based using the buttons in the scrollbar, while in gestures-only 

the scrolling was performed using the swipe up/down with the fist pose. 

- Select the film: the selection had a similar procedure to the menus in previous 

Design Patterns, however this menu had more items. In cursor-based the “Watch 

Movie” was used to select whereas in gestures-only a swipe left was used. 
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Figure 196: Start screen of the prototype Video Player, with the cursor-based (Left) and 

gestures-only version (Right) 

 

The video screen (Figure 197) had five different tasks to control the films: 

- Open menu: in cursor-based, the menu was opened using the button on the left side. 

In gestures-only, a swipe right, following the direction of the arrow positioned in the 

left side. 

- Pause/Play: in cursor-based this action was performed using the Pause button 

whereas in gestures-only the open hand was used. An animation with the open hand 

and an instruction appear to the participant when he/she selects a movie. 

- Adjust Timeline: the user had do dwell over a graphic element to control the 

timeline in cursor-based whereas the fist pose to left and right adjusted the timeline 

in gestures-only, without a need to place the hand in a specific position of the 

interface. 

- Adjust Volume: in similar approaches, to adjust the volume in cursor-based the 

volume button must be selected and a movement of the arm up/down changes it. 

Using the fist pose and moving the arm up/down the volume was adjusted in 

gestures-only. 

- Select next video: this task was performed in cursor-based using a button 

positioned on the right side of the interface while in gestures-only a swipe left 

selects the next video. An animation along with a text message in the interface 

provided guidance to execute this task. 
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Figure 197: Video screen of the prototype Video Player, with the cursor-based (Left) and 

gestures-only version (Right) 

 

6.2.6.6.2 Success rate 

Task success for the Design Pattern Video Player showed some diversity in the range of 

completion rates, especially in gestures-only interaction. Cursor-based interaction presented 

higher scores for average success rate (100%) than gestures-only approach (93.9%), 

showing a better performance. Table 17 displays the success rate per task in both test 

conditions: 

 

Table 17: Success rate for the Design Pattern Video Player 

 cursor-based  gestures-only   
Task Success 95% CI Success 95% CI Sig. 
Open menu 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Scrolling the menu 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Select the film 100% [97%] 97% [81.9%, 99.9%] p > 0.999 
Adjust timeline 100% [97%] 72% [51%, 83%] p = 0.040 
Adjust volume 100% [97%] 87% [69.7%, 95.3%] p = 0.063 
Pause/Play 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 
Select next video 100% [97%] 100% [97%] Not Calc. 

 

The statistical analysis has been focused on the 3 tasks that showed differences amongst 

the interaction approaches. The task Select the film showed that 1 user completed cursor-

based but failed over gestures-only, with a difference not statistically significant, p > 0.999. 

In the task Adjust Timeline, 21 participants completed tasks in both interaction approaches 

successfully, though 9 participants accomplished the cursor-based but failed on the 

gestures-only approach revealing a statistically significant difference between the test 

conditions, p = 0.04. The task Adjust Volume, however, presented a difference between 

cursor-based and gestures-only not statistically significant, p = 0.04, where 26 users 

completed the task successfully in both test conditions and 4 users failed in gestures-only 

but accomplished in cursor-based approach. 
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Overall, the cursor-based interaction showed a higher success rate, whilst the gestures-only 

interaction received low scores for completion rate mainly in tasks associated with volume 

and timeline control, exposing the complexity of those interactions. 

6.2.6.6.3 Errors 

Video Player was the Design Pattern with more tasks, 7 in total, and some interactions had 

appeared in previous design patterns evaluated. Concerning the interaction cursor-based, it 

has been identified an average of 7.1% of false negatives, a low score compared with 

previous prototypes. However, in gestures-only approach, this number increased to 32.1%, 

and also an average of 9.1% for false positives. The subsequently graph (Figure 198) shows 

the 3 types of errors displayed per task. 

 

 
Figure 198: Different types or errors separated by cursor-based and gestures-only approach. 

 

In the cursor-based interaction, the task Adjust Volume and Adjust Timeline shared a 

common issue: the small size of the graphic element led some participants to commit false 

negatives, due to accuracy problems. Over the gestures-only approach, the main issue was 

the task Select the film. This task followed a menu structure similar to the ones presented in 

previous prototypes, however in this task the menu had 7 items (instead of four as in 

previous prototypes), with a low height in each item (168px). Because of this layout, the 

accuracy to select an item was affected, generating a high score of false negatives. Another 

2 tasks – Adjust Timeline and Adjust Volume – presented errors mainly due to 

misinterpretation of the gestures by the Kinect sensor. The interface for these interactions 

had gestures performed in both axis (swipes) but also a direct manipulation using the fist 
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a conflict of the fist with the open palm (which was used for the ‘play’ interaction), 

generating the false negatives and also false positives. Theoretically this issue should not 

occur, but it seemed to be a limitation of the sensor itself. These errors occasionally led to 

unsuccessful attempts to complete the tasks. 

6.2.6.6.4 Task Time and Efficiency 

Video Player presented the biggest range in task time compared with the previous Design 

Patterns, with the difference between cursor-based and gestures-only interaction varying 

from 1.5 to 5.5 seconds. Video player also has the biggest number of tasks analysed, 7, 

which might have increased the complexity of this Design Pattern. The average task time 

identified for cursor-based interaction was six seconds, whereas for gestures-only the time 

dropped to 3.5 seconds. Nevertheless, the task Select Film showed a higher task time score 

in gestures-only (5.42s) as opposed to cursor-based (5.07s), being the first task analysed in 

this study where this condition happened. Figure 199 shows the results of task time for each 

task: 

 

 
Figure 199: Geometric Mean time per Task – Video Player. 

 

The prototypes, partly due to the number of tasks, displayed some disparity in task times – 

e.g. adjust timeline and volume – when compared to previous Design Patterns. In general, 

task time for cursor-based interaction was significant higher than gestures-only, with the 
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difference between the test conditions).  

 

The ratio of completion rate and task time, used to measure efficiency, is displayed 

separately for each task in both test conditions (Figure 200).  

 

 
Figure 200: Efficiency (Percentage of Task success per second expressed) – Video Player 

 

Except for the task Select the Film, all other tasks were more efficient in gestures-only 

interaction. Tasks Open Menu, Scrolling, Pause/Play and Select Next Video had scores for 

gestures-only ranging from 33% to 46% of efficiency. However, the tasks Adjust Timeline 

and Adjust Volume were more efficient in gestures-only than in cursor-based, but 

negatively impacted by the lower completion rate. The task Select the Film presented 

better performance in cursor-based interaction, with a difference of 2% between both 

approaches. The average of efficiency amongst all tasks in cursor-based was 18%, almost 

half of the efficiency found in the gestures-only interaction (29%). 

6.2.6.6.5 User preference 

The results of user preference showed a variation between gestures-only and cursor-based 

preference. While in the other Design Patterns all tasks presented scores in favour to 

gestures-only, two tasks identified a user preference for cursor-based in the Video Player. 

The subsequent graph (Figure 201) displays the preference in all tasks: 
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Figure 201: Percentage of user preference per task, Design Pattern Video Player. 

 

The first task – Adjust Timeline – and the last – Select the Film – showed a higher 

preference in cursor-based interaction, with 40% and 43% respectively. However, a chi-

square goodness of fit revealed that both tasks were not significant regarding the expected 

proportions, Adjust Timeline (x2(2) = 1.40, p = 0.49) and Select the Film (x2(2) = 5.40, p = 

0.06). The task Select Next Video was also identified with a non-significant difference (x2(2) 

= 5.60, p = 0.06), whereas the preference was for gestures-only, with 47%. Scrolling the 

menu, following the scrolling tasks in previous prototypes, received a higher score in 

gestures-only, with 77% and a significant difference between the expected proportions 

(x2(1) = 8.53, p = 0.003). The task Open Menu showed a higher preference for gestures-only, 

with 63%, being also significant (x2(2) = 14.60, p = 0.007). The last two tasks, Adjust Volume 

and Pause/play, were also preferred by participants in the gestures-only interaction, with 

53% and 47% respectively, exhibiting a significant difference amongst the expected 

proportions, Adjust Volume (x2(2) = 7.20, p = 0.027) and Pause/Play (x2(2) = 7.40, p = 

0.02). Although all tasks exposed diverse preferences, the gestures-only approach was 

preferred in average by 52% of participants; whereas 35% chose cursor-based and 13% 

identified no difference in preference amongst both test conditions. 

6.2.6.6.6 Graphical User Interface (GUI) analysis in gestures-only interaction  

The video observation for the Video Player revealed, different from the previous Design 

Patterns, some issues concerning the interaction and the graphical interface. On the Start 

screen, the number of items in the menu generated difficulty for the users to select an item, 

according to video observation and performance metrics, while all participants identified 

the tutorial used to help with the gesture performed. 

 

The Video Detail screen had 5 different tasks in the same screen; therefore, the gesture 

approach was mediated by the swipe performed in the vertical and horizontal axis, but also 
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these tasks were not introduced via tutorial, some participants did not understand how to 

perform the correct pose and gesture to execute these interactions, meaning that the 

instructions on the GUI were not sufficient. The task Select Next Video also did not show a 

tutorial, but was appropriate for the interaction, according to video observation and users’ 

preference. Other tasks in this prototype did not reveal any issue concerning the GUI. 

 

6.2.6.7 Post-study structured interview 

The structured interview, applied at the end of the test, gathered information about the 

perceived usability over cursor-based and gestures-only interaction. The interview used 

contingency questions as a source of quantitative data, along with open questions and 

comments made by the participants as qualitative data. The interview was recorded, and 

the data was analysed using statistical procedures and the process of coding25 using themes 

for qualitative data, as suggested by Bryman (2008). This combination of mixed analysis 

followed the triangulation advocated by Cairns & Cox (2008), as a strategy to validate 

users' perception of the technology. For the qualitative analysis the questions worked as 

themes, using an approach of pre-coding where the data gathered was classified according 

to the themes previously defined, along with categories emerged in participants’ answers 

(Bryman, 2008). The author suggests that in this approach "codes become ‘fixed' more 

rapidly" (Bryman, 2008), and are inclined to be similar in terms of theoretical elaboration. 

Therefore, the data was organised mainly in 4 themes and 18 codes, available on Appendix 

B.7. While a qualitative method to categorise the data has been used, the scores of items 

identified on each category/code were not used as a reference, since there was also a 

quantitative data for each question (even though the calculation is also available on 

Appendix B.7) and the data was a bit discrepant (some participants reported many 

contributions, while others did not share much information apart from answering the 

contingency questions). The coded data has been presented linked to each theme 

throughout the text, highlighting users’ opinion according to the subject presented. For the 

quantitative data, the non-parametric chi-square goodness-of-fit (x2) has been used for 

statistical analysis. This test determines if the distribution of frequency in a categorical 

variable is statistically significant, based on the difference generated amongst the groups 

analysed (Tullis & Albert, 2008). The results of the test were presented in 4 topics: 

                                                   
25 According to Bryman (2008), coding is the process of categorizing and sorting qualitative data. 
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gestures-only approach. 

6.2.6.7.1 Naturalness of gestures 

Participants were asked about which approach (cursor-based or gestures-only) would be 

more natural/suitable for use in mid-air interaction. Their answers pointed out a preference 

of 77% to use gestures-only interaction and 23% for cursor-based, with different 

reasons/arguments to support each interaction approach. A chi-square goodness-of-fit test 

indicated that the difference in the expected distribution between cursor-based and 

gestures-only was statistically significant (x2(1) = 8.53, p = 0.003) with 23 participants 

choosing gestures-only, therefore revealing that this preference was not only causal but was 

statistically inferred. The rationale for the naturalness of interaction has varied, from the 

elements of the graphical interface, the relationship with touchscreen interaction, to the 

performance of the gestures itself. 

 

Participants identified gestures-only interaction as more natural due to the movements 

performed in mid-air: “swiping things is more natural compared to my movements” [P19] or 

“gestures seem more natural, in a sense that you move your hand” [P3]. This approach also 

seemed to fit the natural behaviour in mid-air. Three users suggested that since they were 

expressive with their hands, gestures-only was more suitable. Characteristics such as more 

fluid [P16, P22, P27], organic [P30], dynamic [P17] reflected the naturalness of the 

movements. P8 summarised this idea: “I think I just want to swipe”. Some participants 

pointed out that their experience with touchscreen devices helped them to understand and 

interact in mid-air, since both are gesture interactions, “because in smartphones and tablets 

you interact by moving things, so gestures adapt better to this context” says Participant 7, 

while P6 mentioned that “touchscreen interfaces in my day-to-day activities helped me to 

interact” in the gestures-only approach. 

 

Concerning the graphical interface (GUI), the navigation proposed in the gestures-only 

approach seemed to be linked with the user's preferences. Participant 22 declared that “it is 

very convenient to swipe to open, close and navigate in the interface”, to navigate it is “just 

moving the interface up or down, left or right, simpler” [P5]. The cognitive aspects of the 

affordances designed were mentioned, highlighting the guidance through the screen 

assisting the users to understand which gesture to perform [P1, P12, P13, P22]. The 

participant 20 commented that “because I was moving through an space and moving 

through screens, gestures and swiping content felt more natural”, demonstrating the 
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However, P23 agreed with gestures-only as more suitable for mid-air interaction but pointed 

out that the fist pose was unnatural. As identified in the previous chapter, the initial idea 

was to not use the fist, but this pose was added in an attempt to minimise false negatives. 

 

From the participants that chose cursor-based as more suitable for mid-air interaction, the 

majority of the statements were linked to their previous experience with computers, 

therefore cursor-based promoted a similar mental model. P2 mentioned that "cursor-based 

is similar to the mouse interaction" and “users are already familiar with cursor-based” [P11], 

or “cursor-based is what I use every day" [P14], “I am used to it” [P26] or “because it’s similar 

to computers” [P29]. Some participants found cursor-based more intuitive due to the similar 

mental model (WIMP), while other users identified gestures-only as more intuitive because 

of the affordances and animations provided to help the navigation through the interface. 

Finally, one last consideration was about the ‘WOW’ effect. Some participants were 

positively surprised when started to interact with gestures-only approach, using expressions 

such as “wow” or “cool”. This feedback was noticed especially on the Design Patterns Image 

Gallery, Navigation Drawer and Tab Navigation. Some participants even wanted to interact 

for a longer period with the prototypes, due to the novelty and excitement about the 

interaction. 

6.2.6.7.2 Perceived usability 

The analysis of perceived usability, as part of the post-study interview, aimed to evaluate 

user's perception of the interactions in both approaches, cursor-based and gestures-only. 

On this study, the definition of perceived usability followed the ISO-9241-210: perceptions of 

the extent to which a product can be used to achieve specified tasks/goals in a specified 

context of use (ISO 9241-210, 2010). Hence, metrics linked with instrumental qualities of the 

prototypes (i.e. effectiveness and efficiency) were analysed in this section, while non-

instrumental (i.e. aesthetics, or hedonic) qualities are evaluated in the next section (6.2.6.7 

AttrakkDiff Questionnaire). The perceived usability was measured based on five self-

reported metrics as reported in section 6.2.1, with the overall result showed in the following 

graph (Figure 202). For the statistical analysis the non-parametric chi-square goodness-of-

fit (x2) has been used (following the approach explained in the previous section). Along with 

the quantitative results, qualitative data were gathered and coded according to each metric, 

using them as themes. Each metric analysed had 3 options to be selected by the 

participants, according to their perception: cursor-based, gestures-only interaction or no 

difference at all between both test conditions. 
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Figure 202: Perceived usability in the interaction cursor-based and gestures-only. 

 

In the first metric analysed, participants identified that gestures-only interaction was the 

fastest way to interact in mid-air. The chi-square goodness-of-fit test indicated that cursor-

based, gestures-only and No difference between the interactions were not equally 

represented by the participants recruited to the study  (x2(2) = 38.60, p = <0.001), with 26 

participants choosing gestures-only as the faster interaction. This result has also been 

confirmed by the previous analysis of task time over the prototypes, where gestures-only 

interaction performed faster in all prototypes. Some participants [P3, P14, P27, P28] 

mentioned that with more experience of use, the gestures-only could become even faster 

due to a decrease of errors (False Negatives): “…with more experience I think that gestures 

would be easier and faster. I started to feel more confident after experiencing more with 

gestures-only” [P9], explicitly indicating that the use of gestures-only approach could 

contribute to task performance. In a similar manner, P4 argued “cursor-based you have to 

wait for the interaction, with gestures it’s faster and more natural to this [mid-air] 

interaction”. 

 

The perception of physical effort was investigated, revealing that gestures-only interaction 

(63%) required less effort to perform the tasks than cursor-based (37%). However, the chi-

square goodness-of-fit test indicated that the preference between cursor-based and 

gestures-only interaction was not significantly statistically different (x2(1) = 2.13, p = 0.144). 

Participants reported that cursor-based was “more time consuming” [P26], that “the delay 

before everything happens is cumbersome” [P28] and “holding a hand is something a bit 

unnatural to do” [P19]. These statements can be related to the Gorilla-arm presented in 
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changed their dominant hand during the test and started to use the non-dominant due to 

discomfort generated by the cursor-based interaction. With gestures-only, 3 participants 

also swapped their hands during the test; however, 2 of them changed their hands for some 

specific tasks that could be better performed using their non-dominant hand. As an 

example, they decided to use the non-dominant hand to open a menu in the left side of the 

interface, since it was easier for them to use both hands to operate different features in the 

prototypes. P19 summarises his experience at gestures-only, explaining, “swiping things is 

more natural and comfortable comparing with my movements”.  

 

Cursor-based interaction (60%) was identified as the easiest to learn, in general due to the 

same mental model that users have when using computers; “users are already familiar with 

this kind of interaction” [P4], cursor-based is a “sort of substitute for the traditional way of 

interacting with a device like mouse.” [P11]. Participants mentioned the similarity of cursor-

based with the mouse interaction, which helped them to interact using a mid-air device for 

the first time. A chi-square goodness-of-fit test indicated that the number of choices for 

cursor-based, gestures-only and no difference was significantly statistically different (x2(2) = 

9.80, p = 0.007), with 18 participants choosing cursor-based as the easiest to learn. 

Approximately 23% of participants chose gestures-only as easy to learn, while for 17% of 

participants there was no difference between the interaction approaches. Even with cursor-

based being the easiest to learn, some participants considered that, with more experience, 

gestures-only could also be easy to learn. P7 mentioned that “cursor-based is more intuitive 

because it's like using the mouse, but it won't take long to switch to gestures though”; due to 

the technological appeal P18 said that “I would prefer to learn how to use gestures”, showing 

that gestures-only could be an alternative. Gestures are usually mentioned as fun 

(Hofmeester & Wolfe, 2012), therefore, 100% of participants corroborated this information 

with their perception of use in mid-air interaction. Cursor-based was noted as “boring” [P3, 

P5, P17, P23], “annoying” [P6, P29], although participants verbalised their opinion but also 

showed positive facial expressions when referring to gestures-only as fun. "Gestures made 

me feel like a Jedi [Star Wars]”, reported P19; nevertheless, Golod et al. (2013) stated the 

perceived fun of gestures could decrease over time, which is plausible to expect after more 

frequent use of the approach.  

 

The interaction cursor-based received the highest score in being easy to perform, with 60% 

of participants’ preference, while 30% chose gestures-only. The chi-square goodness-of-fit 
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was statistically significant (x2(2) = 11.40, p = 0.003), with 18 participants choosing cursor-

based as the easiest to perform. Participants associated the similarity between the use of 

cursor and buttons with the way to perform – at some extent the results of cursor-based 

interaction being easy to learn and perform seem connected. It has been noticed that the 

false negatives and the novelty of the gestures-only approach influenced the results. Some 

participants mentioned that more experience (e.g. time, practice) could affect their use of 

gestures: “If the gesture recognition were better, I think I could enjoy more gestures” [P10], 

and “once you get used to gestures, they will be easier to perform” [P21]. Following the same 

idea P25 also declared, “with practice I would be able to perform gestures better”. It is 

interesting that even with cursor-based being selected as easier to perform by most users, 

with more practice or technological improvements they consider to use gestures-only. A 

participant made an analogy that gestures-only would be like smartphones/tablets when 

they were launched: “when it becomes institutional it will be easier to use gestures” [P6], 

which can be linked with the idea of the popularisation of technology and consequent 

acceptance of it. 

6.2.6.7.3 Social Acceptance 

In order to evaluate the social acceptance of mid-air interaction, participants were asked if 

they would feel embarrassed while interacting with cursor-based or gestures-only in a semi-

private context (e.g. living room, bedroom). Approximately 87% of users clearly indicated 

that they would not feel embarrassed, while 13% don’t feel confident to interact in the 

proposed scenario. A chi-square goodness-of-fit test indicated that the proportion of 

participants who felt embarrassed and not embarrassed was statistically significantly 

different (x2(2) = 16.13, p < 0.001), with 26 participants declaring they would not feel 

embarrassed. Some participants commented that because of previous experience with 

game consoles such as Nintendo Wii [P3, P8] or Virtual Reality [P23], the mid-air interaction 

was considered as “normal”. Some users entitled themselves as early adopters [P5, P9, P27], 

which helps them to promptly use this technology; “I enjoy to use new technologies and this 

idea of minority report motivates me to use this tech” [P6], showing a perspective of future 

interfaces, while P11 mentioned that “It’s a good thing to show off, it’s a kind of future based 

on sci-fi movies”. Another group of users mentioned that this experience would be “funny in 

the beginning” [P8, P24], but once this technology became mainstream “everyone will be 

doing it” [P17]. However, participant P21 suggested the possibility to use a “narrow range of 

movements rather than large gestures” could make her feel more comfortable using 

gestures, suggesting the idea of adaptive gestures. A few users stated that they would feel 
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they would prefer to use it alone [P13], in a private context.  

6.2.6.7.4 Graphical User Interface in gestures-only approach 

The main distinction between the graphical interfaces (GUI) in this study was that cursor-

based follows the WIMP standard with the use of buttons (target-based) and the cursor, 

while the gestures-only had distal interaction, was cursorless and required no buttons to 

interact with, using an innovative way for the navigation. Therefore, the GUI has been 

designed to support the interaction only with gestures. Initially, participants were asked if 

they felt a need to visualise/use the cursor and an interface with buttons to control de 

navigation. Approximately 70% of participants mentioned that they did not feel a need to 

have the standard WIMP interaction and that the interface designed for the gestures-only 

interaction was suitable for the interaction. This opinion was corroborated by a chi-square 

goodness-of-fit test which indicated that positive (Yes) and negative (No) opinions were 

not equally represented by the participants recruited to the study (x2(1) = 4.8, p = 0.028). 

Amongst all participants, 21 mentioned to not feel a need to have WIMP elements in the 

gestures-only approach. In general, participants suggested that the affordances, animations 

and the way the navigation was structured helped them to interact in gestures-only. 

Participant 17 mentioned this relationship: “I think the indicators (arrows and animations) 

help you to understand the interface, and as soon you get used to gestures the interactions 

also became natural and part of your mental model”. Other users revealed that the interface 

was “easy to understand” [P5] and since “things were highlighted, it was clear what I was 

selecting” [P8]. Participants also mentioned that the GUI provided guidance [P18, P27] due 

to the use of arrows, animations and tutorials [P13, P14, P25, P26, P29], and was intuitive at 

some extent [P12]. Participants 13 and 29 commented that the tutorials (animations) were 

fundamental to their experience because otherwise they would not understand some 

interactions. The influence of touchscreen interfaces also contributed to users' perception, 

since the use of the swipe gesture is widespread over many applications. P29 said “the 

swiping was brilliant because it's so common in smartphones, so it felt natural for me to use 

it”. This relationship was also expressed by P2, “you can naturally create an association with 

the touchscreen gestures”, while P21 suggested that people who are not used to 

smartphones could face some difficulty. Users mentioned that since touchscreen interfaces 

are also cursorless, they did not feel a need to use a cursor in mid-air [P13, P29]. 

 

The gestures-only approach introduced a different way to interact, like a new interaction 

language. Participants pointed out this perception: “I think this is a new language, so as soon 
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“…once you get used to it, you do not think about it anymore” [P14]. Some users revealed 

that gestures-only was “weird initially” [P5, P29], but with more experience, it would 

become more natural. However, other participants found it easy to understand: “you didn't 

have to explain to me, I just did it naturally, the signs were clear” [P24] and “it was easy to 

just manipulate the content with my movements” [P30]. Due to this novelty, some 

participants suggested an integration of gestures-only with the cursor [P4, P15, P16] or an 

adaptive mode [P1, P21] for people without previous experience with touchscreen devices. 

 

Participants that felt a need to use cursor and buttons over the interface mentioned that 

cursor-based provided confidence [P3, P21, P24], they felt “more safe” [P10], and provided 

feedback to “know 100% which element you are interacting with” [P3]. These participants 

revealed that since there is not a cursor on gestures-only, they don’t know exactly which 

part of the interface they are interacting with. An alternative suggested by P30 and P24 

would be highlighting more elements on the interface, in a way to increase the feedback. As 

discussed before, since gestures-only work as a different mental model for mid-air 

interaction, it was observed that in the 1st gestures-only prototype experienced (6 in total) 

participants usually perceived the interface as different, strange, but by the 3rd or 4th 

prototype, they were more confident about the interactions. Some interactions were 

repeated – scrolling, menu selection – and when experiencing those features in other 

prototypes some participants started to interact naturally, as they had already learned how 

to use the system.  

6.2.6.8 AttrakkDiff Analysis 

In the last decade, the investigation in user experience has shown that, together with 

instrumental qualities such as functionality and usability of a product, non-instrumental 

attributes also play a significant role in the "acceptance and appealingness” of a product 

(Hassenzahl, 2008). In this sense, perceived usability (also called Pragmatic Quality) is not a 

source of positive affect per se (Raita & Oulasvirta, 2014), but combined with hedonic 

qualities (i.e., stimulation and identification) the overall user experience can be better 

understood.  
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measure the user experience and it is based on the evaluation of four dimensions: Pragmatic 

Quality (PQ), Hedonic Quality – Identity (HQ-I), Hedonic Quality – Stimulation (HQ-S) and 

Attractiveness (ATT). Each dimension has a group of seven anchor scales, being in total 28 

questions.  

 

- Pragmatic Quality (PQ): pragmatic attributes represented by the usability of the 

product, its functionality. However, it is important to remember that even if a system 

has functionality, its satisfaction could still be low. The function is prioritised in this 

dimension while “there is no beauty or design needed to make a product pragmatic” 

(Isleifsdottir & Larusdottir, 2008). 

- Hedonic Quality – Identity (HQ-I): represent attributes that “make us identify with 

the product in a social context (Isleifsdottir & Larusdottir, 2008)”. These 

characteristics are associated with how people demonstrate their identity, from the 

things they use, buy, and so on. In this sense, it is connected with the human need of 

being perceived when using a specific product (Wetzlinger et al., 2014).  

- Hedonic Quality - Stimulation (HQ-S): it is related to the expectations of a system, 

how innovative the proposal is. Even if the user still does not know how to use new 

technology, the demonstration of a product can simulate a possible desire to use 

(Isleifsdottir & Larusdottir, 2008); 

- Attractiveness (ATT): provides an idea on how the user values each 

system/interface based on its whole experience, identifying the global appeal of a 

product; it can be associated to the overall look and feel of the system (e.g. 

unpleasant, motivating). 

 

For the evaluation of part of the data gathered, an online tool that comes with AttrakDiff 

has been used. The result of the questionnaire with the mean values of the word pairs for 

the cursor-based and gestures-only approach are presented in the following image (Figure 

203); the scale varies from -3 to +3, therefore values close to 0 are considered neutral.  

                                                   
26 Available at http://attrakdiff.de/. We appreciate the software license and access to the online tool provided 

by the company UiD - User Interface Design GmbH, with the purpose of academic research. 
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Figure 203: Result of the AttrakDiff questionnaire with the mean values of the word pairs for 

cursor-based (orange) and gestures-only (blue) approach. 

 

Besides the Pragmatic Quality (PQ), gestures-only interaction received higher scores in the 

other AttrakDiff dimensions compared with cursor-based. Analysing the Pragmatic Quality 

(PQ), participants identified that cursor-based was slightly simpler, more predictable, 

structured and more manageable than gestures-only approach. These results confirmed an 

expected users' perception since cursor-based followed the mental model of WIMP 

interfaces and users were already familiar with an interaction using cursor/buttons. On the 
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straightforward than cursor-based. The Hedonic Quality – Identity (HQ-I), where users 

demonstrate a potential identification of the product in social context revealed that 

gestures-only was considered more connective, stylish and premium compared with cursor-

based that received neutral answers, while other characteristics presented similar results. 

 

Results for Hedonic Quality - Stimulation (HQ-S) showed that participants have higher 

expectations concerning the gestures-only approach, considering it inventive, creative, 

innovative and novel. On the other hand, cursor-based had negative scores in all word-pairs 

evaluated, while the scores remained to the neutral position. The result of stimulation was 

linked with the opinion of some participants elicited in the previous section, that gestures-

only approach has a potential of use in mid-air interaction. The last dimension, 

Attractiveness (ATT) revealed that gestures-only was considered more pleasant, likeable, 

attractive and appealing, demonstrating a positive perception of the interaction approach 

regarding the whole look and feel of the experience. Following a similar result detected in 

previous dimensions, participants considered cursor-based interaction neutral. The average 

values of the four AttrakDiff dimensions are plotted in Figure 204. Pragmatic Quality (PQ) 

and hedonic quality distributed between the aspects of identity (HQ-I) and Stimulation (HQ-

S). Furthermore, the score of Attractiveness (ATT) is presented. 

 

 
Figure 204: AttrakDiff Diagram of average values, with cursor-based (Orange) and gestures-

only (Blue) approach. 

 

The diagram shows that cursor-based interaction had a slightly better score than gestures-

only in Pragmatic Quality (PQ), while for the other three dimensions gestures-only 

presented more positive scores. This result has been analysed using a paired t-test for each 

dimension. While the nature of the data is ordinal, the comparison of average values for 
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Wilcoxon present equivalent power for a pair analysis (J. C. F. de Winter & Dodou, 2010); (2) 

The creators of AttrakDiff (Hassenzahl et al., 2003) used t-test in their analysis, and this 

procedure has been repeated by other researchers (Heintz & Law, 2015; Isleifsdottir & 

Larusdottir, 2008; Wetzlinger et al., 2014). The comparison for Pragmatic quality showed 

that difference in mean scores between gestures-only (0.61 ± 0.46) and cursor-based (0.86 

± 1.00) was not significant, t(29)=-0.47, p=0.65, confirming that participants identified 

cursor-based and gestures-only with similar usability and practical utility. On the other hand, 

on the Hedonic Quality – Identification (HQ-I) it was found a significant difference in the 

scores for HQ-I gestures-only (1.14 ± 0.38) and for HQ-I cursor-based (0.15 ± 0.65) 

conditions; t(29)=3.01, p=0.02, revealing that users identified the gestures-only approach as 

more suitable to be used and perceived in a social context. 

 

The gestures-only interaction has been characterised as innovative and inventive, as 

identified in the Hedonic Quality – Stimulation (HQ-S). These impressions regarding the 

expectation of use in HQ-S gestures-only (1.57 ± 0.50) were identified as significantly 

different than HQ-S cursor-based (0.70 ± 0.35), t(29)=7.61, p<0.001. This result 

demonstrated, from a statistical perspective, that even with little experience in gestures-

only interaction participants felt stimulated to use this approach. The last dimension, 

Attractiveness (ATT) also showed a significant difference amongst ATT gestures-only (1.53 ± 

0.19) and ATT cursor-based (0.14 ± 0.22), t(29)=15.52, p<0.001, revealing that while in 

cursor-based interaction attractiveness was mainly neutral, gestures-only presented better 

scores regarding the overall appeal of the interfaces. 

 

Moreover, AttrakDiff provides another visualisation of the data gathered. Concerning the 

attributes of a product, pragmatic quality and hedonic quality are independent and both 

affect attractiveness (Wetzlinger et al., 2014). Hence, a two-dimensional portfolio (see 

Figure 205) made of nine regions positions the average values of Hedonic and Pragmatic 

qualities according to the mean scores for cursor-based and gestures-only interaction with 

their respective confidence interval (computed using t-test and a significance level of 0.05). 

To illustrate the confidence levels a rectangle is drawn around each interaction approach. 

Width represents the confidence level of pragmatic quality and the height shows the 

confidence level for hedonic quality. A smaller rectangle indicates that participants agree 

more on the qualities of a product. 
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Figure 205: AttrakDiff Portfolio of results. 

 

Results for gestures-only showed that this approach was positioned in the self-oriented 

region, with a high score for Hedonic Quality and a neutral score for Pragmatic Quality, with 

the confidence interval close to the “desired” area (the optimal scenario). On the other 

hand, cursor-based confirms the neutral position (neutral values for PQ and HQ), with part 

of the confidence interval touching the task-oriented region. Since the rectangles are not 

overlapping, it shows that the differences in PQ and HQ for both interaction approaches are 

statistically significant, while it can be identified that participants agreed more on the 

qualities of cursor-based than gestures-only, since the rectangle of the confidence interval is 

slightly smaller. Overall, the portfolio of results shows that the gestures-only approach has 

hedonic qualities that can lead to a product desired by participants, however the pragmatic 

attributes can still be improved. These attributes can be linked to usability issues already 

identified such as false negatives, the reliability of the sensor and more time to experience 

the navigation proposed in the gestures-only approach. 

 

Furthermore, despite a similar perception of Pragmatic Quality, the key elements of the 

experience in gestures-only interaction lie in hedonic dimensions such as stylish, innovative, 

novel, inventive, likeable and appealing. This result indicates that a pleasant and meaningful 

experience is not only linked to instrumental qualities (e.g. effectiveness and efficiency) – 

due to the similar score in PQ for cursor-based and gestures-only. Therefore, non-

instrumental attributes also acted in the overall perception of the gestures-only approach. 
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technology 

6.2.6.9.1 Effect of Age on Efficiency in mid-air interaction 

This topic contemplates an analysis of the age of the participants and the efficiency in both 

types of mid-air interaction, cursor-based and gestures-only.  A one-way between subjects 

ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of Age on the cursor-based efficiency in age 

groups, represented by 15-24 years age (Group 1), 25-34 years age (Group 2), 35-44 years 

age (Group 3) and 45-54 years age (Group 4) as conditions for the test. Before running the 

test, normality was checked using the Anderson-Darling test, and the Levene test for 

homogeneity of variances. There was a significant effect of Age on cursor-based efficiency 

at the p< 0.05 level for the four conditions [F(3, 26) = 5.26, p = 0.005].  

 

Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean score for the age 

group 45-54 (14.85 ± 4.03) was significantly different from the age group 15-24 (20.34 ± 

1.98), the age group 25-34 (19.50 ± 1.70) and the age group 35-44 (20.36 ± 1.48). However, 

the age groups 15-24, 25-34 and 35-44 did not significantly differ from each other. These 

results suggest that the use of mid-air technology by users aged 45-54 has an effect on 

cursor-based efficiency. On the other hand, it was identified that the efficiency in the cursor-

based interaction does not seem to be significantly altered in the age groups between 15 

and 44 years. 

 

Following a similar procedure, a one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to 

compare the effect of Age on the gestures-only efficiency in the same age groups 

previously mentioned. A significant effect of Age on gestures-only efficiency at the p<0.05 

level for the age groups [F(3, 26) = 4.57, p = 0.010] has been identified. Post hoc 

comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean score for the age group 35-

44 years (35.22 ± 4.46) was significantly different than the 25-34 (43.40 ± 8.21), and the age 

group 45-54 years (29.25 ± 4.03) was also significantly different than the 25-34 (43.40 ± 

8.21). On the other hand, the condition 15-24 (37.84 ± 4.83) did not significantly differ from 

the other age groups. These results imply that users who are inserted in an age group 

between 25 until 54 years have an effect on gestures-only efficiency, whereas users 

between 15-24 years old do not indicate a significant change in the efficiency on gestures-

only interaction. 
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The following graph (Figure 206) represents a boxplot comparing the efficiency of the 

cursor-based and gestures-only interaction with different age groups previously mentioned.  

 

 
Figure 206: Boxplot Efficiency vs. Age, cursor-based efficiency (left) and gestures-only 

efficiency (right). 

It has been identified a significant difference in the age group of 45-54 years old in both 

types of mid-air interaction, besides a significant difference in the efficiency of age group 

35-44 years old in the gesture-only interaction, corroborating that the variation of age 

might influence user performance over mid-air interaction. These results were expected 

since some researchers affirm that older-user populations may have reduced motor 

capabilities (Kortum et al., 2008), besides different levels of performance between novice 

and older users (Cabreira & Hwang, 2016; Carreira et al., 2016). 

 
This expectation of decreased efficiency in the gestures-only interaction as the age 

increases was also highlighted by eleven participants in the post-test interview, due to the 

need to perform the gesture in a way that it would be recognised by the system. In addition 

to that, it was emphasised that using an interface without the use of cursor and buttons 

could generate a strangeness in users with more advanced age and who are familiar to the 

standard cursor-based interaction, which is similar to the interaction with the mouse in the 

computer. However, participants mentioned that this strangeness of the gestures-only 

interface could be diminished with more frequent use. A future investigation about the 

relation of these variables (age vs. efficiency) in users over 55 years old or older adults 

(more than 65 years old) may confirm these hypotheses, although Carreira et al. 2016 

identified in a survey with older adults that in interfaces that combine gestures such as 

cursor-based, grab or swipe, the gestures "can be used by the majority of older people to 

interact with a general technological interface" (Carreira et al. 2016).  
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efficiency in mid-air interaction 

This section verifies if previous experience with touchscreen and mid-air interaction can 

affect the efficiency variation in cursor-based and gestures-only interaction. The previous 

experience in the touchscreen interaction – such as smartphones and tablets – was 

identified through 3 groups: 3-5 years, 6-8 years and 9 years or more of experience with 

touchscreen devices.  

 

To evaluate the effect of Touchscreen experience in the cursor-based efficiency, a one-way 

between subjects ANOVA was conducted. Normality and homogeneity of variances have 

been checked using the same procedures – Anderson-Darling and Levene – since the data 

(efficiency) is the same as the previous section. The result showed a non-significant effect of 

Touchscreen experience on cursor-based efficiency at the p>0.05 level for the three 

conditions [F(2,27) = 2.76, p = 0.08]. A similar procedure has been used to compare the 

effect of Touchscreen experience on gestures-only efficiency. A one-way between-subjects 

ANOVA with the same conditions of the previous test also showed a non-significant effect 

of Touchscreen experience on gestures-only efficiency [F(2,27) = 0.94, p = 0.40]. The 

statistical results revealed that previous experience in touchscreen devices did not play a 

major role in the efficiency of cursor-based and gestures-only.  
 

In a similar way to the analysis of the touchscreen technology, the investigation sought to 

identify if the previous experience with mid-air interaction – devices such as Microsoft 

Kinect, Leap Motion or MYO – would have an effect on the efficiency in cursor-based and 

gestures-only interaction. A one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to measure 

the efficiency in cursor-based interaction, with the conditions represented by participants 

that had never used mid-air devices, used for about 5 times, used for about 10 times and 

have used for more than 3 years.  

 

The test revealed a non-significant effect of Mid-air experience on cursor-based efficiency 

for all conditions [F(3,26) = 0.17, p = 0.91]. A similar procedure was used to understand the 

effect of gestures-only interaction on different levels of mid-air experience, also showing as 

a result a non-significant effect [F(3,26) = 1.57, p = 0.22]. In a similar way to the previous 

experience with touchscreen, the statistical results showed that the previous experience in 

mid-air devices was not significant for the variation of the efficiency in cursor-based and 
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gestures-only interaction.  
 

In summary, this section showed that age has a significant effect on the use of cursor-based 

and gestures-only interaction, while previous experience with technology seems to not 

influence efficiency. However, the analysis was performed using unequal groups and 

represents a potential issue to be investigated in future research.  

 

6.2.6.10 Analysis of distance of swipe gestures related to interface 

components 

This section presents the analysis of the distance used by the participants to perform swipe 

gestures according to specific commands of the interface. The aim of this analysis was to 

understand if there were variations in the distance according to the position and size of 

graphic elements in the interface, in order to enhance the gesture recognition. 

 

For the analysis, bespoke software has been developed to calculate different types of data 

identified in the gestures collected for each Design Pattern in gestures-only interaction. 

 

6.2.6.10.1 Software for gesture analysis 

The Microsoft Kinect SDK 2.0 (Software Development Kit) allows the collection of data 

regarding 25 different joints of the human body, due to the use of Kinect V2. Regarding this 

research, the latest version of the sensor includes different joints such as Hand Tip and the 

Hand Thumbs, which combined with the data of the Hand Joint itself, tends to increase the 

accuracy of gesture analysis. The joints tracked for this experiment are shown in the 

following Figure 207: 
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Figure 207: Skeleton positions relative to the human body, showing the joints tracked by 

Microsoft Kinect V2 using the SDK. Source: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/microsoft.kinect.jointtype.aspx 

 

The software designed was able to analyse data for all joints. However, since the main 

interest in this research was the use of swipe gestures, only the data of the upper limbs 

were analysed. On the other hand, the software was developed to provide an analysis of all 

25 joints, to be used in future studies in different areas of knowledge. 

 

The GUI of the software showed in Figure 208, provides different ways to analyse gestures 

data. To start the analysis, first a file (CSV format) with the data should be uploaded. The 

data contains the gesture records for each Design Pattern and was presented in frames (30 

frames/second). Once the data is uploaded, a slider showed in the top part of Figure 208 

allows the data analysis in a specific frame or the visualisation of an animation of the 

skeleton when moving the slider continuously. A video with an animation of the skeleton 

showing the gestures uploaded can also be exported for future analysis. 
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Figure 208: screenshot of the software developed to analyse data collected through Kinect V2. 
The interface allows the calculation between 1 or 2 joints, providing the position in the space (X, 

Y, Z), distances (cm) or angles (degrees). The image shows the distance between 2 joints 
(HandLeft and SpineBase) and the body posture in the specific frame. 

 

The main purpose in this analysis was to calculate the distance of a specific joint from the 

registration to the termination of the gesture, while the software developed also allows the 

identification of the angles, the position X, Y and Z in the space in a single joint or between 

two specific joints (see Figure 208). Kinect V2 provides the absolute position of joints using 

Euclidean metrics. Therefore, the metrics were automatically converted to centimetres 

(position) and degrees (angles). The software was developed using the technology Node.js 

- JavaScript code server-side - which means that the open source Node.js server should be 

installed to run the application. The software was developed for this research, but it is freely 

available27 for academic purposes. 

 

6.2.6.10.2 Variation of distance in swipe gestures according to interface components 

The analysis of data using the bespoke software revealed a variation in the distance size of 

gestures in some visual structures of the GUI, especially gestures performed in the 

horizontal axis. The findings are not presented for each Design Pattern, but as an overall 

                                                   
27 The tool can be accessed and downloaded on this address: https://bit.ly/2tmLLdu 
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structures. For the calculation of the distance for the swipes performed, false negatives and 

false positives were not considered. 

 

Concerning the horizontal swipes, it has been identified that the distance between the 

registration and the termination point of the swipe gestures varied according to the size of 

the interactive element to be manipulated. Figure 209 shows 3 different interfaces for the 

manipulation of the content left/right. In the first interface (A), the mean distance for the 

swipe was 48 centimetres, while the second (B) showed a mean of 54 centimetres and the 

last interface (C) 69 centimetres. The first interface (A) has a carousel menu where each 

item had a width of 594px (approximately 1/3 of the screen) and the majority of swipe 

gestures performed did not cross the cross-lateral inhibition area. In the second interface 

(B), the gesture performed to manipulate the content was the same (swipe left). The 

interface was divided into 3 columns of information, each with 655px. Therefore, the user 

was able to move 1 column for each swipe performed. 

 

 
Figure 209: Variation of gesture distance in the interactions performed on the horizontal axis, 

with a smaller swipe size in A, followed by a medium swipe in B and a bigger swipe in C. 

 

Based on the comparison of the mean distance and the size of graphic elements performed 

through the same gesture, it has been identified that when the visual element of the 

interface is smaller and positioned in the centre, the gesture tends to present a smaller 

distance. On the other hand, when a bigger graphic element was manipulated, the distance 

of the swipe gesture was also bigger. It was noted that participants tended to perceive that 

if the visual component was bigger, the gesture to manipulate the content should also be 

bigger. 

 

Similar behaviour has been identified in the interfaces that open a menu or a hidden item 

from the edges of the interface (See Figure 210, arrows in the left part of each interface). 

While the size of these elements is not big (around 50-60px), the position on the border of 

the screens resulted in gestures with a similar size than the ones with bigger width (1920px) 
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over Figure 210, interface A had a mean distance of 72 centimetres, interface B of 81 

centimetres and interface C of 76 centimetres. 

 

 
Figure 210: Three Interfaces with similar functions, where the content can be accessed through 
the manipulation of the hidden interface. The arrow on the left of each interface indicates the 

interactive content that can be opened using a swipe right gesture. 

 

This data revealed that the position of an interactive element on the edge of the interface 

tended to generate bigger swipe gestures, almost trespassing the cross-lateral inhibition 

area. This effort from users’ perspective could be associated to the idea of moving 

(manipulate) the whole screen to the right. While a cursor was not used in gestures-only, it 

seemed that participants still made some connections with the absolute position of the hand 

over the element of the interface, due to the registration point of the gesture usually 

positioned from as far left  (the initial point of swipe right) as possible to where the users 

could put their hands. 

 

The last analysis of swipe distance was linked with the swipe gestures performed in the 

vertical axis. The data revealed a variation in gesture distance according to some specific 

interactions, showed in Figure 211. For the scrolling interactions (Figure 211 A and C), it was 

identified that in case of scrolling of textual content (Figure 211 C), the mean distance 

amongst all Design Patterns for the vertical swipe was 76 centimetres. On the other hand, 

another scrolling presented on Figure 211 A and with a different structure revealed a bigger 

swipe, with a mean distance of 86 cm. This difference in the size of gestures showed that for 

a bigger visual element (Figure 211 A), the gesture performed was bigger than for less 

content being showed (Figure 211 C), in a similar effect to the one perceived with the 

horizontal swipes. 
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Figure 211: Use of vertical swipe movements for three different interactions with different swipe 

distances. 

 

The interaction in Figure 211 B used a swipe gesture not for scrolling, but for selection. The 

mean distance identified was 57cm (a similar interaction in the prototype Image Gallery, 

task Select Thumbnail had a mean distance of 61 cm). This distance was smaller than the 

previous vertical swipes because the user first positioned their hand over an item – a little 

bit higher than the elbow according to the analysis – and then the swipe up was performed. 

In the other scrolling interactions the registration of the gesture started below the elbow. In 

this sense, it was reasonable to suggest that for tasks that involve distal interaction and 

vertical swipe the size of the gesture might be smaller (≅60cm) while in scrolling tasks with 

less information and less size (concerning overall screen) the size of the gesture tend to be 

smaller (≅75cm) than when more information to be scrolled is presented on the screen 

(≅85cm). 

 

The analysis revealed that the size of the gesture performed was associated with the size 

and position of the interactive elements in the interface. The range of distances identified 

for each interaction can be used to increase gesture recognition in order to reduce false 

negatives. 

 

6.2.7 Discussion  

This study aimed to compare the mid-air interaction approach gestures-only to cursor-

based in the specific context addressed by this research: a single user standing, ≃2.5m from 

a large display, in a semi-private context. The evaluation was performed in six Design 

Patterns with different interactions in each of them. In this sense, the comparative analysis 

allowed a broad spectrum of investigation, exploring different ways to navigate through 

informational content such as images, text and video. This strategy provided some insights 

into users’ behaviour in each task while they were performing the interaction in cursor-

based and gestures-only, along with the overall perception of users’ experience in the mid-

air approaches. Results of performance and satisfaction have previously been examined for 
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discussion is presented. 

6.2.7.1 Performance Analysis 

The overall results indicated that gestures-only is a promising approach for mid-air 

interaction, being comparable with cursor-based in some aspects, but in general presenting 

higher scores for performance than cursor-based, encouraging further research and 

implementation. The success rate measured in 30 tasks along six Design Patterns identified 

that gestures-only is comparable to cursor-based, with an average success rate of 99.2% for 

cursor-based and 97.8% For gestures-only. Only 1 task (Adjust Timeline on Video Player) 

presented a statistically significant difference between both approaches (p = 0.040), 

confirming the similarity in the success rate of cursor-based and gestures-only. On the other 

hand, the overall analysis of Task Time showed that gestures-only is significantly faster to 

perform than cursor-based, with an average task time of 2.9 and 5.3 seconds respectively. 

29 out of 30 tasks presented a significant difference between the approaches, with 

gestures-only being performed faster. Following a similar result, gestures-only proved to be 

15% more efficient than cursor-based, with an average efficiency of 34% of tasks performed 

by second in gestures-only and 19% in cursor-based. These results indicated a positive 

outcome on the performance perceived in the gestures-only approach. 

 

The analysis of errors revealed different types of errors, according to the characteristics of 

each approach. It is important to note that errors did not prevent users from completing the 

tasks, but instead had an impact on the task time. In cursor-based, 9% of participants 

showed difficulty in keeping the cursor over the interactive area of a button during the 

dwelling time, resetting the dwelling timer. These errors were identified as false negatives. 

In the gestures-only interaction, 19% of participants performed false negative errors, when a 

gesture was performed but not recognised by the system. As mentioned in the errors 

section of the Design Patterns, the majority of these occurrences were not related to the 

graphical interface, but due to limitations of the Microsoft Kinect sensor to recognise the 

correct gestures. These limitations were also identified by Makela et al. (2017), especially in 

the identification of the fist pose. The gestures-only also presented 7.3% of false positives 

amongst the participants. These unintentional errors were made partly due to the 

mentioned limitations of the sensor, while some errors were associated with the 

development of the prototypes. Some of the errors identified in cursor-based and gestures-

only generated different strategies to fix them, culminating in design recommendations. In 

general, gestures-only generated more errors than cursor-based in the 2 categories of error 
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performance of gestures-only since this approach was almost twice as efficient as cursor-

based. On the other hand, some participants complained in the satisfaction analysis that the 

errors generated by the false negatives had an influence on their experience, and suggested 

that if the sensor could recognise their gestures in a more repeatable way, then their 

experience would be improved. 

 

Intuitiveness of both interaction approaches was measured by a combination of 

familiarisation time and comprehension of the tasks to be performed, based on video 

observation. In this sense, the familiarisation time – measuring the initial proficiency (Carter 

et al., 2016) – showed that participants took on average 96 seconds to become familiar with 

each Design Pattern in cursor-based, while in gestures-only this time was slightly longer, 

101.1 seconds. Three of the six Design Patterns revealed a significant but small (in absolute 

terms) difference between the interaction approaches. The video observation revealed that 

all participants understood the tutorials and transitions over the tasks, enabling them to 

execute the correct gesture for each interaction. Hence, it is reasonable to infer that cursor-

based and gestures-only may present a comparable level of intuitiveness, with a slight 

advantage for cursor-based. This result was expected due to the mental model of cursor-

based interaction following the WIMP interfaces, while the result identified in gestures-only 

showed a promising application of the approach proposed. 

 

Concerning gestures-only interaction, the size of swipe gestures was measured through a 

tool that analysed the data gathered in all Design Patterns. The results showed that the size 

of the gestures performed was linked to the size and position of the interactive elements in 

the GUI, which may implicate in the physical effort and also contribute to the optimisation of 

gesture recognition in mid-air devices. This data was analysed through a tool developed for 

this research (Section 6.2.6.10.1), capable to calculate the distance, angles and position of 25 

joints. 

 

6.2.7.2 Satisfaction Analysis 

Using a mixed methods approach (see sections 6.2.6.7 and 6.2.6.8), the analysis of 

perceived satisfaction indicated that gestures-only interaction was more pleasant and 

appealing than cursor-based, with promising results concerning hedonic qualities 

(stimulation and expectation). The overall satisfaction identified a user preference for 

gestures-only with some pragmatic qualities comparable to cursor-based. Nevertheless, 
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better perform the gestures. 

 

The analysis of users’ preference for each task showed that in 29 of 30 tasks participants 

preferred gestures-only approach, with an average of 65.7% for gestures-only, 25.3% for 

cursor-based and 9% identified no difference between the mid-air approaches. In 25 of 30 

tasks, a significant difference between the expected proportions was identified, confirming 

the gestures-only preference via statistical analysis. The preference was higher in scrolling, 

navigation vertical/horizontal and zoom tasks, while selection tasks were preferred over 

cursor-based but with lower scores. 

 

The perceived usability, which measures users’ perception of both mid-air approaches, 

indicated that gestures-only was perceived to be significantly faster than cursor-based. 

Participants implied that more practice could enable them to perform the gestures even 

faster and with more confidence. Gestures-only interaction required less effort, however, 

this effect was not statically significant. Gestures-only was perceived as more comfortable 

and natural due to gestures innate characteristics, while cursor-based was considered to be 

more tiring, reinforcing the possible issue of ‘Gorilla-arm’. Some participants switched hands 

while interacting with cursor-based in order to minimise the fatigue. 

 

Cursor-based was significantly easier to learn than gestures-only, due to the familiarity of 

participants with the WIMP interaction. Therefore, cursor-based was perceived as more 

intuitive while some users mentioned that gestures-only would take more time to learn, but 

due to the innovativeness of the approach they would prefer to learn how to use gestures. 

Cursor-based was also significantly easier to perform than gestures-only, due to users’ being 

confident while interacting with the interface. However, participants mentioned that part of 

this perception was due to issues with the Kinect (false negatives), while the practice or 

experience could consistently improve users’ performance. As expected, gestures-only was 

considered more entertaining by all participants in comparison to cursor-based, which was 

identified as boring and annoying. Part of this subjective rating was associated with the 

positive hedonic qualities identified in gestures-only (see Section 6.2.6.7). 

 

In order to evaluate the global users’ experience, the AtrakkDiff analysis showed that the 

hedonic qualities of gestures-only play an important role in comparison with cursor-based. 

Participants identified gestures-only as stylish, innovative, novel, inventive and appealing, 
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between gestures-only and cursor-based in Hedonic Quality – Stimulation, Hedonic Quality – 

Identification and Attractiveness. These qualities demonstrated the desirability of gestures-

only over cursor-based, however, the Pragmatic Quality, responsible for the instrumental 

qualities (e.g. effectiveness and efficiency), was comparable amongst the two mid-air 

approaches. As a result, it is suggested that the lower levels of reliability in gesture 

recognition and the lower levels of experience with the gestures-only approach had an 

impact over this global perception. Some participants explicitly mentioned (see section 

6.2.6.7.2) that with more practice in the gestures-only interfaces, they would feel more 

confident in performing the tasks and navigating through the Design Patterns: “once you 

get used to gestures, they will be easier to perform” [P21]. 

 

6.2.7.3 Gestures-only Design Patterns Validation 

The six Design Patterns were designed as a means to validate gestures-only and provide 

different variations of applicability for this mid-air approach, increasing the external validity 

of the research. The analysis of each Design Pattern revealed a promising perspective in the 

use of gestures-only interaction, with significantly more positive responses in the majority of 

interfaces evaluated (see previous Performance and Satisfaction analysis).  

 

The interactions designed revealed to be sufficient to manipulate the content using text, 

image, video, and support the browsing over different levels of hierarchy, offering superior 

performance and satisfaction compared with the standard interaction model, cursor-based. 

Some tasks had similar interaction principles (e.g. scrolling), while the content and the 

layout structure presented variations. This strategy allowed consistency amongst the 

interactions and variability of interface combinations, providing outcomes that can be 

applied beyond specific configurations. Concerning the Design Patterns in gestures-only, 5 

of 6 prototypes had an average efficiency ranging from 34% to 37% of tasks performed per 

second (18%-20% in cursor-based), with the exception of Video Player, which had 29%. In a 

similar manner, users’ preference for gestures-only ranged from 62% to 74% (17% - 35% in 

cursor-based and 8%-12% No Difference between approaches) for all Design Patterns, apart 

from Video Player with 52%.  

 

The strategy used to validate the gestures-only Design Patterns was firstly a comparison 

with cursor-based, defined as the standard for design and interaction, followed by an 

analysis of the users’ perception of the approach. Therefore, the individual analysis of each 
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intuitive, robust, and fulfilled its function in providing navigation in different types of 

content, with the support of tutorials, animations and affordances based on the principle of 

content manipulation. 

 

6.2.7.1 Implications for mid-air interfaces 

In this section, implications for mid-air interfaces are presented, organised in categories that 

emerged from the analysis of each Design Pattern: interface navigation, naturalness, 

ownership, social acceptance, physical effort, hand preference, variation of size, experience 

and communicating gestures. 

Interface navigation 

FC01 - Horizontal and vertical axis: the gestures-only approach has the navigation defined 

by swipe gestures in vertical and horizontal axis: one axis for navigation through different 

levels of hierarchy and the other axis for content detail. Results of performance and 

satisfaction revealed that users comprehended this structure, while the preference was to 

use swipe left/right to navigate through the hierarchy levels, and swipe up/down for 

navigating content. 

 

FC02 - Content Structure: the prototypes analysed presented in general a maximum of 4 

tasks per screen, which is connected to the principle of having 2 swipe gestures (left/right) 

to be performed in the horizontal axis and 2 gestures (up/down) in the vertical axis. Some 

prototypes presented 2 or 3 tasks per screen (e.g. Item Navigation), and the Video Player 

had 6 tasks in the same screen using a combination of hand poses and gestures. However, 

this screen proved to be more difficult for participants, registering a higher number of 

errors. The relatively small number of tasks for each screen is linked with the concept that 

mid-air interaction is not suitable for fine-grained interaction or complex tasks 

(Chattopadhyay & Bolchini 2015). Furthermore, the prototypes used in this study 

demonstrated that a hierarchy of 2 to 3 levels is sufficient for most Design Patterns. 

 

FC03 – One/two handed interaction: the study revealed that participants tend to use their 

dominant hand for the interaction, switching their hands if they feel some fatigue. The 

interaction using only one hand allows users to carry objects during the interaction, which is 

commomplace in public interaction (Walter, Bailly, Valkanova, & Müller, 2014). Tasks that 

use two hands should only be applied when there is a user preference for it – such as the 
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study (Chapter 5). 

 

FC04 – Redundancy: some interactions presented a combination of tutorials, transitions and 

visual affordances to provide guidance for the gesture to be performed using a multi-cue 

strategy (Wachs et al., 2011). The study revealed that when a combination of different 

strategies was applied, users reacted by promptly executing the correct gesture to activate 

the command showed through the GUI. However, in some interactions (e.g. scrolling of text) 

redundancy does not seem to be needed, since a visual static affordance was sufficient to 

provide guidance (see section 6.2.6.3.6). 

 

FC05 – Active feedback: the gestures-only approach does not use a cursor, but the 

interface can provide feedback through the distal interaction, reacting to users’ behaviour 

and following the principle of continuous feedback (Mary Lou Maher & Lee, 2017). P30 

mentioned the need for feedback: “Sometimes in the gestures (gestures-only) you don't 

know where you are (with your hand). I think the visual feedback is important, maybe 

highlighting more elements on the interface”. This feedback was applied to some 

interactions, in order to evaluate users’ perception. In the interfaces where this feedback 

was active – reacting to every movement of the users’ arms/hands – the feedback on this 

feature suggested it was more satisfactory. Hence, when the user moves their hand over the 

Kinect interactive area, the interface should provide feedback (as seen in Figure 212). 

 

 
Figure 212: Example of active feedback using distal interaction on the Design Pattern 

Hierarchical Content. Even with only 1 item to be selected, when the user moves their hand into 
the active area of Kinect the interface provides feedback (in this instance by changing colour), 

to reassure that the interactive component can be manipulated. 
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way of Baudel & Beaudouin-Lafon (1993). While gestures-only is not based on a cursor, the 

movement of the hand can be tracked as an invisible cursor and used to highlight parts of 

the interface. This strategy helped users: “things were highlighted, it was clear about what I 

was selecting” [P8]. In the example of Figure 213, when the user moves their hand on the 

Zone 1, the bar with the arrow becomes red (Figure 213, bar on the left), giving a hint for the 

swipe right to be performed. This active area may help with the registration of the gesture, 

since the user will place the hand clearly in the sensors’ view. 

 

 
Figure 213: Example of Active feedback using interaction zones. The image on the right has 2 

zones to provide an interface feedback when users' hand is over zone 1 (swipe right) or 2 (swipe 
left).	

Naturalness 

FC06 – Swipe gesture: being the “core” gesture of gestures-only approach, the use of the 

swipe gesture was validated through different tasks and application scenarios, and the 

naturalness of the gesture used to control the interface perceived by many participants. The 

swipe gesture itself was considered to have more naturalness due to the way that users 

move their arms and hands [P3, P19], users just “want to swipe” [P8]. The naturalness 

perceived was also related to the resemblance of the mid-air approach with touchscreen 

interaction, corroborating the idea that the naturalness of gestures can be based in previous 

experiences of interaction (Malizia & Bellucci, 2012). 

FC07 – Direction: the naturalness of the swipe gesture is intrinsically associated with the 

direction of the gesture. The interfaces in this study presented different strategies to 

communicate the direction of the gestures, being noticed and validated by participants. 

Comments such as “it’s very convenient to swipe” [P22] or “it’s just moving the interface up 

or down, left or right, simpler” [P5] revealed that users perceived a degree of naturalness in 

the gestures and the interface. The direction of gestures was also linked to sensorimotor 

primitives (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015), which may have contributed to the perception 

of naturalness in the gestures. 
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FC08 – Current user: the prototypes were designed for a single user interaction, due to the 

nature of tasks. The system had a detection feature where if two or more users were in the 

sensor view, the application would keep the control of the system to the first user to 

interact. To change the ownership, a timer could be set to identify if the user would still 

interact with the interface in a 15 seconds interval. This detection of ownership can be 

improved through other strategies such as voice input, face detection or gaze interaction, or 

even a specific gesture to start the interaction, as seen in Walter, Bailly, & Müller (2013).  

 

FC09 – Distance of the sensor: the Kinect V2 sensor is able to track users’ gestures in a 

range of 1.5 to 4.5 meters, while 2.5 meters is considered the optimal distance for tracking. 

Therefore, the system should identify if the users are positioned in the correct place using 

feedback in the interface. In case of a noise detected during the tracking, feedback should 

be provided to improve the gesture recognition. 

Social Acceptance 

FC10 – Semi-private context of use: the study validated the use of mid-air informational 

interfaces in a semi-private context, corroborating the application scenario defined on 

section 1.4. The majority of participants suggested that they would not feel embarrassed 

using this interaction in a living room or a familiar environment. Some participants 

mentioned that mid-air interaction could be “funny in the beginning” [P8, P24], but once it 

becomes more popular it would feel comfortable to interact with.  

 

FC11 – Empowerment: AttrakDiff analysis revealed that users had higher scores for 

gestures-only regarding expectation and stimulation with the interaction. Some participants 

felt empowered, stimulated to use the technology due to the novelty and innovation 

commonly associated with mid-air interfaces, as something that represents the future; P30 

stated: “I feel empowered, I quite like to show that I'm using this technology and probably 

would invite anyone to come and interact with”. These results show potential use of 

gestures-only approach, validated through the statistically significant results of Hedonic 

Qualities and Attractiveness (Section 6.2.6.8). 

 

FC12 – Range of motion: some participants expressed that gestures-only is quite expressive, 

while other users did not feel embarrassed using the mid-air interaction but would prefer to 

use a “narrow range of movements rather than large gestures” [P21] (Section 6.2.6.7.3). This 
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motion could improve social acceptance. 

Physical effort 

FC13 – Fatigue: the results indicated that gestures-only may present less fatigue than 

cursor-based. 63% of participants mentioned that gestures-only required less physical effort, 

while video observation revealed that some participants switched hands in cursor-based 

due to a discomfort generated by ‘gorilla arm problem’ since the approach was “time 

consuming” [P26]. The characteristic of gestures-only fitting more expressive gestures 

instead of holding the arm in a specific position (cursor-based) may have contributed to this 

perception (Section 6.2.6.7.2). 

 

FC14 – Distal interaction: the characteristics of distal interaction, where the user does not 

have to interact over a specific X,Y position in the interface allowed a more expressive and 

natural use of gestures (see Section 6.3.6.7.1), being considered more comfortable than 

cursor-based. A similar perception was identified by the technique PathSync (Carter et al., 

2016) when compared to cursor-based. 

Hand preference 

FC15 – Implications of hand preference over the interface: the study revealed that hand 

preference affects the graphical interface in gestures-only and cursor-based approach. On 

gestures-only, the prototypes with menu screen (e.g. Item Navigation) were activated using 

the swipe left, however this gesture seemed unnatural by left-hand users. For them, the 

ideal swipe should be to the right side of the interface. The implication of this hand 

preference does not affect only the gesture performed, but also the design of the graphical 

interface showed in Figure 214: 

 

 
Figure 214: Example of adaptive menu, with each interface adapted for the hand-preference 
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better experience for left-hand users. For example, in screens where the scrollbar was 

positioned on the right side of the screen left-hand users showed some difficulty to activate 

the buttons (see error section 6.2.6.4.3), since they had to move their arm from the left part 

(a comfortable position) to the right part of the body (uncomfortable position). 

Chattopadhyay & Bolchini (2015) identified a similar issue with cursor-based input: when a 

user interacts in the non-dominant area of the body (opposed to dominant hand), a cross-

lateral inhibition occurs. 

 

FC16 – Use of both hands to interact: some participants interacted in gestures-only using 

both hands for different interactions. In general, to open interactions from the left side of 

the interface these participants used the left hand, and the other hand for the right side. This 

uncommon behaviour potentiated the gestural interaction, confirming the expressive nature 

of this approach (as suggested in 6.2.6.7) and especially perceived in the Design Pattern 

Navigation Drawer (due to the hierarchical navigation using the X-axis). Participant 29 

explicitly mentioned,  “I also enjoyed using both hands, I felt empowered”.  

Variation of size 

FC17 – Size of graphic elements implicates variation in gesture size: data from the analysis 

of gesture size (Section 6.2.6.10.2) revealed a difference in gesture size regarding different 

layout structures. As a rule of thumb, it was identified that when the interactive graphic 

element was smaller and positioned close to the centre of the interface, the distance of the 

swipe performed (gesture size) tends to be smaller, while graphic components that uses the 

full edge of the screen (e.g. opening menu in the Design Patterns) implied gestures with 

bigger distance. 

 

FC18 – Number of items in menu selection: in this experiment, two variations of menu were 

analysed, one with 4 (Item Navigation) and other with 7 options (Video Player). The analysis 

showed that the menu with 4 options had higher efficiency (21%) and less false negatives 

(37%) than with 7 options (17% efficiency and 80% of false negatives). Based on this data 

and the video observation, it is reasonable to infer that 4 items (270px of height) in the 

vertical axis or 5 items (384px of width based on the proportion of Y-axis) are a sound 

recommendation for distal menu interaction. The interface elements can be designed with 

different sizes (e.g. thumbnail menu in Image Gallery), however it is suggested that the hit 

areas should follow this recommendation. 
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FC19 – Confidence: video observation revealed that felt more confident in gestures-only 

after experiencing the 3rd and 4th prototypes, since some interactions repeated (e.g. 

scrolling) and they knew already how to interact with them. This was confirmed by the 

analysis of naturalness (section 6.2.6.7.1) and perceived usability (section 6.2.6.7.1): “with 

practice I would be able to perform gestures better” [P25], “once you get used to gestures 

[…] easier to perform” [P21]. Therefore, more experience with gestures-only interfaces may 

increase users’ confidence with mid-air interaction, since only 30% of participants had 

previous experience with mid-air technology. 

 

FC20 – Consistency: the prototypes shared common interactions such as scrolling, selection 

and visual affordances to guide the users through the interface. Video observation revealed 

that some participants recognised the same patterns from other prototypes and promptly 

started to interact, due to the previous knowledge acquired. In this regard, the consistency 

amongst the interactions and the visual elements in the interface might benefit the user 

experience. This finding is linked with idea of ‘strive for consistency’, where “sequences of 

actions should be consistent within similar situations” (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2010). 

Communicating gestures 

FC21 – Continuity: the prototypes presented different approaches for gesture guidance. In 

screens where the interaction was continuous – such as scrolling and pagination – the 

continuity was employed in order to provide a hint for the user that more content could be 

accessed, using the concept of manipulation to move the graphic elements using swipe 

gestures. This strategy was validated and discussed in the GUI Analysis at section 6.2.6.1.6. 

The main visual element used was gradients to visually indicate the continuity of content 

and the consequent gesture to be performed. 

 

FC22 – Arrows: Another strategy was the use of arrows to point in the correct direction. 

Video observation revealed that participants learned the meaning of the arrows, also 

corroborated by participants’ opinion [P13, P14 P25 P26, P29] concerning the guidance 

provided through the interface (Section 6.2.6.7.4). When applied to different interactions 

users performed the swipe gesture following the direction of the arrows.  

 

FC23 - Transitions: one of the principles of manipulation is the possibility to move the 

content in the X, Y axis. Therefore, transitions had been used to present the manipulation 

allowed by the interface (in general in 1 axis), showing the movement generated to navigate 
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for the user that a specific interactive element could be moved. Several participants 

commented about the use of transitions as an effective approach to reveal gestures, that “it 

was easy to just manipulate the content with my movements” [P30]. 

 

FC24 - Tutorials: in some interactions, an animation with a hand icon was used in 

combination with short transitions (feedforward animations), simulating the interaction that 

could be performed using gestures. Video observations revealed that these animations were 

effective to guide participants, communicating the direction of the gesture to be performed, 

the correct hand pose and the position of the interactive component in the interface, as 

confirmed by participant 17: “I think the indicators help you to understand the interface”. A 

similar result was found by Fothergill, Mentis, Kohli, & Nowozin (2012), where animated 

versions of the gestures were used to provide guidance. 

 

FC25 - Text Labels: text indicators can be used as a strategy to reinforce the gesture to be 

performed (Chueke et al., 2017; Walter et al., 2013). In the prototypes analysed, actions such 

as “swipe up”, “swipe down” or “squeeze both hands” were used and understood by 

participants. However, it is advisable to combine the text actions with tutorials or 

animations, using the actions only as a reinforcement of the interaction. 

 

6.2.7.2 Implications for gesture recognition 

Gesture recognition plays a major role in gestures-only, therefore the implications for 

gesture recognition were divided into two categories: tracking and gesture speed. 

Tracking 

FC26 - Gestures performed too fast/repeated can generate errors: gestures-only 

interaction showed a higher number of false negatives compared with cursor-based. The 

majority of these errors occurred due to the high speed used to perform the gestures. The 

video observation and analysis of distance in swipe gestures – where the speed was 

calculated by the ratio distance/time – revealed that the Kinect V2 sensor was not able to 

track the path generated by the hand properly when the swipe gesture was performed in 

less than ≅0.3 seconds. This issue might be associated with problems of gesture 

registration/termination and consequently identification of the proper gesture performed. A 

similar error happened when participants, due to a false negative, repeated the same 

gesture (e.g. swipe right) 2-3 times, hoping to execute the expected command. However, 
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negative happens) even faster than the first gesture performed. 

 

FC27 - Hand pose recognition: the identification of the correct hand pose was the source of 

some false negatives in 2 scenarios: horizontal swipes (left/right) and fist up/down. In the 

first scenario, the natural behaviour of the majority of the participants was to perform the 

gesture using the hand in a sideward position (also as identified in the previous chapter), 

however, the device showed difficulty in tracking the registration point of the gestures of 

some participants due to their hand pose. On the other hand, according to video 

observation, the use of the palm parallel to the sensor (see Section 6.2.6.3.3) increased 

accuracy since the device can recognise the thumb and hand tip (available only in Kinect 

V2).   

  

Concerning false negatives with the gesture fist up/down, the Kinect V2 also presented 

accuracy problems, especially when using the fist pose while moving the arm up after it had 

been in resting position. Vokorokos et al. (2016) identified a similar problem, with the fist in 

motion with an accuracy of 78%, while swipe gestures had 95%. Some of these errors 

happened due to the fist gesture being performed too close/in front of the spine, 

generating a ‘flick’ in the recognition (as explained in Section 6.2.6.1). 

 

FC28 - Gesture Registration: the first record of the gesture – the registration – was 

fundamental for gesture recognition. However, in some circumstances, the Kinect was not 

able to recognise properly the starting point of the gesture or the hand pose (Nebeling et al. 

2014). On the other hand, the video observation revealed that participants who kept their 

hands in a static position for milliseconds before performing the gesture had an accuracy 

rate of 100%, in a preparation for the gesture performed. 

 

Another source of false negatives concerning gesture registration was described in Section 

6.2.6.2. The movement generated from the arm in the resting position to the desired gesture 

is sometimes misinterpreted by the sensor and may act as a noise for the registration of the 

desired gesture (false negative) or could trigger a false positive. 

 

FC29 - Selection using distal interaction: participants were required to interact with 

different menu structures using distal interaction. It means that when an item was selected, 

they performed a swipe to activate it. However, sometimes the swipe performed did not 
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reported in Errors Section 6.2.6.3). For instance, when a swipe left (X-axis) is performed in a 

menu, the data identified on the Y-axis should be neglected as soon as the registration point 

is detected, in order to avoid this issue. 

 

FC30 - Unintentional interactions: when a user performs a swipe right twice – e.g. 

navigation to the first item, and then swipes again to the second item – a swipe left 

(opposite gesture) can be interpreted by the system when the user moves his hand from 

the termination of the first swipe right and the registration of the second swipe. This error 

was the source of the majority of false positives identified in gestures-only and was 

discussed in detail on section 6.2.6.1.3. 

  

Another scenario of unintentional gestures was identified: when some users were talking 

with the researcher during the test and gesticulating, unintentional actions were triggered, 

an issue also identified by Walter et al. (2014). In order to identify the intention of the user 

to interact with the interface, face detection or gaze tracking could be used. 

  

FC31 - Tracking issues in cursor-based (cursor based) close to the edge of the interface: 

video observation revealed that when the buttons of the interface were positioned on the 

border of the interface, in some situations a "flick" was generated by the Kinect. In order to 

reduce this effect, the buttons should not be positioned at the edge of the interface. This 

strategy might help the performance in cursor-based, since the distance between the 

targets might be smaller, according to the Fitts’ law (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2014b). 

 

FC32 - Active area: some gestures had a false registration, due to the movement between 

the arm in the resting position and the gesture itself. In order to minimise this issue, an 

active area for gesture recognition can be defined; when the hand is above the waist, it 

means that the arm is no longer in the resting position and an intention to perform a gesture 

is likely to happen.  

Gesture Speed 

FC33 - Variation of speed while performing the same gesture: some interactions designed 

in these prototypes used the same gesture but with a different order of activation. For 

instance, in the Design Pattern Image Gallery (see Section 6.3.6.2) the task Zoom Out is 

performed squeezing both hands, and when the zoom is deactivated the task Close Image 

can be activated using the same gesture. In this sense, participants P4, P7, P18, P19 and P30 
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action Close Image, if slower, it would trigger the Zoom Out. A similar variation in speed 

was suggested regarding scrolling actions. A “normal” swipe would move a block of text 

up/down a bit, while a faster swipe would move the same block of text to the 

beginning/end. The speed would act as a shortcut for the interactions. In order to avoid 

false negatives, this variation of speed can be combined with the size (distance between 

registration and termination) of the gesture performed. A similar strategy has been used in 

carousel menus by Koutsabasis & Domouzis (2016). 

 

6.2.7.3 Limitations  

In this section some limitations concerning this study are discussed: 

Learning effect 

For each pair of prototypes, participants were required to test first the cursor-based version, 

followed by gestures-only. While the initial idea was to randomise the order between both 

approaches, gestures-only was always presented after cursor-based due to the novelty of 

gestures-only (GUI without buttons and cursor) and the analysis of the pilot test. This 

strategy may have implicated in a learning effect, while the graphical interface was 

different, the tasks performed were the same in both approaches. 

Validity 

The prototypes in gestures-only do not present a clear A/B testing of the graphic elements 

in the interface since the interactive components varied in more than just one parameter 

and presented a range of interactions. This strategy was taken in order to increase the 

external validity of gestures-only, based on the test of different designs and combinations in 

6 different scenarios (Design Patterns). While this tactic could decrease internal validity, it 

may support a better understanding of the overall approach by users and the 

industry/academic community, since the findings are not limited to a specific structure but 

are shared amongst different interactions. 

Task time and errors 

The counting of time per task did not include tasks with errors since there were different 

types of errors to measure. However, this strategy may have benefitted the gestures-only 

approach, since the error rate was higher than in the cursor-based interaction. Therefore, if 

the task time has been counted in tasks that generated an error, the result of the metric task 

time could be changed, implicating more time spent in the gestures-only approach. 
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The study was limited by the capabilities of the Microsoft Kinect V2. While this was the best 

option amongst affordable sensors – due to the possibility to use in a more natural 

environment – the sensor operates at a refresh rate of 30 frames per second, which was not 

sufficient to track gestures performed very quickly. Due to this issue, a high score of false 

negatives (19%) was identified in gestures-only approach compared to cursor-based (9%). A 

similar limitation was identified by Chattopadhyay & Bolchini (2015) concerning gesture 

recognition. 

Seating position 

Participants in a standing position interacted with the prototypes designed for this 

experiment, since this was the optimal scenario for tracking. However, since the gestures 

are performed using upper limbs the prototypes also work in a seated position along with 

Kinect V2 sensor. Guinness et al. (2015) identified that rested mid-air interaction (e.g. with 

the elbow in a desk) proved to be an alternative to the ‘gorilla arm problem', therefore 

future research can be performed to identify if there are differences in tracking and users' 

preference in a seated position. 

Effect of Age and Previous experience with Efficiency 

The effect of Age on efficiency in both interaction approaches (Section 6.3.6.9) indicated 

that there was a statistically significant difference between some age groups in cursor-

based and gestures-only related to efficiency. These results suggest that efficiency 

decreases with age increase, especially in gestures-only. Nevertheless, due to the small and 

unequal sample in some age groups, these findings cannot be generalised and require 

further research. 

 

A similar issue has been detected in the effect of previous experience (touchscreen and 

mid-air) in efficiency. Due to a small sample in the same groups, the statistical analysis did 

not reveal any significant difference. However, while in cursor-based the results were quite 

diverse, in gestures-only a pattern revealed that more experience with touchscreen and 

mid-air technologies implied in increased efficiency.  

 

These limitations showed the potential weakness of this study; the issues identified in 

Microsoft Kinect V2 require an improvement in the tracking sensor technology. Other 

concerns were taken as strategic decisions due to the novelty of the approach (limitations 

of learning effect and task time), the complexity of the study in not running a variation of 
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instead of keeping a full control over the variables in the study (validity) and an initial 

attempt to gather understanding about the effect of age and previous experience on mid-air 

interactions, which may require a between-subjects approach to be executed. While some 

of these issues could be exploited in different ways, they also provided strength for the 

study, since these decisions provided the analysis of the results and also pointed to future 

directions of investigation. 

6.2.8 Conclusion 

This chapter presented a detailed summative evaluation of the gestures-only approach. In 

order to demonstrate and validate the gestural proposal, a comparative analysis with a 

standard approach of mid-air interaction – cursor-based – revealed that gestures-only was 

sufficiently robust, efficient, intuitive and preferable amongst the participants of the study. 

 

The analysis of this experiment included multiple sources of evidence, combining 

quantitative and qualitative data amongst the observation of users’ behaviour interacting 

with the mid-air approaches. Based on this, several implications for the design of mid-air 

interfaces and gesture recognition were identified along with observations that can provide 

guidelines for designers and developers who want to use the gestures-only approach for 

future applications. This comparative analysis has been performed to validate the gestures-

only approach as part of the assessment phase described in the Research through Design 

framework (Chapter 2), answering this research question: 

 

RQ3: What are the differences in performance and satisfaction of mid-air 

applications mediated by cursor-based and gestures-only? Which approach 

presents a better user experience? 

 

In order to address this research question and contribute to the validation of the gestures-

only approach, 4 aims guided the analysis of the results: 

 

a) Measure the performance and satisfaction of cursor-based and gestural 

interfaces, identifying if there are significant differences between both 

approaches, guided by the analysis in each pair of interfaces; 

The results showed that gestures-only presented an overall better performance 

than cursor-based, being more efficient, significantly faster, equivalent in 
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cursor-based. Nevertheless, gestures-only showed more errors, mostly due to 

limitations of the sensor to capture the registration and termination of some 

gestures. 

 

Concerning the satisfaction, the analysis of perceived usability revealed that 

gestures-only was significantly faster, required less effort and was significantly 

more fun. On the other hand, according to participants cursor-based interaction 

was considered significantly easier to learn and to perform due to the similar 

mental model found in WIMP interfaces. Gestures-only showed a significant 

difference in levels of hedonic qualities (Stimulation and Identification) and 

attractiveness, receiving higher scores than cursor-based. On the other hand, 

both approaches were comparable concerning the pragmatic quality. 

 

b) Identify user preference regarding mid-air interaction; 

The identification of users’ preference was performed analysing each task 

individually, and also the overall result for each Design Pattern. The preference 

for gestures-only was noticed in the 29/30 of tasks, with an average of 65.7% 

and with 25/30 tasks showing a significant difference between the proportions 

analyses (cursor-based, gestures-only and No difference between approaches). 

Approximately 77% of participants also identified the gestures-only approach as 

the one with more naturalness for the context of mid-air interaction, due to 

reasons such as expressiveness, touchscreen association, performance, etc. 

 

c) Validate the six Design Patterns applied to information visualisation developed; 

The previous analysis has demonstrated the six prototypes designed for 

gestures-only interaction as research artefacts (Zimmerman et al., 2007), 

showing different configurations for interactions based on the principle of 

content manipulation through directional gestures. The validation has occurred 

not only by the analysis of users’ experience in gestures-only approach but 

through the comparison with prototypes using the cursor-based interaction, 

being the standard for mid-air graphical interfaces. Overall results and 

participant’s feedback from different sources of evidence revealed that it is 

reasonable to infer gestures-only Design Patterns offers a potential set of mid-air 

interactions that can support the development of future applications. 
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d) Contribute to the development of design recommendations for mid-air interfaces. 

The video observation of the interactions performed combined with results of 

different metrics provided sufficient evidence to identify implications for the 

design of mid-air interfaces and gesture recognition, resulting in a set of 

recommendations presented in sections 6.2.7.1 and 6.2.7.2. The 

recommendations are linked to the interactions presented in the Design 

Patterns, which mainly controls different types of information (text, video, 

image). 

 

The combination of these four aims provided sufficient evidence to identify gestures-only as 

a promising alternative to cursor-based, revealing to offer a more satisfactory user 

experience in mid-air interaction, being identified as stylish, innovative, novel, inventive, 

appealing and with equivalent performance. However, due to a different interaction model 

proposed by gestures-only, it may take more time for users to become familiar with the 

approach, as participant 17 mentioned: “as soon you get used to gestures the interactions 

also became natural and part of your mental model”. To summarise users' perception of 

gestures-only compared with the standard cursor-based, the comment of participant 23 

mentioned at the beginning of this chapter is reprised: 

 

“It felt like the gestures were something new, it was much more engaging, it was sort of a 

much more pleasant experience that felt like you were doing something different with 

technology that was much more responding to you as a subject rather than you placing a 

cursor on a thing as an object.” [P23] 

 

While the overall perception identified was favourable to gestures-only, there is still some 

room for improvement regarding the tracking systems – device and software. Concerning 

the software, recommendations were made in order to enhance tracking and minimise 

errors. 

 

In addition, the results identified on this study showed amongst 6 different scenarios (as 

discussed in Section 6.2.7.3) and through different interactions the possibility to apply the 

gestures-only approach in different designs, based in variations/combination of the 

interactions designed or the use of the interaction principles applied to other contexts of 

use. The variety of interactions presented reinforced the external validity of the study 
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gestures-only defined on chapter 4, it may equip academic/researchers to propose and 

investigate different scenarios, aiming to expand the validation of the approach in other 

areas beyond informational interfaces. 

 

As a final contribution of this study, the development of a tool to measure the distances and 

angles between the joints (Section 6.2.6.10) was used to detect users’ behaviour regarding 

the size of swipe gestures.  The use of this tool is not restricted to this research and the field 

of HCI, since it can be applied to different areas of science such as physiotherapy and 

ergonomics. 
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7 DISCUSSION 

7.1 Introduction 
“You can't connect the dots looking forward; you can only connect them 

looking backwards. So you have to trust that the dots will somehow 

connect in your future.” Steve Jobs (2005) 

 

This chapter describes the last phase of the RtD framework, where a reflection and 

documentation of the design process generates a contribution to the knowledge. This phase 

analyses the output generated from each of the previous phases, in order to evaluate the 

design process itself as a research, but also reiterate findings previously identified. Initially, 

an evaluation of the gestures-only approach as an interactive model is presented (Section 

7.2), followed by an analysis of the user experience (Section 7.3) in the approach. In 

addition, a synthesis of implications identified in previous research activities results in 

recommendations for the design of mid-air interfaces  (Section 7.4), accomplishing the 

research objective 7. 

 

7.2 Evaluation of the interaction model in the gestures-only 

approach 
The results presented in the previous chapter demonstrated a validation of the gestures-

only approach, with findings linked to the approach itself but also compared to cursor-

based mid-air interactions. Gestures-only was considered sufficiently robust, efficient, 

intuitive and preferable by users, being also identified as stylish, innovative, novel, inventive, 

appealing, demonstrating the potential of the mid-air approach as an alternative for the 

design of mid-air applications.  

 

Gestures-only was identified as more suitable for mid-air interaction by 77% of participants, 

where participants associated the use of swipe as more natural due to the expressiveness of 

the gestures since they are more fluid [P16, P22, P27], organic [P30], dynamic [P17]; 

“swiping things is more natural compared to my movements” [P19]. The navigation in the 

approach was summarised by participant 5: to navigate it is “just moving the interface up or 

down, left or right, simpler” [P5]. Some participants also pointed out that previous 
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experience with touchscreen gestures contributed to their interactions since the interface 

manipulation is present in many interactions: “you interact by moving things, so gestures 

adapt better to this context” says participant 7. Section 6.2.6.7 reports more results 

concerning users’ perception of this represented model. A few participants still preferred 

the cursor-based interactions since “it’s similar to the mouse interaction”, “users are already 

familiar with cursor-based” [P11], or “cursor-based is what I use every day" [P14], revealing 

an influence of the mental model produced by target-based interactions. However, 70% of 

participants mentioned that they did not feel a need to have the cursor interaction, which 

explains the favourable perception of the represented model of gestures-only interaction. 

 

The results of the comparative analysis in Chapter 6 showed that in 29 of 30 tasks the 

participants preferred the gestures-only approach, with an overall average of 65.7% of 

gestures-only preference compared with 25.3% cursor-based interaction and 9.2% where 

both approaches were indifferent (in 25 tasks this preference was statistically significant). 

Concerning the performance, the discussion of results presented in Section 6.2.7 shows that 

gestures-only outperforms the cursor-based interaction significantly in task time and 

efficiency, with similar results for success rate. However, gestures-only presented more 

errors (e.g. false negatives/positives), partly due to limitations of the device Microsoft 

Kinect V2. 

 

Considering the approach proposed in this research, Beaudouin-Lafon, (2004) suggests that 

interaction models can be evaluated through three main dimensions - descriptive power, 

evaluative power and generative power - added by two other dimensions – situated 

interaction and interaction as a sensory-motor phenomenon. These dimensions guided the 

evaluation of the gestures-only approach, presented in the following sections: 

7.2.1 Descriptive power 

The descriptive power defines how to describe a significant range of existing interfaces, 

incorporating both existing and new applications (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004). The mid-air 

approach gestures-only had the power to describe several existing applications identified in 

the review of relevant research (Chapter 3). For instance, ZOIL interfaces (König et al., 

2008) allow mid-air manipulation, Path-sync supports distal interaction (Carter et al., 2016), 

hierarchical navigation can be found in Ackad et al. (2015) and a 2D Design Pattern has been 

developed to browse Image Collections (Koutsabasis & Domouzis, 2016). Concerning the 

domain of informational interfaces, gestures-only provides sufficient descriptive power to 
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report similar interactions presented in previous work on Public Information displays (Ackad 

et al., 2015; Mäkelä, Heimonen, Luhtala, et al., 2014; Yoo et al., 2015). In fact, the Design 

Patterns evaluated in Chapters 5 and 6 provided more interactions to browse through text, 

image and video than previous research in Informational displays, extending the descriptive 

power into the application domain. 

7.2.2 Evaluative power 

The evaluative power demonstrates the ability to help assess multiple design alternatives 

(Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004). The evaluative comparison of the instrumental properties of 

gestures-only reported in Section 4.2 revealed a high degree of indirection (a measure of 

the spatial and temporal offsets in the interaction) and compatibility (similarity between the 

response of the interface and the physical actions). Concerning the degree of integration 

(how the interface can be controlled), gestures-only had an advantage over mid-air 

interfaces mediated through symbolic gestures (since they need more degrees of freedom 

to make a gesture) and cursor-based, due to the use of swipe gestures (2DoF) and distal 

interaction (instead of absolute position).  

 

In addition, the six Design Patterns used in the research validated the approach through a 

set of different tasks used to browse informational content, using multiple design 

alternatives as suggested by Beaudouin-Lafon (2004) but also qualifying the interaction 

principles of gestures-only to be used as parameters for future evaluations of mid-air 

interfaces. Furthermore, the comparative analysis with the standard cursor-based 

interaction – point-and-dwell revealed that gestures-only offered a significant improvement 

in performance and satisfaction, in addition to users’ preference for the approach. However, 

the pragmatic quality perceived by users (e.g. effectiveness and efficiency) was comparable 

for the two mid-air approaches. 

 

7.2.3 Generative power 

The generative power is linked to how an interaction model supports designers and 

developers to create new designs (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004). Gestures-only offered multiple 

strategies to increase the generative power. Initially, Section 4.2.1 presented the core 

structure that supports the design of applications using the approach. Following a more 

detailed description of the interaction model, in Section 4.2.2 were introduced 11 interaction 

principles that varied from aspects related to the interface design to the choice of gestures 

used in the interaction. The prototypes provided in Section 4.3 detailed how the interaction 
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principles were applied to generate six Design Patterns based on the gestures-only 

approach, demonstrating how the use of manipulative gestures was applied to the interface 

design.  

 

In addition, the analysis of each Design Pattern presented in Section 5.2.6 provided a set of 

gestures and hand poses for each interaction developed according to the users’ behaviour 

identified in the elicitation study. Therefore, these gesture preferences can be used in the 

development of algorithms for gesture recognition using different mid-air devices, in order 

to reduce false negatives.  

 

Strategies used to reveal/communicate the gestures were also defined in Section 5.2.7.1 and 

6.2.7.1, resulting from the evaluation of Design Patterns. These strategies were linked with 

the use of affordances, being examples of how the concept of gesture phrase (feedback and 

feedforward) can be applied to the interface design. The last procedure used to provide 

generative power was several design recommendations that emerged from the design 

process, described in the coming Section 7.4. 

 

7.2.4 Situated interaction 

According to Beaudouin-Lafon, the situated interaction aims to understand “how the 

system can support users' activities in the context of use (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004). Lee et 

al. (2012) suggested that interactions must take into account social aspects, while Jacob et 

al. (2008) inferred that people are “generally aware of the presence of others”. The 

manipulative gestures used in gestures-only were originally designed to be suitable for a 

semi-private context of use (performing gestures in a living room or bedroom in front of 

relatives or friends). This interaction level was evaluated as social acceptance (Section 

6.3.6.7), where 87% of participants indicated that the interaction was appropriate to the 

context of use, with a significant difference between the proportion of participants who felt 

and did not feel embarrassed using mid-air interaction. In comparison with the cursor-based 

approach, all participants identified gestures-only as being more fun. They also felt 

empowered while using the approach, as identified in the AttrakDiff analysis (Section 

6.3.6.8).  

 

The results provided an initial perception of the situated interaction of the gestures-only 

interaction, indicating that the approach seems appropriate for the context of use originally 
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designed; a semi-private context of use. The comparative analysis was performed in a lab-

based environment; however, to some extent the semi-private context of use was 

simulated, since the participants were being observed by the researcher in the same 

environment (while the results can not be extended to the ecological validity, since a test "in 

the wild" would be more appropriate). Therefore, apart from the initial validation previously 

described, further research is needed on this level of interaction.  

 

7.2.5 Interaction as a sensory-motor phenomenon 

The last interaction level evaluates if the interactions linked to the gestures-only approach 

matched users’ sensory-motor capabilities (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004). The gestures used in 

the approach were mainly directional swipes in the horizontal and vertical axes. Previous 

work in sensorimotor abilities identified that 2D directional movements based on image 

schemas (up, down, left, right) were efficient and effective being also more accurate, 

instead of angular movements performed in 3D (Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015). An 

advantage of gestures-only is that the gestures performed do not require accuracy in most 

part of interactions, since the user only needs to perform a swipe in one specific direction. 

Also, the visual feedback provided through different affordances (animations and 

transitions) partly compensates the lack of haptic feedback, since the motor-intuitive 

primitives (horizontal, vertical) are linked with their “sensorimotor level of knowledge” 

(Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015). 

 

Linked to the sensorimotor capabilities, Section 6.2.6.10 reported that the size of some 

gestures varied according to the position and size of the elements in the interface, these 

results indicated that recognition systems might be calibrated according to the visual 

components presented on the interface. In addition, Section 6.2.6.7 reported that gestures-

only was significantly faster and required less effort than cursor-based interactions. These 

findings may indicate that cursor-based mid-air interactions may generate more fatigue 

than gestures-only.  

 

The evaluation of the gestures-only approach performed through the five interaction levels 

was based on the results and discussion of the evaluations performed in Chapter 5 and 6, 

demonstrating the applicability of the approach in the design of informational mid-air 

applications. 
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7.3 User experience in the gestures-only approach 
The gestures-only approach introduced a new way to interact and experience mid-air 

interfaces. A key difference in the GUI of gestures-only is that the approach was not 

mediated by the use of a cursor. The decision to avoid cursor-based interaction due to 

several shortcomings described in the research was one of the pillars of gestures-only 

interaction. On the other hand, this decision also represented a challenge for the interface 

design of the Design Patterns (Section 4.3 and 5.3). The GUI presented in the WIMP 

interfaces has an interaction that is target-based, where buttons are activated through the 

use of the cursor. In touchscreen interfaces, even with a cursor not being applied, most part 

of interactions are also target-based, with the tap gesture used to activate buttons but also 

other gestures (e.g. swipe, drag, zoom) used for other interactions, as discussed in the 

literature review. Therefore, gestures-only introduced not only an innovative approach but a 

‘disruption' to the mental model of target-based interaction with the intent to reduce the 

legacy bias (Morris et al., 2014), proposing an alternative to the cursor-based standard 

approach in mid-air interaction. 

 

Concerning the GUI, the main strategy used to reduce the legacy bias was an attempt to 

avoid the use of targets such as buttons, using an interface that was only suitable to 

manipulative gestures (e.g. swipe). The evaluation and refinement of the interfaces through 

an iterative process led to the development of a represented model (Cooper et al., 2011) for 

gestures-only interaction, as discussed in the review of relevant research. The represented 

model (Section 3.2.4) constituted an approximation of the possibilities of the technology 

(implementation model) with the perception of users about manipulative interfaces (mental 

model; therefore, gestures-only introduced a different way to interact. Participant 23 

expressed that “I think this is a new language, so as soon as you get used to it, it would be 

also easy to recognise how to interact with it” [P23] or “…once you get used to it, you do not 

think about it anymore” [P14]. As a different interaction, most participants mentioned that 

with more time to experience, gestures-only would become more natural. After the 3rd or 4th 

prototype they were more confident with the interactions. 

 

The GUI presented in gestures-only prototypes evoked the navigation through directional 

manipulative gestures. Several participants mentioned that the visual elements guided them 

through the interactions: "I think the indicators (arrows and animations) help you to 

understand the interface, and as soon as you get used to gestures the interactions also 
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became natural and part of your mental model" [P17], “you didn't have to explain to me, I just 

did it naturally, the signs were clear” [P24] and “it was easy to just manipulate the content 

with my movements” [P30], to cite only a few.  

 

The findings identified throughout the research corroborated the structure and interaction 

principles of the gestures-only approach. As an overview of the research, Figure 215 

illustrates the design space of the gestural approach based on manipulation – identified in 

the relevant research – with the gestures-only being the ‘bridge’ to provide the strategies 

and recommendations for the materialisation of the graphical interfaces used in the Design 

Patterns. The key aspects of the approach – Instrumental manipulation, Gesture Phrase 

Navigational Structure, Distal Interaction and Use of directional swipe gestures – were 

supported by 11 interaction principles as described in Figure 215 and in detail in Section 

4.2.2. Added to the approach, several design recommendations emerged from the literature 

and experiments performed, and were summarised in the following Section 7.4. This 

structure represented the characteristics of a gestural approach based on manipulation, 

which was validated through the design of mid-air applications applied to informational 

interfaces. The user experience identified through users' behaviour while using the approach 

provided sufficient evidence to completely fulfil the first research question of this thesis 

(which was partially answered in Chapter 5). However, the diagram showed in Figure 215 

suggests that in future usage of the gestures-only approach, the design process should 

always involve user research to validate the interfaces developed (represented model). As 

Beaudouin-Lafon (2004) stated, the “quality of the interaction model itself does not 

guarantee the quality of the resulting designs”. 
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Figure 215: Gestures-only approach, as a result of the RtD process 
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7.4 Design recommendations 
In this section, a list of 88 design recommendations for the development of mid-air 

applications is presented. The recommendations were organised in a comprehensive and 

systematic way, based on implications for the interface design and gesture recognition 

identified in the formative evaluation (Section 5.2), the development of high-fidelity 

prototypes (Section 5.3) and the formative evaluation (Section 6.2). The rationale for each 

design recommendation is linked to the respective recommendation, as in the following 

example: 

 

At the comparative analysis (Section 6.2), the strategy to use text with labels such as “swipe 

up” was identified as effective and validated by participants. Hence, this finding generated an 

implication with the code FC25. The respective design recommendation linked with this 

implication is presented with the code (FC25), title (Text labels) and the description of 

recommendation as follows. 

 

FC25 Text Labels 

 Text labels can be used to reinforce a gesture, combined with animations 

and tutorials. The text should provide guidance for the action to be 

executed (e.g. swipe up). 

 

The codes were generated according to the findings of each section and can be used to 

trace back the rationale for each design recommendation. 

 

FE - Findings from the Elicitation Study (Section 5.2) 

FP - Findings from the Development of High-fidelity prototypes (Section 5.3) 

FC - Findings from the Comparative Analysis (Section 6.2) 

 

The list of design recommendations is organised in 3 categories: design recommendations 

for mid-air interfaces (Section 7.4.1), strategies to communicate interactions (Section 7.4.2) 

and recommendations for gesture recognition (Section 7.4.3). 

 

7.4.1 Design recommendations for mid-air interfaces 

A set of recommendations focused on the design of interfaces is presented in this section, 

organised in different categories as follows: 
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Interface navigation 

FE01 Preference for physical manipulation 

 Prioritise the use of interface components that support physical 

manipulation since this approach reduces the use of symbolic or abstract 

gestures, which demands recall rather than recognition. 

  

FE02 Gesture size 

 

Interactive objects positioned on the extremities of the interface may 

generate gestures with bigger size, while smaller objects positioned in the 

centre of the screen may produce gestures with smaller size. 

 
The size of the gesture performed should be linked with the size of the 

object being manipulated. 

 

FE03 Relaxed performance 

 

The use of directional swipes in the interface navigation may lead users to 

perform the interaction in a relaxed position – using medium movements 

(resting their elbow on the other arm while performing the gesture). 

 

 

FE04 Use of swipe left/right for hierarchical browsing 

 Gestures swipe left/right should be prioritised for hierarchical browsing in 

content structures of 2 or more levels, in order to provide a better 

performance. 

 

FE05 Number of tasks/referents per screen 

 Minimise the number of tasks/interactions per screen to a maximum of 5, 

in order to reduce gesture variation. 

 The number of task/interactions per screen may have an influence on 

gesture agreement rates; fewer interactions tend to lead to a higher 

agreement. 
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FE06 Consistency over interactions 

 When designing applications with similar interactions, the same gestures 

must be used for the respective tasks in order to keep the consistency. 

 

FE07 Navigation through blocks of information 

 The interface should use navigation through blocks of information when 

the scrolling interaction is being applied, to make possible the 

manipulation of content using swipe gestures and moving one block of 

information for each gesture performed. This strategy avoids a fined-

grained movement in both axes, suitable for the use of swipe gestures.  

 

 

FE08 Button resemblance 

 Graphic elements that could resemble buttons should be avoided, since 

they suggest the use of the hand as a cursor and represent a legacy bias. 

 

FP02 Context-sensitive tutorials 

 Provide context-sensitive tutorials in order to introduce gestures or 

instructions about the interaction to be performed. However, these 

elements should not interfere on user’s flow, being used only in 

interactions where it is necessary. 

 

FC01 Horizontal and vertical axis 

 The navigation structure should be defined by the use of 1 axis (vertical or 

horizontal) to navigate between the levels of hierarchy, and 1 axis for 

details in each level. 

 For the navigation between levels of hierarchy, the use of the horizontal 

axis – mediated through swipe left/right – should be prioritised, due to 

users’ preference in performing this gesture. 
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FC02 Content Structure 

 The content structure for each screen in the gestures-only approach 

should be designed in a way to offer a maximum of 4 interactions, being 

2 gestures for each axis (swipe for 2 directions in each axis). 

 In case of more than four tasks being used for one screen, a combination 

of gesture and hand pose can be applied along with a direct manipulation 

over the interface (e.g. to adjust the timeline, the fist pose activates the 

timeline when the user moves the hand in the horizontal axis). However, 

this strategy must be used with parsimony, since it might increase errors 

and the cognitive load. 

 The navigation should be structured in 2 or 3 levels of hierarchy (e.g. start 

screen, content screen, detail content screen). Deeper structures (4 or 

more levels) can still be used, but may generate more complexity for the 

users. 

 

FC03 One/two handed interaction 

 The interface commands should require only one hand to perform each 

interaction without the need to stick to a specific hand, unless the task 

designed demand the use of both hands together. 

 In case of a two handed interaction, both hands should perform 

symmetrical gestures. 

 

FC05 Active feedback 

 The GUI should provide an active feedback – changing colours, 

highlighting interactive elements – in order to react to every movement 

of the user on the interactive area, according to device specifications. 
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 Active feedback should be used in the interface to reassure which 

elements can be interacted and manipulated. 

 Active Feedback on the GUI can be provided using interactive zones, in 

order to reveal to the user that a specific part of the interface can be 

activated through the area highlighted. Once the user moves the hand 

over area 1, the interface provides feedback for this area, while the same 

action happens in area 2. 

 

 

Gesture Set 

FE09 Size of gesture set 

 Keep the gesture set small. 

 Consider the reuse of gestures according to the visual affordances 

provided in the interface in order to optimise the navigation and increase 

learnability and memorability. 

 

 

FE10 Previous experience with touchscreen interaction 

 The use of gesture vocabulary defined in the touchscreen interaction 

should be considered in the design of mid-air applications due to 

previous experience of users with the gestures. 

 Visual affordances used in touchscreen interfaces linked to interactions 

performed through swipe gestures could be exploited for mid-air 

interaction. 

 

FE11 Dichotomous Pairs and reversible gestures 

 Dichotomous pair of gestures (e.g. Scroll Up/Down) should be designed 

using opposing gestures. 

 Navigation between different levels of hierarchy or different screens can 

be performed through the use of reversible and continuous gestures. 
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Naturalness 

FC06 Swipe gesture 

 The use of swipe gestures to control a mid-air interface can provide more 

naturalness for the interaction than a Pointer approach, since it is 

perceived as similar to the natural movement of hands and arms. 

 

FC07 Direction 

 The GUI should provide a clear indication for the direction of the gesture 

to be performed (left/right, up/down) using a variety of strategies – e.g. 

visual affordances, transitions and tutorials – in order to show the 

naturalness of the commands. 

 

Ownership 

FC08 Current user 

 The system should be able to detect and change the ownership (control) 

of the mid-air interface, since the tasks are designed for a single user. An 

interval of time (delay) can be used to detect if the current user is 

interacting, in order to change the ownership if necessary. 

 A profile image of the current user can be displayed in the interface as a 

feedback for the beginning of the interaction, based on face detection. 

 

FC09 Distance of the sensor 

 The system should provide feedback if the user is not positioned in the 

optimal interaction area, especially if a noise is detected (covered hands, 

background colour, environment too dark, etc.) 

 

Social Acceptance 

FC10 Semi-private context of use 

 Interfaces showing informational content and mediated by mid-air 

gestures are suitable for a semi-private context of use. Therefore, users 

would not feel embarrassed when interacting in a familiar environment 

and being observed by closest ones. 
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FC11 Empowerment 

 The use of the gestures-only approach may proportionate a perception of 

empowerment for users interacting with mid-air interaction, showing the 

potential of the technology in a social context. 

 

FC12 Range of motion 

 The system should be able to identify different ranges of motion – 

especially gestures with a smaller distance between registration and 

termination – in order to improve social acceptance for users that have a 

preference over small gestures. 

 

Physical effort 

FC13 Fatigue 

 Mid-air systems based on gestures-only interaction instead of cursor-

based may reduce physical effort and the gorilla-arm problem, 

consequently reducing the perception of fatigue. 

 The system should permit users to switch hands in order to reduce 

discomfort while interacting with the interface. 

 

 

FC14 Distal interaction 

 The use of distal interaction associated with directional swipe gestures 

instead of holding the arm in an absolute position may contribute to the 

reduction of physical effort. 

 

Differences of Left/Right hand preference 

FC15 Implications of hand preference on the interface 

 When using distal interaction and selection with swipe gestures in X-axis 

(Left/Right), the interface should be adaptive in order to suit users hand 

preference. The items activated by the swipe gesture should be mirrored 

in order to assist the gesture to be performed. 
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 In case of the use of a cursor-based input, the interaction should 

concentrate the majority of interactive elements in the same side of the 

dominant hand in order to avoid a cross-lateral inhibition, mirroring the 

interactive elements of the interface according to hand-preference 

(adaptive interface). 

 

FC16 Use of both hands to interact 

 The interaction design of mid-air applications should not be limited to be 

performed using only the dominant hand, but support the use of both 

hands according to user preference. Interactive elements positioned on 

the left side of the interface might be executed with the left hand and 

vice-versa. 

 

FE12 Right/Left-handed 

 Horizontal swipes (left/right) may affect users’ navigation according to 

their hand preference due to the effect of cross-lateral inhibition - when 

“users’ hand crosses the body midline and operates away from their 

dominant side”(Chattopadhyay & Bolchini, 2015). 

 

Size of elements in the interface 

FC17 Size of graphic elements implicates variation in gesture size 

 The system should be able to identify gestures performed with different 

sizes – distance between the registration and termination point. 

 Size of interactive graphic components may affect the size of gesture 

performed. Graphic elements positioned close to the centre of the 

interface or tasks associated with selection tend to present smaller 

gestures than graphic elements positioned on the edge of the screen. 
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 Gesture recognition might be improved with the use of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), so the system can learn the gesture size performed by 

users in specific interactive components, according to the use of the 

interface. 

 

FC18 Number of items in menu selection 

 When designing a menu using distal interaction, it is advisable to have 4 

or less items in vertical menus (hit area ≅270px) or 5 items or less in 

horizontal menus (hit area ≅384px), in order to provide a satisfactory 

mid-air efficiency. An increase in the menu items might decrease the 

efficiency and increase the number of errors, generating frustration for 

users. 

 

Experience 

FC19 Confidence 

 Users tend to become more confident with the gestures-only approach 

after some time experiencing the technology, with a decrease in false 

negatives and an increase of efficiency. However, in case errors persist or 

participants keep facing difficulty with the prototypes, the interfaces 

should be revised and a new iteration in the design process is advised. 

 

FC20 Consistency 

 The interface design should take into consideration the consistency of 

interactions and visual affordances amongst screens and other 

applications in order to communicate the correct gesture and value the 

knowledge acquired while interacting in similar interfaces. 

 

7.4.2 Design recommendations to communicate interactions 

Following the same rationale as the previous section, several strategies to develop 

interactions that communicate the gestures properly are presented. 

 

FC21 Continuity 

 Continuity can be employed to provide a hint for swipe gestures, 
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according to the direction where the content outside of the screen 

appears (X or Y-axis). The use of gradients as an indication of the 

continuity of the content is advisable. 

 

FE13 

FC22 
Arrows 

 Arrows can be positioned over the interface of specific interactive 

components in order to provide a hint for the direction and the gesture 

performed. The recommended position for the arrow is on the extremity 

(border) of the interactive component, indicating that the component can 

be manipulated. 

 

FE14 

FC23 
Communicating the navigation through transitions 

 The use of transitions (animations) between two screens can help users 

to understand that the navigation can be performed through directional 

gestures. In this sense, the transition should communicate that the 

opposite gesture used to trigger the interaction would be used to go 

back to the original state (e.g. if a swipe left is performed, the content 

should be moved to the left, indicating a swipe right would trigger the 

action back, through the manipulation of the screen). 

 

 

FC24 Tutorials 

 Main interactions of the interface can be introduced through tutorials, 

with an animation of a hand icon indicating the direction of the gesture to 

be performed accompanied by a short transition of the interactive 

element that could be activated. 

 

 When a specific hand pose is used for an interaction, the respective hand 
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icon (e.g. open hand, fist) should be used as a guide for the correct 

gesture to be performed. 

 Tutorials can employ the use of an animation with the hand icon moving 

in the direction of the expected gesture, for approximately 2 seconds. 

 

FE15 Communicating drawers 

 When using drawers to reveal part of another screen, the graphic element 

that represent the drawer should have a full height or width, in order to 

suggest only 1 gesture to be performed while manipulating the layer 

above the current screen (opening the drawer). 

 

 The use of arrows in drawers might provide additional guidance 

indicating the direction of the gesture to be performed. 

 The drawer component should be connected to the previous screen (e.g. 

same background colour), providing an idea of continuity. 

 Transition animations should last between 1-3 seconds and should be 

reinforced by the use of easing (acceleration). 

 

FE16 Communicating scrolling interactions 

 Feedforward animations (e.g. objects entering the screen) can be used to 

reveal a list of items (e.g. menu, images, groups of content), acting as an 

affordance for the scrolling of objects. 

 

 The use of gradients, fading the content on the extremities of the content 

containers indicates that more content can be accessed through the use of 

scrolling. 
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FE17 Communicating zoom in/out 

 Zoom interactions can be supported by the use of animations revealing that 

an image/object can be adjusted in scale, through the use of a feedforward 

animation. An animation showing the initial state and the increase/decrease 

of the object moving back to the initial state provide a visual affordance that 

the element can be manipulated 

 

 

FE18 Communicating horizontal menus 

 Horizontal menus mediated by distal interaction should provide a hover 

state animation, changing the position of the interactive component in 

the horizontal axis in order to suggest the manipulation of the item in the 

same direction of the animation. The use of arrows pointing in the 

direction of the gesture may reinforce this action to the user. 

 

 

FE19 Animated hints linked to interface manipulation 

 Feedforward animations can be used to provide hints for the user, in 

order to reveal that a specific graphic element can be manipulated and it 

is interactive. The animation can be performed through a variation in the 

position (X or Y) and comprises three stages: object in the original 

position, animation showing the desired effect (e.g. moving up object to 

indicate that object could be manipulated from bottom to top – swipe 

up), animation back to the original position. 
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 Feedforward animations applied to interface objects should last between 

1-3 seconds. If applied after a transition, consider using a delay of 1-2 

seconds before showing the animation. 

 

FC04 Redundancy 

 Gestural navigation can be enhanced through the use of redundancy to 

reveal gestures, in order to provide appropriate guidance through the 

interface. Therefore, a combination of tutorials and transitions, tutorials 

and visual affordances or a combination of all of these strategies may 

help users navigate over the interface. 

 

FC25 Text Labels 

 Text labels can be used to reinforce a gesture, combined with animations 

and tutorials. The text should provide guidance for the action to be 

executed (e.g. swipe up). 

 

7.4.3 Design recommendations for gesture recognition 

In this section, recommendations regarding the tracking and recognition of gestures are 

suggested, regardless of the platform used (e.g. Microsoft Kinect, Leap Motion). The only 

constraint is the use of devices based on the appearance approach (camera) instead of 

sensors. 

 

FE20 Gesture speed 

 The system should be able to identify variation of speed in gestures 

performed through scrolling interactions. A faster speed would move the 
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items to the beginning/end of the scroll area, while a slow gesture could 

offer a finer adjustment (e.g. drag). 

 

FE21 Preference of hand motion instead of dynamic hand poses 

 The system should be able to recognise precisely the movement of arms 

(path) and static poses combined, also supporting variations in gesture 

speed. 

 

FE22 Level of detail in hand poses 

 Hand poses with low level of detail such as hand palm, fist and index 

finger should be tracked among the respective gesture by the recognition 

system, according to the defined gesture set. Therefore, the system 

should be able to track pose variations for the same gesture performed 

(e.g. open palm with fingers closed/spread). 

 

FE23 Unimanual/Bimanual gestures 

 Prioritise the use of unimanual gestures to control mid-air interfaces, 

although the system should be able to identify bimanual gestures in case 

of need to use. 

 In interactions where the agreement rate presents similar scores to 

unimanual and bimanual gestures, the system should be able to identify 

both gestures, as long as there is no conflict with other gestures already 

in use in the interface. 

 

FE24 Gesture posture 

 The system should be able to track variations in gesture posture, in order 

to reduce false negatives. 

 Scrolling interactions using text boxes tend to be performed using small 

movements. As a consequence, a tracking with detail of wrist and hand 

movements should be implemented. 

 Graphic elements with a “drawer” interaction, positioned in the left 

border of the interface tend to generate a gesture with a bigger 

movement, using the whole arm to access it. Therefore, the tracking 

system can be calibrated to identify this action properly. 
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FE24 Preference for 2D Gestures 

 Gestures should be designed in order to be performed and recognised in 

a 2D plane (X,Y axis) rather than 3D. Additionally, 2D gestures are linked 

with the users’ natural sensorimotor skills. 

 

FP01 Hand pose/icon 

 For interactions using a specific hand pose, the interface should inform 

the user employing iconic representations of the pose and the recognition 

system to be able to differentiate the pose variation (e.g. fist pose). 

 

FP03 Textual support 

 Textual support can be used along with visual affordances in order to 

reinforce the gesture to be used. The instruction can also be combined 

with the action performed in the interface (e.g. Swipe up to Close). 

 

Tracking 

FC26 Gestures performed too fast/repeated can generate errors 

 The system should identify when a false positive occurs due to the 

gesture being performed too quickly and provide appropriate feedback. 

 Users should be informed by the system when they try to exasperatedly 

(repeating) execute a gesture, resulting in false negatives. 

 

FC27 Hand pose recognition 

 Mid-air devices using camera-based sensors and distance between 1.5-4m 

(such as Kinect V2) should be able to recognise the hand in sideward 

position – to fit natural behaviour – with more accuracy. While this 

tracking presents a better prospect using Leap Motion, this device does 

not fit the research scenario, since the range of detection is small. In case 

the mid-air device cannot recognise the sideward position with accuracy, 

the interface should instruct the user to perform the gestures using the 

palm hand when a false negative is detected. 

 Mid-air devices should be able to track the fist pose with accuracy. As an 

alternative, the spine joints can be disabled in the tracking system and 

the software should provide guidance for the user to execute the gesture 
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not too close to the spine (body). 

  

FC28 Gesture registration 

 The interface might provide guidance for users to perform gestures using 

a preparation mode, which means placing their hands in the initial 

position of the gesture for milliseconds (so the system can track the pose 

and position) and then perform the desired gesture. 

 The system should be able to identify the movement generated by the 

arms from the resting position (close to the body) until the registration 

position of the desired gesture, discarding the data generated by this 

initial movement. 

 

FC29 Selection using distal interaction 

 When using distal interaction for selection of items, if a selection is 

performed in a specific axis (e.g. X-axis), the data generated in the 

opposite axis should not be taken into account as soon as the registration 

indicates the gesture being performed. With this strategy the desired 

item will be selected even if the user does not perform a swipe in a 

straight line. 

 

FC30 Unintentional interactions 

 After each gesture performed, the system should not take into account 

any data generated in the next ≅0.5 seconds. With this strategy, a delay 

in the recognition system is created (the registration of the unintentional 

gesture is not identified), in an attempt to avoid unintentional interactions 

generated while moving the arm back to the resting position or in case of 

a repeated gesture. 

 The system should identify the users’ intention to interact with the mid-

air interface using different techniques - e.g. face detection, gaze tracking 

- in order to avoid false positives generated by unintended gesticulation 

within the sensors view. 
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FC31 
Tracking issues in cursor-based interaction close to the edge of the 

interface 

 In cursor-based interactions, buttons and interactive elements should not 

be positioned in the edge of the interface, aiming to avoid possible 

tracking issues. 

 

FC32 Active area 

 The gesture recognition should not count the data generated below the 

waist of the user (arm/hand in resting position), in order to minimise false 

registration of gestures. 

 

Gesture Speed 

FC33 Active area 

 For interactions with features similar to scrolling (showing the continuity 

of a content) in the horizontal or vertical axis, a variation in size and 

speed on the gesture performed can be used as a shortcut to access the 

desired content in a faster mode. 

 When using the same gesture to perform different interactions (based on 

the status of the interface), a shortcut can be created using a variation in 

speed and size of the gesture in order to trigger a secondary action. This 

strategy might be helpful to navigate between different levels of 

hierarchy in an interface, e.g. open or close a specific section while 

accessing a screen with content pagination. 

 

 

7.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter an evaluation of the gestures-only approach has been presented according to 

the dimensions suggested by Beaudouin-Lafon (2004). In Section 7.2.1 the descriptive 

power was analysed, where part of the interaction principles were explained through 

previous mid-air applications. The evaluative power, presented in Section 7.2.2, identified 

that the approach outperformed cursor-based interactions and also provided some 

validation through the assessment of multiple design alternatives presented on the Design 

Patterns. The third dimension presented in Section 7.2.3, generative power, revealed several 
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strategies defined to support designers in the development of mid-air applications, ranging 

from the interaction principles, strategies to reveal gestures, navigational structures to a 

gesture set for some specific interactions. 

 

The other two dimensions, situated interaction (Section 7.2.4) and interaction as a sensory-

motor phenomenon (Section 7.2.5) validated the gestures-only approach concerning the 

applicability of the model in a semi-private context of use and the employment of swipe 

gestures according to users’ sensory-motor capabilities. In Section 7.3 an overall discussion 

of the user experience in gestures-only was presented, with a special focus on the 

comprehension of a different mental model to operate mid-air graphical interfaces. Finally, 

the design recommendations for the development of mid-air interfaces (Section 7.4) were 

presented, gathered through several implications identified in the design research activities. 

The following Chapter 8 presents the conclusion of this thesis along with possibilities for 

future work. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
I await the day when gestures become standardised. When systems 

combine the best of all worlds: gestures, both in the air and on surfaces, 

voice commands where appropriate, and menus, keyboards, and 

pointing devices where appropriate.   

Donald Norman (2014) 

 

In this chapter the contributions of the thesis are underlined, initially by revisiting the 

research questions and presenting a summary of findings (Section 8.1), followed by an 

evaluation of the Research through Design (Section 8.2), a discussion of open issues and 

future research (Section 8.3), concluding the thesis in Section 8.4. 

 

Mid-air gestural interaction is a promising direction for certain contexts and two approaches 

stand for this paradigm: cursor-based and gesture-library. However, these approaches 

present usability issues and limitations, as identified in this research. Therefore, this thesis 

defines and explores the gestures-only approach, based on the use of manipulations of 

visual elements combined to “fundamental sensorimotor and spatial experiences” (Ardito et 

al., 2014), aiming to improve the user experience on mid-air interaction.  

  

While mid-air interaction has been applied to a wide range of domains, this research 

focused on informational interfaces – browsing of text, images and video – performed in a 

semi-private context of use (Kratky, 2011), using 2D Design Patterns as a tool to generate 

and transfer the design knowledge acquired through the iterative process of design and 

evaluation of interfaces. As a methodological framework, a Research Through Design (RtD) 

(Zimmerman et al., 2007) was adopted (Chapter 2), where the development of research 

artefacts (six Design Patterns) were used to transform the world (mid-air interaction) from 

the current state (scenario previously explained) to a preferred state (gestures-only 

approach). 

 

As a result of this process, this thesis defines the characteristics of a gestural approach 

based on manipulation (RQ1), identifies strategies to design GUI’s for the proposed 

cursorless mid-air approach (RQ2) and compares the overall user experience of the 

gestures-only approach with the standard mid-air interaction model: the cursor-based 
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approach (RQ3). A list of objectives defined in the introduction (Section 1.3) and how they 

are related to the research is presented in Table 18: 

 

Table 18: Relationship of research objectives to their related research questions and thesis 
chapters 

Research Objective R. Question References 

RO1. Identify the design space and strategies that can be 
used in a mid-air gestural approach through the review of 
relevant research 

RQ1, RQ2, RQ3  Chapter 3 

RO2. Define and evaluate interactive principles for a 
gestural approach based on manipulation 

RQ1, RQ2, RQ3 Chapter 4 
and 7 

RO3. Iteratively develop prototypes for the proposed 
approach based on existing design knowledge (2D Design 
Patterns) applied to informational interfaces 

RQ2, RQ3 Chapter 4, 5 
and 6 

RO4. Empirically evaluate user’s gestures preferences 
applied to mid-air informational interfaces 

RQ1, RQ2 Chapter 5  

RO5. Conduct a comparative evaluation of cursor-based 
and gestural mid-air interactions  

RQ3 Chapter 6 

RO6. Synthesise findings from the research activities 
providing design recommendations for the design of mid-
air applications based in a gestural approach  

RQ1 Chapter 7 

 

In the subsequent sections, the answers to the research questions are presented along with 

the main contributions of this thesis, followed by open issues found in the research activities 

and future work. 

 

8.1 Summary of findings 
This section reassesses the research questions defined in Section 1.3 amongst key 

contributions and related findings. 

8.1.1 Research Question 1 

RQ1: What are the characteristics of a gestural approach based on manipulation and 

cursorless applied to the design of graphical interfaces in mid-air interaction?  

 

The mid-air gestural approach presented on this thesis, called Gestures-only, was defined as 

a combination of different characteristics presented in Chapter 4: (1) a cursorless graphical 

interface (GUI) that supports the self-revealing of manipulative gestures through the use of 

visual affordances using feedforward and feedback; (2) the use of mainly swipe gestures 

performed only in the vertical and horizontal axis, in order to manipulate the interactive 
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elements on the GUI and also reducing the gesture set for the interactions; (3) a navigation 

structure that supports hierarchical content in “n” different levels, with the level navigation 

performed in one axis and the content navigation in another axis; (4) the use of distal 

interaction supporting the use of a relative position to interact with the interface (instead of 

a X,Y position used in cursor-based interactions); all mediated by (5) instrumental 

manipulation, which is linked to the concept of naturalness of gestures, implicating in a way 

to interact that is only mediated by gestures and the easiness of execution, but not carrying 

the cognitive overload identified in the gesture-library approach. These characteristics 

combined resulted in different user experience (as mentioned in Section 7.2), suggesting a 

mental model where the GUI was not activated through the use of buttons (target-based), 

but mainly through directional swipe gestures using manipulation on the interface.  

 

These characteristics were defined based on the Design Space identified in Chapter 3, 

translated to five core principles of the gestures-only approach defined in Section 4.2 

followed by 11 interaction principles defined in Section 4.2.2. In addition, the description of 

the characteristics of the gestures-only approach was extended through the design of six 

research artefacts (Design Patterns) in Section 4.4 and 88 design recommendations 

presented in Section 7.4. 

 

Concerning the evaluation and validation of these characteristics, a formative evaluation 

was performed in Chapter 5 where the research artefacts where refined culminating in a 

summative evaluation presented in Chapter 6. The majority of design recommendations 

mentioned previously emerged from these evaluations. An overall evaluation of the 

gestures-only approach based on five dimensions of interaction models (Beaudouin-Lafon, 

2004) was performed in Section 7.2 to corroborate and validate the interaction principles 

developed.  

 

The key contributions linked to this research question were: 

- Design and validation of the gestures-only approach applied to mid-air 

interaction: the structure defined by five core strategies and 11 interaction principles 

constituted the gestures-only approach designed as an alternative to the state of art 

of mid-air interactions. The approach was exhaustively evaluated through multiple 

sources of evidence (quantitative and qualitative). Concerning the manipulative 

behaviour, this is the first research that used the coagreement rate defined by 

Vatavu & Wobbrock (2015) to validate opposite gestures as evidence of 
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manipulation. In the elicitation study (Chapter 5), 82.5% of the expected gestures 

matched with users' choices or were aligned to the gestures-only approach; this 

number increased in the Summative evaluation (Chapter 6) with the introduction of 

tutorials and text labels to reinforce specific interactions. Section 7.2 provides an 

overall evaluation of the gestures-only approach, while further discussions about the 

user’s perception of gestures-only and cursor-based mid-air interactions are linked 

with Research Question 3 (Section 8.3).  

- Design recommendations: a set of 88 design recommendations for the design of 

mid-air applications using the gestures-only approach emerged from the design 

activities, separated into two groups: recommendations for the design of mid-air 

interfaces (Section 7.4.1) and recommendations for gesture recognition (Section 

7.4.3). Strategies to reveal/communicate gestures (Section 7.4.2) were also included 

in the design recommendations but will be further discussed in the following section 

(8.1.2).  

 

8.1.2 Research Question 2 

RQ2: How to design graphical interfaces for a cursorless gestural approach based on 

manipulation?   

 

As mentioned earlier, one of the challenges of GUI’s based on the gestures-only approach 

was the design of cursorless interfaces, since the use of buttons and X,Y coordinates for 

navigation was a legacy of WIMP interfaces. Therefore, to design graphical interfaces for the 

proposed approach, the structure and interaction principles of gestures-only provided 

guidance for the design of six Design Patterns (generative power), added by a validated 

gesture-set supporting the manipulative based behaviour and several recommendations to 

reveal and communicate the gestures through the GUI. Therefore, the demonstration of the 

gestures-only approach through the Design Patterns showed how to design graphical 

interfaces for the approach.  

 

Six Design Patterns were developed in Section 4.3, relating each structure and principle of 

the gestures-only approach to the graphical elements designed, demonstrating how 

interfaces following the approach could be developed. The core strategy of Gesture Phrase, 

defined in Section 4.2.1 and adapted from Golod et al. (2013), showed that in the gesture 

structure of gestures-only, feedforward could be used with gesture registration whereas 
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continuous feedback was part of the continuation and termination stages. To materialise 

this principle and to communicate gestures, four categories of affordances were defined 

(Section 4.2.2) - visual static clues, transitions, animations and feedforward animations - to 

provide multi-cue (Wachs et al., 2011) strategies about the gestures performed, 

implemented through the Design Patterns. With the formative and summative evaluations, 

these strategies were expanded upon (e.g. the addition of tutorials), refined and validated, 

resulting in a set of recommendations to reveal and communicate gestures presented on 

Section 7.4.2. In addition, a gesture set defined on Chapter 5 was validated along with the 

interfaces developed, reinforcing that gestures-only elicited a small, simple and memorable 

gesture set through the GUI presented to the participants, added by the use of manipulative 

gestures over the interface. This gesture set should be used combined with the interfaces 

designed, representing an answer to the critique of Maher & Lee (2017) that gesture sets 

should not take into consideration only the gestures themselves, but other considerations 

such as affordances, learnability and cognitive embodiment. 

 

The combination of strategies to reveal manipulative gestures, the gesture set validated for 

the approach and the demonstration of the structure and interaction principles of the 

gestures-only approach represented the answer to this research question. Therefore, the 

key contributions related to this research question were: 

 

- A set of strategies to communicate/reveal manipulative gestures: a group of 

design recommendations presented on Section 7.4.2 introduced strategies to reveal 

and provide feedback to manipulative gestures in specific tasks (e.g. scrolling) and 

some common interactions linked to the domain of this research. 

- Gesture set: as a result of the elicitation study (Chapter 5), the definition of a 

gesture set for different interactions used for browsing of informational content was 

identified, with an overall agreement rate of AR = 0.54, considered a very high 

agreement (Vatavu & Wobbrock, 2015). As an additional contribution, the 

identification of hand poses for each interaction accompanied the gesture set and 

presented a medium agreement AR = 0.29, in order to inform the development of 

recognition systems.  

- Development of six Informational Design Patterns: the Design Patterns were used 

as a tool to generate knowledge in design, as research artefacts. The prototypes 

developed provided features for the browsing of text, images and videos, and 
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besides being used to validate the gestures-only approach; the interactions 

designed can be extended to the design of commercial mid-air applications. 

 

8.1.3 Research Question 3 

RQ3: What are the differences in performance and satisfaction of mid-air applications 

mediated by cursor-based and a gestural approach based on manipulation? Which approach 

presents a better user experience? 

 

In chapter 6 a comparative analysis was accomplished to identify the performance, 

satisfaction and overall user experience of gestures-only and the cursor-based interaction 

Point-and-dwell, the standard mid-air approach based on WIMP interfaces. The evaluation 

was performed in detail for each task of the Design Patterns, revealing that the overall 

performance of gestures-only was significantly faster, equivalent in completion rate, more 

efficient and comparable in intuitiveness – with a slight advantage for the cursor-based 

approach. Concerning the satisfaction, based on user perception, gestures-only was 

identified as significantly faster and fun and required less effort, while the cursor based was 

significantly easier to learn and perform, partially due to the familiar mental model of WIMP 

interfaces. On the other hand, participants of the analysis suggested that with more time to 

experience the gestures-only approach, they would be able to better perform the gestures, 

as participant 17 mentioned: “as soon as you get used to gestures, the interactions also 

became natural and part of your mental model”.  The AttrakDiff analysis (Section 6.2.6.8) 

showed that gestures-only was considered stylish, innovative, novel, inventive, appealing, 

amongst other characteristics (See Section 6.3.6.8), being considered desirable due to the 

significant difference identified in the Hedonic Quality – Stimulation, Hedonic Quality – 

Identification and Attractiveness and comparable with the cursor-based approach in 

Pragmatic Quality. Concerning user’s preference, 65.7% chose gestures-only, 25.3% the 

cursor-based and 9.2% mentioned that both approaches were suitable for mid-air 

interaction. Detailed results about this research question can be found in Section 6.2.7. 

 

The key contribution linked to this research question was: 

- Detailed comparative analysis of gestures-only and cursor-based approach: this 

comparative study validated the gestures-only approach, showing the user’s 

preference and an overall more satisfactory experience for the proposed approach 

as explained previously. Previous work (Yoo et al., 2015) briefly investigated a 
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comparison of the use of Point-and-dwell and gestures; however, the study 

presented in this thesis revealed a broader and much more detailed comparison of 

32 tasks performed using both approaches, supported by multiple sources of 

evidence. 

 

8.1.4 Findings from the design process 

This thesis makes several smaller contributions related to the design process of mid-air 

applications, reporting tools and strategies that can augment the methodology toolset of 

practitioners and researchers. However, it may require further validation. Smaller findings 

are described as follow: 

- Tool to measure distance/angles between joints: a tool designed to identify the 

distance of the swipe gestures regarding the elements of the interface was 

introduced in Section 6.2.6.10. While the tool has been developed with this purpose 

in this thesis, the system also performs analysis of angle variations between joints 

and the absolute position with coordinates X,Y and Z of each frame of movement 

detected (≅40-60 frames/second). Therefore, this tool has the potential to be used 

in other areas of science such as physiotherapy and ergonomics, assessing and 

reporting movements of the users through a user-friendly GUI. 

- Elicitation methodology: an adapted version of the gesture elicitation method was 

presented in Chapter 5 and discussed in section 5.2.7.3. The standard procedure 

shows the effect generated by an interaction, leading to a potential cognitive bias. In 

this thesis, only the initial state of an interaction has been presented to users; 

therefore, all the information concerning the expected gesture to be performed 

should be communicated in the initial state of the interaction, through the visual 

elements and affordances presented on the GUI. This strategy may increase the 

reliability and validation of the GUI since it simulates the ‘real' use of the interface. 

- Animated medium-fidelity prototypes: a challenge in the design of mid-air 

interfaces is the lack of tools for prototyping (reported in section 4.3.2), and that 

paper or static prototyping does not seem to offer an experience that allows the 

simulation of mid-air interaction to users. Therefore, the employment of animations 

and transitions in the design of prototypes along with the Wizard-of-Oz approach 

(Chapter 5) showed to be an alternative strategy to present interfaces to 

participants, while it is still not optimal due to the lack of continuous feedback. 
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8.2 Evaluation of Research through Design 
The process of evaluating an interaction design research, described in Chapter 2, is based 

on four lenses as suggested by Zimmerman et al. (2007): process, invention, relevance and 

extensibility: 

Process 

This criterion examines the documentation of the methods used in the research 

(Zimmerman et al., 2007). As detailed in Chapter 2, the research was organised according 

to the phases defined by (Plomp & Nieveen, 2007): preliminary research, prototyping phase, 

assessment phase and reflection and documentation. In the review of relevant research, the 

design space of a gestural approach based on manipulation was identified based on 

previous work concerning a philosophical perspective on the challenges for mid-air 

interaction (Section 3.2 – Foundation), characteristics of gesture interaction (Section 3.3. 

Gestures) and principles for the mid-air interface based in manipulation (Section 3.4 Mid-air 

interface design). The design space led to the definition of the interaction principles of the 

gestures-only approach (Section 4.1). In order to validate this mid-air approach, a user-

centred approach has been followed initially by the identification of a user’s preference 

concerning the technological approach (Section 4.3) and the design of six informational 

Design Patterns as a tool for the generation of knowledge in design (Section 4.4). 

Succeeding an iterative process through a formative evaluation using a gesture elicitation 

study (Section 5.2), it was analysed whether user gesture suggestions matched with the 

gestures designed in Section 4.4. The results generated another iteration leading to the 

design of high-fidelity prototypes (Section 5.3), validated through a comparative analysis in 

Chapter 6. The reflection of this process, reported in Chapter 7 showed an evaluation of the 

gestures-only approach, along with a set of design recommendations. 

 

All of these design research activities were carefully documented through the mentioned 

sections, being validated using multiple approaches, leading to the contributions of this 

thesis described earlier in this chapter. 

Invention 

This criterion defines how the contribution of the research "advances the current state of 

the art" (Zimmerman et al., 2007). The gestures-only approach offers an alternative to 

cursor-based and gesture-library mid-air interactions, as stated both in the introduction and 

in Section 4.2. Based on the use of instrumental manipulation, a gesture phrase and a 
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specific navigational structure supported by the use of manipulative gestures (Section 4.2), 

the approach was established as a combination of gestural interaction and the use of an 

effective visual feedback, represented as a main research challenge by Maher & Lee (2017). 

Besides the validation of gestures-only throughout the design research activities, the 

approach was evaluated according to five dimensions of interaction models (Beaudouin-

Lafon, 2004) in Section 7.2, demonstrating the main characteristics of the approach. The six 

Informational Design Patterns designed to be used as research artefacts also demonstrated 

to be an important invention of this thesis, since they can be used for common interactions 

linked to browsing of text, image and videos and support the design of new applications 

using the approach. 

Relevance 

On this criterion, the researcher should be able to demonstrate “why the community should 

consider this state to be preferred” (Zimmerman et al., 2007), explaining the validity of the 

research. This research followed a rigorous design process for the development and 

validation of the gestures-only approach, as required by the RtD approach (Plomp & 

Nieveen, 2007). However, in the Assessment phase (Summative evaluation of chapter 6), 

instead of evaluating only the research artefacts developed, they were compared with 

similar interactions performed through a cursor-based input (the standard mid-air input). It 

is thought that this strategy improved the validity of the research, since it allowed a 

comparison of the usability (performance and satisfaction) and the user experience 

(hedonic and pragmatic qualities) of both approaches, showing that gestures-only is a 

promising alternative to be preferred in the design of mid-air applications, as described in 

detail in Chapter 6. 

Extensibility 

The final criterion is evaluated based on how the proposed approach allows “leveraging the 

knowledge created by the resulting artefacts” (Zimmerman et al., 2007). This criterion was 

discussed in Section 7.2.3, where the generative power (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004) of 

gestures-only was described. In summary, the approach provides guidance for 

designers/developers through the structure and interaction principles defined in Chapter 4, 

the design recommendations in Section 7.4 and the Design Patterns developed throughout 

this research. In addition and following a recommendation to share code and data (Nebeling 

et al., 2014), the gestures identified through the elicitation study, the interfaces designed for 

the Design Patterns, the source files of the prototypes designed for Kinect V2 and the tool 
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to measure the distance/angles/joints of gestures performed are available at: 

http://bit.ly/thesis_downloads. 

 

In summary, the gestures-only approach presented a combination of high-level guidelines 

(Section 4.2), a set of interaction principles (Section 4.2.1) and style-guides for specific tasks 

and the Design Patterns (Section 4.3). Based on the prototypes and the findings identified 

throughout the research, the interactions proposed were suitable for short-duration and 

simple tasks using instrumental manipulation, in the context of informational interfaces. Due 

to the high acceptance of participants with the approach compared with cursor-based 

interactions, it may be possible to extend the use of gestures-only to other scenarios such as 

engineering, architecture, healthcare, among others. However, it is important to consider a 

user-centred design process to evaluate the applicability of the approach; for instance, 

Hettig et al. (2017) attempted to use gesture control as a technique for interventional 

neuroradiology, but the use of MYO and Leap motion failed to exceed the traditional input 

for this treatment. This example suggests that gestures-only can be a promising approach 

for mid-air interaction, but should always be tested in the proposed scenario of use. 

 

8.3 Open issues and future work 
As a result of the Research through Design activities, some implications regarding the 

limitations of this work and potential future work were identified and are presented in this 

section. Concerning the gestures-only, several interactions were presented along with the 

Design Patterns. Due to the generative power of the approach (Section 7.2.3), the 

interactions and strategies which were designed to reveal/communicate gestures (Section 

7.4.2) can be expanded based in the design of new applications. On the other hand, 

gestures-only is limited by instrumental manipulation (e.g. supports only a few tasks in each 

screen) and in case complex interactions are needed, instrumental operation can be used 

(as described in Section 7.2.1). However, in this case, the GUI may lose part of the 

manipulative behaviour. The following items describe specific issues emerged through the 

design research activities:  

Effect of Age in mid-air performance 

The effect of age on the performance of mid-air interactions was analysed in Section 6.2.6.9. 

The age of participants in the experiment ranged from 15 to 54 years old, separated into 

four groups with different proportions. This preliminary result indicated a significant 
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difference in the gestures-only approach in the efficiency of the 25-34 years age group, in 

comparison with 35-44 years and 45-54 years, revealing a decrease in efficiency as the age 

increased. However, the majority of participants were included in the 25-34 years age group 

and just a few in the 45-54 years group, which implies a potential bias in the results. This 

result may initially explain the rationale for not using participants considered older users 

(>65 years old) due to potentially reduced motor capabilities (Cabreira & Hwang, 2016; 

Kortum et al., 2008). On the other hand, a study focused on the older population (Carreira 

et al., 2016) identified that the use of swipe gestures was considered simpler and faster and 

with cursor-based techniques allowing more precision and control. Considering these issues, 

a future study of gestures-only considering older and novice users may identify if this 

interaction approach is suitable for older users and, if not, indicate potential strategies to 

minimize issues regarding this population.  

Mid-air prototyping 

In the elicitation study in Chapter 5, the medium-fidelity prototypes used in the evaluation 

were controlled by the researcher/moderator through a Wizard-of-Oz process. This 

strategy, while widely used in the literature, relies on the researcher to simulate the tasks 

and does not provide continuous feedback to the user's movements. Participants in the 

formative evaluation reported the lack of feedback generated by this approach, also 

identified in Nebeling et al. (2014). These shortcomings reveal a potential gap in designers' 

practice with mid-air interactions: there is currently no prototyping tool for mid-air 

interaction available in the industry or in the literature (Baytaş et al., 2014), as opposed to 

touchscreen interaction (e.g. Invision, Axurre). Therefore, a tool where the designer could 

associate the manipulative gestures to transitions, animations and visual components in the 

interface would provide a faster way to develop and test mid-air prototypes, providing 

feedback in real time for the gestures performed. This future research could be applied not 

only to the gestures-only approach but also to support the popularisation of the mid-air 

technology among designers.  

Culture variation 

The sample of participants in the evaluations of Chapter 5 and 6 had a predominance of 

European users, with few participants from the Middle East and Asia. Regarding national 

culture, the use of manipulative gestures is considered relatively free of cultural barriers 

(Pescarin et al., 2013) in comparison with symbolic nature of semaphoric gestures, which 

possess a strong cultural dependence (Mauney et al., 2010). The findings revealed that 

participants from different cultures had similar results to European ones in the tasks 
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performed. However, this result might be biased due to the small proportion of culture 

variability (as a strategy to maintain the internal validity of the study). On the other hand, 

the comparative analysis showed in the design recommendation FC15 (Chapter 7) that in 

horizontal menus, left-handed users showed more difficulty to select items using swipe left, 

suggesting that the interface can be adapted according to the hand preference. This same 

adaption could be necessary due to culture variations, showing that future research with 

groups of users with different cultures may provide different insights/feedback concerning 

the use of the gestures-only approach. 

Interaction Intent 

According to Section 6.2.7, gestures-only presented 7.3% of False Positives (unintentional 

interactions), with partly of this result linked to limitations in Kinect V2. The identification of 

intent in mid-air interaction is a well-known issue, linked to the ‘Midas touch' effect since the 

recognition system is always reading the movements of the user. Walter et al. (2013) 

defined a specific gesture (in their research, a teapot) to identify the interaction, but this 

strategy does not eliminate the problem when the user is, for instance, chatting with 

someone while interacting, generating unintentional actions. The gestures-only approach 

does not offer a solution for this issue in the prototypes developed; however, it is suggested 

as future research the use of multimodal interaction, combining gaze with gestures to 

identify the intent. Gaze and mid-air interaction has been used in previous work (Chatterjee 

et al., 2015; Pouke, Karhu, Hickey, & Arhippainen, 2012) for cursor-based interaction; in 

gestures-only, the tracking of gaze could identify when the user is looking to the display, 

allowing the gesture recognition of gestures. Another solution would be the use of face 

recognition – available in Kinect V2; however, the current technology cannot track the 

movement of the eyes. 

Motion-tracking device 

The comparative analysis in Chapter 6 showed that 19% of participants performed False 

Negatives in at least one interaction, with the majority of errors related to limitations of the 

Microsoft Kinect V2 sensor, as also reported by Chattopadhyay & Bolchini (2015). This 

limitation was linked to the tracking of gestures performed too fast, or issues regarding the 

recognition of the fist pose (used in scrolling interactions). On the other hand, the Kinect V2 

is still considered the best affordable device to track swipe gestures (Vokorokos et al., 

2016), also being extensively used in research projects. The Kinect V2 has been discontinued 
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on October 2017, and Microsoft suggests the use of Intel Sense depth cameras28 as an 

alternative, Microsoft Hololens29 used in prototypes with mixed reality or the Orbbec Depth 

Camera30, which allows the use of a similar SDK and joint recognition of Kinect. Besides 

improvements in the sensor itself, future research for the gestures-only approach could 

combine the gestures and hand poses defined in Chapter 5 in order to increase the 

reliability of the gesture recognition, along with design recommendations provided in 

section 7.4.3. 

 

Generalisability beyond the use of swipe gestures 

Gestures-only was designed to be applied in informational interfaces, through the use of 

swipe gestures in four axes. However, while this strategy kept the interactions simple and 

easy to be executed, it was also a limitation, since it allowed in general four tasks per screen 

(swipe horizontal/vertical in both directions). On the other hand, the Design Pattern Video 

Player revealed that beyond the swipe gestures, some interactions (e.g. adjust timeline) 

could be performed using direct manipulation in the interface in the four axes instead of 

manipulation-based, expanding the appliance of the approach. This strategy revealed the 

potential of the approach beyond the swipe gestures; for instance, using different gestures 

(e.g. fist) and direct manipulation, the number of interactions per screen can be multiplied. 

 

Another strategy could be the design principle of polymorphism (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2000; 

H. C. Jetter, Reiterer, & Geyer, 2014), suggesting that an object can be transformed using 

different tools according to the context used. Therefore, a scrolling interaction defined to 

text only can also be adapted to the use of images or videos, expanding the generative 

power of gestures-only. Lastly, the approach could be adapted to support more complex 

interactions using instrumental operation, which means that the development of interactive 

instruments indirectly changes features on the GUI (Jansen & Dragicevic, 2013), causing 

them to lose part of the manipulative behaviour. While this strategy could increase the 

descriptive power of the approach (diversity of interactions), it may increase the complexity 

of the system for the user and also for designers/developers. 

 

                                                   
28 Available at https://software.intel.com/realsense 
29 Available at https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/hololens 
30 Available at https://orbbec3d.com/ 
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8.4 Closing remarks 
This thesis introduces the gestures-only approach as an alternative to the applications 

designed using mid-air interaction, based on the use of manipulation and the support of the 

graphical interface to provide guidance for the browsing of informational content, using 

“gestures that people can understand and use” (Ardito et al., 2014). The approach was 

identified as sufficiently robust, natural, efficient, intuitive, stylish and innovative, linked with 

the assumptions delineated by Wigdor & Wixon (2011) for a gestural interaction: “these 

interfaces must feel natural and fun and encourage the learning of a new interaction 

paradigm” (Wigdor & Wixon, 2011). However, given the different mental model proposed, it 

may take more time to “get used to it [P14] compared with cursor-based interaction, while 

the research showed that there is still room for improvements concerning the technology 

used in gesture recognition. This research represents a small step towards alternatives for 

the development of mid-air interfaces, as an initial attempt to design interfaces that do not 

follow WIMP principles. 

 

The use of ubiquitous displays is a common “vision of future”(Golod et al., 2013); therefore, 

it is believed that mid-air interaction could play a considerable role in this future scenario, 

revealing potential opportunities for the use of the gestures-only approach. It is expected 

that the contributions presented in this thesis may become useful to researchers and 

practitioners in an attempt to design applications that offer a satisfactory user-experience in 

mid-air, as highlighted by participant 23 in the Comparative Analysis: 

 

“It felt like the gestures were something new, it was much more engaging, it was sort of a 

much more pleasant experience that felt like you were doing something different with 

technology that was much more responding to you as a subject rather than you placing a 

cursor on a thing as an object.” [P23] 
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APPENDIX A: Instrument for 
gesture elicitation study 
A.1 Recruitment poster  
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A.2 Information sheet  

 

  

 
	
Elicitation	Study	
	
Dear	participant	
	
I	am	a	researcher	in	the	field	of	Interaction	Design	and	User	Experience.	My	research	has	sought	to	
understand	 how	 to	 design	mid-air	 graphical	 interfaces	 controlled	 by	 the	movement	 of	 hands	 and	
arms	 (Microsoft	 Kinect,	 Leap	Motion,	 etc).	 For	 this,	my	 goals	 are	 to	 identify	 patterns	 of	 graphical	
interfaces	and	strategies	to	support	the	use	of	manipulative	gestures.	
	
I	would	 like	 to	 count	on	your	participation	 in	 this	 study.	 I	 intend	 to	present	 some	prototypes	and	
understand	 how	 you	 would	 interact	 with	 these	 interfaces,	 using	 a	 technique	 called	 Gesture	
Elicitation.	For	this,	you	are	invited	to	suggest	different	gestures	for	specific	functions	presented	on	
the	 interface	 of	 different	 prototypes.	 The	 prototype	 is	 not	 fully	 functional;	 in	 this	 sense,	 and	
approach	called	“Wizard	of	Oz”	(where	a	predefined	sequence	of	actions	is	allowed)	will	be	used	on	
this	study.	
	
This	evaluation	will	 last	 for	approximately	1	hour,	and	during	this	 time	 it	will	also	be	used	a	video	
recorder,	in	order	to	facilitate	the	process	of	analysing	the	data	generated.	If	you	want	to	give	up	or	
do	 not	 participate	 in	 this	 study,	 this	 does	 not	 cause	 any	 problem	 for	 you.	 Your	 participation	 is	
voluntary	and	you	are	free	to	withdraw	this	study	at	any	time	without	giving	any	reason.	
	
We	 would	 like	 to	 state	 that	 all	 answers	 to	 the	 questions	 and	 discussions	 will	 be	 treated	
anonymously.	If	you	have	any	issues,	questions	or	comments	you	can	contact	me	or	my	supervisors	
on	the	email	informed	at	the	consent	form.		
	
	
Thanks	for	your	contribution,	
Tobias	Mulling	
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A.3 Consent form  

 

 
	
Elicitation	Study	
	

School	of	Computer,	Engineering	and	Mathematics	

Mithras	House,	Lewes	Rd,	Brighton	BN2	4AT	

Supervisors:	Dr.	Derek	Covill	(D.Covill@brighton.ac.uk)	|	Dr.	Lyn	Pemberton	

(Lyn.Pemberton@brighton.ac.uk)	

PhD	Student:	Tobias	Mulling	(T.Mulling@brighton.ac.uk)	

	
Study	title:	Embracing	the	Gesture-Driven	Interface:	recommendations	for	the	design	of	

graphical	mid-air	interfaces	using	a	gestural	approach	

	

Consent	Form	
Having	been	described	what	to	expect	during	this	study	we	seek	your	consent	to	participate	in	the	

study.	We	would	like	to	state	that	all	answers	to	the	questions	will	be	treated	anonymously.	

	

Please	read	below	carefully	and	sign	below:	

	

• I	have	been	informed	of	the	nature	and	purposes	of	the	study	and	have	read	the	information	

sheet.		I	completely	understand	the	principles	and	processes	of	the	study.			

	

• I	 understand	 that	 my	 personal	 details	 will	 remain	 confidential.	 	 Data	 will	 be	 stored	 in	 a	

secure	area	and	destroyed	after	the	completion	of	my	PhD.		I	understand	that	data	collected	

during	the	study,	may	be	 looked	at	by	the	supervisors	of	this	dissertation	for	teaching	and	

research	purposes.	

	

• I	understand	 that	 the	data	collected	will	be	used	as	part	of	a	 thesis	project.	 	 I	understand	

that	 the	 data	will	 be	 used	 in	 writing	 up	 and	 disseminating	 research	 (including	 in	 a	 thesis	

which	will	be	held	in	the	School	of	the	Computing,	Engineering	&	Mathematics,	University	of	

Brighton,	and	 in	conferences	and	 journal	publications).	 	 I	understand	that	only	anonymous	

excerpts	from	the	research	will	be	used	in	this	write	up.		

	

• I	understand	that	my	participation	 is	voluntary	and	that	 I	am	free	to	withdraw	at	any	time	

without	giving	any	reason,	without	my	rights	being	affected.		

	

• I	agree	to	take	part	in	the	above	study.	

	
	
___________________																														________________													___________________	

Name	of	Participant	 Date																																								Signature	

	

___________________																														________________													___________________	

Researcher	 	 	 Date	 																											Signature	
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A.4 Post-test questionnaire 

 

 
	
Elicitation	Study/Questionnaire	
	
Name:	_____________________________________________	
	
1)	Are	you	right-handed,	left	handed	or	ambidextrous?	
	
	
2)	Did	you	feel	the	need	to	visualize	your	gesture	(i.e.,	the	movement	of	your	hands)	on	the	
screen	by	watching	a	cursor	(e.g.	mouse	in	desktop	interaction)?	
	
	
	
3)	Did	you	attempt	to	deliberately	 repeat	 (keep	consistence	 in	 the	choice	of)	some	of	 the	
gestures	you	created?	Can	you	explain	why	or	no?	
	
	
	
	
	
4)	Please,	say	if	one	of	the	following	situations	apply	to	you.	If	one	of	them	do	apply	to	you,	
explain	why.	If	none	of	them	apply,	please	explain	the	rationale	for	it.	
	
the	reason	why	you	kept/repeated	some	of	the	gestures	at	different	interfaces	was…	
	
(1)	an	attempt	to	keep	the	same	repertoire	and	not	to	include	lots	of	different	gestures,	to	
keep	things	simple;	
(2)	because	you	thought	that	gesture	was	the	only	gesture	possible	to	execute	the	action	on	
the	interface.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
5)	Do	you	have	any	further	comments/suggestion/feedback?	
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A.5 Gesture Taxonomy – Design Pattern Hierarchical Navigation 
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A.6 Gesture Taxonomy – Design Pattern Image Gallery 
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A.7 Gesture Taxonomy – Design Pattern Item Navigation 
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A.8 Gesture Taxonomy – Design Pattern Navigation drawer 
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A.9 Gesture Taxonomy – Design Pattern Tab Navigation 
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A.10 Gesture Taxonomy – Design Pattern Video Player 
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APPENDIX B: Instrument for the 
comparative analysis 
B.1 Recruitment poster  
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B.2 Information sheet 

 
  

 
	
Comparative	analysis	
	
Dear	participant	
	
I	am	a	researcher	in	the	field	of	Interaction	Design	and	User	Experience.	My	research	has	sought	to	
understand	 how	 to	 design	mid-air	 graphical	 interfaces	 controlled	 by	 the	movement	 of	 hands	 and	
arms.	For	this,	my	goals	are	to	identify	patterns	of	graphical	interfaces	and	strategies	to	support	the	
use	of	manipulative	and	directional	gestures.	
	
I	would	 like	 to	 count	on	your	participation	 in	 this	 study.	 I	 intend	 to	present	 some	prototypes	and	
understand	how	you	would	interact	with	these	interfaces.	With	your	help,	we	would	like	to	examine	
how	participants	perceive	the	use	of	2	types	of	mid-air	 interaction:	gestures-only	and	cursor-based	
(point-and-dwell).		
	

	
	
This	evaluation	will	 last	 for	approximately	1	hour,	and	during	this	 time	 it	will	also	be	used	a	video	
recorder,	in	order	to	facilitate	the	process	of	analysing	the	data	generated.	If	you	want	to	give	up	or	
do	 not	 participate	 in	 this	 study,	 this	 does	 not	 cause	 any	 problem	 for	 you.	 Your	 participation	 is	
voluntary	and	you	are	free	to	withdraw	this	study	at	any	time	without	giving	any	reason.	
	
We	would	like	to	state	that	all	answers	to	the	questions	and	discussions	will	be	treated	anonymously	
–	your	information	will	be	associated	to	a	number,	not	your	name.	If	you	have	any	issues,	questions	
or	comments	you	can	contact	me	or	my	supervisors	on	the	email	informed	at	the	bottom	part	of	this	
sheet.		
	
	
Thanks	for	your	contribution,	
Tobias	Mulling	
	
School	of	Computer,	Engineering	and	Mathematics	
Mithras	House,	Lewes	Rd,	Brighton	BN2	4AT	
Supervisors:	Dr.	Derek	Covill	(D.Covill@brighton.ac.uk)	|	Dr.	Lyn	Pemberton	
(Lyn.Pemberton@brighton.ac.uk)	
PhD	Student:	Tobias	Mulling	(T.Mulling@brighton.ac.uk)	
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B.3 Consent form 

 
  

 
	
Comparative	Analysis	
	

School	of	Computer,	Engineering	and	Mathematics	

Mithras	House,	Lewes	Rd,	Brighton	BN2	4AT	

Supervisors:	Dr.	Derek	Covill	(D.Covill@brighton.ac.uk)	|	Dr.	Lyn	Pemberton	

(Lyn.Pemberton@brighton.ac.uk)	

PhD	Student:	Tobias	Mulling	(T.Mulling@brighton.ac.uk)	

	
Study	title:	Embracing	the	Gesture-Driven	Interface:	Recommendations	for	the	design	of	

graphical	mid-air	interfaces	using	a	gestural	approach	

	

Consent	Form	
Having	been	described	what	to	expect	during	this	study	we	seek	your	consent	to	participate	in	the	

study.	We	would	like	to	state	that	all	answers	to	the	questions	will	be	treated	anonymously.	

	

Please	read	below	carefully	and	sign	below:	

	

• I	have	been	informed	of	the	nature	and	purposes	of	the	study	and	have	read	the	information	

sheet.		I	completely	understand	the	principles	and	processes	of	the	study.			

	

• I	 understand	 that	 my	 personal	 details	 will	 remain	 confidential.	 	 Data	 will	 be	 stored	 in	 a	

secure	area	and	destroyed	after	the	completion	of	my	PhD.		I	understand	that	data	collected	

during	 the	study	may	be	 looked	at	by	 the	supervisors	of	 this	dissertation	 for	 teaching	and	

research	purposes.	

	

• I	understand	 that	 the	data	collected	will	be	used	as	part	of	a	 thesis	project.	 	 I	understand	

that	 the	 data	will	 be	 used	 in	 writing	 up	 and	 disseminating	 research	 (including	 in	 a	 thesis	

which	will	be	held	in	the	School	of	the	Computing,	Engineering	&	Mathematics,	University	of	

Brighton,	and	 in	conferences	and	 journal	publications).	 	 I	understand	that	only	anonymous	

excerpts	from	the	research	will	be	used	in	this	write	up.		

	

• I	understand	that	my	participation	 is	voluntary	and	that	 I	am	free	to	withdraw	at	any	time	

without	giving	any	reason,	without	my	rights	being	affected.		

	

• I	agree	to	take	part	in	the	above	study.	

	
	
___________________																														________________													___________________	

Name	of	Participant	 Date																																								Signature	

	

___________________																														________________													___________________	

Researcher	 	 	 Date	 																											Signature	
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B.4 Post-test questionnaire – User preference 

 
  

Interaction Q
uestionnaire

This questionnaire evaluates your preference over  2 types of m
id-air interaction that you already experienced using different prototypes: 

gestures-only and point-and-dw
ell interaction (sim

ilar to m
ouse interaction). Select the type of interaction you prefer for each of the events 

described in the follow
ing sections.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

N
avigation Left/Right

Selection (see m
ore)

Scroll horizontally to see m
ore content

Close article

Participant ____

H
ierarchical Content

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

N
avigation betw

een categories

Selection of article

Content scrolling

Close article

Tab N
avigation

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

Scrolling betw
een articles

Selection of article

Text scrolling

Back to articles m
enu

Item
 N

avigation

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

N
avigation betw

een im
ages

Im
age selection

Thum
bnail selection

Zoom
 in/out

Close im
age

Im
age G

allery

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

Select m
enu

Scrolling betw
een articles

O
pen m

enu

Select article

Scrolling text

Back to the articles

N
avigation D

raw
er

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

G
esture-only

Cursor-based
N

o D
iff.

Scrolling the m
enu

Select the film

O
pen m

enu

Adjust tim
eline

Adjust volum
e

Pause/Play

Select next video

Video Player
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B.5 Post-test questionnaire – AtrakkDiff 
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B.6 Post-test structured interview 
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B.7 Qualitative Data Analysis 
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